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Editor’s Column
Dear Readers,
In this current issue I am throwing light on the word ‘RESEARCH’. It literary
means – “Research is a work that involves studying something and trying to discover
facts about it”. From this definition of ‘RESEARCH’ I want to borrow sequence of
some words and that are –‘Trying to discover facts’. Discovery it is something that
absent before and now in present we are becoming aware of it. It may be any
inventions that were unknown before but now they are handy or one may say easily
available.

‘Curiosity is the mother of all inventions’ it is also god gifted. It is not
distributed to every one by Him. The reason is that only Einstein can think why apple
is not going up but coming back on the earth? Once this thought sparked in his mind
and today thanks to him we have the great ‘notion of gravity’. Same as our research
scholars driven by curiosity bring something useful for us. Our research scholars have
added something new to pre-established matters. Research is not an easy job in this
process researcher has to put themselves in a soup.

We the publisher of “SHANTI E JOURNAL OF RESEARCH” are opening
the treasure of knowledge before you. The research papers are written by an
intelligent researchers. The present issue contains the papers on the issues like gender,
economic, business ethics, Indian industries in context of global world, naturalism,
importance of laughing yoga, Housing finance, global warming, carbon tax system
and the last but not the least language and literature.

We hope this will certainly be helpful to you so use it and be a trailblazer for
the others.

Co Editor
P.R.SHARM A
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Gender Issues in Leadership
- BINDIYA S. SONI
M.B.A., M.COM., SLET., B.ED.,
Abstract
From the days of old to the modern era, many are still of the opinion that men are the
ones who are destined to lead, and women, no matter how prepared or qualified, will
serve as followers for most of their lives. The fact that men are born to lead, and that the
woman‘s place is at best, by his side, but never in front, is becoming harder and harder
to accept and defend in the modern era. Though the situation has improved recently for
women, throughout human history women have not traditionally been found as leaders,
outside the family, in complex organizations—those corporations, legislatures,
universities, and financial institutions that greatly influence society. There are three key
drivers why businesses are interested in women today: leadership, talent and markets.
There is now data and studies to prove that more women in leadership means better
bottom-line performance. Fortune 500 companies with the most women at the top have a
35 percent higher return on shareholder return to equity, and a Catalyst study showed
boards with more than three women on them have an 83 percent higher return to
shareholder value than boards without women. It's not about women taking over
everything. It's about having gender balance because that really does seem to tie into
much greater profitability and striking performance financially. This Paper attempts to
conduct a focused amount of study to answer the question about the correlation between
gender and leadership effectiveness. This Paper also deals with the burning aspects of
Gender related Issues in Women Leadership.
INTRODUCTION
Men are marked out from the moment of birth to rule or be ruled.
–Aristotle
Gender and leadership is a subject that is concerned with two main questions: (1)
What are the determinants of male/female differences in who assumes leadership
positions and in leadership behavior? and (2) How is leadership a gendered concept?
Social scientists distinguish between "gender" and "sex." Sex refers to the basic,
biologically given physiological differences between males and females. Gender refers to
a culture's social construction of differences between the sexes. These include the
different traits, roles, behaviors, attitudes, and aptitudes males and females are expected
to display. Gender displays reinforce claims of membership in a sex. Expressions such as
"gendered practices," "gendered language," and "gendered jobs" are used to emphasize
the tenet that gender involves a process of social construction, and to make gender a more
central explanation of organizational behavior phenomena such as leadership.
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The term "leaders" refers to persons holding formal positions of leadership in
complex organizations in industry, government, education, politics, the arts, sciences, and
professions. Historically, gender precluded most females from becoming leaders in such
organizations; as a result, the assumption that males were better suited than females for
leadership roles was, until recently, rarely questioned. Since the early 1970s, the
foundation of that assumption has been shaken by the large number of women who,
according to Bass and Stogdill's Handbook of Leadership, have (1) been elected prime
minister (in Britain, Canada, India, Pakistan, the Philippines, Norway, Sri Lanka, etc.)
and to other high government offices; (2) been elevated to managerial positions in
business organizations; and (3) earned master of business administration (MBA) degrees.
In addition, the assumption that leaders are to be men has come under scrutiny by a
growing body of scholarly writing on the subject of gender and leadership.
Interest in gender and leadership started in the United States in the early 1970s,
when women slowly began to seek and gain entry into management. Two types of
literature sought to aid women's advancement. Practical, "how to" advice books warned
that the predominantly male corporate world was, for women, akin to foreign, hostile,
enemy territory: to be successful, women needed to learn and adapt themselves to the
local language, dress, and customs.
The other body of literature—more academic in its content and research—
provided the rationale for eliminating barriers (such as discriminatory policies) to
women's progress in organizations and management. It argued that differences between
women's and men's ability to carry out responsible jobs are minimal, once women attain
the appropriate job qualifications. Women, thus, deserved equal opportunity in early
childhood as well as higher education, and equal access to all types of job training and
development. Women would then be able to compete with men for leadership positions
and other jobs.
The human capital theory presaged an argument that emerged in the mid-1980s: that a
company's profits could be bolstered by the special qualities women possess—a
proclivity for cooperative decision making, ability to share power and communicate
well, experience in nurturing the development of others, and comfort with less
hierarchical organizations. Increased foreign competition made U.S. companies aware of
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the failings of the traditional, military, authoritarian leadership style, and thus the
utilization of female talent was seen as a possible source of competitive advantage.
At the same time the idea that females possess a natural leadership advantage over
males gained popularity in both academic and management circles, some scholars voiced
a more critical view. They maintained that the idea of extracting the value of feminine
skills and qualities in the global marketplace was exploitative. Such a plan is part of a
managerial ideology that dehumanizes and subordinates all workers, not females only.
These writers were less concerned with the relationship between gender and leadership
per se. Their primary interest was the issue of power, and how the gender categories
"male" and "female" are part of a system of power relations that empowers some and
exploits others.
Characteristics of women leaders
Some characteristics of women leaders that can be noted include
a. Individual character, and ability to respond positively to hardship
b. Empathy with others
c. Willingness to speak out
d. Honesty
e. Ability to get support from family and spouse
f. Strong belief in the power of the group or collective
g. Staying power And so on.
What needs to be noted is that it is character and confidence rather than knowledge or
literacy that marks out these women. Literacy was one variable that did not emerge as
one of the qualifying criteria for potential women leaders. Literacy and /or information
are like tools which are wielded and used as necessary – not essential attributes of the
role. The issue of class and caste did not come out so prominently as a mobilizing device.
WHY SO FEW WOMEN LEADERS?
Why are there differences between males and females in who becomes a leader? This is
one main question of concern to writers in the area of gender and leadership. Though the
situation has improved recently for women, throughout human history women have not
traditionally been found as leaders, outside the family, in complex
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organizations—those corporations, legislatures, universities, and financial
institutions that greatly influence society.
Several reasons are cited for the low proportion of women leaders. One is that
females' life aspirations are diminished by their early childhood socialization in the
nuclear family. Generally the nuclear family transmits definitions of appropriate gender
behavior to children. For girls, this includes submissiveness, passivity, avoidance of
aggression and competition, reticence to take risk, and other qualities our culture
considers "feminine." Research shows that even when high school boys and girls have the
same college and career aspirations, the boys receive significantly more parental
encouragement to pursue their goals.
One result of this childhood socialization is the tendency for adult women to be
stereotyped as less well-suited than men for leadership roles. Several studies have shown
that people perceive successful managers to have the characteristics typically associated
with men, though the actual qualities successful managers possess are a combination of
masculine (e.g., forcefulness, self-confidence, task orientation, initiative) and feminine
(e.g., concern for people, feelings, and relationships) traits. An obvious consequence of
this is that a man is more likely to be selected for a leadership position than is a woman
of equal qualification. Thus, a woman who aspires to leadership positions must overcome
both her childhood socialization, which discouraged development of some essential
qualities, and a popular perception of the maleness of leadership—both of which tangibly
reduce the chance she will be judged qualified. In addition to socialization and
stereotyping, other barriers to females' upward mobility into leadership positions include:
(a) discrimination against them in personnel decisions involving promotion, selection,
and supervision; (b) a dearth of women and men willing to mentor women; (c)
management development opportunities that are based on job rotation: geographic
mobility can create difficulties for a woman's children and destroy her spouse's career; (d)
coincidence of the biological clock and some professions' "up or out" policies, such as
professors' tenure clock and lawyers' partner clock; and (e) the perception of women as
"outsiders" because of their physical differences, stereotyping, and exclusion from some
social clubs and activities where important networks are built and maintained.
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Other reasons women ascend to leadership positions less frequently than men are
that women most frequently inhabit managerial positions with little power, little
advancement opportunity, or where other women are so rare that their presence is
attributed to their sexuality or affirmative action, or it is used as a symbol of the
organization's enlightenment. Outside their paid jobs, women usually have significant
responsibility for the care of their families and home, thereby depleting the energy they
might otherwise devote to the pursuit of leadership positions of consequence.
DO MALE AND FEMALE LEADERS BEHAVE DIFFERENTLY?
Though females' early socialization and other obstacles may impede them from
becoming leaders, those who do ascend do not behave significantly differently from men
in the same kinds of positions. Some studies have been able to discern differences in
leadership style and managerial behavior, but most have not.
Studies have examined male/female differences in three main types of managerial
behavior. The first is task accomplishment style, which is how much the leader initiates,
organizes, and defines work activities and processes. The second is interpersonal style,
which is how much the leader builds morale, relationships, satisfaction, and commitment
in the organization. The third is decision-making style, which is how much the leader
encourages a participative, democratic approach as opposed to an autocratic approach.
Some studies find differences between males' and females' task accomplishment
styles and interpersonal styles. Males tended to be more task-oriented; females tended to
be more relationship-oriented. These differences, however, have been observed only in
men and women subjects of laboratory experiments, that is, people asked to speculate
how they would behave if they were leaders. Differences disappear in studies where
actual managers are compared: most conclude that women do not behave differently from
men in the same or similar kind of leadership position. Moreover, experienced women
managers show no differences in leadership abilities from experienced male managers.
These women, in fact, are likely to more closely resemble their male counterparts in
drive, skills, temperament, and competitiveness, than the average woman in the
population.
Some difference has been found in males' and females' decision making styles. According
to Gary N. Powell's comprehensive study, Women and Men in Management,
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women tend to employ a more democratic, participative style while men tend to
take a more autocratic, directive approach. This difference has appeared in both
laboratory studies and observations of real leaders. Some scholars thus argue that
women's tendency to negotiate, mediate, facilitate, and communicate is the more effective
leadership style than men's emphasis on power and control; and because this "feminine"
style reduces hierarchy, satisfies subordinates, and achieves results, it should be the norm
to which men are compared.
During the late 1990s medical science found a physical basis for some of these
basic differences in leadership qualities. As asserted by Dorion Sagan in "Gender
Specifics: Why Women Aren't Men," the structure of the female brain affords women
several biological and cognitive advantages. This was thought to be in large part due to
the connector between the two sides of the brain being larger in women than in men,
resulting in a better ability on the female's part to integrate left brain/right brain activities.
Women were thought better able to follow several trains of thought at the same time,
while men appeared better able to focus on single topics.
HOW IS LEADERSHIP GENDERED?
The other main question of concern to writers in the area of gender and leadership
is whether "leadership position" is implicitly a gendered concept. To answer this
question, first one has to understand how organizations, including their leadership
positions, are one place where gender is produced. In her article "Gendering
Organizational Theory," Joan Acker argues that gender is part of the logic used in
organizations to determine what practices will be adopted. Organizations profess
themselves to be gender-neutral, for example, with their practice of filling an abstract job
with a person who possesses the requisite qualifications. But when the "job description"
for a leadership position includes 12-hour days, business meetings and social events on
weekends, and little time for non-job-related obligations, many women (and,
increasingly, men) cannot qualify because of their family responsibilities. The ostensibly
gender-neutral job, then, is not. It and the organization in which it exists are part of the
gendered substructure of society. They assume and thereby replicate conventional gender
roles: man working full-time for a lifetime in a job outside the home; woman working in
the home to take care of him, the family, and any spillover from his job.
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In this view, all social practices are structured in relation to gender. This includes
the social practice of organizing businesses, schools, governments, and the like, and
including leadership positions in the design of these organizations. Because social
practices replicate the reproductive division of people into male and female, they are said
to be "gendered." Thus, gender becomes a property of institutions and the human and
historical processes that create them. It becomes a characteristic of not individual people
but collectivities. To think of gender—and leadership—in this way is a considerable
advance. Doing so provides an explanation for the difficulties women traditionally have
experienced ascending to leadership positions and performing leader roles with comfort
and ease.
LEADERSHIP AND GENDER PERSPECTIVES
Throughout history, many have come to believe that leadership is a
traditionally masculine activity. Judith A. Kolb talked about this in her article when she
stated that —Kanter observed that if women in organizations are to emerge as leaders, it
is important that they be perceived as individuals who can influence or motivate others.
“A look at research on this dating back to the 1970‘s indicated that there was a
tremendous amount of gender bias regarding women‘s achievements in the business
sector. More frightening is that as late as 1991, much of this gender bias still exists as
seen by the following. A study conducted in 1991 by Shimanoff and Jenkins revealed
the following: —when we reviewed this literature we were struck by the prejudice
against women. Research has demonstrated that there are far more similarities than
differences in the leadership behaviors of women and men, and that they are equally
effective. Still, women are less likely to be pre-selected as leaders, and the same
leadership behavior is often evaluated more positively when attributed to a male than to a
female. Findings dated this recently should be cause for alarm and this is but a small
example of the most recent data on this subject. Other similar studies follow suit, when it
was reported that group composition could influence leadership emergence. Bunyi and
Andrews (1985) found that when males were in the majority, they emerged as leaders
100% of the time. When females were in the majority, females did emerge as leaders but
not beyond the expectations one would have on the basis of chance. In contrast, Schneier
and Bartol (1980) observed that the likelihood that a female would emerge as a leader
did increase as the number of women in the group increased. Yet another study, taken in
1978, revealed virtually no difference in the numbers of men and women that emerged as
leaders. The Kent and Moss study of 1994 —noted in their study that women were
slightly more likely than men to be perceived as leaders by group members when the
percentage of women per group was controlled statistically. “While these studies are
interesting to reflect upon, Kolb goes on to state that in no other study has it been shown
that women were chosen to be leaders more often than men.
GENDER ROLE ORIENTATION
There have been numerous studies done examining the aspect of how a person
views him or herself in terms of being masculine, feminine or androgynous. A study
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conducted in 1990 showed that female students in masters of business administration
program viewed themselves higher in masculine characteristics than in feminine
characteristics. Findings from this study may indicate that —masculine gender role
characteristics, rather than biological sex, may be the crucial aspect of gender that is
related to leader emergence.
“ This study also showed that women that are high on the
organizational charts are often rated much higher on the masculinity scale than are
women in the lower ranks of the organization. Further analysis in a similar study revealed
that —there was no biological sex difference in the self or group perceptions of
leadership.“ Findings from this report also indicated that males generally self reported
higher on the scale of leadership as proven by the following. —Masculinity was
significantly correlated with both self-reported leader emergence and group reported
leader emergence, and supports a major hypothesis of this study.
GENDER-RELATED
ISSUES
OF
TRANSFORMATIONAL
AND
TRANSACTIONAL LEADERSHIP
According to the research done by Eagly and Johnson in 1990, women were
found to lead in a more interpersonally oriented style, and men were found to lead in a
more task oriented style…“This study further revealed that —women were rated as more
democratic or participative while men were rated as more autocratic or directive
“Transformational leadership —occurs when a leader engages with a follower in such a
way that both parties are raised to higher levels of motivation and morality with a
common purpose. “Transactional leadership, —in contrast, is a set of leadership
behaviors that emphasizes exchanges or bargains between manager and follower, and
focuses on how current needs of subordinates can be fulfilled.“ In studies done in the
early 1990‘s, there has been some empirical evidence that suggests that females
performed in a more transformational manner as leaders than did males. This study was
done using both male and females as subordinates, and lends to the premise that there are
gender differences in leadership styles. These gender differences may or may not lend
themselves to more effective styles, but it may simply be the style of leadership that will
matter the most. As one popular magazine recently wrote, —Leaders in the next century
will lead from the center, gleaning the best ideas from those around them, not from the
top. Druskat (1994) found a similar result when looking at male and female leaders in the
religious profession. —Female leaders were evaluated as being more transformational by
female subordinates than male leaders who were evaluated by male subordinates. In yet
another study by Nass and Avolio (1992), —Druskat (1994) suggests that
transformational leadership may be a more feminine style of leading, and is more likely
to emerge in all-female organizations where women control the resources and so are less
constrained in their leadership styles. These studies lead to some thought provoking
ideas, since women have been largely identified as being more transformational, they
may in fact, be more accepted as leaders once organizations call for more
transformational leaders in the coming years.
WOMEN IN LEADERSHIP IN 21ST CENTURY
One of the most compelling reasons for an organization to pay attention to the
demographic makeup of its workforce is that a diverse employee base can have
significant bottom-line impact. Wittenberg-Cox and Maitland said companies that
succeed in the 21st century will realize the full potential of women and make the
necessary investments to nurture their talent. That means not doing what has been done in
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the past: adopting a "fix the women" mentality that encourages, develops, trains and
supports women to become more like the dominant norm.
"Companies have spent perhaps the last 20 years very kindly and well meaningfully
sending women on leadership programs, assertiveness training, developing them in all
kinds of ways so that they might behave, sound and act a little bit more like what
(organizations) wanted a leader to sound like," said Wittenberg-Cox, CEO of gender
consultancy 20-First. "There are three key drivers why businesses are interested in
women today: leadership, talent and markets. It becomes kind of an unavoidable
discussion once you line it up this way," Wittenberg-Cox said. "There is now data and
studies to prove that more women in leadership means better bottom-line performance.
Fortune 500 companies with the most women at the top have a 35 percent higher return
on shareholder return to equity, and a Catalyst study showed boards with more than three
women on them have an 83 percent higher return to shareholder value than boards
without women."
"It's not about women taking over everything," Maitland said. "It's about having gender
balance because that really does seem to tie into much greater profitability and striking
performance financially."
CORPORATE GENDER DIVERSITY

The world of business and technology is male-dominated but it doesn’t have to be
this way. Not if more individuals like Sucharita Shome Eashwar, Senior Director of
NASSCOM, the industry body representing the Indian IT and BPO industry, had their
way.
“The change is not due to any newfound appreciation that the world has of
women but because gender diversity has become an urgent business imperative,”
Sucharita declares, adding that IT as an industry is facing a scarcity of talent.
“Firms have to get, retain and promote talent and they are ready to go all out to do so.
They are ready to invest in growing women into leadership positions. Women are the
purchase decision makers in significant sectors of the economy all over the world. If you
don’t have women represented in Sales & Marketing, Product Design, Customer
Relationship & Support, then you, as a firm, are sure to lose out. Documented research
has also shown that companies that have women on the company board show better
return on investment and are more profitable,” she says.
For someone who has made it a mission to explicitly place gender diversity at the heart of
NASSCOM’s Diversity and Inclusion Initiative, Sucharita makes some candid
revelations about her own journey to the top.
“In the United States, the Government has a policy to give out a certain percentage of
their business to women, minority communities and indigenous communities. So, they
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look at their supplier chains to ensure that the diversity is in place. Here, in India, large
MNCs and others have agreed to look at women-owned businesses for products and
services that they outsource. This will be provide a foot in the door for women
entrepreneurs who have great quality standards, but fall below the radar on account of
scale,” she explains.
INDIAN WOMEN PAVING WAY FOR SUPERIOR LEADERSHIP ROLES,
FINDS KPMG-WILL FORUM SURVEY
Organizations are increasingly recognizing that women do bring substantive diversity to
company boards in terms of their composition, skill sets and experiences. Women are
also more risk-averse and focus on the long-term interests than do their male
counterparts. With leadership today being more results-oriented than process-driven,
organizations will see better results if the intrinsically diverse leadership qualities of their
women executives are further nurtured. These findings were part of a survey conducted
by “Forum for Women in Leadership” (WILL Forum) in partnership with KPMG, on
‘Creating Women Business Leaders: Differentiating Styles of Women Executives’.
While much research has been conducted on gender stereotypes, the survey specifically
intends to bring to light the personality and motivational factors that serve as the core to
underlying gender differences. Over a span of the last decade, leadership styles in
corporate India have been revolutionized in terms of an increased level of forthrightness
and a sustained emphasis on inclusive growth.
KEY FINDINGS – MACRO LEVEL
The survey findings state that decision making and access to important data in any
organization is at the disposal of both men and women leaders in accordance with their
roles in the organization. 43 percent of the respondents strongly agreed with the view that
men and women actually have equal opportunities to grow in their careers and/or rise to
positions of top leadership in the corporate sector. A meager 15 percent of respondents
expressed concerns with regard to prevailing biases on the basis of gender, age, marital
status and other related gender stereotypes either at the managerial level or across the
organization.
Poonam Barua, Founder Convener of the Forum for Women in Leadership said, “The
survey and its findings suggest that corporate India seems to be working on the traditional
definition of hierarchical, conservative form of leadership, while Indian women
professionals are definitely on the rise and are paving the way for re-defining leadership
for future generations.” She further added,” Many aspiring contenders are especially
reaping the benefits of inclusion programs with specific women-centric initiatives that
many forward-looking organizations have launched. However, the challenging lifecycle
stages that women invariably go through do make their journey in the professional world
both unique and challenging.”
CHALLENGES
The survey shows that a whopping 87 percent of respondents agree that striking a
judicious balance between corporate life and family life is a predominant challenge that
women management contenders are confronted with. Also another 82 percent stated that
the existence of gender stereotypes was another barrier that women executives were to
break through to reveal their true leadership potential. In addition, about 91 percent of
respondents felt that mentoring and training would play a prolific role in developing and
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fine-tuning leadership skills, while 63 percent contended that effective leadership did not
depend on the number of years of work experience that a leader had.
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INSURNANCE AS A TAX SAVINGS TOOL
- RAJESHKUMAR A. SHRIMALI
M.COM., B.ED., U.G.C NET., M.PHIL

It's never too late to get yourself insured against the risks of life like
financial losses, ailing health and accidents. Planning and understanding
Insurance is as important as buying Insurance. Buying Insurance has also
formed an integral part of an individual's annual tax planning exercise.
While it is important for individuals to have life cover and a health
insurance, it is equally important that they buy insurance keeping both their
long-term financial goals and their tax planning in mind.

Insurances rescue you from all the uncertainties only on a financial
level, thereby supporting you and your family during the difficult period.
Protections against Life & Medical contingencies are the two most important
ingredients of Insurance.

Every year, taxpayers try to save and invest so that they minimize
taxes and maximize disposable income. This is where Tax planning comes
in. Tax planning, as part of your overall financial planning exercise, helps
you figure out how to make full use of the breaks on offer under current
income tax rules. The ideal time to plan your taxes is in April, at the
beginning of the financial year. But for those who couldn't manage the tax
planning then or now don't have ready funds to nullify your income tax
payable, there are still enough investment options that would substantially
lighten the burden while deploying funds profitably.
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Investment options to lighten the burden of tax while deploying funds
profitably:
This section explains the role of Life Insurance and Health Insurance in
an individual's tax planning exercise while also evaluating the various
options available at one's disposal.
Life insurance is a guarantee that your family will receive financial
support, even in your absence. Put simply, life insurance provides your
family with a sum of money should something happen to you. It thus
protects your family from financial crisis. In addition to serving as a
protective cover, life insurance acts as a flexible money-saving scheme,
which empowers you to accumulate wealth-to buy a new car, get your
children married and even retire comfortably. Life insurance also triples
up as an ideal tax-saving scheme.
As per Income Tax Act, Life Insurance shall include:
 Life insurance premium contributions are eligible for deduction under
Sec. 80C.
 Pension plan contributions are eligible for a deduction under Sec.
80CCC.
 The proceeds or withdrawals of our life insurance policies are exempt
under Sec 10(10D), subject to norms prescribed in that section.

While taking a Life Insurance Policy you should keep in mind that it
should cover both, the investment and tax saving aspects equally. Like
those who are confident of carrying the payment of insurance premium
for a long time span, will be benefited by applying for pure term
insurance schemes as the long tenure of the schemes, serve to reduce the
amount of monthly
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insurance premiu ms. Various Plans in which you can invest for
Life Insurance keeping in mind your needs are:


Term Plans



ULIPs



Pension Plans



Children Plans

Finally, Life Insurance contracts allow an individual to save money
in a tax efficient manner and allow savings to grow to help meet o ur
future financial obligations.

Health Insurance is an insurance po licy, which covers you and
your family against any med ical contingency. In sho rt Health Insurance is
a protection against medical costs. It is a contract between an insurer and
an individual /group in w hich the insurer agrees to provide specified
health insurance cover at a particular premium. The health insurer usually
provides either direct payment or reimburses the expenses associated w ith
illnesses and injuries. The premiu m paid for med ical insurance qualifies
for rebate under Section 80D as follows:
 Insurance premium paid or Rs 10,000 whichever is lower.
 The aforesaid limit is Rs 15,000, w here the individual or his spouse or
dependent parents or any member of the family (for whom such
premiu m is being paid) is a senior citizen (i.e. one w ho is resident in
India and w ho is at least 65 years of age at any time d uring the
previous year).
 The Insurance Regulatory and Development A utho rity (Irda) has
clarified that o nly the premium collected for providing health co ver in
the case of unit-linked health insurance po licies will be eligible for tax
benefits.
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Various other plans where in you can invest keeping in mind
Investment cum Tax saving are:
 Annual contribution to EPF (employees' provident fund)
 PPF (public provident fund): Only contributions of upto Rs 70,000 per
annum are eligible for a tax benefit. Apart from Section 80C tax
benefits at the time of investing, interest income from investments in
PPF is exempt from tax under Section 10(11) of the Income Tax Act.
 Gratuity: They are exempt subject to conditions and limits laid down
in the Income Tax Act.
 National Savings Certificate (NSC): Interest income from NSC
investments is chargeable to tax. However, the interest accruing
annually is also deemed to be reinvested, hence it qualifies for
deduction under Section 80C.
 Tax saving fixed deposits: These are conventional fixed deposits
offered by banks; however investments therein (upto Rs 100,000 per
annum) are eligible for tax benefits under Section 80C.
 Equity Linked Saving Schemes (ELSS): This is one of several
schemes by the mutual funds and is popular among high net worth tax
payers because of their unique features
 Fixed Deposit (FD) for minimum 5 years
 Pension Funds
 Being charitable helps you too. Money donated to tax-approved
charitable institutions is deductible to the extent of 50%, subject to
conditions. Deduction of 100% is available in the case of payment to
certain specified funds like Prime Minister's National Relief Fund.
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 Tuition Fees including admission fees or college fees paid for Fulltime education of any two children of the assessee (Any Development
fees or donation or payment of similar nature shall not be eligible for
deduction).
 Infrastructure Bonds issued by Institutions/ Banks
 The rebates associated with a home loan from a tax saving perspective
are on the interest paid as well as on the principal repaid. The
deduction of interest payable on the loan taken to buy the house
property is up to a maximum of Rs. 1,50,000 every year under section
24(b) and the principal portion of the loan repaid to the bank will be
eligible for deduction under section 80C (along with other
contributions and investments) up to a maximum limit of Rs.
1,00,000.
In our view, investors need to give tax planning a lot more thought
and evaluate how they can use the Rs 100,000 tax-saving bounty a lot
more fruitfully and judiciously. It would be difficult for anyone to
single out one single instrument that is best for everyone. For instance,
someone who is risk-averse can opt for life insurance or five-year
deposit with a bank. For someone keen on saving tax, even on income
arising out of the instrument would prefer PF or PPF. For the young
and high net worth, with a good risk appetite can go for ELSS.
Below given are the various Sections under which you claim for
Tax Exemptions.
 Section 80G- Deduction in respect of donations to certain funds,
charitable etc
Section 80C- Deduction in respect of life insurance premia, deferred
annuity, contributions to provident fund, subscription to certain equity
shares or debentures, etc.
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 Section 80CCA- Deduction in respect of deposits under National
Savings Scheme or payment to a deferred annuity plan
 80CCB: Deduction in respect of investment made under Equity Linked
Savings Scheme
 80CCC: Deduction in respect of contribution to certain pension funds
 80CCD: Deduction in respect of contribution to pension scheme of
Central Government
 80CCE: The aggregate amount of deductions under section 80C, section
80CCC and section 80CCD shall not, in any case, exceed one lakh
rupees.
 80D: Deduction in respect of medical insurance premia
 80E: Deduction in respect of interest on loan taken for higher education
 80G: Deduction in respect of donations to certain funds, charitable
institutions, etc.
 80GG: Deductions in respect of rents paid
Finally, having made your investments and claimed the tax
breaks, don't forget to keep the records and documents of your
investments and tax deduction certificates, since you will have to attach
them with your returns. As can be seen, the assured return segment has a
wide range of investment avenues to offer subject to a maximum limit of
Rs.1Lakh. The onus for making the right choice and getting invested in
an apt instrument lies with you.
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Agri. Business Opportunities & Challenges
(Can India Be The Food Basket For World ?)
-Dr. Jigar R Raval
I/c Principal
Shri K.M.& K.K. Savjani B.B.A. /B.C.A. College Veraval

Introduction
Indian Agriculture 1951-1991
Since India’s Independence and in the planning period Indian agriculture has
passed through various phases experiencing a lot of policies and programmes for
raising productivity and contribution. The 1950s saw state governments introducing
land reform measures to attain the objectives of growth and equity. In itself Land
Reform was an institutional revolution in India trying to resurrect Indian agriculture
from its then low ebb to a higher plane by putting the agrarian relations in order.
The growth r ate in agriculture which was a mere 0.3 per cent before the
introduction of planning, reached 3.3 per cent during the first decade of planning.
That the main feature of India’s land reforms ms is its non-implementation!
Thprotagonists had pinned their hope on land reforms for restructuring agriculture
given the liberal constitutional framework, an elitist bureaucracy and legal system. The
amount of reduction in inequalities obfuscates the differ initiation of the peasantry y and
the emergence of a neo-rich class consequent on land reforms ms. With little aid from
production and market structures, ‘free and fair’ situation for agriculture was elusive.
It was realized that land reforms m is a necessary y but not a sufficient condition for
agrarian development. Technological changes came in the form of New Agricultural
Strategy with HYV seeds as the nucleus. The mid-60s ushered in the era of green
revolution in India with similar spectacular achievements in some other South Asian and Latin
American countries too. The farmers in these countries using high-yielding varieties (HYV) of
seeds achieved yield Take-off’. The spread of HYV super stains became a powerful weapon to
pushback the frontier s of hunger. Progress in production and peace in the countryside was
possible. In the realm of agriculture green revolution is a tale of absorbing interest. he
institutional and technological changes – with all their limitations in course and content – did
initiate the process of agricultural transformation in India, visible and quantifiable in terms
of input as well as output. This process in turn showed the whole world what Indian farmers
desired, deserved and derived. After the veritable revolution in 1966 some farmers came to
adopt agriculture on a commercial basis. These farmers are the representatives of the new
agrarian economy of India and are among the significant contributors to the progress of the
Indian economy. However, green revolution farmers were not large in number nor were the
favorable effects intensive and inclusive. Small and marginal farmers and those in tribal and
arid regions benefited little. The annual average rate of growth declined to 2.2 percent in
1961-71, and further to 1.7 per cent in 1971-81. It rendered necessary y to redesign
agricultural policies focusing on (i) raising the potential of the farming community, and (ii)
enhancing the level of local participation in agricultural development programmes. Hence
the efforts in the late 60s and early 70s were geared at attacking rural poverty through areaspecific and beneficiary-oriented programmes such as Small Farmers Development Agencies,
Marginal Farmers and Agricultural Laborers Agencies, Drought Prone Area Programme, Tribal
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Area Development and so on. The 1980s saw government’s efforts to extend and strengthen the
agricultural inputs and services delivery mechanisms in the country. Special programmes for
eastern states, establishment of technology mission were taken up during this period. The
GDP of agriculture increased at more than 3 per cent per year during the 1980s, a period
of satisfactory performance of the sector. Agricultural growth rate picked up to reach a
respectable level of 3.9 per cent in 1981-91, before dipping down to 2.8 per cent in. In 1991
began the era of global economic reforms.

CURRENT STATE OF INDIAN AGRICULTURAL INDUSTRY
In India, 52% of total land is cultivable as against 11% in the world. All 15 major
climates of the world, snow bound Himalayas to hot humid southern peninsula; Thar
Desert to heavy rain areas all exist in India. There are 20 agro-climatic regions and nearly
46 out of 60 soil types in the country. Sunshine hours and day length are ideally suited for
round the year cultivation of crops. India is the centre for biodiversity in plants, animals,
insects, micro-organism and accounts for 17% animal, 12% plants and 10% fish genetic
resources of the globe. In the live stock sector, India has 16% of cattle, 57% of buffalo,
17% of goats and 5 % of sheep population of the world. Agriculture contributes 24.2% to
GDP, 15.2% of total exports and provides employment to 58.4% of country’s work force.
As mentioned in the FICCI report of October 2004 India is the
 Second highest fruit and vegetable producer in the world (134.5 million tones)
with cold storage facilities available only for 10% of the produce.
 Second highest producer of milk with a cold storage capacity of 70,000 tonne.
 Fifth largest producer of eggs. Investments in cold chain required to store 20% of
surplus of meat and poultry products during 10th plan requires Rs 500 Crore (US$
100M)
 Sixth largest producer of fish with harvesting volumes of 5.2 million tones.
 Investment required is estimated to be Rs 350 Crore (US$ 70M) n spite of the vast
natural resources and abundant agricultural produce India ranks below 10th in the
export of food products. Conservative estimates put processing levels in the fruits
and vegetables sector at 2%, meat and poultry at 2%, milk by way of modern
dairies at 14%, fish at 4%, bulk meat de-boning is to the tune of 21%. Currently,
the food processing sector, though in the nascent stage, constitutes 14% of
manufacturing GDP amounting to products value of Rs.2, 80,000 Crores. It
employs 130 lakh persons and is Supposed to increase at an annual rate of 7%

THE INDIAN FOOD PROCESSING INDUSTRY
The Food processing industry has an important role to play in linking the farmers
to the final consumers in the domestic as well as the international markets. Food
processing combined with marketing has the potential of solving the basic problems of
agricultural surpluses, wastages, rural jobs, and better remuneration to the growers. In the
next ten years, food production is expected to double. These produces, if processed and
marketed smartly, can make India a leading food supplier of the world. India with a
population of 1.08 billion (growing at about 1.7 % per annum) provides a large and
growing market for food products. Food products are the single largest component of
private consumption expenditure, accounting for as much as 49% of the total spending.
Furthermore, the upward mobility of income classes and increasing need for convenience
and hygiene is driving demand for (a) perishables and non food staples and (b) processed
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foods. Also, eating out is a booming practice in urban India and processed foods
are accepted as alternative to the home cooked food because of the convenience it offers.
Also, with the globalization of trade and availability of high speed logistics, food retailers
in developed countries are sourcing an year-round supply of fruits and vegetables from
developing countries. Thus, both for local consumption as well for export there is a year
round opportunity for fruits and vegetables, meat and poultry products and ready to eat
processed foods. The processed food industry should introduce innovative new products
of high quality at low cost in small package sizes in ready to eat format to cash on this
booming opportunity. HLL, ITC, MTR and others have introduced some innovative heat
and eat dishes with reasonably good packaging. But there is lots of manual handling and
hence food hygiene and quality is suspect. Multinational companies have entered the food
value chain in India, Cargill and Conagra in agri-inputs, Tropicana in food processing and
Metro in wholesaling. Local companies like Dabur, MTR, ITC, Godrej, and Amul are
aggressive across the value chain. Multiple restaurant chains such as McDonalds, Pizza
Hut, Dominos, Coffee day, Qwiky’s and Saravana Bhavan, and Sagar Chains are growing
rapidly. However, the pace is slow in the food sector compared to the other sectors such
as IT and Pharma. There are no billion dollar players in India in the food industry where
as China and Philippines have several large players with sales exceeding US $ 1 billion.

THE FOOD SUPPLY CHAIN
India has a huge opportunity to become a leading global food supplier if only it has the
right marketing strategies and of course agile, adaptive and efficient supply chain. India
has diversity in terms of its population with several religious groups with different food
habits and culture. This diversity should be used to advantage to become the “Halal Food
Hub”, the “Organic food hub”, the “Vegetarian food hub” the “Sea food hub” among
others. The food supply chain is complex with perishable goods and numerous small
stake holders. In India, the infrastructure connecting these partners is very weak. Each
stake holder: farmers, wholesalers, food manufacturers, retailers all work in silos. Also,
demand forecasting is totally absent and the farmers try to push what they produce in to
the market. Data integration, financial flow management, supply-demand matching,
collaborative forecasting, information sharing, goods movement synchronization through
efficient transport scheduling, are very well practiced in high technology industries with
immense benefits. These best practices should find their way in to the food supply chains.
Cold chain logistics supply chains should take advantage of technology improvements in
data capture and processing, product tracking and tracing, synchronized freight transport
transit times for time compression along the supply chain and supply –demand matching..
Also, the supply chain need to be designed and built as a whole in an integrated manner
with the processes of new product development, procurement and order to delivery
processes well designed and well supported using IT tools and software. The food supply
chain can be subdivided into a number of sectors. Agriculture, horticulture, fisheries and
aquaculture are the primary producers, the manufacturers who process the food for ready
to eat or cook format together with the packaging companies are in the intermediate
stage, and the retailers, wholesalers and caterers are in the last stage of the supply chain.
At each stage value is added by the new ownership such as processors, distributors,
packers, etc. and the cost and profits are part of the business. The food items can go to the
final consumer from any of the three stages: from farmers in the form of fresh produce, to
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the caterers directly from the manufacturer, and finally from the retailer (small or
big) to the consumer. The movement of goods from one stake holder to another is
facilitated by the in house or third party logistics service provider. The information
management is done by the all the stake holders and their information systems are all
interconnected seamlessly. What we described above is the state of food chain in the
advanced countries. In India and other developing countries, the state of food chain is
more fragmented and primitive we have dealt with it in the earlier sections.

The Cold Chain
Cold chain is a logistic system that provides a series of facilities for maintaining ideal
storage conditions for perishables from the point of origin to the point of consumption in
the food supply chain. The chain needs to start at the farm level (e.g. harvest methods,
pre-cooling) and cover up to the consumer level or at least to the retail level. A wellorganized cold chain reduces spoilage, retains the quality of the harvested products and
guarantees a cost efficient delivery to the consumer given adequate attention for customer
service. The main feature of the chain is that if any of the links is missing or is weak, the
whole system fails. The Cold chain logistics infrastructure generally consists of

Pre-cooling facilities

Cold Storages

Refrigerated Carriers
 • Packaging
 • Warehouse and Information Management systems
 • Traceability
 • Financial and Insurance Institutions

Food Packaging
Dairy products, edible oils, farm products, sugar, fruit juices, concentrates,
preserves, hot and cold beverages, breakfast foods, biscuits and confectionery, atta, are
some major foods of daily necessities where packaging will have excellent potential and
growth areas. Package has become the competitive tool to reach the consumer and the
task assumes increasing responsibility with more and more of competitive and substitute
products being introduced. This has opened the sector for introduction of modern
technology for processing and packaging and entry of host of new organizations from all
sectors of the economy both domestic and overseas. Cost of packaging ranges anywhere
from 10 to 64% of production costs and efforts should be made to reduce these costs
through use of manufacturing automation and economies of scale.

Standards
Standardization is a powerful tool for improving supply chain efficiency. There
are two kinds of standards in the food supply chain. The first one is the food standard that
concerns itself about the content and the manufacturing process and the packaging etc.
There are several such standards for dairy, poultry etc. the second standard concerns
regarding the logistics and IT systems like standardization of cartons, pallets and IT
software so that seamless transfer of goods and information is possible. Standards enable
partners across the supply chain to enjoy increased productivity and economies of scale
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Food Safety and hygiene
Food safety is a growing concern across the world. There is increasing need to
provide greater assurance about the safety and quality of food to consumers. The increase
in world food trade and the advent of the Sanitary and Phytosanitary (SPS) Agreement
under the World Trade Organization (WTO) have lead to increasing recognition and
adoption of food safety measures. The capacity of India to penetrate world markets
depends on its ability to meet increasingly stringent food safety standards imposed in
developed countries. Food standards are expected to acquire greater importance given
increasing concerns on food safety on the back of breakout of diseases such as BSE,
Avian Influenza, and Bird Flu etc on the one hand, and growing consumer demand for
products which are healthy on the other. Compliance with international food standards is
a prerequisite to gain a higher share of world trade.

Business model: retail, e-retail, local use, export
The food processing industry supply chain starts at the farm and ends with the
consumer. The local consumer could be served though home delivery or through a
retailer or a neighborhood kirana store. An international consumer could be served
through food malls. Thus the products need to be manufactured for local as well for
export. It is important to forecast the demand for each of the channels and serve the
customer with in the expected lead time. The service levels and the pricing will determine
if the customer returns for his or her next purchase.

Government Policies
Food and Agriculture are important national activities and affect the well being of
its population of every country. In for mulating the policies of farming, production,
processing, distribution and retailing and also in financing these activities the
Governments play leading role. This becomes all the more important in view of the
globalization of the food industry. Allowing foreign operators for food production,
distribution and retailing is a decision of national importance. The decisions need to be
consistent all along the supply chain and mutually reinforcing and not contradictory.
There are several regulatory measures handled by multitude of departments divided
between State and Central governments. While some of this is inevitable but streamlining
by looking at the supply chain would be extremely productive. Further, research should
be initiated to develop indigenous packaging materials, machines, laboratories for
developing new food products and more importantly protocols for storage and
processing food raw materials.

PRIVATE SECTOR INITIATIVES
There are several private sector initiatives in the food processing and service
sector. A number of companies are actively working on integrating the agriculture supply
chain. Here we mention a few of them. These show the feasibility of operating efficient
cold
Chains in the India scenario. They could be treated as pilots and other projects can be
built emulating them. Here we consider the following cases
 McDonalds-India, a fast food service operator growing its own ingredients such as
lettuce, potatoes, etc;
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Amul which is a highly successful cooperative dairy in Gujarat.
E-Chou pals which is an ITC success story of procurement of produce from small
farmers is an example of supply chain management Indian style.
There are other examples such as Bombay dabba walah which is an excellent example of
six-sigma forward and reverse logistics delivery. Also, ITC, Mahindra and Rallis together
are creating a network of service providers who offer information on weather and prices,
credit, transport and assured demand.

OPPORTUNITIES FOR IMPROVING THE FOOD SUPPLY CHAIN
The following are some of the opportunities:


Cold chain infrastructure.

Investments in real estate and cold chain
infrastructure are capital intensive and will yield slow returns. However, 100%
foreign direct investment (FDI) is allowed in this sector. The Infrastructure
consists of Coolers, Warehouses, Refrigerated Trucks, Carriers, Shopping malls,
etc. One needs to study of the potential risks and the ROI for this activity?
 Third Party Logistics: The food supply chain is temperature sensitive and
manual handling reduces the product quality and life. Logistics providers with air
conditioned trucks, automatic handling equipment and trained manpower will
provide end to end
 Support. They can also adapt state of the art techniques such as cross docking that
will reduce the transit times and inventory.
 Food processing industry: The Government of India allows 100% FDI in
this sector. There are incentives for setting up processing plants either in Agri–
Export Zones or outside of them. Sourcing of raw materials either fruits and
vegetables or flowers or meat is easier with an AEZ since there are already
participants with knowledge about the industry standards. There are opportunities
to create in India
 Halal hub (Export to South-East Asia, Middle East)
 Vegetarian hub (20% of Indian population + overseas)
 Organic food hub (Europe and USA)
 Sea food hub
Retail: Retail, one of the largest sectors in the global economy (USD 7 Trillion), is
going through a transition phase in India. One of the prime factors for noncompetitiveness of the food processing industry is because of the cost and quality of
marketing channels. Globally more than 72% of food sales occur through super stores. In
India there are 12 million outlets selling food and related items including push carts, wet
markets and neighborhood kirana stores. The kirana stores are generally located in small
space and have no cold storage facilities. They also have restricted capital resulting in
lack of shopping variety. The Indian retail sector is estimated to have a market size of
about $ 180 billion; but the organized sector represents only 2% share of this market. A
strong retail front-end can also provide the necessary fillip to agriculture and food
processing, and other industries. Currently100% FDI is not allowed for foreign
companies. India
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presents a huge opportunity and is all set for a big retail revolution. India is the
least saturated of global markets with a small organized retail and also the least
competitive of all global markets.

CONCLUSIONS
India is all set to become the food supplier of the world. It has the
cultivable land, all the seasons for production of all varieties of fruits and
vegetables, well developed agribusiness system that works in its own way. The
business system is tuned to food habits (cooking at home) and convenience
(kirana stores) of rural and urban folks of the previous generation. Factors such as
rapid growth in the economy, the technological innovations in home appliances
such as refrigerators microwave ovens, rise of families with dual incomes and the
changing food habits of the population all point to the increasing need for healthy
processed food. The supply chain sector is very weak with no process owner and
this can spell disaster. The food supply chain needs the attention of the academics,
the industry and the Government.
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J{l`JSLSZ6 VG[ EFZTLI pWMUM
-        
         




5|:TFJGF
N[XGF h05L VFlY"S lJSF; DF8[ ;FT IMHGF 5}ZL Y. tIF\ ;]WL VF56[ H[ 5|ItGM CFY
WIF" CTF\ T[ 5|ItGM JF:TJDF\ T}8S T}8S VG[ GFGF GFGF CTF T[YL N[XGM h05L VFlY"S lJSF;
;F3JFDF\ ;O/TF D/L G CTLP T[YL VF9DL IMHGFGF 5|FZ\E ;FY[ ;ZSFZG[ VtIFZ ;]WLDF\
SZJFDF\ VFJ[, E},MGM biFF, VFjIM T[YL N[XGF h05L VFlY"S lJSF;GF DFU"G[ D]ST SZJF DF8[
AWLH VFlY"S GLlTVMDF\ 5FIFDF\YL O[ZOFZM SZJFG]\ GSSL SZJFDF\ VFjI]\ VG[ T[ ;\NE"DF\
!))!DF\ GJL V{FWMlUS GLlTGL HFC[ZF\T SZLG[ lJSF;GF VFBF DFU"G[ AN,L GFBJFGL E}lDSF
5}ZL 5F0LP VFD VF GJL V{FWMlUS GLlTGF VD,G[ 5lZ6FD[ N[XDF\ VFlY"S lJSF;G[ JW] 5|Mt;FCG
D/L ZC[ T[ C[T]YL VFlY"S ;]WFZFGF V[S EFU~5[ J{l`JSLSZ6GL lJRFZWFZFG[ VD,DF\ D}SJFDF\
VFJL K[P H[GL lJUTJFZ RRF" GLR[ 5|DF6[ SZJFDF\ VFJ[ K[P

J{l`JSLSZ6GM VY"
ccJ{l`JSLSZ6 V[ T[ 5|lS|IF K[ S[ H[GF äFZF lJ`JGL lJlEgG VY"jIJ:YFVM JrR[ ;DgJI
:YFl5T SZJDF\ VFJ[ K[P S[ H[YL J:T]VM VG[ ;[JFVM4 8[SGM,MHL4 D}0L VG[ zDGM 5|JFC V[S
N[XDF\YL ALHF N[XDF\ VJZMW ZCLT AGLG[ JCL XS[ K[P cc

J{l`JSLSZ6GL ,F1Fl6STFVM GLR[ D]HA K[P
 A[ N[X JrR[GF jIF5FZ VJZMWMG[ VMKM SZJF S[ H[YL J:T]VM VG[ ;[JFVMG]\ ZMS 8MS JUZ
VFNFGv5|NFG Y. XS[P
 V[JL 5lZl:YlTG]\ SFIDL 3MZ6[ lGDF"6 SZJ]\ S[ H[YL H]NF H]NF N[XM JrR[ D}0LGM :JT\+ ZLT[
5|JFC JCIF SZ[P
 V[JF JFTFJZ6G]\ lGDF"6 SZJ]\ S[ H[YL 8[SGM,MHLGM 5|JFC VJZM3 ZCLT AGLG[ JCIF SZ[P
 V[JF JFTFJZ6G]\ lGDF"6 SZJ]\ S[ H[YL lJ`JGF H]NF H]NF N[XMDF\ zDGM VJZM3 ZlCT
5|JFC JCIF SZ[P
VFD4 VFlY"S J{l`JSLSZ6V[ ZFQ8=LI VY"jIJ:YFVMG[ VF\TZZZFQ8=LI VY"jIJ:YF ;FY[
HMIJFGL V[S 5}lS|IF K[P
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EFZTDF\ J{l`JSLSZ6GM VD,
!))!GL GJL V{FWMlUS GLlT äFZF J{l`JSLSZ6GM :JLSFZ SZJFDF\ VFjIM K[P T[ V[S
DCFG VFlY"S ;]3FZF U6FJL XSFIP VF J{l`JSLSZ6GM :JLSFZ SZJFG]\ D]bI SFZ6 VF56F pWMUM
lJ`JGL AHFZM ;FY[ TF, lD,FJL XS[ VG[ VF56L :5WF"tDS XlST JW[ T[ C[T\]P VF J{l`JSLSZ6GL
GLlTDF\ GLR[ D]HAGL AFATMGM ;DFJ[X SZJFDF\ VFFjIM K[P
 lJN[XL C}\l0IFD6 lGIDG WFZM C/JM AGFJJFDF\ VFjIM K[P
 prR VU|LDTFJF/F pWMUMDF\ lJN[XL D}0LZMSF6GL DIF"NF H[ $_@ CTL T[ J3FZLG[ 5!@
SZJFDF\ VFJL K[P
 5!@ lJN[XL D}0LZMSF6 Y. XS[ T[JF p3MUMGL S], ;\bIF #$GL GSSL SZJFDF\ VFJL K[P
VF p3MUMDF\ D]0LZMSF6 SZJF DF8[ ;DU| N]lGIFGL S\5GLVMG[ K}8 VF5JFDF\ VFJL K[P
 lJN[XL ZMSF6SFZM l0lJ0g0GL ZSD 5MTFGF N[XDF\ ,. H. XS[ T[JL K}8 VF5JFDF\ VFJL
K[P
 N[XGL DFS[8" L\UGL 5|Jl' TDF\ lJN[XL S\5GLVMGL EFULNFZL VFJSFZJFDF\ VFJL K[P
 A[lS\U 1F[+[ lJN[XL D}0L $)@ VG[ CM8[, TYF 8]ZLhDDF\ lJN[XL D}0L !__@ VFJSFZJFGL
K}8 VF5JFDF\ VFJL K[P
 VFDF4 !))!GL VF{nMlUS GLlTDF\ p5ZMST O[ZOFZM SZJF p5ZF\T tIFZAFN
J{l`JSLSZ6G[ lJX[QF J[U VF5JF DF8[ GLR[GF 5U,FVM CFY WZJFDF\ VFJ[ K[P
 J{l`JSLSZ6GL 5|lS|IFG[ J[U VF5JF DF8[ Z__ZvZ__*GL VFIFT lGSF; GLlTDF\ V[S
AFH]V[ lGSF;GL 5|J'lTG[ 5|J'lTG[ 5|Mt;FCLT SZJF S'lQF 5[NFXMGL lGSF; 5ZGF AWF
lGI\+6MG[ N}Z SZJFDF\ VFjIF K[P
 EFZTLI A[gSMG[ lJN[XDF\ XFBFVM BM,JFGL K]8 VF5JFDF\ VFJL K[P
 ZFHI ;ZSFZMG[ lGSG; J'lâ DF8[ VF\TZ DF/BFSLI DNN SZJFDF\ VFJL K[P
 lJSF;,1FL VFIFTMG[ lJX[QF K]8SFZM VF5JFDF\ VFJL K[P D}0L D},S ;FWGM VG[
J:T]VMGL VFIFTMG[ lJX[QF K]8KF8 VF5JFDF\ VFJL K[P
EFZTDF\ J{l`JSLSZ6G[ lJX[QF 5|Mt;FCG D?I]\ K[P T[GL DFlCTL S[8,LS VF\S0FSLI DFlCTLG[
VFWFZ[ HMJF D/[ K[P H[ GLR[ D]HA K[P
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;G !))!DF\

lGSF;MG]\ 5|DF6 #Z455# SZM0 ~P G]\ CT]\ T[[ JWLG[ Z__$vZ__5DF\

!#45_4_&) SZM0 ~P G]\ YI]\ K[ VG[ VFH UF/FDF\ VFIFTMG]\ 5|DF6 $#4!)( SZM0 ~P 5ZYL
JWLG[ $4(!4_&$ SZM0 ~P G]\ YI]\ K[P VFD J{l`JSLSZ6GL 5|J'lTG[ 5|Mt;FlCT SZJFG]\ VF ;LW]\
5lZ6FD K[P
VFD4 !))!GL VF{WMlUS GLlTGL HFC[ZFT VG[ tIFZAFN T[DF\ SZJFDF\ VFJ[, ;]WFZF
JWFZFG[ SFZ6[ J{l`JlSSZ6GL 5|Jl' TG[ ;FZM V[JM J[U D?IM K[ VFYL H VF\TZZFQ8=LI S1FFV[
lJSF; ;FWGF V[S VUtIGF N[X TZLS[ :J;SFZ YIM K[P lJN[XL jIF5FZDF\ J'lâ Y. K[P
5ZN[XLVMG[ VF56F N[XDF\ D}0L ZMSF6 SZJFG]\ 5|t;FCG D?I]\ K[ VG[ VF56F pWMU5lTVMGL
:5WF"tDS TFSFTDF\ JWFZM YIM K[P

5JT"DFG J{l`JS W\WFSLI J,6
,UEU TDFD ZFQ8=MDF\ J{l`JSLSZ6G]\ J,6 DHA}T AgI]\ K[P S[8,LS AC]vZFQ8=LI
S\5GLVMV[ T[VMG]\ ~5F\TZ lJ`J S1FFGF SM5M"Z[X TZLS[ SI]" K[P W\WFSLI 5[-LVM 5MTFGL pt5FNG
VG[ DFS["l8\USTF" TZLS[GL T[VMGL E}lDSF lJQF[ lJRFZJFG]\ A\W SZLG[ J{l`JS pt5FNS VG[ DFS["8Z
TZLS[ lJRFZJFG]\ RF,] SI]" K[P VG[ VF 5|SFZGF W\WFSLI V[SDMGF 8MRGF ;\RF,SM ;DU| lJ`J
S1FFGL pt5FNG ;J,TM DFS[l" 8\S GLlTVM4 GF6FSLI 5|JFCM4 TS";\UT jIJ:IFT\+M lJQF[G]\ VFIMHG
SZTF YIF K[P DCFSFI SM5M"Z[XGGF V[lShSI]8LJMG[ lJ`J S1FFGL SDULZL CFY WZJFGL TF,LD
VF5JFDF\ VFJ[ K[P VG[ ;\RF,SLI S1FFGF SD"RFZLVMGL lGD6}S VG[S ZFQ8=MDF\YL SZJFDF\ VFJ[
K[P DF,;FDFG VG[ K}8F EMUMGL BZLNL gI}GTD 50TZYL YFI K[P VG[ HIF\ ;F{YL JW] J/TZ D/[
T[D CMI tIF\ ZMSF6 SZJFDF\ VFJ[ K[P AC]ZFQ8=LI SM5M"Z[XGMGL S], VFJSG]\ W6]\ VMK] 5|DF6 T[VM
5MTFGF ZFQ8=DF\ pt5FNG SZ[ K[P H[D S[ G[:8,[ S[ H[ I]ZM5GL ;F{YL DM8L BFn5NFY"GL pt5FNS
S\5GL K[P VFH[ T[GL $__ SZTF\ JW] O[S8ZLVM ;DU| lJ`JDF\ 5YZFI[,L K[P T[ S], J[RF6GF DF+
Z@ H :JL8Hh,[g0GF 3Z VF\U6FDF\ AHFZDF\YL D[/J[ K[P
;FRF VY"DF\ AC]ZFQ8=LI V[SDM DF+ J[RF6GL VFJS H VgI AHFZDF\YL G D[/JTF
5[NFXlJSF; VG[ VgI 5|lS|IFGL JIJ:YFVM 56 AC]ZFQ8=LI :J~5[ SZ[ K[P H[D S[ lOl,%;
S\5GLGF\ S,Z 8LP JLPG]\ ;F{5|YD pt5FNG VG[ J[RF6 S[G[0FDF\ SZFI]\ CT]\ VG[ T[GL DFT'S\5GL
I]ZM5DF\ K[P VFD4 J{l`JSLSZ6G[ 5lZ6FD[ NZ[S V[SD[ T[GL 5[NFXG]\ :5WF"tDS :YFG ;]Zl1FT AGTF\
J{l`JS jI}CZRGFVM V5GFJ[ K[P
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EFZTLI V{FWMlUS DF/B]\
H]NFvH]NF 5|SFZGL J:T]V MG]\ pt5FNG SZTF pWMUMGF ;D}CG[ VF{nMlUS DF/B]\ SC[ K[P
EFZTLI VF{nMlUS DF/BFG[ A[ ZLT[ JUL"S'T SZL XSFI o
!P

pnMUMG] 1F[+UT JUL"SZ6 (Sectoral Classification)

ZP

J:T]GF p5IMU VFWFlZT JUL"SZ6 (Use based classification)
VF AgG[ 5|SFZGF VF{nMlUS DF/BFDF\ S. S. pt5FNG 5|J'lT SZTF pnMUMGM ;DFJ[X

SZJFDF\ VFJ[ K[P T[ CJ[ T5F;LV[P
!P

1F[+UT VF{nMlUS DF/B]\ o
1F[+UT VF{nMlUS DF/BFDF\ s!f BGLH VG[ BF,MG[ ,UTL pt5FNG 5|J'lT SZTF pnMUM

sZf JLH/LGF pt5FNGqlJTZ6GL 5|J'lT SZTF pnMUM4 VG[ s#f D[gI]O[S RlZ\U GL 5|J 'lT SZTF
pnMUMGM ;DFJ[X YFI K[P
ZP

J:T]GF p5IMUvVFWFlZT VF{nMlUS DF/B]\ o
J:T]GF p5IMUvVFWFlZT VF{nMlUS DF/BFDF\ s!f 5FIFGL J:T]VM (Basic Goods)4

sZf D}0LUT J:T]VM (Capital Goods) s#f DwIDJTL" J:T]VM (Intermediate Goods)
VG[ s$f J5ZFXL J:T]VM (Consumer Goods)G[ ,UTF pnMUMGM ;DFJ[X YFI K[P J5ZFXL
J:T]VMGF pnMUMDF\ sif 8SFp J:T]VM (Durable Goods) VG[ siif lAGv8SFp J:T]VM
(Non-durable Goods)G]\ pt5FNG SZTF pnMUMGM ;DFJ[X SZJFDF\ VFJ[ K[P

J{l`JSLSZ6GF ;\NE"DF\ GJL lJN[X J[5FZ GLlT
#! VMU:8 Z__*GF ZMH AN,FI[,L 5lZl:YlTG[ wIFGDF\ ZFBLG[ Z__$vZ__(GL
GJL ZFQ8=LI lJN[X jIF5FZ GLlTGL HFC[ZFT SZJFDF\ VFJL K[P
sIf

pN[X M o
VF GJL ZFQ8=LI lJN[X jIF5FZ GLlTGF D]bI pN[XM GLR[ 5|DF6[ GSSL SZJFDF\ VFjIF K[ o

s!f VFU,F 5F\R JQFM"DF\ lGSF;MDF\ 5|lTJQF" ;Z[ZFX Z_ 8SFGM JWFZM SZLG[ Z__#DF\ lJ`J
jIF5FZDF\ EFZTGM lC:;M _P* 8SFGM CTM T[ JWFZLG[ Z__)DF\ !P5 8SFGM SZJFG]\ GSSL SZJFDF\
VFjI]\ K[P VF DF8[ Z__#vZ__$DF\ EFZTGM lGSF; J[5 FZ &!P$( VAH 0M,ZGM CTM T[
JWFZLG[ Z__)DF\ !)5 VAH 0M,Z ;]WL 5CM\RF0JFG]\ GSSL SZJFDF\ VFjI]\ K[P
sZf VW"XC[ZL VG[ U|FDL6 lJ:TFZMDF\ ZMHUFZLGL TSMDF\ J'lã ;H"GFZF lGSF;,1FL pnMUM
:YF5JFG]\ GSSL SZJFDF\ VFjI]\ K[P
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sIIf VF GLlTGF\ D]bI 5F;FVM o
VF GLlTDF\ H[ lJlJW AFATMGM ;DFJ[X SZJFDF\ VFJ[ K[P T[ GLR[ 5|DF6[ K[P
s!f lJSF; S[gãMGL :YF5GF o
H[DF\ lGSF;J'lãG]\ DCtJ5}6" ;FDyI" 50[,]\ K[ VG[ T[GL ;FY[ ;FY[ T[DF\ VW"XC[ZL VG[
U|FlD6 1F[+MDF\ ZMHUFZLDF\ J'lã SZJFGL 1FDTF 50[,L K[P T[G[ lJSF; S[gãM TZLS[ VM/BFJFDF\ VFJ[
K[P VFDF\ S'lQF4 C:TS,F4 C[g0,]D4 ZtG VG[ VFE}QF6 RFD0F\ VG[ H}TF\VMGM pnMU 1F[+MGM
;DFJ[X YFI K[P
sZf C[g0,]D C:TS,F o
 GJF C[g0LS|FO8 :5[lXI, .SMGMlDS hMGGL :YF5GF SZJFDF\ VFJX[P
 8=LlD\u; VG[ V[dA[,LXD[g8GL HSFT D]ST VFIFTvlGSF; D}<IGF 5 8SF SZJFDF\ VFJL
K[P
 8=LlD\u;4 V[dA[,LXD[g8G VG[ ;[d5<;GL VFIFTG[ ;LJL0LDF\YL D]lST SZJFDF\ VFJL K[P
 GFGF pt5FNSM DF8[ 8=LlD\u;4 V[dA[,LXD[g8 VG[ ;[d5<;GL VFIFT DF8[ C[g0LS|FO8
V[S;5M8" SlDXGG[ ;TF VF5JFDF\ VFJL K[P
s#f ZtG VG[ VFE}QF6 o
 ;MG]\ VG[ %,[l8GDG[ KM0LG[ VgI WFT]VM DF8[ lGSF;GF Z 8SF D}<I ;]WL X]<S D]ST
VFIFTGL D\H}ZL VF5JFDF\ VFJL K[P
 !( S[Z8[ VYJF T[GFYL JW] S[Z8[ GF ;MGFGL VFIFT DF8[ 5]Go 5}lT" IMHGF
(Replenishment scheme)G[ VFWLG VFIFTGL D\H}ZL VF5JFDF\ VFJL K[P
 SMDlX"I, ;[d5<;GL VFIFT D]lST ~l5IF V[S ,FBGL SZJFDF\ VFJL K[P
 V[OALVM D}<IGF Z 8SF ;]WLGL lZH[S8[0 HJ[,ZLGL 5]Go VFIFTDF\ HSFT D]lST VF5JFDF\
VFJ[ K[P
s$f RFD0F\ VG[ H}TF\VM o
 RD" pnMU DF8[ X}<S D]ST VFIFTGL DIF"NF JWFZLG[ lGSF;GF D}<IGF\ #@ SZJFDF\ VFJL
K[P
 RFD0FGF 1F[+DF\ S[8,LS lJlXQ8 HFTMGL X}<S D]ST VFIFTG[ JWFZLG[ lGSF; D}<IGF 5@
SZJFDF\ VFJL K[P
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 RD" pnMUDF\YL lGS/TF SRZFG[ p5IMUDF\ ,[JF DF8[ H~ZL DXLGZL VG[ p5SZ6MG[
VFIFT X}<SDF\YL D]lST VF5JFDF\ VFJL K[P

J{l`JSLSZ6GL EFZTLI pnMUM 5Z V;Z ov
J{l`JSLSZ6G[ SFZ6[ EFZTGL 5|UlTGF lGN[X
" SMGL VgI ZFQ8=MGL ;FY[ ;TT T],GF SZJFDF\
VFJ[ K[P J{l`JSLSZ6GM VF5[,M pN[X lJSF;DFG N[XMGL CZM/DF\ :YFG 5|F%T SZJFGM CMJM
HM.V[P VgIYF J{l`JSLSZ6 VF56G[ V5yI ZC[P J{l`JSLSZ6 D]ST jIF5FZ VG[ D]ST AHFZ
äFZF SM. 56 ZFQ8=GF VY"T\+G[ N]lGIFGF VY"T\+ ;FY[ ;F\S/[ K[P VFGF SFZ6[ VFlY"S ;D'lâ JW[
K[P 5Z\T] VF VFlY"S ;D'lâGM p5IMU ,MS S<IF6 DF8[ SZJM S[ ;FDFlHS gIFIF S[ V;DFGTF
lGJFZJF DF8[ SZJM T[GM bIF, EFZTLI J{l`JSLSZ6GL GLlT V5GFJJFYL YIM K[P T[GL ZH}VFT
GLR[GL S[8,LS AFATM p5ZYL VFJ[ K[P

;FG]S/
} V;ZM o
 lJN[XL J[5FZDF\ J'lâ Y. ov
!))!GL VF{nMlUS GLlT äFZF J{l`JSLSZ6GL GLlTGM :JLSFZ SIM" VFYL lJN[XL jIF5FZG[
B}A ;FZ]\ A/ D/JFG]\ XZ]\ YI]\ K[P H[D S[ !))_v)!DF\ VF56L lGSF;MG]\ 5|DF6 #Z455) SZM0
~PG]\ CT]\ G[ JWLG[ Z__$vZ__5DF\ #45&4_&) SZM0 ~PG]\ YI] K[P VG[ !))_v)!DF\
VFIFTMG]\ 5|DF6 $#4!)( SZM0 ~PG]\ CT]\ T[ JWLG[ Z__$v_5DF\ $4(!4_&$ SZM0 ~PG]\ YI]\ K[P
VFD VFlY"S ;]WFZFVMV[ lJN[XL jIF5FZDF\ J'lâ SZJFDF\ ;FZ] A/ 5}Z] 5F0I]\ K[P

 ,MSMGF\ HLJGWMZ6DF\ pTZMTZ ;]WFZM ov
,MSMGF\ HLJGWMZ6DF\ ;]WFZM YIM K[ S[ GCL T[ CSLST 56 VY"T\+GF\ lJSF;GL 5FZFXLXL
U6FI K[P ,MSMGF\ HLJG WMZ6GM VFWFZ T[VM S[8,F\ 5|DF6DF\ J:T]VM VG[ ;[JFVM 5|F%T SZ[ K[
VG[ J5ZFX SZ[ K[P T[GF\ 5Z ZC[,M K[P HM ,MSM 5C[,F SZTF\ JW] 5|DF6DF\ J:T]VM VG[ ;[JFVMGM
p5IMU SZTF CMI TM T[VMGF\ HLJGWMZ6DF\ ;]WFZM YIM K[P T[D SCL XSFIP VF ãlQ8V[ HM.V[ TM
!))!DF\ ,MSM H[8,F 5|DF6DF\ 5|FYlDS ;]B ;UJ0 VG[ DMHXMBGL J:T]VMGM p5IMU SZTF\
CTF T[GF SZTF\ Z__5vZ__&DF\ VF AWL J:T]VMGF p5IMUDF\ ;Z[ZFX JWFZM YIM K[P VG[ T[
;FY[ !))!DF\ ,MSMG]\ ;Z[ZFX VFI]QI 5|DF6 5(P* JQF"G]\ CT]\ T[ JWLG[ Z__ZDF\ &&P) JQF"G]\ YI]\
K[P T[ 56 HLJG WMZ6GF\ ;]WFZFG[ jIST SZ[ K[P VFD VFlY"S ;]WFZFVMGF 5lZ6FD[ ,MSMGF
HLJGWMZ6DF\ pTZMTZ ;]WFZM YIM K[P T[ T[GF\ VFlY"S ;]WFZFG]\ pH/]\ 5F;] U6FJL XSFIP
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 lJN[XL C}\l0IFD6GL VGFDTMDF\ J'lwW Y. ov
lJN[XL C}\l0IFD6GL VGFDTMDF\ J'lwW 5|DF6 VF56[ VFlY"S lJSF;GF\ 1F[+[ S[8,LS 5|UlT
SZL XSIF KLV[ T[ NXF"J[ K[P !))_v)!DF\ VF56L lJN[XL C}\l0IFD6GL VGFDTMDF\ 5|DF6
$P#(( SZM0G]\ CT]\ T[ JWLG[ Z__$v_5DF\ 54)#4!Z! SZM0 ~PG]\ YI]\ K[P H[ VF56F VFlY"S
;]WFZFG]\ ;FZ] 5lZ6FD NXF"J[ K[P

 D]ST lJN[XL D]0L ov
lJN[XL D]0L ZMSF6G[ VFSQF"JF lJN[XL .SJL8L D}0LGL DIF"NFDF\ JWFZM SZFIM K[P
lJN[XLVMGL EFZTLI pnMUMGF\ EFULNFZLTF JWTF VF 5F+G[ VnTG 8[SGM,MHL4 TSGLSL 7FG4
SFI"S}X/TF JU[Z[GM ,FE D/JFYL VF{nMlUS pt5FNG JWJFYL VFlY"S lJSF;G[ J[U D?IM K[P

 D]ST jIF5FZ ov
VFhFNL 5KL ,UEU RFZ NFISF ;]WLGL B}A JW] 50TF ;ZSFZL C:T1F[5JF/L GLlTVMGF
5lZ6FDM TM VF56[ EMUJL R}SIF KLV[P VF UF/FDF\ EFZTGF\ pnMUMGF lJSF; DF8[ T[DG[
VF\TZZFQ8=LI CZLOF.YL D]ST ZBFIFP T[ ;DI[ cclXX]GL ;\EF/ ZFBM4 AF/SG]\ Z1F6 SZM VG[
5]bT JIGFG[ D]ST SZMccGF ;}+G[ VF56[ V5GFjI]\ CT]\ 5Z\T] H[D AF/SG[ ,F\AF ;DI ;]WL Z1F6
VF5JFDF\ VFJ[ TM T[ 5F\U/] ZC[ K[P T[D JW] 50TF\ ;\Z1F6MV[ EFZTGF\ pnMUMG[ ;]:T AGFjIF K[P
GJL GLlTDF\ D]ST VFIFTM VG[ lJN[XL D}0L ZMSF6GL GLlT V5GFJJFYL N[XGF\ pnMUMG[ lJN[XL
pnMUM ;FD[ 8SL ZC[JF ;D1F AGTF\ N[XGF\ lJSF;G[ J[U D[/J[ K[P

 VG]S/
} 8[SGM,MHLGM lJSF; ov
JZF/YL RF,TF JCF6M4 Z[<J[ VG[ 8[l,U|FOG]\ VFUDG YJFYL 5lZJCG VG[
SdI]lGS[XGDF\ 8[SGM,MHLS, S|F\lTJFNL H[8 lJDFGM4 SMd%I]8ZM4 ;[8[,F.8 p5U|CMGL XMWM VG[
p5IMUMG[ SFZ6[ EF{UMl,S ;LDFVM 5FZ SZJFDF\ YTM BR" VG[ jITLT YTM ;DI A\G[ B}A 38L
UIFP .gOMZD[XG 8[SGM,MHL T[GL 5CM\R VG[ UlT A\G[GL ãlQ8V[ GM\W5F+ K[P

 VF{nMlUS ;\:YFVMGF\ GJF :J~5M ov
pt5FNGGL l:YlT :YF5S 5wWlTVM VFJJFYL DCtJ5}6" SFI" EHjI]\ J{l`JSZ6GL
5|lS|IFDF\ S\5GLVMGL jI}CZRGF VG[ JT"6}S 5Z 3[ZL V;Z 5F0[ K[P 8[SGLS, 5|UlT YTL HFI K[P
DM8F HyYFDF\ pt5FNG SZL XSJFGF SFZ6[ DM8F UHFG]\ VY"T\+ lJS;L XSI]\ VG[ pt5FNG BR"DF\
56 36M 38F0M YIMP
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VFlY"S VF\TZDF/BFDF\ ;]WFZM ov
VF\TZDF/BFD] V[ VFlY"S lJSF; DF8[ 5FIFGL ;J,T 5]ZL 5F0T] DF/B]\ K[P !))!GF\
VFlY"S ;]WFZFG[ 5lZ6FD[ K[<,F\ !5 JQF"DF\ VF\TZDF/BFDF\ lJSF;G[ B}AH A/ D?I]\ K[P T[YL T[GM
;FZM V[JM lJSF; Y. XSIM K[P

 8[SGM,MHLS, 5lZJT"G ov
J{l`JSZ6 äFZF pt5FNG 1FDTF JWFZFG]\ T[DH zD 5|tI[GM VlEUD AN,JFGM VJSFX
5|F%T YIM K[P lJlJW pt5FNGM H[JF S[ DM8ZSFZ4 :S}8Z4 JMlX\U DXLG4 8[,LOMg;4 8[,LlJhG4
Z[lO|HZ[8;"4 V[ZS],;" H[JF NZ[S 1F[+DF\ EFZTDF\ CJ[ GJL VG[ JW] ;FZL 5[NFXM AGJF ,FUL K[P
VY"T\+G]\ JFTFJZ6 U|FCS TZO[6DF\ 5,8F. R}SI] K[P VG[ J[RGFZDF\YL .HFZXFCLGF\ lNJ;M 5}ZF
YJFGL T{IFZL K[P H[ J{l`JSZ6G[ VFEFZL K[P
v J{l`JSZ6GL GLlT V5GFJLG[ VF56[ l:DY[ NXF"J[,F ;}1D lJEFHGGF VG[
lJlXQ8SZ6GF\ ,FE D[/JL XSJF ;1FD YIF KLV[P
v J{l`JSZ6G[ 5lZ6FD[ EFZTDF\ lJN[XYL lJX[QF VFJ0TJF/F TH7M4 ;\RF,SM VG[
lGIMHSM EFZTDF\ VFJJF VF56F :YFlGS pnMUMG[ T[DGF\ 7FG4 VG]EJ4 ;\RF,G4 TSGLSL
HF6SFZL JU[Z[GM ,FE D/JF5F+ YIM K[P

5|lTS}/ V;ZM
 AZMHUFZLGM 5|`G lGD}/
" Y. XSIM GYL ov
VF56F VFIMHG ;D1F A[ZMHUFZL S[ H[ VF56M 5FIFGM 5|`G K[ T[G[ lGD}6
" SZJFGM K[P
VFlY"S ;]WFZM äFZF ZMHUFZLGL TSMDF\ h05L JWFZM YX[ T[JL VFXF HgD[, 5Z\T] JF:TJDF\ T[D YI]\
GYLP lJN[XL S\5GLVMV[ zD5|WFG pt5FNG 5wWlTG[ AN,[ 5MTFGL 5;\NULGL D}0L5|WFG pt5FNG
5wWlT V5GFJL CMJFYL ZMHUFZL ;H"GDF\ GM\W5F+ ;]WFZM YIM GYLP VFD VFlY"S ;]WFZFVM
A[ZMHUFZG[ N}Z SZJFDF\ ;O/ YIF GYL T[ T[GL lGQO/TF U6FJL XSFIP
 5|FN[lXS ;DT},F N}Z Y. XSL GYL ov
VFlY"S ;]WFZFGM V[S C[T] 5|FN[lXS V;DT},F N}Z YFI T[ ZLT[ GJF pnMUMG[ :YF5JFGM
CTMP 5Z\T] JF:TJDF\ BFGUL 1F[+GF pt5FNSMV[ pnMU :YF5JF DF8[ 5KFT 5|N[X SZTF\ lJSl;T
5|NX
[ G[ VG[ UFD0F SZTF\ XC[ZG[ H JW] 5;\NUL VF5L K[P T[YL 5|FN[lXS V;DT],F N}Z Y. XSL
GYLP VFHGL TFZLB[ S], VF{nMlUS 5|J'lTGF\ (_ 8SF TM VF\W|5|NX
[ 4 DCFZFQ8=4 U]HZFT4 5\P A\UF/
VG[ TFDL,GF0]4 DwI5|NX
[ 4 lACFZ VG[ S6F"8S H[JF ) ZFHIMDF\ H S[lgãT Y. K[P J/L VF GJ
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ZFHIMDF\ 56 lJSF; ;5|DF6 ZLT[ YIM GYLP U]HZFT4 DCFZFQ8=4 5\P A\UF/ VG[ TFDL,GF0]GM
OF/M VgI ZFHIM SZTF\ ;lJX[QF K[P

 pnMUMGL pt5FNG XlSTGM 5}6" p5IMU XSI AgIM GYL ov
VFlY"S ;]WFZFGM C[T] ZFQ8=GF\ pnMUMGL pt5FNG XlSTGM 5}6" p5IMU SZJFGM CTMP 5Z\T]
JLH/LGL VKT4 SFRF DF,GL VKT4 V5}ZTL 5lZJCG ;]lJWF4 38TL HTL DF\U H[JF VG[S
5lZA/M pnMUMG[ 5MTFGL pt5FNG XlSTGM 5}6" p5IMU SZJFDF\ AFWF GFBL ZCIF K[P T[YL
JF:TJDF\ 36M pnMUM VFH[ 56 T[DGL :YFl5T pt5FNG XlSTGF\ DF+ $5@ YL &_@ H[8,]\ H
pt5FNG SZ[ K[P VF V[S V1FdI ZFQ8=GF\ D}<IJFG ;F\WGMGM N]jI"I K[ H[ V[S lGQO/TF U6FJL
XSFIP

 lGSF;MDF\ VJZMWM ov
VF{nMlUS ZQ8=M .rK[ K[ S[ V[lXIFGM lJSF;XL, N[XM AHFZI]ST VY"jIJ:YF V5GFJ[
SFZ6 S[ VF jIJ:YF C[9/ AHFZ B]<,F AGTF\ CMJFYL 5lzDGF\ ZFQ8=MG[ V[lXIFGF\ AHFZMDF\ 5U
5[;FZM SZJFGL TS D/[P 5Z\T] ;FY[ ;FY[ VF jIJ:YF YSL EFZT ;lCTGF\ VgI V[lXIG N[XM
J{l`JS VY"SZ6DF\ RFJL~5 E}lDSF EHJFTF YFIP T[VM DMEFG]\ :YFG D[/J[ V[ CSLST 5lzDGF\
ZFQ8=MG[ Z]W[ K[P VFYL EFZTGL lGSF;M ;FD[ HFTHFTGF\ VJZMWM µEF SZFI K[P NFP TP VD[lZSFDF\
:YFlGS pnMUM DF8[ G]SXFGSFZS ;FlAT YFI T[JL VFIFT 5Z lGI\+6 D]STF sH[JF S[ ;]5Z #_Zf
K[<,F\ S[8,F\S JQF"YL VD,DF\ K[P VFD D]ST jIF5FZ VG[ pt5FNGGF\ T],GFtDS ,FEGL
RRF"v9ZFJM TM 36F H YFI K[P 5Z\T] T[ ;,FC DF+ VgI ZFQ8=M DF8[ H CMI K[P 0ld5\U4 5IF"JZ6
T[DH VgI 8[SlGS, D]NFVM ;FD[ WZLG[ EFZTLI lGSF;MG[ Z]WJFGF 5|IF;M YFI K[P

 5IF"JZ6 5|`G ov
J{l`JSZ6YL 5IF"JZ6LI 5|`GM pNEJ[ K[P 5lzDGF\ VF{nMlUS N[[XMDF\ H[ pnMUMG[ D\H}ZL
VF5JFDF\ VFJTL GYL T[JF OFDF":I]l8S<; H[JF pnMUM EFZTDF\ ,FJJFDF\ VFjIF K[ G[ T[GF SFZ6[
DFGJ HLJG p5Z BTZM µEM YIM K[P TYF 5F6L VG[ CJFGF\ 5|N]QF6GF\ 5|`GM pEF YIF K[P

 E|Q8FRFZ ov
5ZJFGF GFA}NL 5FK/GM D]bI pN[X VF SFI"DF\ ZC[,F E|Q8FRFZG[ N}Z SZJFGM CTMP
5ZJFGF GFA}NLG[ SFZ6[ SIF :Y/[ pnMU XZ] SZJFYL VY"T\+G[ OFINM YX[P N[XGF\ SIF\ EFUDF\
ZMHUFZL JWFZJFGL H~Z K[P pnMUM wJFZF pt5FlNT RLHJ:T]VMGL DF\U S[8,L K[P VY"T\+GF\
:JF:yI DF8[ S. RLHJ:T]GF\ pt5FNGGL VFJxISTF JW] K[P JU[Z[ H[JF\ DF5N\0M S[ H[DG[ pnMUMGL
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:YF5GF 5C[,F U6TZLDF\ ,[JF H~ZL CMI K[ T[ DF5N\0 MGL 5ZJFGF GFA}NLGF\ SFZ6[ VJU6GF
YI[,L HMJF D/[ K[P
 ;}RGM ov p5ZMST D]HA J{l`JSZ6GL V;ZMGL RRF" 5ZYL SCL XSFI S[ J{l`JSZ6GL
S[8,LS ;FZL VG[ S[8,LS 5|lTS}/ V;ZM ZC[,L K[P EFZTGM pN[X lJSF;DFG N[X MGL CZM/DF\
:YFG 5|F%T SZJFGM ZC[,M CMI T[ ;\N E"DF\ S[8 ,F\S GLR[ D]HAGF\ ;}RGM SZL XSFIP
s!f HIFZ[ VF56[ lJN[X L 8[SGM,MHL VG[ .SJL5D[g8 5|F%T SZTF\ CM.V[ tIFZ[ VF56[ VF56L
SFI"N1FTF4 :5WF" VG[ 5FZNX"STFGL GJL GLlTG[ JW] JOFNFZL ;FY[ VG]; ZJL HM.V[ S[ H[Y L lJN[X L
VG[ EFZTLI pt5FNSMG[ :5WF"G L :YFG TS D/[ VG[ EFZTLI U|FCSMG[ z[Q9 U]6 JTFGF\ pt5FNGGF\
;[JF XSI CMI T[8,F\ ;:TF EFJ[ D/[P
sZf :YFlGS :TZ[ O]U FJFG[ V\S]X DF\ GCL ,[JFI TM lGSF; J'lwWGF\ VF56F TDFD 5|IF;M W}/ DF\
D/X[ SFZ6 S[ U]6 JTFDF\ VgI N[X MGL ClZOF. SZ[ T[J]\ VF56]\ pt5FNG CX[ TM 56 pRF EFJG[
SFZ6[ T[ J[RFX[ GCLP
s#f lJ`J jIF5FZGM V0WF p5ZGM lC:;M J[5 FZL lGSF;SFZMGM K[ VG[ T[Y L EFZTDF\ J{l`JSZ6GL
;O/TF DF8[ DF+ VF{nMlUS lGSF;SFZMG[ H GCL\ 5Z\T ] jIF5FZL lGSF;SFZMG[ 56 5|Mt;FCG
VF5J]\ H~ZL K[P VFJF lGSF;SFZM N[X GF\ GFGF V[SDMDF\Y L DF, AGFJ0FJLG[ T[G L lGSF; SZL GFGF
V[SDMG[ 56 lGSF;GL TS 5}ZL 5F0L XSFI T[D K[P
s$f VFW]lGS D}0L 5|R }Z 8[SGM,MHL N[X DF\ A[SFZL JWFZJFGM H EI ;[JFI K[P T[G F\ ;\N E"DF\
;{wWF\lTS ;}RG SZL XSFI S[ lGSF; DF8[ VF56[ VFW]lGS 8[SGM,MHL V5GFJJL HM.V[P 5Z\T ]
:JN[X DF\ H[G L J5ZFX YTL CMI T[JF pt5FNG DF8[ zDv5|R}Z 8[SGM,MHL J5ZFI T[ H~ZL K[P
VFGF 5lZ6FD[ E,[ DF,GL U]6 JTF YM0L GLRL ZC[X [ 5Z\T ] ZMHUFZL TM JWX[ HP
s5f EFZT ;ZSFZ :JN[X L S\5 GLVMG[ JW] 50T]\ ;Z1F6 5}Z] 5F0[ T[ H~ZL GYLP 5Z\T ] ;FY[ ;FY[ T[
56 bIF, ZFBJM HM.V[ S[ lJN[X L pnMUMGL TZO[/ SZJFDF\ pt;FCDF\ VF56[ EFZTGF\ pnMUMG[
VgIFI G YJM HM.V[ VYF"T cc3ZGF\ KMSZF 3\8L RF8[ G[ 50MXLG[ VF8Mcc JF/L GLlTV[ VF56[
V5GFJJL G HM.V[P
s&f pt5FNSLI T[D H ;[JF 1F[+MDF\ H~ZL SF{X <I CF\; , SZJF RMSS; 5|SFZGL ;\:YFVM pEL
SZJFGL VFJxISTF K[P VF p5ZF\T lJlJW 1F[+MDF\ VG[ BF; SZLG[ lGSF; VFWFZLT RLHJ:T]V M
DF8[ VF\T ZZFQ8=LI S1FFG]\ SF{X <I 5}Z ] 5F0L XS[ T[JL BF; ;\:YFVM H[JL S[ 0FID\0 S8L\U 4 hJ[ZFTGL
l0hF.G4 UFZD[g8 l0hF.G JU[Z[ µEL SZJL HM.V[P VF ;\N E"DF\ ;ZSFZ[ ;lS|I Z; NFBJJM
HM.V[P
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s*f ;\X MWG VG[ lJSF; S[JF 1F[+MDF\ ;ZSFZ VG[ pnMUM JrR[ 5}6 " ;CSFZ CMI T[ H~ZL K[P
S[8,F\S 1F[+MDF\ VF ;\X MWGM 36F\ BRF"/ CMI K[P 5Z\T ] T[ ;O/ YFI TM H[ T[ S\5 GL p5ZF\T ;DU|
;DFH DF8[ lCTSFZS 5]ZJFZ YFI K[P VFYL pnMUM VG[ ;ZSFZGM ;\I ]ST 5|IF;M wJFZF V;ZSFZS
;\X MWG jIJ:YF lJS;FJJFGL H~Z K[P
s(f lGSF; DF8[ 5|Mt;FCG 5]Z] 5F0JF pnMUMG[ ;A;L0L VF5JL T[ SFD R,Fp ZLT[ :JLSFZL XSFI
5Z\T ] ,F\A FUF/FGF\ ãlQ8SM6YL HMTF\ ;A\W STF" pnMUM VF5D[/ [ H U]6 JTF VG[ lS\DTGL ãlQ8V[
ClZOF. I]ST AG[ T[JL 5lZl:YlT ;H"JL HM.V[P
s)f lJ`J AHFZDF\ 8SL ZC[JF ;ZSFZ[ J[5 FZLVMG[ T[DH pnMU5lTVMG[ HF5FGGL ;ZSFZGL DFOS
5|M8[SXG VF5JFGL H~Z K[P HM HF5FG[ Z_q#_ JQF" 5C[,F\ 5}6 " pNFZLSZ6GL GLlT V5GFJL CMT
TM VFH[ T[DGL 8MI[8M VG[ lG;FG DM8ZSFZM lJ`J AHFZDF\ 8SL G CMTP VFH[ HF5FG[ H[ 5|U lT
SZL K[ T[ DF8[ ;ZSFZGL l;,[S8LJ 5|M8[SXGGL GLlT HJFANFZ K[P EFZTGF\ pnMUM J{l`JS
:5WF"DF\ pTZL XS[ T[8,F\ ;A/ VG[ ;wWZ AG[ tIFZAFN HM 5}6 " pNFZLSZ6GL GLlT V5GFJFI TM
T[V M :5WF"DF\ 8SL XSX[P VF ;\N E"DF\ V[S JFT VF56[ :5Q8 SZL N[JL 50X[ S[ lJSF;GL 1FDTF
JF/F pnMUMG[ HM Z1F6 5}Z]\ 50FI TM T[ S[8,F\ JQF" 5}Z]\ 50FX[P lGlzT D]NT ;]W LDF\ VFJF pnMUM V[
5UEZ VG[ J{l`JS :5WF"DF\ 8SL XS[ T[JF Y. H HJ]\ 50X[P

p5;\CFZ
V[S JFT :5Q8 K[ S[ VFlY"S ;]W FZFGF\ EFU Z]5 [ J{l`JSZ6GM 5U,F\ wJFZF BZ[B Z
,MSXFCLGF\ D}<IMG]\ 5|lT :YF5GF SZJFDF\ VFjI]\ K[P T[Y L VF GLlT BZ[B Z S|F\lTSFZL VG[ VFJSFZ
5F+ K[P T[ CSLSTGM :JLSFZ SZJM H ZCIMP SFZ6 S[ T[G F VD,G[ SFZ6[ Z!DL ;NLGF\ 5|FZ\E ;FY[
EFZT N[X V[S lJSF; ;FWTF N[X DF\Y L V[S lJSl;T N[X TZO 5|DF6 SZJF\ ;1FD AgIM K[P
V\T DF\ V[8,]\ H SCL XSFI S[ HM EFZT[ CH] 56 EFZTLI pnMUMG[ J{l`JS :5WF"DF\
h}SFJJF JW] ;1FD AGJ]\ H 50X[P EFZTG[ ;[JF1F[+4 5UZBF\ VG[ RFD0FGL AGFJ8M4 NFULGF\4
S50F\ VG[ O[X GGL RLHJ:T]V M JU[Z[G F\ ;\N E"DF\ jIF5FZ SZFI TM JW] ,FE YFI T[D K[P VFDF\G L
DM8F EFUGL RLHJ:T]V M GFGF 5FIFGF\ 1F[+DF\ pt5gG SZFI K[P VG[ T[Y L EFZT[ VF pt5FNGG[
VgI N[X MDF\ DMS,L XS[ T[JL S\5 GLVMGL :YF5GF SZJFGL H~Z K[P
VF RRF"G ]\ ;DF5G DCFtDF UF\W LGF\ lJRFZM wJFZF SZLV[ TM SCL XSFI S[ UF\W LHLGF\ DT
5|DF6[ ccDFZF lJSF; DF8[ H[ H~ZL K[ T[ lJ`JGF\ SM. 56 EFUDF\Y L C]\ BZLNLX VG[ DFZF
lJSF;DF\ B,[, 5CM\R F0[ T[JL J:T] UD[ T[8,L VFSQF"S CMI TM 56 C]\ T[ SM.GL 56 5F;[Y L GCL\
BZLN]\Pcc
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S]NZT TZO 5FKF J/M
-      
5IF"J Z6 ;\A\W L RRF" SZJFG]\ YFI tIFZ[ 5IF"JZ6 ;\7Fv;\S<5GF4 V[
lJX[GL ;DH6 BZF VY"DF\ SIF\ VG[ SIFZ[ lJS;L V[ HMJFGL ;CH lH7FXF HgD[P
;FDFgI ZLT[ 5IF"JZ6 ;\7F VJF"RLG K[P 5|FRLG ;DIDF\ ;\7FGM 5|IMU YIM CMI V[JF
SM. p<,[B D/TF GYLP DFGJHFTGL VF;5F; ZRFI[, F ;ÒJvlGÒ"J V[JF S]NZTL
VFJZ6GL ;DT], FG[ 5IF"JZ6 SCL XSFIP 0F¶P8LPV[GP BF\;, 5IF"JZ6 lJX[ ,BTF
SC[ K[4 —TDFD .lgãIMGL lH\NUL VG[ lJSF;G[ V;Z SZ[ T[J L TDFD XZTM VG[
5|E FJMGM S], ;ZJF/M V[ 5IF"J Z6 K[P˜ V[H ZLT[ HF6LTF 5IF"JZ6lJNŸ lAl5GEF.
HMQFL V[D GF V[D GF —5IF"J Z6 XF:+˜ GFDGF 5]:TSDF\ GM\W[ K[ S[4 —;ÒJ VG[ lGÒ"J
38SM JrR[G]\ VFNFGv5|NFG 5|FS'T 5lZl:YlTDF\ H/JF. ZC[ T[G[ 5IF"JZ6 SC[ K[˜ VF
;'lQ8GL ZRGFDF\ NZ[S TtJM 5Z:5ZFJ,\AL K[P V[8,[ NZ[S TtJ 5MTFGL IMuITFDF\ ZCL
5MQF6 D[/J[4 NZ[S TtJ S[8,FS O[ZOFZ 5FDLG[ 56 5MTFG]\ D}/ ~5 HF/JL ZFB[ tIF\
;]W L SM. ;D:IF pEL YTL GYLP 5Z\T ] EMU[H MU[ SM. TtJ VgI TtJGF J'lâ lJSF; S[
Vl:TtJDF\ DM8M lJ1F[5 pEM SZ[4 V[S TtJ ALHF TtJGM CF; SZJF ;]WLGL ;LDF ;]W L
5CM\RL HFI tIFZ[ 5IF"J Z6DF\ HAZM U}\RJF0M HgD[ K[ VG[ T[ K[ 5|N}QF6P pNFCZ6YL
VF J:T]GL 5|T LlT YX[P H[D S[ kT]V M V[D GL G{;lU"S 5|S'lT HF/JL ZFB[P T[ ;FDFgI
l:YlT U6FJL XSFIP lXIF/DF\ 9\0L 50[4 JQFF"k T]D F\ JZ;FN JZ;[¸ CJF4 5F6L4 5|SFXFlN
5MTFG]\ V;, ~5 ;FRJL ZFB[ T[ z[Q9 5IF"J Z6GL lGXFGL K[P V[D GL ;FD[ kT]V M
lJ5lZT ~5 WZ[ tIFZ[ UZA0 5IF"JZ6 5IF"J Z6GL lJZMWL l:YlTGM ;\S[T VF5L HFI
K[P 5|S 'lTUT TtJMDF\ SM. AFWF IF VJZMW pEM YFI tIFZ[ T[ 5'yJL 5ZGL ;D:T
ÒJ;'lQ8G[ 5FZFJFZ G]S XFG 5CM\RF0[ K[P
;'lQ8 ZRGF S[JL ZLT[ Y. T[GM p¿Z VF5JF S[8S[8,L DYFD6M Y. K[P
T[D F\ lJ7FGGL CSLSTG[ :JLSFZLG[ DF6LV[ TM VAHM JQF"GL ZF;FIl6S4 H{lJS TYF
;F\:S'lTS S|F\lT 5KL ;'lQ8 Vl:TtJDF\ VFJL K[P lGCFlZSFDF\YL V,U YIF 5KL 5'yJL
5Z ZF;FIl6S 5lZJT"G HMZ[ OM:OZ;4 ,MC4 lGS, H[J F TtJM WZTLDF\ l:YZ YIF\4
RZAL4 5|M8LG :8FR" H[JF ÒJ ;H"S V\X M VJTIF"4 H{lJS O[ZOFZMG[ 5|T F5[
A[S 8[lZIFDF\YL O}U4 V[S F\UL4 läV\UL4 l+V\UL4 5]Q5WFZL4 ALHWFZL V[D lJlJW
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A[S8[lZIFDF\YL O}U4 V[SF\UL4 läV\UL4 l+V\UL4 5]Q5WFZL4 ALHWFZL V[D lJlJW
JG:5lTVMG]\ lGDF"6 YI]\ T[JL H ZLT[ VDLAFDF\YL ;J"5|YD 5[XLJF/F ÒJYL ,.G[
D[Z] N\0L4 pEIÒJL4 ;lZ;'54 ;'lQ8GM HgD YIMP T[DF\I H0vR[TG JrR[G]\ ;Z;
V[SD[SG[ 5}ZS V[J]\ JT]"/ ZRFI]\4 CJF4 5F6L4 5|SFX G[ HDLG 5Z J'1F4 JG:5lT lGE"Z
YIF\4 KM0 VFlN 5Z T'6FCFZL ÒJ VJ,\lAT AgIF4 T'6FCFZL p5Z DF\;FCFZL VG[
;J";'lQ8 p5Z DFGJ VlWSFZL AgIMP
VF8,L ;Z; DHFGL ;'lQ8GL NXF VFH[ V[SJL;DL ;NLDF\ VF56[ H[8,L
WFZLV[ V[JL ;FZL GYLP H[DG[ VF56[ S]NZT VYJF 5|S'lTYL VM/BLV[ KLV[ T[ T[G]\
V;, ~5 U]DFJTL HFI K[P V[DGM V[S lJS'lT RC[ZM ;D:T DFGJHFTGF Vl:TtJ
;FD[ DM\ OF0LG[ B0M YIM K[P HMS[ VCL\ V[ J:T]GL :5Q8TF SZJL 38[ S[ 5|S'lTDF\ VFJTF
AN,FJGF D]bI A[ 5lZA/M K[ V[S S]NZT;lH"T VG[ ALH]\ DFGJ;lH"TP 5C[,FDF\ 5|S'lT
:JI\ 5lZJT"G ;FWTL ZC[ K[P 5lZJT"GXL, :JEFJG[ SFZ6[ V[ JBTMJBT 50B]\
O[ZJTL ZC[ K[4 H[DGF SFZ6[ 36L lJ5NFVM pEL YFI K[P HIFZ[ V[DGL ;FD[ ALHF
5|SFZ[ H[ O[ZOFZM HgD[ K[ T[ VtI\T U\ELZ VG[ 3FTS ;FlAT YFI K[P DFGJLV[ 5MTFGL
lJlXQ8 A]lâ4 ;\J[NGF TYF VlEjIlSTGF A/[ lJSF;GL HAZL K,F\U EZL4 lJ7FG4
I\+4 pnMUGL DNNYL ;]Bv;UJ0TF D[/jIF\4 EF{lTS ;]BGL VF\W/L NM8DF\ T[ 5|S'lT
5|tI[GM 5MTFGM WD" lJ:DZL UIMP S]NZTL ;\5lTGM EZ5}Z ZLT[ DF+ ,FE p9FjIMP VF
lJX[ UF\WLÒG]\ V[S SYG GM\WGLI K[ S[4 —5|S'lT DG]QIGL H~lZIFT ;\TMQF[ K[4 T[GF
,MEG[ GlCP˜ ;ZJF/[ 5|S'lTG]\ V[S lJS'T ~5 DFGJHFT lNJ;[vlNJ;[ VG]EJL ZCL K[P
WZTL VG[ ;}ZHGL JrR[ VMhMGG]\ 50 K[P T[ 5'yJLGL p5Z N; YL 5\NZ
lS,MDL8Z JrR[ ;DTF5 D\0/DF\ VFJ[,]\ V[S lJZ, K+ K[ T[ V\TZL1FDF\YL VFJTF
CFlGSFZS lSZ6MG[ VJZMW K[P 5|N}QF6GF SFZ6[ VF K+DF\ lKãM 50L UIF K[P WZTL
5Z ÒJGGL ;]Z1FF VMhMGGF SFZ6[ K[P T[ 1FlTU|:T YJFYL ÒJG ;FD[ HMBDM JWL
UIF K[P ;F\5|TSF,LG HUTDF\ VFH[ SM.G[ SM. B]6[ KFXJFZ[4 E]S\54 RS|JFT4 VlTJ'lQ84
VGFJ'lQ84 CLD5|5FT4 VlTTF54 V,GLGF H[JL VF5lTVM 5|U8[ K[P GLTGJF VG[S
ÒJ,[6 ZMU HgD[ K[P p¿ZvNl1F6 W|]JGF AlO",F lJ:TFZM4 JWTF TF5DFGG[ SFZ6[
5LU/L ZæF K[4 WZTLGF 5[8F/DF\YL U[, VM.,G]\ YT]\ NCG4 DM8F DM8F A\WMGF SFZ6[
HDLG p5Z JWT]\ NAF64 5F6LGM lJH/LGM VF0[W0 p5IMU4 ;D:IFVMGL ;}lR SZJF
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H.V[ TM 36L ,F\AL Y. XS[ KTF\ JT"DFG DFGJ HFTGL ;F{YL DM8L lJ8\A6F
5IF"JZ6GL SY/L ZC[,L 5lZl:YlT K[P
—5|E] HM ~9X[4 SM. ;CFZM SFD GlC ,FU[4
5|,I HFUL HX[ tIFZ[ lSGFZM SFD GlC ,FU[P˜
p5ZMST 5\lST VF lJX[ 36]\ SCL HFI K[P K[<,F S[8,F\S JQFM"YL HUT
VF AFATMYL U\ELZ AgI]\ K[ BZ]\ 5IF"JZ6 ;\A\WL RRF"vlJRFZ6F G[ ;[lDGFZ IMHFI
K[P 5X]4 51FL4 5|F6LG[ J'1FMG[ ;]Zl1FT HFC[Z SIF" K[P GQ8 5FD[,L IF 5FDTL HTL
ÒJ;'lQ8G]\ 5]GolGDF"6 SZJF TYF 8SFJL ZFBJF J{7FlGS -A[ 5|IF;M VFNZJFDF\ VFJ[
K[4 5vH}GGF lNJ;[ lJ`J 5IF"JZ6 lNJ;YL pHJJFDF\ VFJ[ K[P VF8VF8,]\ KTF\
5IF"JZ6GL ;D:IF TM HIF\ tIF\ H ZCL K[P
DG]QIG[ VF VF5TDF\YL ARJF CJ[ B}A H VMKM ;DI ZCL UIM K[P
VG[ VFJGFZF lJGFXSFZS 5lZ6FDYL ARJF T[6[ S]NZT TZO 5FKF J/J]\ H 50X[P
5|S'lTV[ TM S]NZTG]\ ~5 K[P T[GL 5}HFvVR"GF SZJFGF AN,[ T[GL ;FD[ HMBDM pEF
SZJFDF\ VFJ[ TM .`JZ V[S lNJ; ~9JFGM H K[P
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“ Service sector in india & role of foreign
direct investment ”
- UPADHYAY PARIMAL M.
(M.Com.,M.ED,.SET)
K.K.Shastri Govt.Comm.College.A’bad.
Introduction:Indian economy was in deep crisis in 1991 when foreign currency reserves had
dwindled to almost $1 billion; inflation had roared to an annual rate of 17 percent :fiscal
deficit was very high, foreign investor and NRIs had lost confidence in Indian economy,
with the introduction of economic reforms in1991,the era of liberalization and
globalization of the economy began. Controls began to give way to the policy of
deregulation and decontrol. the new economic reform ,popularly known as
Liberalization, Privatization and Globalization (LPGmodal) aimed at making the Indian
economy a faster growing economy ,globally competitive .The series of reform
undertaken with respect to industrial sector, and trade as well as financial sector aimed
at making the economy more efficient and competitive. Liberalization and globalization
of word economies has opened the doors for foreign investment transfer of goods,
capital and human resources from one country to another country. As a result, the
planned economy has been transformed into a market driven economy.The activities
under the purview of the service sector are diverse in nature. The important sub-sectors
are trading .transportation ,and telecommunication ,financial, real estate ,IT and IT –
enabled services and business service within the ambit of the service industry. Now
services sector ,community social and personal services si the largest and fastest
growing sector in India. After recording a growth rate of 5.40 percent annum during
1981-1991, there was further acceleration in GDP growth to 7.70 percent annum during
2001-2012.

Service Sector and the Indian Economy:The contribution of the services sector in India GDP has increased a lot in the last years.
The services sector contributed only 4.20 percent to the Indian GDP in 1951-61. Furhter
,the Indian service sector’s share in the country’s DP has increased from 7.3 percent in
1991-2001 around 9.5% in 2001-11. It implies that increase in GDP growth rate was
possible because of increase in contribution of service sector growth over the periods
.The rapid economic growth has entailed a significant structure changes in the Indian
economy such the share of agriculture in the GDP has declined in 2010-11.There
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has been a sharp increase in the share of services in the GDP from 8.5 percent to
9.6 percent in the same period. If the structural composition has been gained by the
service sector.
Table 1 : GDP growth rate at constant price (Sectoral growth)
Year
2003-04
2004-05
2005-06
2006-07
2007-08
2008-09
2009-10
Source :CSO

Agriculture
10.0
0.0.
5.8
4.0
4.9
1.6
0.4

Industry
6.0
8.5
8.1
10.7
7.4
2.6
8.2

Services
8.5
9.1
10.6
113.2
10.9
9.7
9.6

GDP
8.5
7.5
9.5
9.7
9.0
6.7
8.6

A as per classification of central Statistical Organization ,the services sector
includes four broad categories, namely (A )trade ,hotels, and restaurants (B) ) transport,
storage and communication ;(C) financing ,insurance ,real estate ,and business services;
and (D)community ,social and personal services .Among there ,financing ,insurance ,real
estate and business services; and trade ,hotels and restaurants are the largest groups
accounting for 16.7 percent and 16.3 percent ,respectively ,of the national GDP at factor
cost as current price in 2009-10. The community ,social and personal services category
accounts for a 14.4 percent share , will transports, storage, and communication
accounts for a 7.8 percent share. Construction has a share of 83.2 percent .In developed
countries majority of GDP is contributed by services sector. In developing countries like
Indian ,the share of services has been increase in terms of GDP. Presently about 55 % of
the GDP is contributed by services sector in Indian and if the construction is considered
,the contribution of services sector in Indian GDP will more than 60%.
Table 2: share of different services in GDP at factor cost (Current prices)
Sector
(a) Trade, hotels & Restaurants
(b) Transport, Storage & Communication
(c) Financing, Insurance, real estate
&
Business services
(d) Community ,Social & personal services
(e) Construction
Total Services (excluding construction)
Total Services (including construction)
Source: Economic survey,2010-11
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2004
05
16.3
8.4

2005
06
16.7
8.2

2006
07
17.1
8.2

14.7

14.5

14.8

13.8
7.7
53.0
60.7

13.5
7.9
52.9
60.8

12.8
8.2
52.9
61.1

-40-

2007
08
17.1
8.0
15.
1
12.5
8.5
52.7
61.2

2008
09
16.9
7.8
16.
1
13.3
8.5
54.1
62.6

2009
10
16.3
7.8
16.7
14.4
8.2
55.2
63.4
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India’s emergence as one of the fastest growing economies in the 1990 is largely
attributed to the rapid growth of its services sector. The sector grew in this decade at an
average of 7.9 percent per annum (table 1) Consequently ,the contribution of services to
gross domestics production has been more than 60 percent per annum since 2000. The
Indian economy has moved from agriculture-based economy to knowledge based
economy which is primarily represented by the service sector. This growth of the
services sector is accompanied by increasing foreign direct investment (FDI) approvals in
the services sector.

FDI and its role :According to the definition of IMF ,Foreign Direct Investment includes equity
capital, intercompany debt transactions ,short-term and long term loans, reinvestment
earring of foreign companies, financial leasing ,trade credits ,grants, non –cash
acquisition of equity ,venture capital by foreign investors, control premium, non
competition free etc. Foreign Investment through Global Depository Receipts
(GDR)/American Deposit Bonds (FCCBs)are also treated as foreign investment. At the
macro level FDI is an non –debt-creating source of additional external finances and, at
the micro-level ,FDI is expected to boost output, technology ,skill levels, employment
and link with other sectors and regions of the host economy. the aim of FDI is to
supplement the domestic capital and technology. The FDI is a type of investment that
involves the injection of foreign funds into an enterprise that operates in a different
country of origin from the investor. The exchange of such investment flows benefits
both the home country and the host country .FDI facilitates international trade and
transfer of knowledge, skills in the Indian economy. The foreign Direct Investment is
now a part of future of Indian economy. Indian companies etc,. allowed to raise equity
capital in the international market through the issues of GDR/ADR/FCCBs.
There is a significant change in the sectoral composition of FDI in India since the
beginning of the liberalization period. It is resealed that the majority of FDI inflow in the
pre –liberalization era were directed to the manufacturing sector and it was quite high –
nearly 85 percent of total FDI in 1990.However,with linearization, the FDI inflows
received by services and infrastructure sector have risen amazingly. This has brought
the share of manufacturing sector down to 21 percent I n 2009.since1990,the service
sector has emerged as a major sector receiving FDI with the share of more than 60
percent of total FDI in 2011.
The growing Indian market, regulatory reforms and availability of skilled work force and
democratic government have been important factors in boosting FDI inflows to this
sector in India. The inflow of FDI to service sector has helped the development of
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several industries in the services sector of the Indian economy, such as financial
and Non-financial ,Telecommunication ,Hotel & Tourism, and so on.FDI inflows to
services sector has been phenomenal in the past few years. Since the liberalization of
the Indian economy in 1991. The country has experienced a huge increased in the inflow
of foreign investment. The floe of FDI in service sector has increased enormously from
rs.1235 crore in 2003-04 to 15,539 crore in 2010-11.However,the inflow of FDI across
sub-sectors has not been uniform and it can be evidenced that there is a bias towards
few sectors as compared to others. The service sector in India has tremendous growth
potential and ,as a it attracts huge foreign Direct Investment .The top five
sub sectors attracting FDI inflows are Services Sector(financial &non financial),Telecom
munication, Computer Software & Hardware ,Construction(roads & highways)Housing &
Real Estate, telecommunication sector has massive FDI inflows during 1990-1991 to
2010-2011.According to the United Nations Conference on trade and Development
(UNTAD) the foreign direct investment flows into India dropped by over 31 percent in
2010-11.

Sector
Services
Sector(financial
&non financial)
Telecommunicatio
n
Computer Software
& hardware
Construction
(road& highways)
Housing &real
Estate

Table 3 : FDI inflows in major Services Sector
(Amount in Crore Rs.)
03040506-07 07-08 08-09 09-10 10-11
04
05
06
2,106 1,460 21,047 26,589 28,411 20,776 15,539
1,23
5
532
588
168
5.155 5.103 11.723 12,338 7,546
NA

NA

NA

11,786

5,623

7,329

4,351

3,571

NA

NA

NA

4,424

6,989

8,792

13,516

5,077

NA

NA

NA

2.121

8,749

12,621 13,586

5,149

NA- Not available ,Source: Department of industrial and Promotion, Ministry of Commerce and industry,
GOI

Service sector has ranked among the top ten sector attracting FDI since
1991.During 2010-11.the highest FDI equity inflows were received by the services
sector, amounting to 18 percent if the total FDI inflows, followed by telecommunication
(8%) ,power sectors, housing &real estate, metallurgical industries, construction
activates (6%) ,computer software 7 hardware
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Figure1 : sector wise FDI inflows

Figure 2: sector wise FDI inflows

During the last two decades i.e. during the post-liberalization period, the sector –wise
inflows of FDI have undergone a sea change .Figure 1 and 2 show the variation in the
sector ranks based on their share in total FDI inflows during 1991-99 and 20002011.During 200-2011,some new sub-sectors like computer software & hardware
,construction activities and housing &real estate, power have attractive significant FDIs.
Computer software and hardware sector were not taken independently till the year
2003 and till then it was merged under the head electrical. It was taken separately
since2004.It accounted for major share of 9 percentage in the cumulative FDI inflows for
the period 2000-2011 and ranked the second highest to attract FDI. The e-commerce
activities which come under the computer software & hardware also enjoy the
permission of 100% FDI under automatic route. FDI in sectors/activities under automatic
route does not require any prior approval either by the government or the Reserve Bank
of India, FDI, under the automatic route, does not require any approval, it only involves
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intimation to the Reserve bank. in 2005, the limit of FDI in telecom services was
increase from 49 percent to 74 percent .FDI up to 49 percent is permissible under
automatic route but FDI in the licensee company/Indian promoters/Investment
companies including their holding companies shall require approval of foreign
investment promotion Board(FIPB),if it has a bearing on the overall ceiling of 74 percent
,i.e. the latter case will be through Government route .For the period 1991-99 it added 7
percent ,and for the period 2000-11 it added 8 percent to the respective FDI cumulative
inflows.
There is a significant increase in the telecom sector in India during the two periods due
to the growing demand and participation of private players in this sector.
The Electrical equipment industry, transportation and chemicals managed to be
among the top rankers during 1991-99 but these sectors have lost their importance
during 2000-2011.100 percent FDI is allowed under automatic route in the power sector
except the automatic energy. The power sector has attracted considerable FDI during
the period 1991-99 and accounted for 10 percent share of total FDI inflows during this
period. During the period 2000-2011 there is a considerable decrease in FDI inflows in
the power sector to the extent of 5 present of the total inflows of FDI.
The Housing 7 real estate and construction industry are among the new sectors
attracting large FDI inflows that came under top five sectors in attracting maximum
inflows of foreign investment .Housing and real estate sector was opened to FDI in
2005.this sector includes development of township, Housing ,built-up infrastructure and
construction development projects.hte government allows FDI up to 100% in this sector
under automatic route subject to fulfillment of certain conditions as laid down by the
FDI policy of Government of India. Over the last few years the construction industry too
attractive considerable FDI. For the period 200-2011 ,both the housing and real estate
sector and construction activities receives 7 percent (each) of the total FDI inflows.

Contributing Countries of FDI:The present study shows that ,Mauritius has been the largest investor in India During
1991-20045 and 2000-2011, Out of total FDI inflow in India, Mauritius based firms
invested 35.35 percent in 1991-2005 and 41.90 percent in 2000-2011.Though USA was
in 2nd position with 16.49percent of total foreign investment in 1991-2005.its
investment came down to 7.36 percent in 2000-2011.Whereas FDI from Singapore has
increased from 3.06percnt (1991-2005) to 9.18 percent during 2000-2001. Out of total
FDi ,investment from Cyprus has been increase remarkably from 0.30percent in 1991-
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foreign investment are coming to india from different countries .It is important to
mention that most of the foreign investment from Mauritius ,USA ,UK, Germany are
coming for service sectors like power, telecommunication, infrastructure etc. The
Double taxation Avoidance Agreement (DTAA) between Indian and Mauritius facilitates
more foreign investment in India from Mauritius than any other countries .India ranked
4th position in terms of FDi inflows in 2009.(World Investment Report 2011,UNCTAD)
after USA ,China and UK.

Conclusion :The present study concludes that FDI inflows have shown significant growth in the post
–liberalization period, specially in service sector. The service sectors like
telecommunication ,IT & ITes, insurance and finance are becoming ,ore prominent to
attract FDI in India. The government has lifted sector caps for FDI since the introduction
of LPG model in 1991 in a phased manner. Removal of restriction on FDI inflows in the
service sector like hospital and health, education may also be considered .there is a
Hugh scope of foreign investment in these sectors which in turn, will help the growth of
the Indian economy.
Reference :The FDI policy (201 ,Department of Industrial policy and Promotion ,Ministry of
Commerce and Industry, Government of India (effective from 1st April 2011)
Annual report (2010-11) ,Department of Industrial Policy & Promotion ,Ministry
of Commerce and Industry, Government of India.
Critical issues in india’s Service –led growth (working paper no.171)(2005)by
rawal janki ,Indian Council for Research on International Economic relations
,New Delhi.
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“Corporate Governance Failures: Some Evidences”
-PIYUSH H. JADAV
M.COM., M.ED., M.PHIL.,
SLET(COMMERCE)
=============================================================
ABSTRACT:
Key words: Corporate Governance, Satyam, Enron, Wal-Mart, Xerox, Cadbury.
Corporate governance is the set of processes, customs, policies, laws, and
institutions affecting the way a corporation is directed, administered or controlled.
Corporate governance also includes the relationships among the many stakeholders
involved and the goals for which the corporation is governed. The principal
stakeholders are the shareholders, management, and the board of directors. Other
stakeholders include labor (employees), customers, creditors (e.g., banks, bond
holders), suppliers, regulators, and the community at large.
This article reveals various reasons for failure of Corporate Governance;
Corporate Governance consists of, various examples of Corporate Governance
Failures like Enron, Satyam, Cadbury, Wal-Mart, Xerox and why Corporate
Governance failed in such big organizations. Article also describes various
mechanisms of Corporate Governance like (1) Company's Act (2) Security law (3)
Discipline of capital market (4) Nominees on company board (5) Statutory audit (6)
Codes of conduct etc. Some factors that influence the Corporate Governance like
Owernership Structure, Structure of Company Board, Financial Structure, Institutional
Environment etc. Various systematic problems in Corporate Governance and Recent
Corporate Governance failures are illustrated in this paper.
Corporate Governance is a multi-faceted subject. An important theme of corporate
governance is to ensure the accountability of certain individuals in an organization
through mechanisms that try to reduce or eliminate the principal-agent problem. A
related but separate thread of discussions focuses on the impact of a corporate
governance system in economic efficiency, with a strong emphasis shareholders'
welfare. There are yet other aspects to the corporate governance subject, such as the
stakeholder view and the corporate governance models around the world.
There has been renewed interest in the corporate governance practices of modern
corporations since 2001, particularly due to the high-profile collapses of a number of
large U.S. firms such as Enron Corporation and Worldcom. In 2002, the U.S. federal
government passed the Sarbanes-Oxley Act, intending to restore public confidence in
corporate governance.

F a c t or s i nf l ue n c i n g c or p or a te g ov e r na n c e
1. The ownership structure
The structure of ownership of a company determines, to a considerable extent, how a
Corporation is managed and controlled. The ownership structure can be dispersed
among individual and institutional shareholders as in the US and UK or can
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be concentrated in the hands of a few large shareholders as in Germany and
Japan. But the pattern of shareholding is not as simple as the above statement seeks to
convey. The pattern varies the across the globe.
Our corporate sector is characterized by the co-existence of state owned, private and
multinational Enterprises. The shares of these enterprises (except those belonging to a
public sector) are held by institutional as well as small investors. Specifically, the
shares are held by
(1) The term-lending institutions
(2) Institutional investors, comprising government-owned mutual funds, Unit
Trust of India and the government owned insurance corporations
(3) Corporate bodies
(4) Directors and their relatives and
(5) Foreign investors. Apart from these block holdings, there is a sizable equity
holding by small investors.
2. The structure of company boards
Along with the structure of ownership, the structure of company boards has
considerable influence on the way the companies are managed and controlled. The
board of directors is responsible for establishing corporate objectives, developing
broad policies and selecting top-level executives to carry out those objectives and
policies.
3. The financial structure
Along with the notion that the structure of ownership matters in corporate governance
is the notion that the financial structure of the company, that is proportion between
debt and equity, has implications for the quality of governance.
4. The institutional environment
The legal, regulatory, and political environment within which a company operates
determines in large measure the quality of corporate governance. In fact, corporate
governance mechanisms are economic and legal institutions and often the outcome of
political decisions. For example, the extent to which shareholders can control the
management depends on their voting right as defined in the Company Law, the extent
to which creditors will be able to exercise financial claims on a bankrupt unit will
depend on bankruptcy laws and procedures etc.
M e c h a n i sm s o f c o rp o ra t e g o v e rn a n c e
In our country, there are six mechanisms to ensure corporate governance:
(1) Companies Act
Companies in our country are regulated by the companies Act, 1956, as amended up
to date. The companies Act is one of the biggest legislations with 658 sections and 14
schedules. The arms of the Act are quite long and touch every aspect of a company's
insistence. But to ensure corporate governance, the Act confers legal rights to
shareholders to…
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(1) Vote on every resolution placed before an annual general meeting;
(2) To elect directors who are responsible for specifying objectives and laying
down
policies;
(3) Determine remuneration of directors and the CEO;
(4) Removal of directors and
(5) Take active part in the annual general meetings.
(2) Securities law
The primary securities law in our country is the SEBI Act. Since its setting up in
1992, the board has taken a number of initiatives towards investor protection. One
such initiative is to mandate information disclosure both in prospectus and in annual
accounts. While the companies Act it self mandates certain standards of information
disclosure, SEBI Act has added substantially to these requirements in an attempt to
make these documents more meaningful.
(3) Discipline of the capital market
Capital market itself has considerable impact on corporate governance. Here in lies
the role the minority shareholders can play effectively. They can refuse to subscribe to
the capital of a company in the primary market and in the secondary market; they can
sell their shares, thus depressing the share prices. A depressed share price makes the
company an attractive takeover target.
(4) Nominees on company boards Development banks hold large blocks of shares in
companies. These are equally big debt holders too. Being equity holders, these
investors have their nominees in the boards of companies. These nominees can
effectively block resolutions, which may be detrimental to their interests.
Unfortunately, the role of nominee directors has been passive, as has been pointed out
by several committees including the Bhagwati Committee on takeovers and the
Omkar Goswami committee on corporate governance.
(5) Statutory audit
Statutory audit is yet another mechanism directed to ensure good corporate
governance. Auditors are the conscious-keepers of shareholders, lenders and others
who have financial stakes in companies.
Auditing enhances the credibility of financial reports prepared by any enterprise. The
auditing process ensures that financial statements are accurate and complete, thereby
enhancing their reliability and usefulness for making investment decisions.
(6) Codes of conduct
The mechanisms discussed till now are regulatory in approach. The are mandated by
law and violation of any provision invite penal action. But legal rules alone cannot
ensure good corporate governance. What is needed is self-regulation on the part of
directors, besides of course, the mandatory provisions.
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Systemic problems of corporate governance






Demand for information: A barrier to shareholders using good information is
the cost of processing it, especially to a small shareholder. The traditional
answer to this problem is the efficient market hypothesis (in finance, the
efficient market hypothesis (EMH) asserts that financial markets are efficient),
which suggests that the shareholder will free ride on the judgements of larger
professional investors.
Monitoring costs: In order to influence the directors, the shareholders must
combine with others to form a significant voting group which can pose a real
threat of carrying resolutions or appointing directors at a general meeting.
Supply of accounting information: Financial accounts form a crucial link in
enabling providers of finance to monitor directors. Imperfections in the
financial reporting process will cause imperfections in the effectiveness of
corporate governance. This should, ideally, be corrected by the working of the
external auditing process.

Recent Corporate Governance failu res:As we have discussed before, the creation of corporate regulation is often
linked to perceived failures of corporations and their management to behave in the
way society expect them to. Corporate governance is not an exception to this trend,
and, as with accounting, different countries may well experience difficulties at
different times. For example, the development of British codes of best practice, which
began with the Cadbury Committee, can be related to governance scandals such as
Polly Peck and Coloroll in the late 1980s and early 1990s. However, the wave of
corporate scandals, mostly in the USA, at the turn of the century has been marked not
only by the number of cases but also by the effect they have had on investor
confidence and market values worldwide.
The combined impact of various US corporate scandals caused the Dow Jones
Index to drop from a high for 2002 of 10,632 on 19 March to 7,286 on 9 October,
wiping out trillions of dollars in market value. Investor confidence in the fairness of
the system and the ability of corporations to act with integrity was ebbing. According
to a poll in July 2002, 73 per cent of respondents said that Chief Executive Officers
(CEOs) of large corporations could not be trusted (Conference Board, 2003).
Amongst the many negative effects of this was a worsening of the pension funding
crisis caused by the dramatic drop in the value of pension fund assets. It also
increased the cost of capital and caused a virtual cessation in new securities offerings.
The International Federation of Accountants (IFAC) claims that while there has been
a lot of strategic guidance for business, there has been too little said about the need for
good corporate governance. These authors emphasize the fact that successful
companies were visionary companies, with a long track record of making a positive
impact on the world. They did more than focus on profits; they focused on continuous
improvement. They took a long-term view and realised that they were members of
society with rights and responsibilities. However, the long-term view is something of
a rarity in many companies.
A critical factor in many corporate failures was:
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Poorly designed rewards package





Including excessive use of share options (that distorted executive behaviour
towards the short term)
The use of stock options, or rewards linked to short-term share price
performance (led to Aggressive earnings management to achieve target share
prices)
Trading did not deliver the earnings targets, aggressive or even fraudulent
accounting tended to occur. This was very apparent in the cases of Ahold,
Enron, WorldCom and Xerox (IFAC, 2003).

Adelphia manipulated its earnings figures for every quarter between 1996 and 2002 to
make it appear to meet analysts' expectations. Some of the better known cases of
financial irregularities are summarized in following table.
Company
Ahold
Enron
Parmalat
Tyco

C o u n t ry
NL
USA
Italy
USA

WorldCom
Xerox

USA
USA

W h a t w en t w ro n g
Earnings overstated
Inflated earnings, hidden debt
False transactions recorded
Looting by CEO, improper share deals, evidence of
tampering and falsifying business records
Expenses booked as capital expenditure
Accelerated revenue recognition

In terms of corporate governance issues, Ahold, Enron and WorldCom all suffered
from







Questionable ethics
Behaviour at the top
Aggressive earnings management
Weak internal control
Risk management
Shortcomings in accounting and reporting

C o rp o ra t e g o v ern a n ce f a ilu r e a t E n ro n
Every time you turn a stone, another worm creeps out. That seems to be the
story of the Enron debacle. Not a day goes by without a new expose of wrong doing
in the company that one begins to wonder if there is anything in our systems and
structure of an enterprise that can prevent such a catastrophe.
Enron is an excellent example where those at the top allowed a culture to flourish in
which secrecy, rule-breaking and fraudulent behaviour were acceptable. It appears
that performance incentives created a climate where employees sought to generate
profit at the expense of the company's stated standards of ethics and strategic goals
(IFAC, 2003). Enron had all the structures and mechanisms for good corporate
governance. In addition, it had a corporate social responsibility task force and a code
of conduct on security, human rights, social investment and public engagement. Yet
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entities (SPEs); the audit committee allowed suspect accounting practices and
made no attempt to examine the SPE transactions; the auditors failed to prevent
questionable accounting.
The use of questionable accounting and disclosure practices, their approval by the
board and their verification by the auditors arose from a variety of forces, including:




Pressure to meet quarterly earnings projections and maintain stock prices after
the expansion of the 1990s
Executive compensation practices
Outdated and rules-based accounting standards

complex corporate financial arrangements designed to minimize taxes and hide the
true state of the companies, and the compromised independence of public accounting
firms.
Corp orat e gov ern an ce failu r e at Wal-M a rt
It has co-filed a shareholder proposal over concerns that Wal-Mart Stores Inc, the US
supermarket group, is failing to comply with its own governance standards. Karina
Litvack, head of governance and sustainable investment.











Despite strong policies on paper, Wal-Mart has struggled to implement its
standards across its US business.
'Weaknesses in internal controls have eroded the company's reputation as an
attractive employer and are adding fuel to the fires of Wal-Mart's critics.
Its failure to deliver on these policy commitments is inhibiting Wal-Mart's
ability to expand into new domestic markets.
Over 'the past several years', it has become increasingly concerned by signs of
failure in internal controls that have led to government investigations and class
action lawsuits by employees.
Allegations include requiring employees to 'work off the clock' -- during
breaks and after shifts -- systematic discrimination against women, and alleged
questionable tactics to prevent workers from voting for union representation.
It got off to a promising start in 2005 with expectations of a dialogue with the
independent directors on the audit committee. But when this simply withered
on the vine, Wal-mart had little choice but to bring concerns about internal
controls, labour violations and the erosion of the company's reputation to
fellow shareholders.
Company was not interested in engaging in a productive discussion about how
it builds and supports a compliance culture and, as a result, they have joined
an international group of large filers led by the New York City Employees'
Retirement System to file a shareholder proposal.

Corp orat e G ov ern an ce failu r e at S atyam
It is one of Corporate India's worst unfolding chapters, What could be the reason
behind such a huge collapse? The top level management failed to estimate the
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unnoticed. Corporate governance is a field which constantly investigates how
to secure and motivate efficient management of corporations. It has began as a
corporate governance issue back in December has now turned into a major financial
scandal for the ages in India. The shares of Satyam Computer Services has plummeted
more than 90% in trading at the NYSE today, a stark reminder that investors must
always cover their backs or else get racked even by the big names in the industry.
NYSE today halted trading in Satyam Computer at its bourses in the US as well as in
Europe after the Chairman disclosed financial bungling at the Indian IT major.
A business will always have two sides, its not necessary to gain profits
everytime, but to sustain in the market the integrity is vital. Every day in some or the
other place there is a merger or an acquisition happening, but due to the projected
image the co-players in the market are dropping out their plans of taking over Satyam.
Undoubtedly there will be intense focus directed at the other Indian IT
Services companies as well.The Satyam corporate governance failure may also make
its competitors bolder in terms of acquiring market share created by its fallout,
provided the indutsry can regain the trust of the same investors that Satyam has
deceived.
From this necessarily brief review of the evidence, and particularly of the
sources of failure in financial firms, draw some tentative conclusions. It is important
to recognise, however, the evidence base for firm recommendations on corporate
governance in financial institutions is thinner than one would like, and certainly not
robust enough to offer a standardised set of recommendations valid at all times and in
all places.
Principal conclusions are:




First, that people are more important than processes. Many of the failed firms,
or near failed firms which we have encountered, had Boards with the
prescribed mix of executives and non-executives, with socially acceptable
levels of diversity, with directors appointed through impeccably independent
processes, yet where the individuals concerned were either not skilled enough
for, or not temperamentally suited to, the challenge role that came to be
required when the business ran into difficulty.
Secondly, and in spite of first conclusion, there are some good practice
processes worth having. Properly constituted audit committees, and Board risk
committees can play an important role, as long as they are prepared to listen
carefully to sources of advice from outside the firm.

Third, and this is a foundation stone of the FSA's approach, a regulatory regime built
on senior management responsibilities is absolutely essential. In some of the cases we
have wrestled with, senior management did not consider themselves to be responsible
for the control environment and indeed, in the old pre FSA regime, were able
successfully to claim that they were not responsible even if the business failed. So our
regulation is built on a carefully articulated set of responsibilities up and down the
business. It is important that they are not unrealistic. We do not expect the CEO to
check in the bottom drawers of each of his traders for unbooked deal tickets. But we
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janasaMcaar maaQyamaaoM maoM raYT/BaaYaa ihndI kI isqait
EaI baajauBaa[- saIºcaaOhaNa (M.A.B.ED.NET)
³pIecaºDIº Ca~´
ËaMitgau$ SyaamajaI kRYNa vamaa- kcC ivaSvaivaValaya¸
Bauja ³kcC´ gaujarat

 1 BaUimaka Á 
saMcaar hr p`aNaI kI bauinayaadI evaM svaaBaaivak p`kRit kI ja$rt hooOM.hma ApnaI jaanakairyaaM¸o BaavanaaAao¸M ivacaaraMo
vagaOroh ka Aadana¹p`dana krto hO [samaoM BaaYaa ek mah<vapUNa- BaUimaka inaBaatI hOM .AaQauinak maanava samaaja ko
ivakasa ko saaqa saMcaar maaQyamaaoM ko tIva` ivakasa ka AnyaaonyaaEaya saMbaMQa rha hoMo.
O Aaja maIiDyaa jagat maoM paÐva rKnao
jaa rhI nayaI pIZ,I kao yah jaanakr hOranaI haotI hO ik dao dSakao maoM saMcaar ko saaQanaaoM maoM iktnaa badlaava Aayaa hO
.

 2 janasaMcaar (Mass Communication ) Á 
‘maasa' Sabd laOiTna BaaYaa ko missa sao banaa hO . saava-jainak p`aqa-naa hotu p`%yaok rivavaar kao igarjaaGarao
maoM [kT\{a haonao kI iËyaa kao “ saMDo maasa " ko naamasao jaanaa jaata qaa.
iksaI yaM~ yaa jana maaQyama ko jaire jaba saMdSo a kao ek bahut imaiEat janasamaUh tk Baojaa jaayao tao vah
janasaMcaar hMO.jaOsao roiDyaao ¸ TIºvaIº ¸AK,baar pustk . vastut Á yah janasaMcaar maaQyamaao ko jairyao samaUhsaMcaar ka
ih ivastar hO .

 3 janasaMcaar ka ivakasaËma Á 
janasaMcaar ka p`arMBa AK,baaraoM ko ]dya ko saaqa maanaa jaata hOM . laoikna ip`TM maIiDyaa ko ivakasa sao phlao
prMpragat $paoM maoM janasaMcaar maaOjaud qaa . vyaapk laaogaaoM tk iksaI saUcanaa kao phuÐcaanao ko ilae Zaola¹nagaaDo¸ Aaga
Aaid saMkotao ka ]pyaaoga haota qaa. saMcaar kI AavaSyaktaAaoM ko ivakasa ko saaqa hI saMcaar ko $paoM evaM
]pkrNaaoM ka BaI ivakasa haota gayaa .

 4 AaQauinak janasaMcaar ko p`mauK maaQyama Á 
AaQauinak janasaMcaar ko p`mauK maaQyama AakaSavaaNaI ¸dUrdSa-na ¸iflmaoM ¸samaacaar p~¸pi~kaeÐ evaM [MTrnaoT hO.
M

 5 janasaMcaar ko maaQyama AaOr raYT/BaaYaa ihndI Á 
janasaMcaar ko maaQyama ko $p maoM raYT/BaaYaa ihndI ka p`yaaoga kao[- na[- baat nahIM hOM . ivaSva BaaYaa ihndI ka vyaapk
p`yaaoga janasaMcaar maaQyamaaMo kI Aaja Ainavaaya- AavaSyakta bana ga[- hO . ihndI ko ibanaa Aaja ihndustana maoM
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jana¹jana tk phuÐcanaa samBava nahIM hO. Sabd¹BaNDar¸vyaakrNa AaOr saaih%ya saBaI dRiYTyaaoM sao A%yant samaRw
p`acaIna BaaYaa ihndI ka Aaja ko [sa yauga maoM mah<vapUNa- sqaana hO. janasaamaanya kao ]pyaaogaI saUcanaaeÐ evaM KvaroM donao
ko ilae saidyaaoM sao sarkar evaM vyaaparI vaga- [saI BaaYaa ka p`yaaoga krto hOM. Aama jana tk saMMdoSa ihndI maoM p`saairt
ikyao jaato hOM .

 5º1 ihndI ko AKbaar Taop pr Á 

Aaja hma doK rho ik AMga`jaI maoM ek BaI naih jaba kI ihndI maoM k[- AKbaar Taop pr hO . dOinak
jaagarNa ¸ dOinak Baaskr ¸ pMjaaba kosarI ¸Amar ]jaalaa hO . if,lmaI maogaoijana ¸TUD¸o if,lma foyar AadI ihndI hao
ȁ
aa BaartIya BaaYaa hO tao ]naka ivakasa lagaatar hao rha hO AaOr ]sakI maaÐga lagaatar baZ, rhI hO .ihndI
Pa~ ¹pi~kaAaoM Wara BaI ]nnait hao rhI hO.Baart sarkar ko samaacaar¹p~aoM ko pMjaIyak nayaI idllaI Wara vaYa¹2001 ko Anausaar pMjaIkRt Pa~ ¹pi~kaAaoM kI kula saM#yaa 51¸960 qaI.Aaja Aintma p`kaiSat saUcanaa ko
Anausaar yah saM#yaa 60¸374 tqaa ihndI maoM p`kaiSat Pa~ ¹pi~kaAaoM kI saM#yaa 24¸000 dSaa-yaI gayaI hO.

 5º2 [laokT/aoinak maIiDyaa maoM ihndI ka BaivaYya Á 
janasaMcaar maaQyamaaoM maoM ihndI ko p`caar¹p`saar maoM AakaSavaaNaI AaOr dUrdSa-na ka bahumaUlya tqaa ]pyaaogaI
yaaogadana hO.saUcanaa evaM p`saraNa maM~alaya Baart sarkar kI irpaoT- 2008¹09 ko Anausaar dUrdSa-na 30 caonalaao ka
saMcaalana kr rha hO .p`aoga`ama jaao hma saba doKto hO ¹'kaOna banaogaa kraoDpit Â yao ihndI kI kamayaabaI ka p`aoga`ama hO
.ihndI maoM hr vaYa- saOkDaoM iflmaoM banatI hO¸evaM TolaIivaja,na hotu saOkDaoM ihndI QaaravaaihkaoM ka inarMtr inamaa-Na ikyaa
jaa rha hO.

 5º3 [MTrnaoT pr ihndI ka sva$p Á 
[MTrnaoT jaao BaI hO tao [samaoM ivakasa ko ilae ihndI ko ivakasa ko ilae [sa saarI caunaaOityaaoM hO jaao ToknaIkI
caunaaOityaaoM hOM. ]nako saaqa hI ihndI laaoga caunaoM AaOr ]sako ilae Aaja kuC sarla ikyaa jaa sakta hO . gaugala maoM '
eca ' ko baad 'Aa[- 'ilaKnao sao pUra ihndI Sabd AaOr ]sasao jauDo vaa@ya bana bana jaato hO.
ihndI p`kRit maoM jauTo ihndI p`omaI vaO&ainakaoM nao ek AaOr Ad\Baut saflata p`aPt kI hO .tOyaar ike saaFTvaoyar ko Anausaar iksaI BaI p`adoiSak¸, doSaI¸ivadoSaI BaaYaa maoM jaao BaI Ta[-p ikyaa jaaegaa¸ vah dUsaro kmPyaUTr maoM
svayaM hI ihndI maoM Ta[-p hao jaayaogaa.
Aaja [MTrnaoT maanava jaIvana ka AakYa-k AaOr ja$rI AMga banakr rh gayaa hO. kula [MTrnaoT p`yaaogaktaAaoM maoM 44 p`itSat nao ihndI vaobasaa[-TaoM ko p`it ]%saah jatayaa hO .

 ]psaMhar
vastutÁ Aaja janasaMcaar ko maaQyamaaoM Wara raYT/BaaYaa ka p`caar¹p`saar evaM ivakasa hao rha hO vah
sarahnaIya hO .ihndI BaaYaa ibanaa janasaMcaar maaQyamaaoM iksaI kama ko nahIM AaOr janasaMcaar maaQyamaaoM ibanaa
ihndI BaaYaa saImaTkr ek saMixaPt dayaroM maoM rh jaayaogaI.
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1 janasaMcaar ¹ isawaMt AaOr Anaup`yaaoga
¹ ivaYNau rajagaiZ,yaa
2 nae janasaMcaar ko maaQyama AaOr ihndI
sampadk ¹sauQaISa pcaaorO I
¹Acalaa Samaa3 maOsaur ihndI p`caar pirYad pi~ka
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MOBILE COMMERCE
- BHUPEN CHAVDA

1. Introduction
The term e-commerce signifies business processes on the Internet, such as the
buying and selling of goods and services. There is a distinction between B2B
(business-to-business) and B2C (business-to consumers) markets. In the first case, the
business process is carried out between businesses and in the other case it is carried
out between business and end consumers.
The Internet and all kind of elecommunications have been gradually more
common in many daily life aspects since the 1990s. In 2005, there were about 964
million Internet users and 2,168 million mobile phone users globally (Internet
Telecommunication Union (2007)
The expansion of the Internet and related technologies moved us to a range of
new opportunities for business, providing businesses with new ways to conduct trade
and exchange and communicate information through the progress and expansion of
the e-commerce market (OECD, 2001). Therefore, a new type of communication
service using Internet before our eyes by mobile device, and that lead to the emerging
of new opportunities and to carry out different digital contents or services, called
mobile commerce (m-commerce) (SERI, 2003). Belonging only to a specific
individual, a mobile device let users to access service more compactly as well as to
have more modified services than those of the wired Internet.
However, many features such as cell phone ring tone download, music
streaming or download, photo and video file transfer and download, mobile game
download, e-mail service, search service, video streaming, and GPS service, were
introduced not long before mobile phones were created according to the frequency of
uses. The most frequently used services are mostly related to make download or
location-based service easer.
The article will also cover some of the benefits of m-commerce and how we can
improve it.

2. Benefits of mobile commerce.
a) Mobile commerce involves all kind of electronic transactions by the use of mobile
phone.
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b) By the use of mobile commerce enterprises can improve and widen their market
reach, cut down on cost and give customers better service
c) Users can benefit from m-commerce by the convenience the m-commerce provide
to them and organizing personal data
d) Examples of m-commerce are mobile parking meter payments and buying
ringtones and games online. Those kind of services are recognized as Micropayments:
any transaction cost lower than Rs.10
e) High value purchases such as land, houses and cars will be more convenient in the
future.

3. Issues that concern M-commerce in terms of security and privacy.
The most important element when we are dealing with m-commerce is
security issues and how we can make it safe for customers to feel comfortable when
using mobile phones, so in order to attract as many customers we need to insure the
quality of the security level provided.
However, it’s absolutely crucial to insure the safety of all kind of m-commerce
transaction special those that involve money transactions, therefore there are three
main arias that this article will cover and elaborate.

A. Security issues related to the network technologies.
This article will first look at, the challenges that face the security network
technologies issues.
GSM stand for Global System Mobile commerce, GSM’s are the most used
and the most common in the world especially in Europe, they are also considered to
be the most important element of mobile commerce now a days. GSM’s where first
produced in the 1990s starting with a small market and very limited because it was not
very handy back then, and also because it was very slow and above all that the device
would not run without a computer which made it very inconvenient for customers to
use it everywhere.
As technology developed GSM and cell phones became more and more popular and
more services were provided, such as SMS, wireless application protocols, HSCSD,
and GPRS.
GSM is responsible for the security of the mobile station when linked to a network,
examples:
i. IMSI confidentiality.
ii.IMSI data confidentiality on physical connections.
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iii. Connectionless user data confidentiality.
iv. Signalling information element confidentiality.
The Wireless Local Area Network, which is known as (WLAN), operates in
the unlicensed 2.4GHz, and most mobile phones have this function and it is also
becoming very popular .
However during the default mode WLAN is not secured which makes the
device easy to corrupt, so a certain level of security was needed and that is why the
IEEE invented WEP (Wired Equivalent Privacy) in order to solve the following
problems:
i. Authentication to protect the association to an AP.
ii.Integrity protection to MAC frames.
iii.Confidentiality to MAC frames.

B. Layer Security Transport
In this part the article will look at end-to-end security issues that concern
mobile devices. Layer security transport gives more security to the wire Logic, by this
technology SMS and Packet data service was improved.

4. Solutions on how to solve the main issues of mobile commerce.
i. Security transaction over the web browser: when a customer is using mobile
transaction though a web browser the customer is protected by inactivity lock out, this
technology loges out the user automatically when the connection is lost.
ii. USSD: this technology will make sure that all kind of transaction been made does
not fall on the wrong hands and it is very powerful.

5. Discussion
Mobile commerce information security and privacy issues are a very important fact,
which needed to be considered by mobile, m-commerce and other electronic
commerce developers. Consumers are very aware of those issues; therefore it will
directly have an influence the services provided by business such as money
transactions and other services Technology has significantly evaluated from ‘Edecade’ to ‘M-decade’ (Wagner, 2005). There are about three billion subscribers
using mobile phones worldwide. On the other hand, there are only one billion users to
the Internet, this enormous wide spread of mobile phones technologies and the
significant number of mobile devices which is increasing rapidly, will provide more
opportunities for mobile commerce. Mobile
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commerce was first found in 1997 in Finland, it was enhanced in a vending
machine to serve Coca-Cola by using SMS.

6. Conclusion
In conclusion, the article has looked at some of the most sensitive arias of the
new mobile commerce such as, bank transaction systems because it engages with
large amounts of money every day. Therefore the system used for transactions has to
absolutely secure and to be free of corruption as mentioned earlier in the article;
business will lose customers if the mobile security system is not secure enough. On
the other hand the article also discussed the variety of ways of how our mobile
commerce works and how it is been improved through the years. It also showed the
kind of protocols that have been developed in order to make our mobile commerce
safe and secure.
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“ A REVIEW OF CARBON TAX SYSTEM IN PRESENT
WORLD ECONOMY ”
- Dr. Chandramauli R. Dave
(M.A.,M.Phil.,Ph.d.)


ABSTRACT
This paper deals with the compatibility of trade measures used in cap-and-trade
and carbon tax systems in developed countries with the provisions of the WTO and
UNFCCC. After a critical examination of the American Clean Energy and Security
Act,2009 of the U.S., it finds that unilateral measures such as targeting only China and
India and levy of import duties or requirement of allowances for imports of carbonincentive products into the US from only certain countries, would violate WTO Articles
dealing with Most Favored Nation, National Treatment and Environmental Exceptions.
Some trade measures in the cap-and-trade and carbon tax systems violate the principles of
equity and common but differentiated responsibilities according to the respective
capabilities of state contained in the UNFCCC. It concludes with a negotiation n strategy
for India in the forthcoming COP 15 meeting at Copenhag.
Introduction:The Kyoto Protocol (KP), an international agreement linked to the United Nations
Framework Convention of Climate Change (UNFCCC), set binding targets for 37
industrialized countries and to the European Community for reducing greenhouse gas
(GHG) emissions to an average of 5.2 per cent of 1990 levels over five-year period 20082012. The KP was adopted on 11 December 1997 and entered into force on 16 February
2005. 184 Parties of UNFCCC have ratified the KP. Under this treaty, countries musts
meet their targets by way of three market-based mechanisms, namely, emissions trading
(the carbon market), clean development mechanism and joint implementation.
The Intergovernmental Panel on Climate Change (IPCC), in its 4th Assessment
Report, stressed that warming of the climate change system is “unequivocal”. It
considered different scenarios for climate change mitigation. One scenario with a
stabilization target of 445-490 ppm if CO2e to limit global warming to less than 2 C
requires global GHG emissions reduction by 50-85 per cent relative to emissions levels in
2000 by the year 2050. Another scenario with a stabilization target of 535-590 ppm of
CO2e to confine temperature increase between 2.8 C and 3.2 C by 2050 requires global
emissions to be between 301 percent lower and 5 per cent higher than the emissions
levels in 2000. the Stern Review on the Economics of Climate change (2006) notes that
climate change is the greatest and widest ranging market failure ever seen and reports that
the benefits of strong, early action on climate change considerably outweighs the costs.
The Conference of Parties to the UNFCCC, in the Decision (CP-13-Bali Action
Plan), in response to the Fourth Assessment Report of the IPCC called for enhanced
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national/international action of mitigation of climate change. It is anticipated that the UN
Climate Change Conference to be held at Copenhagen during December 7-18,2009
would come with a long-term cooperative enhanced action now, up to and beyond 2012
for mitigation of climate change, adaptation to climate change and transfer of climate
friendly technologies to developing countries. Many countries have proposed action plans
or indicated their positions on the Conference. The United States, which has not ratified
the Kyoto Protocol, has introduced the American Clean Energy and Security Act of 2009,
with binding GHG emissions targets and cap-and-trade system as a cost effective means
of achieving the emissions targets.
The UNFCCC and the KP have exempted developing countries from GHG
emissions targets, based on the Rio principle of common but differentiated
responsibilities of states according to their respective capabilities and their need for social
and economic development But some developed countries recommend GHG emissions
reduction targets for developing countries on the ground that their current emissions are
increasing at a faster rate and would soon exceed the annual emissions level of developed
countries. Their national legislations or action plans contain proposals for import duties
or other trade restrictions o n products coming from countries without commitments on
GHG reductions, export subsidies for domestic industries, and financial assistance to
developing countries conditional on their satisfying existing international legal
agreements and agreeing to GHG reduction commitments. Some of the proposals may be
incompatible with the WTO rules and objectives and principles of the UNFCCC.
The note deals with two important market- based instruments for mitigation of
climate mitigation, namely cap-and-trade system and carbon tax system. Both contain
trade measures to achieve goals such as solving the free-rider problem, addressing
competitiveness concerns, preventing carbon leakage and punishing countries with no
binding GHG emissions commitments. Section 2 considers trade measures and provisions
relating to developing countries in the US cap-and-trade system envisaged in the
Waxman-Markey Bill, 2009. Section 3 deals with carbon tax approaches to achieve GHG
reduction. Section 4 examines the compatibility of the trade measures for achieving GHG
reduction with the WTO rules. Section 5 assesses these provisions in the context of the
objectives and principles of the UNFCCC. The last section contains suggestions for
India’s negotiation strategy in the forthcoming COP meeting as Copenhagen.
Carbon Tax
A carbon tax is based on the carbon content of fossil fuels. A national carbon tax
was introduced in Finland in 1990. Some European countries, Canada and California
state in USA levy the tax on fossil fuels. UK and Germany have climate charge levy. A
carbon tax should be set at a level that internalizes the cost of environment damage, so
that the prices reflect the environmental social costs, so many countries levy carbon tax at
high level however, the prevailing carbon taxes are generally below the social costs.
Imposition of a carbon tax raises the u nit production costs of carbon-intensive
products. When the products are internationally traded and one group of countries levies
carbon taxes and other countries have no carbon taxes or lower rates of carbon taxes,
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concerns are being raised in the countries levying carbon taxes about loss in
competitive advantage and “carbon leakage”. Hence, these countries want a global
carbon tax regime, and if it is not feasible then they desire levy of import duties on
goods imported from countries with no carbon tax or low carbon tax. The purpose is
to create a “level playing field”.
WTO Compatibility of Trade Measures
The trade measures contained in the Waxman-Markey Bill and the proposal
for carbon taxes on imports from countries with no GHG reduction commitment raise
issues about the compatibility of the trade measures with WTO rules and their adverse
impacts on developing countries’ exports.
A trade measure that applies to both imports and domestic products is unlikely
to violate WTO rules as long as it does not discriminate against imports or against
imports from particular countries. The GATT rules do not prevent the US from
imposing on the importation of any product a charge equivalent to an internal tax in
respect of like domestic product or in respect of an article form which the imported
product has been manufactured or produced in whole or in part. The justification is
based on the destination principle to ensure trade neutrality.
It is not clear whether or not a tax on inputs which are not physically
incorporated into the final product can be adjusted in the order. The GATT Superfund
case, the Dispute Panel found that a US tax o n certain substances which was imposed
directly on products was eligible for BTA.
UNFCCC and Unilateral acknowledgement that change in the earth’s climate
and its adverse effects are a common concern of mankind. It notes that the largest
share jof historical and current global emissions of GHG has originated in developed
countries, that per capita emissions in developing countries are still relatively low and
that the share of emissions originating in developing countries will grow to meet their
social and development needs.
The Bali Action Plan of 2007 which made a commitment to a shared vision for
long-term cooperative action recommended nationally appropriate mitigation actions
by developing country parties in the context of sustainable development, supported
and enabled by technology, financing and capacity building, in a measurable,
reportable and verifiable manner.
Many provisions in the Waxman-Markey Bill are not compatible with the objectives
and principles of the UNFCCC, namely equity and common but differentiated
responsibilities of countries according to their respective capabilities. As the
atmosphere is global common, every country has access to the common on the basis
of emissions. There are many countries with per capita GHG emissions even higher
than that of US, but as they are small countries and as the Bill’s focus is on absolute
emissions rather than per capita emissions, they are not affected b the trade measures.
Further, such unilateral
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measures create roadblocks in achieving an equitable solution to the problem of
global public bad.
India’s Negotiation Strategy
The rationale for a common global price for carbon either through a global carbon
tax system or a worldwide emission n trading scheme is based on the notion of static
economic efficiency. The principles of UNFCCC are based on equity, common but
differentiated responsibilities of states according to their respective capabilities and
sustainable development. To achieve an equitable and efficient solution, the issues of
historical responsibility for the current stock of GHG emissions, recognition of the
atmosphere as a global common and the right to social and economic development must
be addressed.
India’s position is that, as the atmosphere is a global common, there is a case for
per capita entitlement (GOI,2008). The climate modeling studies sponsored by the
Ministry of Environment and Forests reveals that India’s per capita GHG emissions in
2030-2031 would be between 2.77 tones and 5.00 tones of carbon, most likely under 4
tones of carbon which is lower than the global per capita emissions of 4.22 tones of
carbon in 2005.
India address the problem of dealing with cumulative GHG emissions. Many
developed countries have national policies for correcting past environmental damages.
Applying the same we need a Superfund to pay for the mitigation and adaptation
expenses I developing countries due to the past damages resulting from Annex 1 Parties
reflecting UNFCCC principles of equity and common but differentiated responsibilities
and the need for ecorestoration of the global common. The annual contributions can come
from their national budgets and revenues realized from carbon taxes or sale of permits in
the cap-and-trade system. The fund should be utilized for:
1.acquisition and transfer of climate-friendly technologies to developing countries
on confessional terms,
2. climate change adaptation programmes in developing countries,
3. development of renewable energy sources, and
4. covering incremental costs of shifts form carbon-intensive to low carbonintensive production in developing countries.
The US and a few other developed countries argue that by 2015,developing
countries’ emissions are approximately 50 billion tones of carbon. But, as a bargaining
strategy, to overcome the anticipated deadlock in the Copenhagen negotiation, to ensure
access to climate-friendly technologies and financial support and to demonstrate India’s
willingness to address the common concerns of mankind, India may support voluntary
reductions in GHG emissions for development countries in a phased manner based on
their nationally appropriate mitigation action plans.
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Abstract
This paper is an attempt to understand the various statistical model used in the
marketing research. Statistics played a major role in market research. The various
statistical tolls helps in conducting research program on the basis of availability of data.
Mathematical modeling is a key element of quantities marketing and helps companies
around the globe in making important marketing decisions about launching new products
& managing existing one

Statistical modeling in market research
Mathematical modeling is a key element of quantitative marketing and helps
companies around the globe in making important marketing decisions about launching
new products and managing existing ones. Most mathematical models used in marketing
research are either purely statistical or include elements of statistical models.
We look at the field of market modeling from a view-point of a professional
statistician with twenty years of experience on designing and using statistical models in
market research. We start with distinguishing the following types of statistical models
used in market research:
(1) Direct simulation models;
(2) Standard statistical models;
(3) Models of consumer purchase behavior;
(4) Dynamic models for modeling competition, pricing and advertising strategies;
(5) Statistical components of inventory and other management science models.
Let us briefly consider these types of models separately.
1. Direct simulation models. These are specialized models based on attempts to directly
imitate the market (for example, via the behavior of individual customers) using a
synergy of stochastic and deterministic rules. These models were popular 20-30 years ago
but are less popular now. The reasons are the lack of predictive power, huge number of
parameters in the models and impossibility of their validation.
2. Standard statistical models. All standard statistical models and methods can be used in
market research. Most commonly, the following statistical models are used:
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? various types of regression,
? ARIMA and other time series models,
? Bayesian models,
? models and methods of multivariate statistics; especially, structural equation and
multinomial
response models, conjoint, factor and principal component analyses.
3. Models of consumer purchase behavior. Several types of statistical models are
used for modeling consumer purchase behavior including brand choice. The following
three basic models (and some of their extensions) have proved to be the most useful:
Mixed Poisson processes, the Dirichlet model and Markovian models.
The mixed Poisson process model assumes that a customer makes his/her
purchase according to a Poisson process with some intensity where is random across
the population. In the most popular model, called Gamma-Poisson, has Gamma
distribution (with two unknown parameters); this yields that the number of purchases
for a given period is the Negative Binomial Distribution. Typical questions, which the
Poisson process model answers, is the forecasting of the behavior of the market
research measures (like penetration, purchase frequency and repeat buying measures)
in the form of the so-called growth curves. Extensions of the mixed Poisson models
cover the issues like the zero-buyer problem (some zero-buyers do have a positive
propensity to buy but some other don't), seasonality of the market and the panel flowthrough.
The Dirichlet model is a brand-choice model. It assumes that customers make
their brand choice independently with certain propensities; these propensities are
different for all customers and are independent realizations from the Dirichlet
distribution which parameters are determined by the market shares of the brands. In
Markovian brand-choice models, the propensity to buy a given brand for a random
customer may vary depending on either the previous purchase or other market
variables. These models are more complicated than the mixed Poisson process and
Dirichlet models but in some circumstances are easily applicable and sometimes are
able to accurately describe some features of the market.
Of course, the models above are unrealistic on the individual level (e.g. few
people have the Poisson process pattern as their purchase sequence). However, these
models (and especially the mixed Poisson model) often fit data extremely accurately
on the aggregated level (when the time period considered and the number of
customers are sufficiently large). These models can be classified as descriptive (rather
than 'prescriptive') and help in explaining different aspects of market research
dynamics and some phenomena related to the brand-choice.
4. Dynamic models for modeling competition, pricing and advertising strategies.
There is extensive literature on this subject. The majority of the models are so-called
differential games or simpler models still written in terms of differential equations.
The models are deterministic and the statistical aspect only arrives through the
assumption
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that the data contain random errors. Statistical modeling part is therefore negligible in
these models. Alternatively, in some Markovian brand-choice models mentioned
above, there is a option of inclusion market variables (e.g. promotion) into the
updating rule for the buying propensities. These models are proper stochastic models
but they are often too complicated (have too many parameters) and therefore difficult
to validate.
5. Statistical components of inventory and other management science models.
Inventory and other management science models applied in market research are
typically standard models of Operations Research. Despite these models often have a
large stochastic component, they do not represent anything special from the statistics
view-point. Statistical models are used for the following purposes:
(a) forecasting the market behavior of a new brand to prepare its launch;
(b) managing existing brands.
In case (a), the models are usually based solely on standard statistical models,
type 2 above. Sometimes, other types of models (especially, large simulation models,
type 1) are used too. A lot of specific market research data are often collected to feed
these models. These data includes market surveys, various types of questionnaires and
focus group research in direct contact with customers. All available market data, for
example economic trends and specific industry sector reports, is used too. In case (b),
the models are used for making decisions about pricing, promotion and advertising
strategies, production and inventory management etc. All available statistical models
and methods are used to help managers to make their decisions. While reading
academic papers and books on marketing research, one can get an impression that
mathematical and statistical modeling in marketing is a mature subject with many
models developed and used constantly for helping market research managers in
working out their decisions. Indeed, there are many models available (some of them
are quite sophisticated).
However, only a small number of them are really used in practice: the majority
of practical models can be reduced either to a simple regression or sometimes to
another standard model among those mentioned above. One of the reasons for this
gloomy observation is the fact that managers rarely want a description of the market.
Instead, they want 'a prescription'; that is, a number (with a hope that no confidence
interval is attached to this number) which would lead them to a right decision.
Another reason is the fact that only a very few models used in market research satisfy
the following natural requirements for a good statistical model: (a) simplicity, (b)
robustness to the deviations from the model assumptions, (c) clear range of
applicability, and (d) empirical character, which means that the models have to be
built with the data (and data analysis) in view and with the purpose of
explaining/fitting/forecasting relevant data.
Despite huge amounts of market data is available to analysts, these data are typically
messy, not reliable, badly structured and become outdated very quickly. Development
of reliable statistical models dealing with such data is hard. The progress in
understanding all these issues and tackling them by means of the development of
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appropriate models and making them correctly applicable is visible but it is
justifiably slow.
References:[1] International Journal of Research in Marketing (2000), v. 17, No. 2-3 (Special issue
on Marketing Modeling on the Threshold of the 21st Century)
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Marketing Decisions, Kluwer Academic Publishers, Boston, MA.
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[5] Zikmund W.G.,Babin B.J.(2009) Exploring marketing research, South-Western
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v 0MP ZFH[X V[P D], R\N F6L
sV[D PSMDP4 5LV[R P0LPf
5|FwIF5S SMD;" lJEFU
:J H[PS[PZFD SM,[H J[Z FJ/P

!P 5|: TFJGF ov
GOM V[ W\W FGM D]bI RF,S A/ CMJF KTF\ W\W FDF\ GOM S. ZLT[ pNŸE J[ K[ T[G M V[S HJFA VF5L
XSFI T[D GYLP SFZ6 S[ GOM VG[S 5lZA/MGL lDz V;ZYL HgD[ K[P T[G F 5Z S[8 ,FS ÏxI VG[
VÏxI 5lZA/M V;Z SZTF\ CMI K[P H[D S[ VFJSDF\ YTM JWFZM GOFDF\ J'lâ SZ[ K[ TM 50TZDF\
38F0M YJFYL 56 GOM JW[ K[P ;FDFgI bIF, 5|D F6[ GOM V[8 ,[ ccVFJSGM BR" 5ZGM JWFZMcc V[J M
YFI K[P 5Z\T ] 36L JBT VFJSDF\ p¿ZM¿Z JWFZM YTM CMJF KTF\ V[S D G]S XFG SZTM CMI V[J \]
56 AG[ K[P ;ZSFZGL ;CFIS GLlTVM VG[ SZJ[Z FDF\ ZFCTM 56 GOM JWFZ[ K[P
VFYL VF V[S 5F;F 5ZYL GOFGM bIF, :5Q8 Y. XS[ GCÄP 5Z\T ] VFJSGL ;FYM;FY BR"G [ 56
wIFGDF\ ,[J \] HM.V[P 36F\ V[S DM GOM SZTF\ CMI K[P 5Z\T ] T[G F BRF"V MG\] 5|D F6 B}A JWFZ[ CMJFYL
T[G L GOFSFZTFDF\ 38F0M YFI K[P TM 36L JBT W\W FSLI V[S DM DF8[ VFJS l:YZ AGL HFI K[P
tIFZ[ T[ V[S DM SZS;Z I]S T ;\R F,G äFZF 50TZ 38F0L GOFG[ JWFZL XS[ K[P VFYL GOFGL J'lâ
DF8[ VFJS J'lâ VG[ 50TZ 38F0M AgG[ V;ZSFZS ;FlAT YFI K[P
p5ZMST CSLSTMG[ wIFGDF\ ZFBL 5|:T]T ;\X MWGDF\ CFp;ÄU OF.GFg; S\5 GLVMGL GOFSFZSTFGF\
VeIF;DF\ GOFG[ V;Z SZTF\ lJlJW 5lZA/MGM VeIF; SZJFDF\ VFjIM K[P

ZP GOM V[8 ,[ X]\m
CFp;ÄU OF.GFg; S\5 GLVMGF\ ;\N E"D F\ GOM V[8 ,[ SZ[, ZMSF6MGL jIFH VFJS TYF VgI
VFJSMDF\Y L pKLGL D}0L 5Z jIFH VG[ VgI BR" TYF W\W FGF\ ;\R F,G V\U [G F TDFD BR" AFN
SZTF ZC[T M VFJSGM JWFZMPcc

#P CFp;L\U OF.GFg; S\5 GLVMGF\ ;\NE"D F\ lJlJ3 GOF V\U [G F\ bIF,M
ccGOFcc XaNG[ H]N FvH]N F lC;FAGLXMV[4 VY"X F:+LVMV[ 5MTFGF\ p5IMUGL ÏlQ8V[ jIFbIFlIT
SIM" K[P VFD TM GOF DF8[ VG[S bIF,M ZH} YIF K[P 5Z\T ] S[8 ,FS bIF,M lJX[ SM. RMÞ;
UFl6lTS 5âlTVM VF5JFDF\ VFJL GYLP 5Z\T ] T[ lJlJW bIF,M 5{S L clC;FAL GOFGM bIF,c TYF
cVFlY"S GOFGM bIF,c G[ ;J" l:JS'lT D/L K[P 5|:T]T ;\X MWGDF\ CFp;ÄU OF.GFg; S\5 GLVMGF\
GOFG[ S[gã:YFG[ ,[J FDF\ VFjI\] CMJFYL VCÄ DF+ CFp;ÄU OF.GFg; S\5 GLVMGF\ ;\N E"D F\
H]N FvH]N F GOF V\U [G F\ bIF,MGL RRF" SZJFDF\ VFJ[ K[P H[ GLR[ D]H A K[P


#P!P CFp;L\U OF.GFg; S\5 GLVMGF\ lC;FAMDF\ wIFG[ ,[J FDF\ VFJTM GOM
W\W FSLI 5|J 'l¿VM äFZF YTM DC[; ], L VFJSGM S], 50TZ 5ZGM JWFZM V[8 ,[ clC;FAL GOMc
;FDFgI ZLT[ lC;FAL GOM V[ RMÞ; ;DIUF/F JrR[ YI[, VFlY"S 5|J 'l¿VM äFZF BR" SZTF\
VFJSGM JWFZM ;}R J[ K[P VFYL ccGOM V[8 ,[ BR"G [ 5CM\R L J?IF AFN ZC[T M JWFZMcP CFp;ÄU
OF.GFg; S\5 GLVMDF\ S], VFJSDF\ ;\R F,SLI VFJS TYF VgI VFJSMGM ;DFJ[X YFI K[P HIFZ[
T[G L S], 50TZDF\ pKLGL D}0L 5Z R}S J[, jIFH4 SD"R FZLVMGF\ 5UFZ4 SDLXG4 SD"R FZL S<IF6
BR"4 S\5 GLGF\ SFIF", IM V\U [ BRF"4 W\W FSLI lD,STM 5ZGM 3;FZM4 lWZF6 lJTZ6 BRF"4 JU[Z [G M
;DFJ[X YFI K[P
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CFp;ÄU OF.GFg; S\5 GLVMDF\ SZJFDF\ VFJ[, lWZF6 5Z D/TL jIFH VG[ VgI VFJSM TYF S],
50TZ JrR[G M UF/M V[8 ,[ ccGOMcc U6JFDF\ VFJ[ K[P VFYL lWZF6DF\Y L p5H[, VFJSDF\Y L TDFD
jIFH TYF VgI 5ZM1F BR" AFN SZTF\ ZC[T F\ JWFZFG[ ;\R F,SLI GOM SC[J FDF\ VFJ[ K[P ;\R F,SLI
GOM V[ SZJ[Z F 5C[, FGM GOM K[P T[D F\Y L SZJ[Z F AFN SZTF\ JWTL ZSDG[ JC[\R 6L 5F+ GOM SC[J FI
K[P

#PZP CFp;ÄU OF.GFg; S\5 GLVM GF ;\NE"D F\ VFlY"S GOM
CFp;ÄU OF.GFg; S\5 GLVMDF\ ElJQI V\U [G F lG6"I M ,[J F DF8[ 36L JBT lC;FAL GOF p5ZF\T
VFlY"S GOFGF\ bIF,GM 56 p5IMU SZJFDF\ VFJ[ K[P VFlY"S GOM V[8 ,[ ccRMÞ; ;DI NZlDIFG
S], VFJSDF\Y L :5Q8 VG[ UlE"T AgG[ BR" AFN HTF\ ZC[T M VFJSGM JWFZMcc VFlY"S GOFGL
U6TZL DF8[ S\5 GLGL S], VFJSMDF\Y L TDFD :5Q8 BRF" H[D S[ pKLGL D}0L 5ZGM jIFH VG[ VgI
BR"4 SD"R FZL 5UFZ4 SDLXG VG[ S<IF6 BR" S\5 GLGF\ SFIF", IM V\U [G F\ BR" TYF W\W FGL lD,STM
5ZGM 3;FZM JU[Z [ AFN SIF" 5KL ZC[T F\ JWFZFDF\Y L UlE"T BRF" 56 AFN SZJFDF\ VFJ[ K[P UlE"T
BR"D F\ DF,SLD}0L 5Z jIFH4 DFl,SLGL lD,STMGM EF0]4 DFl,SMGM 5UFZ JU[Z [ H[ BZ[B Z BR"
GYL T[G L U6TZL SZJFDF\ VFJ[ K[P VFYL VFlY"S GOFGL U6TZL DF8[ GLR[ D]H AG\] ;}+ VF5L
XSFI K[P
VFlY"S GOM = S], ;\R F,SLI VFJSM v sS], ;\R F,SLI 50TZ ´ UlE"T BR"G L 50TZf
VFYL V[D 56 SCL XSFI S[ lC;FAL GOFDF\Y L UlE"T BR"G L 50TZ AFN SZTF\ VFlY"S GOM 5|F%T
YFI K[P VY"X F:+DF\ lC;FAL GOFG[ SFRF GOF TZLS[ VM/BJFDF\ VFJ[ K[P HIFZ[ VFlY"S GOFG[
ccX]â GOMcc SC[ K[P

#P#PCFp;ÄU OF.GFg; S\5 GLVM DF\ W\W FSLI GOM
W\W FSLI GOM V[8 ,[ DF+ W\W FSLI 5|J 'l¿VMDF\Y L 5|F%T YI[, GOM VCÄ VgI lAGW\W FSLI
5|J 'l¿VMDF\Y L 5|F%T YI[, GOFG[ U6TZLDF\ ,[J FDF\ VFJT\] GYLP CFp;ÄU OF.GFg; S\5 GLVMGL
D]B I 5|J 'l¿ lWZF6 VF5L jIFH :J~5[ VFJS SDFJFGL K[P VFYL S\5 GLV[ SZ[, lWZF6 ZSD 5Z
D[/ J[, jIFH VG[ T[G [ ,UTL VgI OL VFJSMDF\Y L pKLGL D}0L 5Z jIFH VG[ W\W FSLI BRF" AFN
SZTF\ ZC[T F\ JWFZFG[ W\W FSLI GOM SC[ K[P ALÒ ZLT[ SCLV[ TM ccS\5 GLGF\ S], GOFDF\ lAGW\W FSLI
VFJSM AFN SZL lAGW\W FSLI BRF" pD[Z L D/TF\ GOFG[ W\W FSLI GOM SC[J FI K[Pcc VF GOFGL
U6TZL 5FK/GM D]bI C[T ] W\W FGL BZL GOFSFZSTF HF6JFGM K[P SFZ6 S[ lAGW\W FSLI VFJSM
lGlüT CMTL GYL VFYL SIFZ[ lAGW\W FSLI VFJSMG]\ 5|D F6 JW] CMJFYL W\W FGL GOFSFZSTF JW]
N[B FI K[P 5Z\T ] W\W FSLI GOFGL U6TZL äFZF W\W FSLI 5|J 'l¿VMGL ;FRL GOFSFZSTF HF6L XSFI
K[P

#P$P CFp;ÄU OF.GFg; S\5 GLVM DF\ ;FDFlHS GOM
V[S ZMG VG[ S,S[" ZH} SZ[, ;FDFlHS lC;FAL VlEUD D]H A W\W FSLI V[S D äFZF ;DFHG[ D/TF
,FEMGM ;FDFlHS 50TZ SZTF\ JWFZM V[8 ,[ ;FDFlHS GOMP CFp;ÄU OF.GFg; S\5 GLVMGF\
;\N E"D F\ HMTF\ T[V M ;DFHG[ S[8 ,FS ,FEM 5}Z F 5F0[ K[P H[D S[ VF S\5 GLVM ;DFHDF\ ZMHUFZLGL
GJL TSM pEL SZ[ K[P ,MSMGF ÒJG WMZ6 ;]W FZJF CFp;ÄU OF.GFg; 5}Z \] 5F0[ K[P XC[Z ;]W FZ6F
VG[ JFTFJZ6 X]lâ DF8[G F\ SFI"S |D M 30[ K[P ;ZSFZG[ SZJ[Z F VG[ VFJSJ[Z FGL R}S J6L SZ[ K[ TYF
ZMSF6SFZMG[ jIFH VG[ l0lJ0g0GL R}S J6L SZ[ K[P
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$P GOFSFZSTF
GOM V[ SM. W\W FSLI V[S DGL RMÞ; ;DIUF/F NZlDIFG VFJSGM BR" 5ZGM JWFZM NXF"J [ K[P
5Z\T ] T[G FYL VFU/ JWL GOFSFZSTFGL JFT SZLV[ TM GOFSFZSTF W\W FGL ;DU| SFI"1FDTF NXF"J [
K[P GOFSFZSTF äFZF W\W FGL GOM SDFJFGL 1FDTF HF6L XSFI K[P VG[ T[G F VFWFZ[ ElJQI V\U [G F\
lG6"I M ,. XSFI K[P


5P GOFSFZSTF VG[ SFI"1 FDTF
GOFSFZSTF VG[ SFI"1FDTFG[ ;DFG U6JFDF\ VFJT\] CMI K[P 5Z\T ] T[ AgG[ V[S ALHFYL lEgG K[P
GOFSFZSTF V[ W\W FGL SFI"1FDTF GÞL SZT\] V[S DCÀJG\] 5lZA/ K[P H[ W\W FGL VG[ T[G F
;\R F,SMGL SFI"1FDTFG\] DF5G SZ[ K[P VFD KTF\ GOFSFZSTFDF\ YI[, JWFZFYL SFI"1FDTFDF\ JWFZM
YIM K[ V[J \] V\lTD 5lZ6FD VF5L XSFI GlCP SIFZ[S V[J \] 56 AG[ ;\T MQFSFZS GOFG[ ,LW[ W\W FGL
lAGSFI"1FDTF K]5 F. HFI K[P VG[ 36L JBT lAGGOFSFZSTF CMJF KTF\ W\W FGL SFI"1FDTF B}A
;FZL HMJF D/[ K[P K[P W\W FGF\ ZMSF6SFZMG[ T[D GF SZ[, ZMSF6M 5Z IMuI J/TZvDFU"N X"G 5}Z \]
5F0[ K[P p5ZF\T GOFSFZSTF 5ZYL GOM V[ SM. RMÞ; ;DIUF/F NZlDIFG W\W FGL ;O/TF S[
lGQO/TFG\] 5lZ6FD CMJFYL T[G L E}T SF/ VG[ ElJQI ;FY[ ;ZBFD6L Y. XSTL GYLP HIFZ[
GOFSFZSTF V[ W\W FGL SDFJJFGL 1FDTFDF\ JWFZM4 38F0M S[ l:YZ 5lZl:YlTG\] DF5G SZ[ K[P T[G F
VFWFZ[ W\W FGL VFHGL 5lZl:YlTGL E}T SF/ ;FY[ ;ZBFD6L SZL W\W FGL 5|U lT HF6L XSFI K[P
;\R F,SMGL SFI"1FDTFGF\ DF5G DF8[ 56 GOFSFZSTF HF6JL B}A p5IMUL W\W FGF\ ,[6 NFZM W\W F
DF8[ 5MTFGL XFB GLlT 30[ K[P X[Z CM<0ZM GOFSFZSTF 5ZYL 5MTFGF ZMSF6M 5Z IMuI J/TZ D/[
K[ S[ GlC T[ V\U [G F\ lG6"I M ,. XS[ K[P

&P pt5FNSTF VG[ GOFSFZSTFP
W\W FSLI V[S DGL SFI"1FDTF DF5G DF8[ H]N FvH]N F VlEUDM ZH} SZJFDF\ VFjIF\ K[P H[D F\
VF\S 0FSLI TYF U]6 FtDS AgG[ 5|S FZGF\ DF5MGM ;DFJ[X YFI K[P pt5FNSTF VG[ GOFSFZSTF VFJF
H A[ :JT\+ VlEUDM K[P H[ W\W FSLI V[S DGL SFI"1FDTFG\] DF5G SZ[ K[P VFDTM pt5FNSTF V[8 ,[
NFB, SZ[, SFRF DF,GF\ VD]S HyYF 5Z 5|F%T YTM T{I FZ DF,GM HyYMP VFYL VF VlEUD
DM8FEFU[ pt5FNG SZTF\ W\W FSLI V[S DMDF\ H p5IMUL K[ V[J \] DFGJFDF\ VFJ[ K[P 5Z\T ] CFp;ÄU
OF.GFg; S\5 GLVMGF\ ;\N E"D F\ 56 VF VlEUDGM p5IMU SZL XSFI K[P
CFp;ÄU OF.GFg; S\5 GLVMGF\ ;\N E"D F\ pt5FNSTF V[8 ,[ S\5 GLV[ SZ[, S], lWZF6DF\Y L 5|F%T
YTL ;\R F,SLI VFJSGM 5|D F6 36L S\5 GLVM VMK\] lWZF6 SZL JW] VFJS SDFTL CMI K[P TM 36L
S\5 GLVMGL VFJSM T[G F lWZF6GF\ 5|D F6DF\ B}A VMKL CMI K[P OF.GFg; S\5 GLVM H]N LvH]N L
jIlSTVMG[ lJlJW jIFHGF\ NZMV[ lWZF6 VF5TL CMI K[P H[ VF5JFDF\ VFJ[, lWZF6GF\ HMBD
5|D F6GF\ VFWFZ[ GÞL YTF\ CMI K[P VFYL H]N vH]N F jIFHGF\ NZMV[ SZJFDF\ VFJ[, lWZF6GF\
5lZ6FD[ NZ[S S\5 GLGL pt5FNSTF H]N LvH]N L HMJF D/[ K[P

*P GOFSFZSTFG]\ DCtJP
GOM V[ W\W FGM N[B FJ VF\S JF DF8[G M V[S p¿D ;FWG K[P 5Z\T ] RMÞ; ;DIUF/F NZlDIFGGF\
GOF 5ZYL W\W FGL 5|U lTGF\ DF5N\0 M D[/ JL XSFTF GYL VFYL W\W FGL 5|U lTGF\ DF5G DF8[
GOFSFZSTFG\] D}<IF\S G SZJFDF\ VFJ[ K[P VFW]lGS ;\R F,G W\W FGF\ GOF VG[ SDF6LG[ DC¿D
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AGFJJF SFI"X L, K[ S[ GlC T[ HF6JF GOFSFZSTF p¿D ;FWG K[P H[D W\W FGL GOFSFZSTF JW] T[D
T[G L ;\R F,SLI SFI"1FDTF 56 JWFZ[ CMI K[P GOFSFZSTFGF\ lJ`,[QF6 äFZF W\W FGL 5lZl:YlTGM
;\5 }6 " SIF; SF-L XSFI K[P W\W FGF\ ;\R F,SMV[ S[8,FS lG6"IM ,[JF H[JF S[4 W\W FG\] lJ:T'lTSZ64
D}0LDF\ JWFZM4 AMG; S[ l0lJ0g0GL JC[\R 6L JU[Z [ DF8[ GOFSFZSTF HF6JL T[G \] D}<IF\S G SZJ\] B}A
H~ZL K[P 36L JBT A[ W\W FSLI V[SDMGM J[RF6 VG[ GOM ;DFG CMJF KTF\ T[V MV[ SZ[, ZMSF6MGF\
5|DF6DF\ GOFSFZSTF D}, JLV[ TM T[V MGL GOM SDFJFGL 1FDTF H]NLvH]NL CM. XS[ VFYL
GOFSFZSTFGM VlEUD GOFGL U6TZL SZTF\ lJXF/ K[P

(P CFp;L\U OF.GFg; S\5 GLVMGL GOFSFZSTFG[ V;Z SZTF\ 5lZA/MP
(P!P CFp;L\U OF.GFg; S\5 GLVMGL S], lWZF6GF\ 5|D F6DF\ ;\R F,SLI
VFJSMP
;\R F,SLI VFJS V[8 ,[ W\W FSLI V[S DGL D]bI 5|J'l¿DF\Y L pNŸE JTL VFJS D[gI]O [SRZÄU S[ 8[=0 ÄU
SZTF\ V[SDM DF8[ D]bI 5|M0S8GF\ J[R F6GL VFJS ;\R F,SLI VFJS U6JFDF\ VFJ[ K[P 5Z\T ]
CFp;ÄU OF.GFg; S\5 GLVM SM. EF{lTS J:T]V MG\] J[RF6 SZTL GYL T[G L D]bI 5|J 'l¿ lWZF6 SZL
jIFH :J~5[ VFJS SDFJFGL K[P VFYL SZ[, lWZF6 5Z jIFHGL VFJS T[G F DF8[ ;\R F,SLI VFJS
U6FI K[P CFp;ÄU OF.GFg; S\5 GLVMGL S], VFJSMDF\ jIFHGL VFJSMG\] 5|DF6 B}A JWFZ[ CMI
K[P K[<,F NFISFDF\ N[X DF\ U'C lWZF6GL DF\U DF\ B}A JWFZM YIM CMJFYL CFp;ÄU OF.GFg;
S\5 GLVMGL ;\R F,SLI VFJSDF\ 56 B}A JWFZM YIM K[P


(PZP CFp;L\U OF.GFg; S\5 GLVMGL S], lWZF6GF\ 5|D F6DF\ ;\R F,SLI
50TZP
CFp;ÄU OF.GFg; S\5 GLVMGL S], lWZF6GF\ 5|DF6DF\ ;\R F,SLI 50TZP SM.56 S\5 GLGF\ GOF
5Z H[8,L V;Z T[G L VFJSGF\ 5|DF6GL CMI K[ T[8,L H V;Z T[G L 50TZGL 56 CMI K[P S\5 GL
VFJS VG[ 50TZ AgG[ JrR[ ;DT],F HF/JL XS[ TM H T[ GOM SDFJL XS[ K[P HIFZ[ S\5 GL DF8[
VFJSG\\] 5|D F6 JWFZJ\] XSI G CMI tIFZ[ SZS;ZI]É T ;\R F,G äFZF 50TZ 38F0L GOFDF\ JWFZM
SZL XSFI K[P 36L JBT N[B LTL ZLT[ S\5 GLVM GOM SZTL CMI K[P 5Z\T ] T[DF\ lAGH~ZL BRF"V MG[
,LW[ T[G L 50TZ H~Z SZTF\ JWFZ[ CMI K[P H[Y L S\5 GLGL BZ[B Z 1FDTF SZTF\ GOM VMKM D/[ K[P
VFYL 50TZ 5ZGM V\S ]X GOM JWFZ[ K[P
;FDFgI ZLT[ CFp;ÄU OF.GFg; S\5 GLVMGL ;\R F,SLI 50TZDF\ SD"RFZLVMGF\ BRF"V M H[JF S[
T[DGM 5UFZ4 AMG;4 SDLXG4 5|MlJ0g8 O\0DF\ OF/M4 T[D GL TF,LDGM BR"4 SFIF",IMGF\ BRF"4 H[D
S[ SFIF", IG\] EF0]4 J[ZF4 JLH/L BR"4 8[,LOMG BR"4 DZFDT VG[ VgI HF/J6L BR" TYF VgI
5ZM1F BRF"V MGM ;DFJ[X YTM CMI K[P

(P#P CFp;L\U OF.GFg; S\5 GLVM wJFZF S], pKLGL D]0 LGF\ 5|D F6DF\
R]SJJFDF\ VFJT]\ jIFH VG[ VgI RFH"P

jIFH VG[ VgI RFH"P lWZF6 5|J 'l¿;FY[ ;\S /FI[, NZ[S S\5 GLGL S], 50TZDF\ ;\R F,SLI 50TZ
TYF OF.GFg;LI, 50TZGM lC:;M B}A JWFZ[ CMI K[P OF.GFg;LI, 50TZ V[8 ,[ S\5 GLV[ ,LW[,
pKLGL D}0L 5Z R}SJJ\] 50T\] jIFH BR" TYF VF D}0L 5|F%T SZJF R}SJJF 50TF VgI RFH" ;FDFgI
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ZLT[ lWZF6 SZTL ;\:YFVMDF\ T[GL S], D}0L 5{SL DM8M lC:;M pKLGL D}0LGM CMI K[P VFYL S\5GL
äFZF R}SJJFDF\ VFJTF\ jIFH VG[ VgI RFH"GL 50TZ T[GL GOFSFZSTF DF8[ B}A DCÀJ WZFJ[ K[P
CFp;ÄU OF.GFg; S\5GLVMGL S], D}0L 5{SL pKLGL D}0LG\] 5|DF6 B}A JWFZ[ CMI K[P VFYL
S\5GLVMGL GOFSFZSTFGM VFWFZ VF pKLGL D}0L 5Z R}SJ[, jIFH VG[ S\5GLVMV[ SZ[,
lWZF6DF\YL 5|F%T YI[, jIFH VFJS JrR[GF\ UF/F 5Z ZC[ K[P H[D VF UF/M JW] T[D S\5GLGL
GOFSFZSTF JW] HMJF D/[ K[P 5Z\T] S\5GLGL H~lZIFT D]HAGL pKLGL D}0L SM. V[S H
5|Fl%T:YFG[YL D[/JJL XSI GYLP VFYL S\5GLVM H]NFvH]NF 5|Fl%T:YFGMDF\YL lJlJW jIFHGF\
NZMV[ VF D}0L D[/J[ K[P VFYL S\5GLGF\ pKLGL D}0L DF/BF 5Z T[GM jIFH BR" VFWFZ ZFB[ K[P

)P ;FZ;\1F[5
SM.56 S\5GLGL GOFSFZSTFGM VFWFZ T[GL VFlY"S l:YlT 5Z ZC[ K[P H[DF\ T[GL S], VFJSM4 BRF"4
lD,STM4 lWZF64 ZMSF6M NZ[S AFAT V;Z SZTL CMI K[P S\5GLG\] ;\RF,G SZJF DF8[ VG[S
BRF"VM SZJF 50[ K[P HM IMuI SZS;Z I]ST ;\RF,GYL VMKF BR[" JW] ;FZL ZLT[ JCLJ8 SZL
XSFI K[P HM JCLJ8 ;]IMuI ZLT[ YFI TM S\5GLVMGL VFJSMDF\ 56 VF5MVF5 JWFZM YFI K[P
CFp;ÄU OF.GFg; S\5GLVMGF\ ;\NE"DF\ BF; SZLG[ lWZF6 D[/JJF VG[ lWZF6 VF5JF V\U[GF
BRF" D]bI K[P VG[ SZ[, lWZF6M 5Z D/T\] jIFH V[ D]bI VFJSM U6FJL XSFIP
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—xIFD Z\U ;DL5[˜ V[S VwIIG
v 0MP GIGF V[D ;FU9LIF
sV[DPV[P4 ALPV[0Ÿ4 G[84 5LPV[RP0LPf

AC]z]T ;H"S 5|lTEF WZFJTF 36FAWF ;H"SMDF\ ZD6,F, lRP XFC[ 56 ACM/F
5|DF6DF\ ;FlCÀIv;H"G SZ[,]\ K[P T[DG]\ NZ[S 5|SFZG]\ ;FlCÀI ;DFHGF ,MSMG[ ;FDFlHS4 WFlD"S4
jIJCFlZS4 X{1Fl6S T[D NZ[S 1F[+DF\ p5IMUL GLJ0[ K[P T[D6[ ÒJGRlZ+M4 lGA\WM4 5F9I;\1F[54
H{GWD" VG[ AF{âWD"GM 5lZRI VF5TL 5lZRI 5]l:TSFVM4 VG]JFN T[DH 5MT[ SZ[,F 5|JF;GF
J6"GM4 lJJ[RGM p5ZF\T ;\XMWGv;\5FNG 1F[+[ 5MTFGL S,DG[ ;TT RF,JL K[P VFJ]\ A/S8
;FlCÀI VF5GFZ ZD6,F,[ GJ V[SF\SL GFl8SFVMGM ;\U|C 5|U8 SZ[,M K[P H[G[ U]HZFT ;ZSFZ
TZOYL V[JM0" 56 D/[, K[P
T[DGF SC[JF 5|DF6[ GFl8SF ,BJFGL 5|Jl' ¿ SM,[HSF/ NZlDIFG X~ SZ[,LP !)55DF\ —
S]DFZ˜ GF T\+L 5}PzL AR]EF. ZFJTG[ —:J%GGFGM ;]D[/˜ GFDGL 5MTFGL GFl8SF ATFJL VG[
T[D6[ V[ —S]DFZ˜DF\ KF5LP T[DGF ;TT 5|Mt;FCG VG[ 5|[Z6FYL ALÒ GFl8SFVM ,FBTL U. VG[
T[DF\YL —xIFD Z\U ;DL5[˜ GFDGM V[SF\SL ;\U|C U]HZFTL ;FlCtIG[ D?IMP
ZD6,F, lRP XFCGF VF V[SF\SL ;\U|CDF\ GJ V[SF\SL ;\U|CLT K[P T[DGF # GF8SM V[S
5|J[XDF\ 5}6" YFI K[P TM K GF8SMDF\ +6 5|J[X K[P +6YL JW] 5|J[X T[DGF V[SF\SLDF\ Ô[JF D/TF
GYLP H[ T[DGF V[SF\SLGL BFl;IT AG[ K[P
T[DGF V[SF\SLGL lJUT[ JFT Ô[.V[ TM —µ\8[ SIF" -[SF˜4 —S;M8L˜ VG[ —Vl;WFZF˜
V[SF\SLDF\ V[SH 5|J[X K[P ßIFZ[ —xIFD Z\U ;DL5[˜4 —:J%GF\GM ;]D[/˜4 —SFXLGM ;\3˜4 —DFDFG[
3[Z˜4 —JCLJ8GM JFZ;M˜ VG[ —SlJTF SLlT" VG[ SFlDGL˜ JU[Z[ V[SF\SLVMG[ +6 5|J[XDF\ 5}6" SZ[
K[P
—SFXLGM ;\3˜ V[SF\SLDF\ NZ[S5F+ S\.S DM8L jIlÉT AGJF DF\U[ K[P S\.S GJ]\ D[/JJF h\B[ K[P
5|:T]T V[SF\SLDF\ :+L S[JL :JFYL" CMI K[4 T[GL hF\BL YFI K[4 TM ;FD[ K[0[ 5]Z]QF 56 CD[XF\
:J~5JFG :+LGL 5FK/ NM0TM CMI T[J]\ VF V[SF\SLDF\ Ô[JF D/[ K[P JQFF" GFDG]\ :+L5F+ 5MTFGL
0F¶S8Z AGJFGL 3[,KFG[ 5}6" SZJF UZLA V1FIG[ KM0L lGXLY H[ 5{;FNFZ 3ZGM KMSZM K[ T[G[
ÒJG;FYL TZLS[ V5GFJ[ K[P GFGF SFD SZL SM. DM8L l0U|L G D[/JL XSFI T[J]\ VF V[SF\SLG]\ 5F+
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lGXLY SC[JF DF\U[ K[P 5Z\T]4 DG DÞD CMI TM T[J]\ 56 Y. XS[ K[4 T[ V1FIGF 5F+
äFZF ;FlAT YFI K[P V[8,[ S[ GJI]JFGM S[JFvS]JF :J%G ;[JTF CMI K[4 T[G[ 5}6" SZJF S[JF SFIM"
SZTF CMI K[ T[ VCL\ Ô[. XSFI K[P V1FI lC\DTYL SFD ,[JFJF/]\ 5F+ K[P H[ 5MTFGL ÔT
DC[GTYL VFU/ JW[ K[ VG[ prR VeIF; SZ[ K[P tIFZ[ JQFF" 5MTFGL E}, DF8[ 5üFTF5 56 SZ[
K[P
5|:T]T ;\U |CGF V[SF\SLVM ,UEU SM,[HDF\ E6TF I]JFGM K[ H[ 5MTFGF ÒJGG[ ÉIF\SG[
ÉIF\S UM9JJF DYTF CMI K[P V[SF\SLVM U\E LZ K[4 SMD[0LDF\Y L ÉIFZ[ XF\T VG[ 8=H
[ 0LDF\ 5lZ6D[
T[GL BAZ ZC[TL GYLP TM ;FYM;FY V[SF\SLDF\ ;\3QF" 56 Ô[JF D/[ K[P
T[DGF —:J%GFGM ;]D[/˜ V[SF\SLDF\ VFW]lGS I]UDF\ H[D V[S ;\5}6" VwIIG D[/J[, L
jIlÉT ZMH[v ZMH GMSZL DF8[ V,UvV,U VMlO;MDF\ VF\8FvO[ZF SIF" SZ[ K[4 T[J]\ —:J%GFGF
;]D[/˜G]\ 5F+ DCF;]B K[P VlC\ VFW]lGSTFGF NX"G YFI K[P lJGFIS H[JL jIlÉT H[ SM-JF/L
D\NFlSGLG[ 5MTFGF ÒJG;FYLGF ~5DF\ :JLSFZ[ K[P TM ÒT[gã H[GL ;UF. D\NFlSGL ;FY[ Y. CTL
T[ D\NFlSGLG[ T[GF SM-G[ SFZ6[ KM0L N[ K[P lD+M S[JF CMJF Ô[.V[ m T[GM AMW 56 VF
V[SF\SLVMDF\YL D/[ K[P NZ[SGF :J%G V,UvV,U CMI K[P lJRFZM V,U CMI VG[ NZ[SGL SFD
SZJFGL Z;Z]lR 56 V,U CMI T[ AFAT VF V[SF\SLDF\ NXF"J[, K[P
—µ\8[ SIF" -[SF˜ V[SF\SLDF\ VFHGF ;DFH 5Z ZLTLvlZJFÔ[ 5Z S8F1F SIM" K[P SM,[ÒIG
I]JSM 5MTFGL SM,[H GF DCMt;JDF\ DF+ DÔ SZJFGF C[T]YL 5|J'l¿DF\ EFU ,[JF .rKTF CMI T[J ]\
VF V[SF\SL 5ZYL SC[JFI]\ K[P 5|MP 5\0IF GFDG]\ 5F+ VFJF lJnFYL"G[ ;F\B L ,[T F GYLP
—xIFD Z\U ;DL5[˜ VG[ —DFDFG[ 3[Z˜ V[SF\SLDF\ ,uGGL JFTG[ ;H"S 5|FWFgI VF5[ K[P
S\RG GFDGL xIFD J6"GL KMSZL ;FY[GL ;UF. Gl,GSFgT GFDGL jIlÉT TM0L GFB[ K[P UMZF J6"
5|tI[ ,MSMG[ H[ ,UFJ CMI K[ T[ 5FK/YL 5:TFJM SZFJ[ K[P T[ VF V[SF\SL 5ZYL H6FI K[P xIFD
J6"D F\ ZC[, L ìNIGL VF\TlZS ;]\NZTFG[ RSF;JFGM U]6 VlC\ ATFJFIM K[P VlC\I F Gl,GSFgT
VG[ 5|E]TFG[ K[<,[ 5:TFJM YFI K[P VlC\ V[SF\SL ;]BFgT K[P 56 ;\3QF"GL ;FY[ SZ]6 Z;DF\ JC[T ]\
VG[ XF\T Z;GL 5lZl:YlTDF\ 5lZ6DT]\ V[SF\SLG[ Ô[. XSLV[ KLV[P VtIFZGF ;DIDF\ DFGJL
xIFD J6"GL jIlÉTYL N}Z EFUTM VF56[ Ô[.V[ K[P
VFW]lGS ;DFHDF\ ,MSM 5{;FGF A/[ GMSZL D[/JTF YIF K[P VCL\ VF AFAT ,[BS
——JCLJ8GM JFZ;M˜˜ V[SF\SLDF\ lG~5[ K[P VFHGL ,FUJUXFCL VG[ 5{;F ,.G[ GMSZL VF5JFGL
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SlJ SlJTF ,BJF S[JFvS[JF 5|lTSM JF5ZTF CMI K[P S<5GFGF 3M0FVM NM0FJTF CMI K[P T[
—SlJTF SLlT" VG[ SFlDGL˜ GFDGF V[SF\SLDF\ NXF"J[, K[P 36F ;H"SM VY"5|Fl%T DF8[ ;H"G SZTF
CMI K[P V[J]\ H ZlxDGF 5F+DF\ Ô[JF D/[ K[P 36L JBT ,MSM ;FlCtI RMZLG[ SLlT" SDFJJF
.rKTF CMI K[ T[ AFAT 5Z S8F1F SZJFDF\ VFjIM K[P
—Vl;WFZF˜ DF\ 5lT VG[ 5tGLGL GFGL AFAT 36L JBT EI\SZ :J~5 ,. XS[ K[ T[
NXF"J[, K[P
ZD6,F, lR XFCGF V[SF\SLVM TbTF 5Z EHJFI UI[,F V[SF\SLVM K[P ;\XMWS4 ;\5FNS4
lJJ[RS4 5|JF; ,[BS4 WD"TÀJ7FGGF VeIF;LDF\ V[S ;H"S K]5FI[,M CTM4 T[ VF V[SF\SLVMG[
JF\RTF bIF, VFJ[ K[P
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Important Of Laughing Yoga in Current Era
- Gopal Joshi,
B.P.E., B.P.ED., M.P.ED.
 Abstract
Human is suffering from many problems in present. In every
step of our life we meet with new problem. The cases of suicide and murder
are rising rapidly. The world needs peace. Laughing is the most important
thing in this world. Yoga is Indian invention which belongs to Physical,
Mental and Social fitness. Laughing Yoga keeps fit emotionally besides
above factors. Laughing yoga is a gym for our soul because we become
emotionally strong. Laughing yoga is also useful for stress management. If
we smile, the world will smile with us. On this concept no any problems will
be faced by us. Very famous line in Gujarati, “Hase Tenu, Ghar Vase.” It
means if some one laughs, his expectation will be fulfilled. That’s the magic
of laughing yoga; we can handle every thing smoothly.
 Introduction
Did you know that laughter yoga has direct and important
health implications? Researchers have identified that those who do laughter
and fitness yoga in combination, enjoy good mental and physical health.
Fitness yoga takes care of your body and keeps it in the best of health while
laughter yoga has the unique property to make you feel good and upbeat.
This happens because laughter incites the brain to release a feel-good
hormone that has an overall implication on your health. Practicing fitness
yoga and laughter yoga on a daily basis, is one sure shot way to look good
and feel great at all times.
Laughter yoga, also called hasya yoga or sometimes, laughter
yoga has become popular in the modern world due to its immense benefits.
Laughter yoga is an effective stress buster for people living in bustling cities.
Usually, deadlines at work, pressures on performance and the material
possessions one is judged by in society, all add to the stress and have an
adverse effect on health. Stress can increase blood pressure, cause digestive
problems, diabetes and heart problems. It also causes skin problems and hair
fall in some. Laughter yoga is an easy and effective solution for stress and
other health problems. There is nothing complicated about it and it can be
done anywhere.
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Today the benefits of laughter and fitness yoga are widely known.
More and more people switch to yoga from other forms of exercise. It is
not uncommon to see people in parks, laughing away in the early
morning hours resounding with Ha-Ha-Ha. Although to an onlooker it
may seem funny, for those who practice it, there’s plenty to gain.
Laughter yoga can help alleviate hypertension, heart problems, stomach
ailments and diabetes. It makes you feel at peace with yourself and
enhance positive vibes in your persona.
 Laughter Yoga- A Gym of Soul
Yoga, once practiced only in India and other eastern nations,
is rapidly becoming popular in the United States. Of course, there are a
number of detractors who refuse to believe in its curative powers, but
they are far outnumbered by millions of others who have benefited from
the practice of yoga and have made it the center of their physical and
spiritual well being. There are a number of Yoga centers offering
coaching in different yoga forms. Most of them offer classes for general
health and well being of their patrons and there are some that offer classes
to treat particular health issues. There are different yoga forms like Hatha
Yoga, Ashtanga Yoga, Power Yoga, Iyengar Yoga, and several others.
But all yoga forms without exception improve the general heath of the
practitioner.
Yogic forms lubricate the joints and tendons and ligaments
and increase the flexibility of the body. Yoga is perhaps the only exercise
technique that massages the body’s internal organs including those that
hardly ever get any stimulation. This stimulation spurs the body’s
immune system and strengthens it against diseases. One of the benefits of
yoga is that it endows the practitioner with an uncanny sense of
awareness that warns him/her against an impending health disorder.
Yoga, by completely detoxifying the body, delays aging, increases
energy, and bequeaths the person with a remarkable zest for life.
One of the easiest and most effective forms of yoga is
“Hasya” yoga or laughter yoga. It’s said that laughter is the best medicine
and is considered to be nature’s way of realizing pent up energy. A hearty
laughter releases in the body a cocktail of hormones and chemicals. These
hormones reduce negative emotions of stress and tension, lower high
blood pressure, and boost the immune system. Laughter is the gentlest
form of exercise. But when you practice laughter Yoga you will find
every inch of your body vibrating with your laughter. One of the
immediate benefits of laughter yoga is a clear breathing, which is
especially beneficial for
those suffering from asthma and other
respiratory complications.
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 Yoga Is Medicine For Stress Management
Stress can be described as the physical body’s reaction to an
overpowering and overwhelming mental stimulus. Having to deal with
difficult and challenging situations tend to overwhelm us. As our lives
become more hectic and fast, stress levels too increase, resulting in
several psychological and disorders. Stressful situations narrow one’s
ability to think clearly and work effectively. People with high blood
pressure tend to emotionally crack up. Practicing yoga can help a lot in
stress management and balances your nervous system. Yoga bequeaths
you with a sense of calmness and gives you control over your life.
One of the most effective stress management therapies is
laughter yoga. A typical laughter session consists of different laughter
exercises, which help the individual discover an innate ‘spark’ within
themselves, and this lets the laughter loose. Laughter yoga is a physical
technique that utilizes a perfect combination of lighthearted, empowering,
and tension-releasing laughter drills, followed by yogic breathing
techniques, gentle stretching, and rhythmic hand clapping, and chanting
of the laughter mantra. The mantra of Ho Ho Ha Ha is chanted in unison.
In laughter clubs, these exercises end with a powerful cool down laughter
meditation, in which laughter flows out of the body like a river. Laughing
Yoga has a number of health benefits and one of them is stress
management.
 Yoga: A Way to Keep Your Body Fit
Today, yoga is very popular among both men
and women. Although yoga was once practiced mainly in the East, now
there are many Western practitioners. Yoga has three main techniques.
They are
(1) Asanas or poses:- The various yogic poses give your body
flexibility and improve blood circulation.
(2) Pranayama or breathing:- Pranayama is actually a
breathing technique which is an effective way to energize, harmonize and
tranquillize the body, spirit and mind.
(3) Meditation:- Meditation is an important way in managing
stress and it curtails overreaction, emotional outbursts and temper
tantrums.
When these three techniques are done together in sync the
health benefits to the mind, soul and body are tremendous. There are
many types of yoga like iyengar, kundalini, bikram, ashtanga, power,
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authority on yogic practice. These eight limbs are to be practiced in
sequence to achieve its spiritual end.
Yoga is considered the best practice to eliminate stress.
Different yogic practices like hath yoga and laughter yoga are thought to be
the best cure for stress. In laughter yoga it is thought that, laughter fills your
lungs and body with oxygen, deep-clears your breathing passages and
exercises your lungs. Stress is reduced, blood pressure drops, depression is
lifted, your immune system is boosted & more.
 Anger Management for Healthy Life
Everyone should possess a healthy body because with it comes
healthy mind and healthy spirit. So, it becomes very crucial to take care of
your health which is a foundation of your healthy living. One of the barriers
in the way of healthy living is anger. The reason behind anger could be any;
it could be out of personal tensions or work pressure. But it is very necessary
to work upon the anger so as to achieve a healthy mind and keep oneself
fresh and energetic long life.
Anger and Its Hazards:
It is very straightforward fact that for a healthy living, it is
required to control anger. Anger is generally considered to be a result of
frustration. It badly affects the mental health as the mind stops thinking
wisely, and which also gets reflected in the personality. So, it is very
necessary to control the negative aspects and try to maintain a proper
balance. If a person exercises anger management then he can easily control
anger and can react wisely rather than getting tensed or angry. Here, laughter
yoga plays a very vital role.


Conclusion
Some of the important benefits of yoga are as listed:

• It increases the flexibility in the body and makes you strong.
• It is the only source through which the whole body gets a massage.
• It helps to build a strong mind and tones all the muscles of the body.
Laughter yoga is one of the most effective exercises for human
being. We all know that laughing is the best medicine which not only tones
up the body but mind as well. Laughing yoga helps to relieve all the stress
and gives positive vibrations and energy to get away from all mental
pressures. Pranayama is another useful exercise which is an exercise to
control energy through breathing process.
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cc;FY[ D/LG[ V[S,F UFJFG]\ Un VG[ JF\RJFG]\ ULTPcc
s;]Z[X N,F, cVl:TtJc SFjI;\U|Cf
Sunita B. Kanzariya
(M.A.,M.PHIL, B.ED,NET-SLET)
DEPARTMENT OF GUJARATI
SHRI R.R. LALAN COLLEGE BHUJ-KACHCHH

D]\A.DF\YL cSlJTFc läDFl;S äFZF SFjIMGM DA,S OF, SlJTF Zl;SM ;]WL 5 CMRF0LG[ SlJTFG[
,MSl5|I SZJFDF\ ;]Z[X N,F,GM OF/M DCÀJGM K[P V[DGF cV[SF\Tc4 cTFZLBG]\ 3Zc4 cVl:TtJc v
SFjI;\U|CM K[P cR,SR,F6]\c4 clE<,]\c4 cWL\UFD:TLc4 c.8FlS8TFc4 H[JF AF/SFjIM TM 5]Z]:S'T YIF\
K[P cDF8LGL DDTFc4 cRF\NLGL ,}\ v H[JF VG]JFNM 56 VF%IF K[P p5ZF\T ;\5FNGMG[ 5|SL6"
;FlCtIM VF56G[ D/[ K[P cVl:TtJc ;]Z[X N,F,GF VF9 NL3"SFjIMGM ;\U|C K[ läTLI lJ`JI]â
VG[ lCZM;LDFG[ GFUF;FSL 5Z GFBJFDF\ VFJ[,F V6]\AMdAYL ,FBM lGNMQF" ,MSM D'tI] 5FdIFP VF
lGNMQF" ,MSM DMT 5KL DFGJG[ .`JZ 5Z zâF VMKL YTL U.P .`JZ GFDG]\ TÀJ 5'yJL 5Z S[
UD[ tIF\ CMT TM VF lGNMQF" ,MSMG[ ARFjIF CMT 564 .`JZ DZL UIM K[P v VFJL 38GFYL ;DU|
DFGJÒJG AN,FI UI]\P 5MT[ SM6 K[ m 5MT[ VFJ]\ X]\ SFD SZ[ K[ m 5MT[ VFJM HgD XF DF8[ ,LWM
m ÒJGGM pN[xI X]\ K[ m v VFJF 5|`GM T[GF DGDF\ ;TT pNŸEjIFP VF ;DFH ÒJGGL V;Z
;LWL ;FlCtI 5Z 50[ K[P H[GF ,LW[ ;FlCtIDF\ Vl:TtJJFN4 VlTJF:TJJFN4 V;\UlTJFN4
X}gIJFN4 NFNFJFN4 5|lTSJFN4 JF:TJJFNPPP JFNM VFjIFP DF6; H[JM K[ V[JM N[BFTM GYLP NZ[S
DF6; V[S DMCZ]\ 5C[ZL OZ[ K[P VF DMCZFG[ pTFZJFDF\ VFJ[ TM H BZ]\ DF6;ÀJ ACFZ VFJ[P
U]HZFTL ;FlCtIDF\ VFW]lGS ;FlCtIGM 5|FZ\E D]bIÀJ[ ;]ZX
[ HMXLGF ;FlCtIYL HMJF D/[ K[P VF
;]Z[X HMXLG[ ;]Z[X N,F,GF ;FlCtIDF\ 56 p¿D VFlJ"EFJ 5FdIM K[P cVl:TtJc SFjI;\U|CG]\
5|YD SFjI H[ c;FY[ D/LG[ V[S,F UFJFG]\ Un VG[ JF\RJFG]\ ULTcv GM ;FZ S\.S VFJM K[P
VFHGM DF6; ;D}CYL Vl,%T YTM HFI K[P ;D}CDF\ CMJF KTF\ 5MT[ DF+ ;D}CDF\ CMJFGM -M\U
SZ[ K[P SFjIDF\ VFZ\E[ H DF6;GL V[S,TFDF\ JWFZM SZTF\ v DM8M B\04 WM/L lNJF,4 BF,L
B]ZXL4 8L5FI 5Z ;]GD]G 50[,]\ 8F.D D[U[lhG4 lNJF, 5ZGF lR+M4 YFS[,F ;Ll,\UO[G4 O},
lJGFG]\
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O,FJZJFh4 l0Z[S8 ,F.G lJGF 50L ZC[,M OMG4 lNJF, 5Z YLÒ UI[,F ;}I "G F lSZ6M v VFJL
,F\A L,R IFNL VF5LG[4 AWFGL JrR[ B}6 [ 50[,F ;MOFDF\ A[9[, F DF6;GL V[S,TFDF\ ;TT JWFZM
SZTF 5NFYM" D]SIF K[P H[ DF6;G[ JWFZ[ N]oBL SZ[ K[P
DF6; 5MTFGF V\N Z V\N Z ;TT U]\R JFIF SZ[ K[P C]\ X]\ SZ]\ K]\ m DF6; lGQF5|J'TDI AGL UIM K[P
T[ lJRFZ[ K[P SNFR .`JZ 5F;[ 5MT[ DZL UIF 5KL H.X GCLP T[ NL3FDF\ K[P HM .`JZ 5F;[ H.X
TM T[ DG[ 5]K X[ D[\ VF5[, F CFYGM T[ X]\ SI]\" m JF6LG]\ T[ X]\ SI]"\ m VFJF 5|`GMGF D]\h FIF 5KL lJRFZ
SZ[ K[P
cc56 C]\ 5|E ] SG[ H.X BZMmcc
HM .`JZ DF6; H[J M H CMI TM m H[D V[S DF6; ALHF DF6;G[ K[TZ[ T[D K[T ZX]\ DF6;G[
K[TZJFG]\ S;A VDG[ SM9[ 50L UIM K[P DF6; 5MTFGF ìNIDF\ S\. S CMI K[P S\. S AM,[ K[P VF\B
B],L ZFBL ¹lQ8 A\W ZFB[ K[P S,FV[ DF6;GF ÒJGG[ ;D'â SZGFZ VG]E JGF ZC[T F 5MS/ O[X G
AGL HFI K[P
DF6; D}/ DF\Y L pB0L UIF 5KL V[G F ;]B vN]oBGF ;\J [NGM ZC[T F GYL T[DF\ DF6; V[S B\0 DF\Y L
ALHF B\0 DF\Y L S[ ,uGDF\Y L p9FD6FDF\ HFI K[P V[S 5F0MXL D'tI] 5FdIF CMI TM T[ ALHF[ 5F0MXL
:JS[lgãI VFG\N DF\ DuG CMI K[P T[Y L Hv
VD[ lR+J\X L KLV[
VD[ lJlR+J\XL KLV[
VD[ J\X lJGFGL J\X L
VD[ xIFD lJGFGL A\; L
A\G[ 5\lÉTDF\Y L W|]J 5\lÉTDF\ DFGJGF Vl:TtJG[ D'T " SZ[ K[P VF cJ\X lJGFGL J\XLc4 cxIFD
lJGFGL A\; Lc v H[JF XaNM DF6;GL IFTGF4 V[S,TFDF\ JWFZM SZ[ K[P DF6;G]\ 5MTFG]\ SF\.
BF:;\] jIlSTtJ H GYLP
VFH[ S[J]\ JÉTjI VF%I]\ T[G ]\ D}<I GYL JÉTjI D}<IlGQ9 K[ S[ GCL T[G[ T5F:IF lJGF TF/LVM
5F0JL ;CH AGL UI]\ K[P HM SM. VlEG\N G G VF5[ TM 56 p3ZFJLG[ 56 5MTFGF V\T ZFtDF
;\T MQF DFG[ K[P DF6; C;TF C;TF SIFZ[I U\E LZ YTM GYL 56 U\E LZ ZLT[ C;TF V[DG[ VFJ0[
K[P H[ lGNMQF" v ;CH CF:I CT]\ T[ TM ;FJ lJ;ZFI H UI]\ K[P T[Y L SlJV[ SñF]\ K[P
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VD[ jIlÉT GYL4 ;DFH KLV[P
VD[ U. SF, GYL4 VFH KLV[P
VD[ VFH GYL4 SF, KLV[P
VD[ DFK,L GYL4 HF/ KLV[P
jIlÉTG]\ 5MTFG]\ V,U jIlÉTtJ H GYLP UF0ZLIF 5|JFCGL H[D T[ NM0IF SZ[ K[ 5MTFGF :JT\+
lJRFZ T[ WZFJTM GYLP c;D}CGF lJRFZc 5MTFGF U6[ K[P ZlJJFZGM DM8M DlCDF K[P cJLS
V[g0cGM DlCDF XlGJFZYL H IFN VFJ[ K[P ZlJJFZ[ VD[ EZFI H.V[ KLV[ ;MDJFZ[ 5FKF BF,L
AM8, H[JF Y. H.V[ KLV[ VG[ SIFZ[S pEZFI 56 H.V[ KLV[P
VDFZL lAhG[X V[8[RLDF\
OF.,MDF\
VD[ VDFZF VFG\NG[
OF., SZLV[ KLV[
DF6;GM VFG\N XMWJF H.V[ TM VF lAhG[XD[G[ OF.,DF\ S[N SIM" K[P DF6;GL VM/BF6 T[GF
U]6MGF VFWFZ[ GCL 56 T[GF W\WFGF VFWFZ[ Y. U. K[P I]lGOMD"YL H T[ VM/BF6 ALHF
VM/BF6GF S[gãM T[ OMG 3\80L4 SFZGM NZJFHM BM,TM 0=F.JZ4 v VF AWFG[ pTFZL GFBJFDF\
VFJ[ TM DF6;GL VM/BF6 S\. K[ H GCL\4 T[GM 5lZRI YFI DF6;GL 5MTFG]\ GLÒ jIlÉTtJ
U]DFJL A[9M K[P
VD[ VDFZFYL VMB/FTF GYL
VD[ VDFZFYL EM/JFTF GYL
DF6; 5MT[ 5MTFGL SF\. VM/B G CMJFYL T[ VM/BFTM GYL T[G[ ;TT 5FZSF VG]EJGF VFWFZ[
5MTFGL VM/BG[ ATFJJFGL CMI K[P DF6;G[ AF/JF DF8[ R\NG ,FS0]\ J5ZFT]\P CJ[ T[ GCL\
GFI,MG HM.V[P T[G]\ :DXFGU'C AWFJJFG]\ V\TDF\ DFGJìNIDF\ c3Fc 50[ T[JF XaNMDF\ SC[ K[P
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VD[ DZX]\ tIFZ[ VDFZF l;JFI
SM.G[ XMS GCL\ CMIP
cS[8,]\ ÒjIF SZTF\ S[J\] ÒjIFc T[ DCtJG]\ K[P DF6;GL DF6;F. p5ZYL T[G[ VFB]\ HUT IFN ZFB[ K[P
DF6;GL NIFJ'l¿4 lGQ9FJFG SD"J'l¿4 5|FDFl6STFG[ VFWFZ[ T[ HUTEZDF\ 5}HFI K[P pDFX\SZ SC[ K[
G[ cC]\ DFGJL DFGJ YFp\ TMI 36]\c v
VFH[ ;DFHGF ;\A\WM SFRF TF\T6F K[ G[ ÒJG TM l,O8DF\ pTZL tIF\ TM 5]Z\] Y. HFI K[P G[ VFH[ ,uG
YFIG[ SF, OMSqlGQO/ HFI K[P
SFjIGF VFZ\EDF\ VFJT]\ CM,G]\ J6"G4 cVD[ H/ GYL4 HF/ KLV[Pc H[JL 5\lÉT DM8ZGL RFJL CFYDF\
ZFBL JFT SZJFG]\ H[DG[ SM9[ 50L UI]\ K[P T[JF DF6;M4 jIFbIFG 5]Z]\ YFI tIFZ[ cZLT;Zc TF/LVM
5F0TF\ DF6;M4 cC]\ H CM.X m DG[ BAZ GYLc VFJF 5|`G VG[ p¿Z4 c%,F:8LSGF VFND VG[
GFI,MGGL .Jc v VF VG[S 5|`GM VG[ p¿Z 5|lT~5M VF SFjIDF\ H]NFvH]NF :Y/MV[ VFJ[ K[P H[ 38
GFG]\ S[ 5lZl:YlTG]\ J6"G SZJF DF8[ VF 5|;\UM VFJ[ K[ V[ 5|;\UM 5}6" :JT\+ K[P v V[ 5|;\UDF\YL
ALHF 5|;\UG]\ TFlS"S~5[ ;\SFgT YTF GYL4 5Z\T] VFB]\ SFjI JF\RL ,.V[ tIFZ[ bIF, VFJ[ K[ S[ VF
V,UvV,U ,FUTF ;J" 5|lT~5M V[SFtD VG]EJGF S[gãDF\YL lJSF; 5FD[ K[P
VF SFjIGL JW] lJlXQ8 ,F1Fl6STF T[ v V[D6[ SZ[,M m lDYGM p5IMU V[DGL SlJTFGL X{,LDF\ VG[S
5|SFZGL ;FNUL K[P VFW]lGS SlJTFDF\ S[8,LSJFZ S'l+D ;\S,
] TF ,FJJFGM 5|IF; YFI K[P ;]Z[X
N,F,GL SlJTFDF\ VF ;\S],TF N[BFTL GYLP SFZ64 5MT[ SM. GJ]\ H :J~5 5|U8FJL ZñFF K[P SlJTF
;\U|CG]\ GFD cVl:TtJc K[4 KTF\ 56 5MT[ cVl:TtJJFNLc K[ V[JM N[BFJ V[D6[ SIM" GYLP
VF VFBF SFjIDF\YL 5;FZ YTF\ SlJGL ;F{NI" ¹lQ8 p¿D K[P KTF\ é65M GYL V[DTM G SC[JFI m
H[DF\ DFGJ ;\:S'lTG]\ 5MS/56]\ VG[ T[DF\YL lGDF"6 YT]\ DF6;G]\ V[SF\SL56]\GM VG]EJ YFI K[P V[S
S'lT V,U JF\RTF H[8,L ptS8 VG[ 5|EFJXF/L ,FUJL HM.V[ T[8,L ,FUTL GYLP
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U]HZFTGM lJSF; VG[ V{lTCFl;S 38GFVM
v5|FP ZFH[X V[GP0FEL
V[DPV[PV[DPOL,P ALPV[0Ÿ4
.lTCF; lJEFU4 zL VFZPVFZP ,F,G SM,[H4 E]HP

ooo

5|F:TFlJS o

+6[I lNXFV[YL H[G[ ;FUZZFH VlEQF[S SZL ZCIF K[ T[JL E}lD U]HZFT EFZTG]\ VHM0
5|J[XäFZ AGL ZCL K[P ;DU| lJ`JGL DFU"NX"Sv;\:S'lTGF ALH VF WZTLDF\ 50[,F K[P JCLJ8L
N=lQ8V[ EFZT ;\3DF\ cU]HZFT ZFHc V[JM VY" YFI K[P VF 5|N[X Z_P!\ p¿ZYL Z$P*\ pTZ
V1FF\XGL TYF &(P$\ 5}J"YL *$P$\ 5}J" Z[BF\XGL JrR[ VFJ[,M K[P U]HZFTGL pTZvNl1FT ,\AF.
VFXZ[ 5)_ lSPDLP K[ VG[ 5}J" 5l`RD 5CM/F. VFXZ[ 5__ lSPDLP H[8,L K[P U]HZFT ZFHIGM
EF{UMl,S lJ:TFZ VFXZ[ !4)&4_Z$ RMP lSPDLP H[8,M K[ H[ EFZTGF S], lJ:TFZGF VFXZ[ &
8SF H[8,M YFI K[P U]HZFT ZFHIGM E}lD5|N[X RFZ lJEFUMDF\ JC[\RFI[,M K[P s!f p¿Z U]HZFT
sZf DwI U]HZFT4 s#f Nl1F6 U]HZFT s$f ;F{ZFQ8= VG[ SrK
U]HZFTGL pTZ[ ZFH:YFG4 5}J"DF\ DwI5|N[X VG[ Nl1F6 lNXFV[ DCFZFQ8= ZFHI VFJ[,]\
K[P VF p5ZF\T ;FUZ ;LDFV[ VZA ;FUZ VFJ[,M K[P VF ;FUZ;LDF VFXZ[ !&__ lSDL H[8,L
,F\AL K[P VZA ;FUZDF\ B\EFTGM VBFT VG[ SrKGM VBFT V[D A[ VBFTM VFJ[,F K[P
NlZIF. jIF5FZ 1F[+[ U]HZFT VFU/ 50T]\ ZFHI ZCI]\ K[P U]HZFT GFDFlEWFG .P;P!)&_DF\
!,L D[ GF ZMH U]HZFTG[ :JT\+ ZFHIGM NZHHM D/TF V[S ;\Ul9T V[SDDF\ SZJFDF\ VFjI]\ K[P
ooo

U]HZFTG]\ V{lTCFl;S DCtJ o

EFZTDF\ ;%Tl;\W]GF BL6 5|N[XGM 5F\UZ[,L C]0%5G ;\:S'lTGF VJX[QFM ;DU| EFZT
JQF"DF\ V[S DF+ U]HZFT ,MY,DF\ D/L VFjIF K[P VFD 5|FU{lTCFl;S SF/ 5KLGF ;DIYL
U]HZFT lJS;LT K[ V[J\] ;FlAT YI]\P VF p5ZF\T DMI"J\XGF 5C[,F ZFHZFH[`JZ R\ãU]%T DMI"GF
VG[ tIFZ 5KLGF U]%T XF;GG]\ VG];\WFG U]HZFTGF 5|YD ZFH5]Z]QF EÎFS" 5F;[ D/[ K[P V[J]\ H
GCLP .P;P!5_DF\ TM R\ãU]%T DFI"GF 5F{+ EFZTJQF"GF ;F{YL 5|TF5L ;D|F8 VXMS[ U]HZFTGF
U- lUZGFZGL T/[8LDF\ VFJ[,F H}GFU-GF 5|F\U6DF\ lX,F,[B SMTZFjIM K[P
U]HZFT ;\TM VG[ ;FZ:JTMGL E}lD K[P V[S CHFZ JQF[" 5}J[" Y. UI[,F Sl,SF,;J"7
C[DR\ãFRFI" V[ V5E|\X U]HZFTL EFQFFGF 5|YD 5]ZQ] F K[ tIFZAFN U]HZFTL EFQFFGF VFlNSlJ
U6FTF GZl;\C DC[TF lJ`JSlJVMDF\ :YFG 5FD[ T[JF K[P .lTCF;DF\ ;]J6" V1FZ[ H[G]\ GFD
SMTZFI[,]\ K[ T[JF l;wWZFH HIl;\C U]HZFTGF V[S 5|TF5L ZFHJL CTFP T[DGF 5}J"HM 56 5|TF5L
CTFP H[JF S[ S]DF/5F/4 ELDN[J T[GF ;DI NZlDIFG A\WFI[,F lX<5 :YF5tIM EFZTEZGF
prRSMl8GF :YF5tIMGL AZFAZL SZL XS[ T[JF K[P
EFZTDF\ VFJ[, RFZ WFDMDF\G] V[S WFD V[8,[ äFlZSFP 5|FRLG ;DI[ äFlZSF S'Q6GL
ZFHWFGL CTLP VFH[ T[ .lTCF;GL hF\BL SZFJ[ K[ VG[ ZFHWFGLGL 5|lTlT YFI K[P äFlZSFG[
DM1F5]ZL 56
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U6JFDF\ VFJ[ K[P JT"DFG ;DIDF\ äFlZSFGM B}A H lJSF; Y. ZCIM K[P ,MSMGL ;]BFSFZLG[
wIFGDF\ ZFBLG[ cU]HZFT ;ZSFZc 5|JF;G lJEFUGF G[HF C[9/ SFI"ZT K[P
VF p5ZF\T AFZ HIMlTl,\UDF\G\] V[S V[J]\ U]HZFTDF\ VFJ[,]\ ;MDGFYP 5|FRLG ;DIYL
VFH lNG ;]WL D\lNZGM lJSF; Y. H ZCIM K[P :JT\+ EFZT YTF ;ZNFZ J<,EEF. 58[,GF
G[HF C[9/ ;MDGFY D\lNZGM Ò6M"wWFZ SZJFDF\ VFjIMP VFH[ U]HZFT ;ZSFZ[ 5I"8G :Y/ TZLS[
DFgI ZFbI]\ K[ VG[ T[DF 56 K[<,F 5F\R[S JQF"YL U]HZFTGF ZMD[ZMD R[TGJ\TF AGL ZCIF K[P
U]HZFTGL 5|HFDF R{TgIMGM 5|F6 O}\SFIM K[ V[8,[ H GD"N[ UFI]\ K[P
HI HI UZJL U]HZFT
p¿ZDF V\AFDFTF PPP 5}JD
" F\ SFl/DFT K[4
Nl1F6 lNXDF\ SZGL Z1FF S]gT[`JZ DCFN[JG[ ;MDGFY4
G[ äFZS[X V[ 5l`RD S[ZF N[JP
U]HZFTDF\ D\lNZ p5ZF\T WD"XF/FVM 9[Z 9[Z 5|;Z[,L CTL VG[ J[5FZLVMGL VJZ HJZ
DF8[ c;ZF.VMc 56 CTLP U]HZFTGF ;]AF VFhDBFG[ .P;P!&#*DF\ VDNFJFNGF E0=GF
VluGB]6[ A\WFI[, lJXF/ D];FOZBFG]\ .P;P!&&_GF NFISFDF\ U]HZFTGL D],FSFT ,[GFZ O|[gR
8]ZL:8 ÒGvNvHMJ[GMV[ T[ lJX[ ,bI]\ K[ S[ PPP
''The Quervanseray in the medan, confliputs much to that place in
Ahmedabad Its front is adoced with several lodges and balconys
supported by pillor, and all these balcony's which are of stone, are
delicately cut to let in the light. The entry is a large light square porch
arched over like a dome, where you may find four gates, and see a great
many balcony's : These gates open into the body of the buiding which is a
square of the freestone two storeys high. and varmished over like marble,
with chambers on all rides, where strangers may lodge.''
ooo

lX<5 :YF5tI o
U]HZFTDF\ lX<5 :YF5tIGF GD}GF ~5 JFJ4 S}JFVM V[ VNE]T :YF5tIGF GD}GF K[P
U]HZFTGF *__ DF., NlZIF lSGFZ[ J[5FZ JFl6HI lJS;TF J[5FZLVM4 J8[DFU]"VM DF8[ lJ;FDM
,[JF4 -MZMG[ 5F6L 3F;RFZMGL ;UJ0 D/L ZC[ T[ DF8[ lJlXQ8 5|SFZGL JFJM A\WF. K[P
V0F,HGL JFJ4 ZF6SLJFJ4 EDlZIM S]JM4 DC[DNFJFN4 V0LS0LGL JFJ JU[Z[ JFJM T[G\] lX<5
:YF5tI wIFG B[\R[ T[J]\ K[P
ooo

WFlD"S TLY"WFDM o

U]HZFTDF\ WFlD"S TLY"WFDM ACM/F 5|DF6DF\ VFJ[,F K[ H[DF\ X\SZFRFI"GL V[S 5L9
äFlZSFDF\ K[ H[D6[ ZM8LDF\ ZFDG[ GLCF/IF V[JF DCFG SD"IMUL ;\T H,FZFDAF5FGL E}lD 56
JLZ5]ZDF\ K[P ;\T VF5F ULUFGL ;¿FWFZDF\ HuIF K[P AUNF6F AHZ\UNF; AF5FGM VFzD4
pNJF0FDF\ 5FZ;LVMGM 5lJ+ VFTX AC[ZFD K[P D]l:,DMGF ;Ml,IFGL pGFJF sDLZF\NFTFZf
;ZB[H XFC VF,D
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IF lUZGFZGL 5F0MXDF\ HDLI,XF 5LZGL NZUFCM VG[ NFpNL JMZFGF C\;GL5LZGF ZMHF 56
U]HZFTDF\ K[P H{GMGM TM TLYM"ZFH 5Fl,TF6FDF\ K[P VF p5ZF\T 0FSMZ4 XFD/FÒ4 ;MDGFY4
5FJFU-4 V\AFÒ4 RM8L,F4 luFZGFZ JU[Z[ U]HZFTGF IF+FWFDM K[P
ooo

U]HZFTGF dI]lhID o

U]HZFTDF\ 36F dI]lhIDM VFJ[,F K[P T[DF S[8,FS G'J\XlJWFG[ DF8[ 5|bIFT K[P
U]HZFTGF dI]lhIDMDF\ AZM0F dI}lhID V[g0 l5SRZ U[,Z[ L4 ZFHSM8G]\ JM8;G dI]lhID4
HFDGUZG]\ ,FBM8F dI]lhID4 5|EF; 5F86G]\ dI]lhID4 H}GFU-G]\ NZAFZ CM, dI]lhID4
WZD5]ZG]\ ,[0L lJ<;G dI]lhID4 ;F5]TFZFG]\ dI]lhID p5ZF\T VDNFJFN V\T VFJ[, S[l,SM
dI]lhID VMO 8[S;8F.<; JU[Z[ U]HZFTDF\ VFJ[,F K[P
ooo

U]HZFTGF VEIFZ^IM o

U]HZFT V[ Z\UA[Z\UL E}lD K[P H[DF\ VEIFZ^IM VFJ[,F K[P SrKDF\ 3]0BZG]\ VEIFZ^I
K[ TM O,[lD\UM s;]ZBFAf 51FLVM J;[ K[P T[ O,[lD\UM l;8L N[X lJN[XGF ;C[,F6LVM DF8[ V[S
VGMB]\ VFSQF"6 ZCI]\ K[P SrKGF H\U,L UW[0F VG[ V[lXIFEZGF l;\C U]HZFTGF ULZGF H\U,DF\
HMJF D/[ K[ TM4 EFJGUZDF\ SFl/IFZG]\ VEIFZ^I 56 VFUJ]\ VFSQF"6 WZFJ K
[ [P
ooo

U]HZFT pnMU 8[SGM,MÒ o

U]HZFT VF{nMlUS NlQ8V[ 56 VFUJ]\ :YFG WZFJ[ K[P SrKG]\ l,uGF.8 VG[ AMS;F.84
DC[;F6FGF lJ;GUZ TF,]SFGF S\;FZFS}. UFD[ K[S 5FTF/DF\YL BGLH SM,;M D/[ K[P SMI,LGL
lZOF.GZL4 5[8=MS[DLS<;4 .;ZM4 Vl8ZF H[JF GJF VF{nMlUS DYSM VFJ[,F K[P
U]HZFTDF\ N[X 5|N[XGF pnMU5lTVM VG[ jIF5FZLVM DF8[ V[S VFSQF"6 5]ZJFZ YFI K[P
HFDGUZ lZ,FIg; 5[8=Ml,ID T[DH SM0LGFZDF\ l;D[g84 BF\0 O[S8ZL HMJF,FIS K[P SrKGM
C:TS,F pnMU EFZT EZDF\ 56 lJbIFT K[P EZTSFD4 DMTLSFD4 VFE,F EZT JU[Z[ C]gGZ
pnMU ,MSMGL ZMHUFZLGF ;FWG ;FY[ S,FSFZLUZLGF pTD GD}GFVM 5]ZF 5F0L VF\TZZFQ8=LI
S,FDF\ :YFG D[/jI]\ K[P
ooo

p5;\CFZ o
VFD4!,L D[ !)&_GF ZMH U]HZFTGL V,U ZFHI TZLS[ :YF5GF Y. tIF\ ;]WL DF+
ULZGF l;\CGF SFZ6[ 5|JF;LVM U]HZFTGL p0TL D],FSFT[ VFJTF CTF4 5Z\T] U]HZFT ZFHIGL
V,U :YF5GF 5KL V{lTCFl;S JFZ;M HF/JL ZFBJF VYFU 5|ItGM YIF K[ H[GF DF8[ !_DL D[4
!)*#YL V[S V,U lJEFUGL :YF5GF SZJFDF\ VFJL K[P T[JL H ZLT[ TFP!,L ;%8[dAZ4
!)*(YL U]HZFT 5|JF;G lGUD ,LPG[ SFIF"lgJT SZJFDF\ VFjI]\ K[P U]HZFTDF\ VG[S 5|SFZGF
WFlD"S TLY"WFDM4 :DFZSM45]ZFTtJM4 :YF5tIM4 lX<54 DCtJGF GUZM4 VEIFZ^IM4 lUZLDYSM
JU[Z[ lJSl;T YIF K[ VG[ V{lTCFl;S N=lQ8SM6YL U]HZFT[ D]9L p\R[Z]\ :YFG D[/jI]\ K[P
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IF lUZGFZGL 5F0MXDF\ HDLI,XF 5LZGL NZUFCM VG[ NFpNL JMZFGF C\;GL5LZGF ZMHF 56
U]HZFTDF\ K[P H{GMGM TM TLYM"ZFH 5Fl,TF6FDF\ K[P VF p5ZF\T 0FSMZ4 XFD/FÒ4 ;MDGFY4
5FJFU-4 V\AFÒ4 RM8L,F4 luFZGFZ JU[Z[ U]HZFTGF IF+FWFDM K[P
ooo

U]HZFTGF dI]lhID o

U]HZFTDF\ 36F dI]lhIDM VFJ[,F K[P T[DF S[8,FS G'J\XlJWFG[ DF8[ 5|bIFT K[P U]HZFTGF
dI]lhIDMDF\ AZM0F dI}lhID V[g0 l5SRZ U[,[ZL4 ZFHSM8G]\ JM8;G dI]lhID4 HFDGUZG]\ ,FBM8F
dI]lhID4 5|EF; 5F86G]\ dI]lhID4 H}GFU-G]\ NZAFZ CM, dI]lhID4 WZD5]ZG]\ ,[0L lJ<;G
dI]lhID4 ;F5]TFZFG]\ dI]lhID p5ZF\T VDNFJFN V\T VFJ[, S[l,SM dI]lhID VMO 8[S;8F.<; JU[Z[
U]HZFTDF\ VFJ[,F K[P
ooo

U]HZFTGF VEIFZ^IM o

U]HZFT V[ Z\UA[Z\UL E}lD K[P H[DF\ VEIFZ^IM VFJ[,F K[P SrKDF\ 3]0BZG]\ VEIFZ^I K[
TM O,[lD\UM s;]ZBFAf 51FLVM J;[ K[P T[ O,[lD\UM l;8L N[X lJN[XGF ;C[,F6LVM DF8[ V[S VGMB]\
VFSQF"6 ZCI]\ K[P SrKGF H\U,L UW[0F VG[ V[lXIFEZGF l;\C U]HZFTGF ULZGF H\U,DF\ HMJF D/[
K[ TM4 EFJGUZDF\ SFl/IFZG]\ VEIFZ^I 56 VFUJ]\ VFSQF"6 WZFJ K
[ [P
ooo

U]HZFT pnMU 8[SGM,MÒ o

U]HZFT VF{nMlUS NlQ8V[ 56 VFUJ]\ :YFG WZFJ[ K[P SrKG]\ l,uGF.8 VG[ AMS;F.84
DC[;F6FGF lJ;GUZ TF,]SFGF S\;FZFS}. UFD[ K[S 5FTF/DF\YL BGLH SM,;M D/[ K[P SMI,LGL
lZOF.GZL4 5[8=MS[DLS<;4 .;ZM4 Vl8ZF H[JF GJF VF{nMlUS DYSM VFJ[,F K[P
U]HZFTDF\ N[X 5|N[XGF pnMU5lTVM VG[ jIF5FZLVM DF8[ V[S VFSQF"6 5]ZJFZ YFI K[P
HFDGUZ lZ,FIg; 5[8M= l,ID T[DH SM0LGFZDF\ l;D[g84 BF\0 O[S8ZL HMJF,FIS K[P SrKGM C:TS,F
pnMU EFZT EZDF\ 56 lJbIFT K[P EZTSFD4 DMTLSFD4 VFE,F EZT JU[Z[ C]gGZ pnMU ,MSMGL
ZMHUFZLGF ;FWG ;FY[ S,FSFZLUZLGF pTD GD}GFVM 5]ZF 5F0L VF\TZZFQ8=LI S,FDF\ :YFG D[/jI]\
K[P
ooo

p5;\CFZ o
VFD4!,L D[ !)&_GF ZMH U]HZFTGL V,U ZFHI TZLS[ :YF5GF Y. tIF\ ;]WL DF+ ULZGF
l;\CGF SFZ6[ 5|JF;LVM U]HZFTGL p0TL D],FSFT[ VFJTF CTF4 5Z\T] U]HZFT ZFHIGL V,U :YF5GF
5KL V{lTCFl;S JFZ;M HF/JL ZFBJF VYFU 5|ItGM YIF K[ H[GF DF8[ !_DL D[4 !)*#YL V[S
V,U lJEFUGL :YF5GF SZJFDF\ VFJL K[P T[JL H ZLT[ TFP!,L ;%8[dAZ4 !)*(YL U]HZFT 5|JF;G
lGUD ,LPG[ SFIF"lgJT SZJFDF\ VFjI]\ K[P U]HZFTDF\ VG[S 5|SFZGF WFlD"S TLY"WFDM4
:DFZSM45]ZFTtJM4 :YF5tIM4 lX<54 DCtJGF GUZM4 VEIFZ^IM4 lUZLDYSM JU[Z[ lJSl;T YIF K[
VG[ V{lTCFl;S N=lQ8SM6YL U]HZFT[ D]9L p\R[Z]\ :YFG D[/jI]\ K[P
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ooo

;\NE" U|\YM o

s!f
sZf
s#f
s$f

N[J,]S G\N,F, ALPcA'CN U]HZFTGL Vl:DTFcvEFJGUZ !)*_
hM8[ ZtGDl6ZFJ ELDZFJ cU]HZFTGM ;F\:S'lTS .lTCF;cv VDNFJFN4 !)5)
XF:+L ClZ5|;FN U\UFX\SZ cU]HZFTGM 5|FRLG .lTCF;c VDNFJFNv!)&$
XF:+L N]UF"X\SZ S[J/ZFD cU]HZFTGM DwISF,LG ZFH5}T .lTCF; v EFU !vZ4 VDNFJFN
!)5#c
s5f N[;F. UMlJ\NEF. CFYLEF. cU]HZFTGM VJF"RLG .lTCF;c VDNFJFN4 !()(
s&f WFZ{IF ZD6EF. SS,EF. cU]HZFTGM .lTCF;c4 VDNFJFN !)&5
s*f James mill, 'The History of British India', London, 1820
s(f Edalji Dosabhai 'History of Gujarat'- Ahmedabad-1894
s)f Majumadar Ashokkumar. 'Chalukya of Gujarat'- Bombay-1956
s!_f Tod James 'Travels in western India' London, 1839
s!!f Wallace R.G. 'Memoirs of India'-London, 1824
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J{lNS ;DIGL GFZL
v 5|JL6EF. _P 5|HF5lT
;\;FZGL ;eITFG]\ lGZL16 SZTF VF56G[ HF6JF D/[ K[ S[ AWL H
;eITFVMDF\ EFZTLI VFI” ;eITF ;FJ”lWS 5|FRLG K[P T[G\] D}/E}T _JGNX”G VG[
DFgITFVMG]\ J6”G VF56F klQD]lGVMV[ SI]” K[P VFH[ 56 lCgN] ;\:S’lTG[ V5}J”
A/ VG[ 5|[Z6F VF5[ K[P KTF\ 56 lJlEgG 5lZl:YlTDF\ H]NF H]NF ;DI[ VFI”
;eITFGF l;wWFgTMDF\ lJ†FG WD” 5|6[TFVMV[ N[XSF/ VG];FZ S[8,FS 5lZJT”GM
56 SIF” K[P 5Z\T] VFI” ;\:S’lTGF D}/E}T l;wWF\TDF\ S[8,LS lJX[QTFVM V[JL K[ S[
H[ VFH[ 56 EFZTLI ;\:S’lTG[ VgI AWL H ;\:S’lTVMYL V,U VG[ lJX[Q
DCtJ5}6” :YFG 5|NFG SZ[ K[P
VFJL DCFG EFZTLI ;\:S’lTDF\ 5|FRLG ;DIYL GFZLG]\ DCtJ5}6” IMUNFG ZÑ]
K[P SF{8]\lAS VFNXM”<;FDF_S _JG<ZFHG{lTS ;\U9GM VG[ 5]Z]QGL VFtDXlSTG[
ptS’q8 AGFJJFDF\ :+LV[ 5MTFGF lJlJW ~5MDF\ tIFU VG[ T5:IFGF H[ pNFCZ6
H]NF H]NF ;DI[ 5|:T]T SIF” K[P H[ EFZTLI :S’lTGL UZLDFDF\ :5q8 N®lq8UMRZ YFI
K[P VFYL SM. 56 ;DFHGF ;F\:S’lTS lJSF;GM DF5N\0 GFZLGL DIF”NF H K[P
EUJFG DG]V[ SÑ] K[ S[ I+ GFI’:T] 5}hIT[ ZDgT[ T+ N[JTFo P GFZL 5|lTq9FGF
DF5N\0G]\ VF V[S ptS’q9 pNFCZ6 K[P VF H EFZTLI ;\:S’lTDF\ GFZLG[ EZ5}Z
5|lTq9F VG[ DCtJG]\ :YFG 5|F%T YI]\ K[P
< J{lNS ;DIDF\ GFZLGM WFlD”S VlWSFZ o<
J{lNS I]UDF\ :+LVM 5]Z]QMGL H[D H AWL WFlD”S l@IFVMDF\ VG[ ZLlT
ZLJFHMDF\ EFU ,. XSTL CTLP W6L AWL :+LVM J{lNS I7G]\ VG]q9FG HFT[ H
SZTL CTLP kuJ[NDF\ V[S HuIFV[ V[S SgIFG]\ J6”G VFJ[ K[P H[ :GFG SZLG[
;MDZ; ,.G[ WZ[ VFJ[ K[ VG[ ;LWL H CJGDF\ .g2G[ VF Z; 5|NFG SZ[ K[P! AL_
V[S HuIFV[ lJ`JJFZF GFDGL SgIF ;JFZ[ p9LG[ HFT[ H I7 SZTL HMJF D/[ K[PZ
VFD :+LVM DF8[ I7 JU[Z[ SFIM”DF\ SM.56 5|SFZGM lGQ[W G CTMP p5GIG
;\:SFZGM VlWSFZ CMJFYL :+LVM ;JFZ ;F\H 5]Z]QMGL H[D H ;\wIM 5F;GF 56
SZTL CTLP ZFDFI6DF\ ;LTFG[ VF WFlD”S ST”jI 5}6” SZTL ATFJJFDF\ VFJL K[P#
J{lNS ;DIDF\ U’C:YFzDG]\ JWFZ[ DCtJ CMJFYL GFZL G[ WFlD”S l@IFVMDF\
;CFIS DFGJFDF\ VFJTL CTLP T[DH WFlD”S ZLT ZLJFH VG[ ;\:SFZMDF\ GFZLGL CFHZL
VlGJFI” DFGJFDF\ VFJTL CTLP J{lNS I]UDF\ 5tGL lJGFGF 5]Z]QG[ V5}6” U6JFDF\
VFJTM CTMP$ V[JL DFgITF 5|Rl,T CTL S[ 5tGLZlCT 5]Z]QGF ClJG[ N[JTFVM
:JLSFZTF GCLP T[DH 5lT :JU”5|F%TL DF8[ I7 SZLG[ V[S,M :JU”DF\ H. XSTM GCL
DF8[ T[6[ I7DF\ 5tGLG[ ;FY[ ZFBJL 50TLP5 VFD WFlD”S SFIM”DF\ H[8,] DCtJ5lTG]\
CT] T[8,]\ H DCtJ 5tGLG] 56 CT]P
;FDFgI ZLT[ 5lT 5tGL ;FY[ ZCLG[ I7 SZTF CTFP

V[JF S[8,FS pNFCZ6M K[P H[DF\

5lT 5tGL ;\I]ST ZLT[ N[JTFVMGL :T]lT SZTF HMJF D/[ K[P^
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:+LG[ I7DF\ lGD\l+T SZJFGM p(,[B K[P* IH]J”[N DF\ 5lTV[ 5tGLGL ;FY[ I7
SZJF 5|lT5FNG SZ[, K[P I7E}lDDF\ 5lTGM :JT\+ VlWSFZ CTMP( 5tGL ‹FZF I7GL
VG[S l@IFVM SZFJFDF\ VFJTL CTLP!) J{lNS I]UGF VFZ\EDF\ ;FDUFGG\] SFI” 56
5tGL H SZTL CTLP!! 5Z\T] 5FK/YL VF SFI” pN®UFTFVMG[ ;M5JFDF\ VFjI]\P
VFD J{lNS I]UDF\ GFZLG]\ DCtJ5}6” :YFG CT]P 5tGL lJGF I7 VW]ZM
DFGJFDF\ VFJTM 5tGL lJGFGM jIlST I7 SZL XSTM GYLP DF8[ EUJFG zL ZFD[
V`JD[W I7 SZTL JBT[ ;LTFGL ;]J 6”GL 5|lTDF D]SL CTLP!Z
< J{lNS ;DIDF\ GFZLGM ;d5lTDF\ VlWSFZ o<
J{lNS SF/DF\ 5tGLGL ;FDF_S l:YlT B]A H pgGT CTLP 5lT 5tGL ;\I]ST
~5YL SF{8]\lAS ;d5lTGF VlWSFZL CTFP S[8,LS ;\lCTFVMDF\ 5tGLG[ WZGL J:T]VMGL
:JFlDGL SCL K[P!# S[8,FS :Y/M 5Z TM :5q8 ZLT[ lJWJF :+LG[ WG VF5JFGL
JFT SZJFDF\ VFJL K[P!$ GFZL 5MTFGL ;d5lTDF\YL A|FÐ6MG[ NFG 56 SZL XSTL
CTLP!5 5Z\T] J{lNS I]UGF VgTDF\ lCgN] GFZLGF WGGF S[8,FS VlWSFZM ,]%T YJF
,FuIFP
< lX16DF\ GFZLG]\ IMUNFG o<
kuJ[N V[ ;\;FZGM ;F{YL 5|FRLG U|\Y K[P VF U|\YGF VG]XL,GYL V[ HF6JF
D/[ K[P S[ J{lNS SF/DF\ :+LVM prR lX16 5|F%T SZJF DF8[ :JT\+ CTLP T[
J[NFwIIG SZL XSTL TYF SlJTF JU[Z[GL ZRGF SZL XSTLP kuJ[NGF S[8,FS D\+MDF\
;tIFJLX A|Ð JFlNGL :+LVMGM GFDM(,[B K[P H[D S[ 5MTFGF U|\Y A’CN®N[JTFDF\
Dg+2q8F GFZLVMGM GFDM(,[B SIM” K[P!^ kuJ[NGF VG[S ;]STMGL klQSFVM :+LVM
K[P NFPTP ;}IF” GFDGL klQSFV[ kuJ[NGF NXDF D\0,GF *5DF\ ;]STGM ;F1FtSFZ
SIM”P .g2F6LV[ kuJ[NDF\ N;DF D\0,GF !$5 ;]STGM ;F1FtSFZ SIM”P ,M5FD]2FV[
5MTFGF 5lT VU:tIGL ;FY[ ;}STGF NX”G SIF”P T[ p5ZF\T ZMDXF kuJ[NGF
!íZ&í& D\+ GL4 lJ`JJFZF 5íZ* D\+GL4 XRL !)í!5( D\+GL VG[ V5F,F
(í5( D\+GL klQSF K[P VF l;JFI pQF4 VlNlT4 lJx5,F4 l;STF<;5”ZF7L4
DDTF4 IDL4 pJXL”4 zwWF JU[Z[ GFZLVMV[ 56 7FG ;FWGFGF 1[+DF\ prR :YFG
5|F%T SI]” K[P
;F\bI7FGGF 5|JT”S Sl5,D]lGGL DFTF N[JC}lTV[ 5MTFGF 5]+ Sl5,D]lG
5F;[YL VwIFtD7FG D[/ jI] CT]P VG[ T[D GM VFzI ,.G[ DM1 D[/ jIMP!& VFYL
:5q8 YFI K[ S[ p5lGQN® SF/DF\ 56 :+LVM DF8[ DM1GF ‹FZ B](,F CTFP :+LVM
VFtD;F1FtSFZ DF8[ S[8,L ptS\l9T ZC[TL T[G]\ 5|DF6 D{+[ILGL VFtD7FGGL _7F;F
K[P VFtDTtJGF 7FGGL ;FD[ D{+[ILV[ 5MTFGF 5lT IF7J(SIGL ;d5lTG[ T]rK
DFGL K[P D{+[ILGL VFJL 5|A/ _7F;FG[ HM.G[ T[ I]UGF ;JM”rI TtJ7FGL
IF7J(SI VFNZ ;FY[ D{+[ILGL ;D:T TtJ7FGGL jIFbIF ;\E/FJJF T{IFZ Y.
UIFP!* VFGFYL VF56G[ HF6JF D/[ K[ S[ D{+[ILGL lJnF U|C6 SZJFGL XlST
S[8,L 5|A/ CTLP VF H ZLT[ DCFEFZT I]UGL ;],EF TYF ZFDFI6 SF/GL VF+[I L
5MT 5MTFGF I]UDF\ VwIFtD ;FWGFDF\ lJbIFT Y.P ZFHF HGSGL NFX”lGS ;EFDF\
UFUL”V[ IF7J(SIGL ;FD[ 5|`GM 5}KLG[ DM8F DM8F lJ†FGMG[ VFÈI”RlST SZL NLWF
CTFP VFD GFZLVMV[ :JT\+ ~5YL VwIFtD ;FWGFDF\ ;O/TF D[/ JL CTLP
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< ZFHGLlTDF\ GFZLVMG]\ IMUNFG o<
EFZTLI GFZLV[ _JGGL Sl9G 5lZl:YlTVMDF\ 56 5MTFGF ;FC; VG[
XF{I”GM 5lZRI ;DI;Z VF%IM K[P H[G[ EFZTGM .lTCF; SIFZ[I GCL E],L XS[P
I]† DF\ CFZLG[ WZ[ 5FKF VFJ[,F 5lTG[ DF8[ N]U”GF OF8S A\W SZFJJFJF/L EFZTLI
JLZF\UGF H CM. XS[P T[DH ;\S8DF\ 50[,F 5lTG[ RT]ZF.YL D]ST SZFJJFGL TFSFT
EFZTLI GFZLDF\ HMJF D/[ K[P J{lNS I]UDF\ GFZLVMG]\ ZFHGLlT lJQIS IMUNFGG]\ SM.
lJX[Q 5|DF6 D/T] GYLP 5Z\T ] YM0F W6F pNFCZ6M V[JF D/[ K[ S[ H[DF\ J{lNSI]U
;]WLGL ZFHlGTLDF\ GFZLVMGF S,F SF{X (IGM 5lZRI D/[ K[P
kuJ[NDF\ V[S V[JM p(,[B D/[ K[ S[ H[DF\ GFZL ;[GF TZO ;\S[T SZJFDF\
VFjIM K[P GD]lR GFDGF VGFI” ZFHFV[ .g2GL ;FD[ I]† SZJF DF8[ GFZLVMG[ X:+
WFZ6 SZFjIF CTFP!( VF 5|;\UYL HF6JF D/[ K[ S[ J{lNS I]UDF\ VGFI” ZFHIMDF\
GFZLVMGL 56 ;[GFDF\ EZTL SZJFDF\ VFJTL CTLP .g2V[ GFZL;[GFG[ VA/F;[GFGL
;\7F VF5L K[PZ) :+LVMG[ V:+ X:+ ;dAgWL TF,LD VF5JFDF\ VFJTL CTLP TYF
VFJxIOTF VG]; FZ 5MTFGF V[ 7FGGM 5|I MU 56 SZJFDF\ VFJTM CTM SIFZ[S
:+LVM 5]Z]Q MGL ;FY[ I]† DF\ 56 HM0FTL CTLP
kuJ[NDF\ VU:tIGF 5]ZMlCT B[,klQGL 5tGL lJx5,F 5MTFGF 5lT ;FY[
I]† DF\ HFI K[P tIF\ T[GL V[S HF\W T]8L HFI K[P H[G[ Vl`JGL S]DFZM 9LS SZ[ K[P
T[J] J6”G D/[ K[PZ! D]N®U ,FGL GFDGL :+LV[ 5MTFGF X+]V M ;FD[ ,0LG[ T[DGL V[S
CHFZ UFIM _TL ,LWL CTLPZZ J’+ F;]ZGL DFTF NG]\ 5MTFGF 5]+ GL ;FY[ I]† DF\ U.
CTLP VG[ .g2V[ T[G[ DFZL CTLP N[JF;]Z ;\U|FDDF\ .g2GL ;CFITF DF8[ I]† SZTL
JBT[ NXZYG[ 56 S{S[I LV[ ;CFITF SZL CTLP
VFD EFZTLI ZFHGLlTGM .lTCF; JLZF\UGFVMGL VDZ SCFGLVMYL VMT5|MT
K[P :+LVMGF DIF”NFXL,4 ST”jIlGq94 gIFIl5|I 4 VMH:JL4 T[H:JL VG[ XF{I”5}6 ”
_JG RlZ+M 5Z EFZTLI ;\:S’lTG[ ;NF UF{ZJ K[P :+LVMV[ DFTF4 AC[G S[ 5tGLGF
:J~5DF\ 5]Z]Q MGF ÎNIMG[ XF{I ”YL EZL NLWF K[P
J{lNS ;FlCtIG]\ VwIIG SZTF HF6JF D/[ K[ S[ 5|FRLG EFZTLI GFZLGF
AWF :J~5MDF\ V[S ;FltJSTF CTLP V[S ;F{dITF CTLP V[S lNjITF CTLP H[ ;DFHGF
DM8FEFUG[ lJE]lQT SZTL CTLP 5Z\T] N]oB ;FY[ SC[J] 50[ K[ S[ VFHGL S’l+D
;eITFV[ GFZLGF VF T5XL, :JEFJG[ DFIFDMlCT SZLG[ BZFA ZLT[ KLGJL ,LWM
K[P VYJF TM GFZLV[ ;\;FZGF AFÑ VFSQ”6 MYL 5|E FlJT Y. 5MTFGL HFTG[ BM.
NLWL K[P VFD TM EFZTLI ;DFHDF\ GFZLGF lJQIDF\ DCFZFH DG]V [ SÑ] K[ S[4
I+ GFI’:T] 5}hIT[ ZDgT[ T+ N[JTFo P
I+{TF:T] G 5}hIT[ ;JF’:+FO,Fo lS|IF PP
VFD VFHGL GFZL lX16GF ;JM”rR 1[+MDF\ VwIIG SZL ZCL K[P T[ lJ7FG1[+ DF\
SFI” SZL ZCL K[P TM J/L ;[GFDF\ EZTL YJF DF8[ T[ ;{gI lX16 56 D[/ J[ K[P
VwIFl5SF4 ZFHSLI SD”R FZL4 jIF5FZYL ,.G[ ;\;NLI1[+ ;]WL GFZLV[ 5MTFG]\ :YFG
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56 5MTFGFDF\ K[P KTF\ 56 N]oBGL JFT V[ K[ S[ VFW]lGS GFZL AF/lJJFC4
NC[H 5|YF4 V;DFGTF4 E|]6 CtIF4 lO(DMDF\ GFZLG]\ V\U 5|N X”G JU[Z[G [ ZMSL XSL GYL
VYJF VF AWFYL T[ ARL XSL GYLP
VFD KTF\ EFZTLI ;\: S’lTDF\ ;LTFG]\ XL,4 2F{5 NLGL tIFUEFJGF4 plD”, FGM tIFU4
UF\WFZLG]\ G[+ NFG ‹FZF VDZ A,LNFG4 ;TL ;FlJ+LGL V6GD T5:IF4 VG;]I FGL
XlST4 UFUL”G L lJ†TF4 ;], MRGFG]\ ,MRGNFG VG[ VZ]\WTLGL ;[J F5ZFI6TF VFH[
56 VGgI VFNX” U6FI K[P
5FN8L5
s!f
sZf
s#f
s$f
s5f
s&f
s*f
s(f
s)f
s!_f
s!!f
s!Zf
s!#f
s!$f

s!5f
s!&f
s!*f
s!(f
s!)f
sZ_f
sZ!f
sZZf
sZ#f

SgIF JFZIFJTL ;MD5lI :+]TF lJÛT F
V:T\ EZgtI\ A|J LlNgN|FI ;]GJ{ tJF FF kuJ[N (q)!q!
kuJ[N 5qZ(q!
ZFDFI6 Zq(*q!)
T:DFt5]Z]QFM HFIF\ lAtJF S't :GTZlDJFtDFG\ DgIT[ F ˜[T Z[ A|FCD6 !qZq5
V57LIM J{QF GM05tGLSo F XT5Y A|FCD6 5q!q&q!_
XT5Y A|FCD6v5qZq!q(
kuJ[NvZq#&q!
XT5Y A|CD6v Zq5q!q!!
XT5Y A|CD6v !_qZq#q!4 !$qZq!q#5
XT5Y A|CD6v !q)qZq!4 !q)qZq5vZ!vZ$
5tGL SD{J ˜T”0 + S'J ’lgT IN]NUFTFZo F XT5Y A|C D6 !$q#q!q#5
UMlE, :D'lT #q$_
T{lTZLI ;\lCTF &qZq!q!4 SF9S ;\lCTF Z$q(4 D{+ FI6L ;\lCTF #q*q)
.I\ GFZL 5lT,MS\ J'6 FGF lG5WT p5 tJ DtI" 5|[T D F
WD”5]ZF6DG]5 F,IgTL T:I{ 5|H F\ N|lJ6\ R[lC W[lC FF VYJ"J [N !(q#! T{lTZLI
VFZ^IS &q#q!
kuJ[N v !_q(5qZ)
A'C N[J TF v XF{GS v 5' 5#v5$ kuJ[N 5Z EFQI
EFUJT5]ZF6 v #q##q#_
A'C NFZ^IS p5lGQNv $q5q5
kuJ[N v 5q#_q)
kuJ[N v 5q#_q)
kuJ[N v !q!!Zq!_4 !q!!(q(
kuJ[N v!_q!_ZqZ
DG]QD'lT v #q5&
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u,MA, JMlD"\U o V[S ;D:IF v V[S 50SFZ
v 5|FP 0F"P NWLlR N[J5|;FN HMXL

sM.Com., Ph.D.f

5LP0LP5\0IF DlC,F SMD;" SM,[H4 3M0F;Z4 VDNFJFN

 5|:TFJGF
5|FYlDS lX1F6GL X~VFT YTF\ H C]\ VG[ TD[ —5IF"JZ6˜ lJQFIYL 5ZLlRT Y.V[ KLV[ VG[
tIFZYL H —5IF"JZ6˜ XaNGM VY" :5Q8 AGTM HFI K[P ;FDFgI XaNMDF\ NXF"JJ]\ CMI TM SCL XSFI
S[4 5IF"JZ6 V[8,[ VF56L RMTZO jIF%T CJF4 5F6L4 JG:5TL4 H\U,M4 5CF0M VG[ NZ[S 5|SFZGL
S]NZTL ;\;FWG S[ H[ DFGJ ÒJGG[ 5MQF[ K[ T[ ;D:T V[8,[ 5IF"JZ6P H[GF lJGF DFGJ ÒJG
;\ElJT H GYLP DF6; 5MTFGF Vl:TtJ DF8[ ;\5}6"56[ 5IF"JZ6 5Z lGE"Z K[P VF 5|FYlDS 5F9
VF56[ ;C] AF/56YL H HF6LV[ VG[ ;DÒV[ KLV[P 56 T[DKTF\ DG]QI VF 5IF"JZ6G[ G]S;FG
5CM\RF0L 5MTFGM H lJGFX GM\TZL ZæM K[ V[ 56 V[8,]\ H ;tI K[P
DFGJ ;Ò"T VF{nMlUS lJSF;GL ;FY[ T[6[ —5|N]QF6˜ H[JF lJ3FTS VG[ lJGFXS TtJG]\ 56 ;H"G
SI]"\ K[ S[ H[ 5IF"JZ6G[ VlTXI G]S;FG SZL Zæ]\ K[P DF6; SNFR V[ E],L UIM K[ S[4 5IF"JZ6GF
GFX äFZF V[ 5MTFGL H 3MZ BMNL ZæM K[P 5|N]QF6 V[ JFTFJZ6DF\ O[,FT]\ V[J]\ TtJ K[ S[ H[ ;DU|
JFTFJZ6DF\ Vl:YZTF4 D\NJF0 S[ VjIJ:YF O[,FJ[ K[ H[ ;LWL H .SM l;:8DG[ V;Z SZ[ K[P
5|N]QF6 V[ ZF;FIl6S 5NFY"4 3M\3F84 UZDL S[ 5|SFX H[JL pHF" JU[Z[ :J~5[ CM. XS[ K[P HIFZ[ VF
5|SFZGF TtJM T[GL lGIT DIF"NF SZTF\ JWL HFI tIFZ[ T[ 5|N]QF6 AG[ K[P 5yYZ I]UDF\ DF6;[ 5|YD
JBT HIFZ[ VluG 5|U8FjIM tIFZYL H T[ 5IF"JZ6G[ V;Z SZL ZæM K[P 5|FRLG ;DIDF\
D[;M5M8[lDIF4 .lH%T4 EFZT4 RLG4 5;L"IF4 U|L; VG[ ZMD H[JL VFW]lGS ;\:S'lTVM äFZF ,MCI]UDF\
WFT] U/TZGF pt5FNG SZJFGL ;FY[ H 5|N]QF6DF\ JWFZM YJF ,FuIM CTMP WLD[ WLD[ JWL ZC[,L
J:TL VG[ pnMUMGF O[,FJFGF SFZ6[ T[GL VFH]AFH] lJS;L ZC[,L ;\:S'lTVM 5Z T[GL 36L DM8L
V;Z 50LP

 5|N]QF6o 5lZRI
5|N]QF6 V\U[ ;F{5|YD U|\Y —V[Z[lAS D[l0S, 8=L8L;˜ (ARABIC MEDICAL TREATISES)
,UEU ) DL YL !#DL ;NL NZdIFG T[ ;DIGF 0MS8ZMV[ ,bIM CMJFG]\ DFGJFDF\ VFJ[ K[P VF
U|\YDF\ 5|N]QF6GF lJlJW lJQFIMG[ VFJZL ,[JFDF\ VFjIF CTF H[DS[4 CJFDF\ N]lQFTTF sAIR
CONTAMINATIONf4 5F6LDF\ N]lQFTTF sWATER CONTAMINATIONf4 HDLGDF\
N]lQFTTF sSOIL CONTAMINATIONf4 ;Ml,0 J[:8 sSOLID WASTEf4 5IF"JZ6LI
VFSFZ6L sENVIRONMENTAL ASSESSMENTSf JUZ[GL ;lD1FF SZJFDF\ VFJL CTLP
.\u,[g0GF lS\U V[0J0" 5C[,FV[ ,\0GDF\ !Z*ZDF\ NlZIF. SM,;FGF NCGG[ SFZ6[ O[,FTF W]DF0FG[
SFZ6[ VF 5|SFZGF SM,;FG]\ NCG SZJF 5Z 5|lTA\W OZDFjIM CTMP .P;P !(5(DF\ ,\0GGL 5|bIFT
GNL Y[d;DF\ U|[8 l:8\S sGREAT STINKf GL ;D:IF 5F6LGF 5|N]QF6G[ SFZ6[ pEL Y. CTL4 H[G[
SFZ6[ ,\0G U8Z jIJ:YFG]\ AF\WSFD X~ SZJ]\ 50I]\ CT]\P VF{nMlUS S|F\lT AFN JW]G[ JW] O[S8ZLVM
pEL Y. S[ H[DF\ SM,;F VG[ VgI VxDLHgI A/T6MGM p5IMU JWJFG[ 5ZL6FD[ JFI] 5|N]QF6G]\
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O[,F.P H[GL ,MSMG[ EIFGS V;ZM ;DHF. CTLP VF AFN ,\0GDF\ !)5ZDF\ AG[,L VF5l¿ U|[8
:DMU sGREAT SMOGf G[ SFZ6[ VMKFDF\ VMKF (___ ,MSMG]\ D'tI] YTF\ 5IF"JZ6G[ ,UTF
DM8F SFINFVM 30FIF H[DS[ !)5&GM CJF X]lâSZ6GM SFINM sCLEAN AIRf4 VJFH lGI\+6GM
SFINM sNOISE CONTROL ACTf4 X]â 5F6L SFINM sCLEAN WATER ACTf4 ZFQ8=LI
5IF"JZ6 5M,L;L SFINM sNATIONAL ENVIRONMENTAL POLICY ACTf JU[Z[
5;FZ SZL 5|N]QF6 TZO ,MSMG]\ wIFG NMI]"\ CT]\P ZLR[, SF;"GGL ;F.,g8 :5|L\U sSILENT
SPRINGf 5]:TS 5|l;â YTF\ H lJ`JGF lJSl;T N[XMV[ 0L0L8L sDDTfGF p5IMU 5Z 5|lTA\W
OZDFJL NLWMP
5ZDF6]

lJ7FGGF

lJSF;GL ;FYM ;FY lSZ6Mt;UL" N]lQFTTF sRADIOACTIVE
CONTAMINATIONf GM bIF, 56 lJS:IMP N]lGIF CJ[ ;DHJF ,FUL CTL S[ VF lSZ6Mt;UL"
lSZ6M CHFZM JQFM" ;]WL S. ZLT[ T[GL 5|F63FTS V;Z SZ[ K[P J<0"JMR .g:8L8I]8
sWORLDWATCH INSTITUTEf äFZF ,[S SZFR[I sLAKE KARACHAYfG[ lJ`JG]\
;F{YL 5|N]lQFT :Y/ HFC[Z SZJFDF\ VFjI]\P T[D KTF\ J{l`JS N[XMV[ 5ZDF6]\ X:+MG]\ 5lZ1F6 SZJFG]\
X~ H ZFbI]\P lSZ6Mt;U" sRADIOACTIVITYf 5ZDF6]\ pHF" sNUCLEAR POWERf ;FY[
;\S/FI[,]\ K[P lSZ6Mt;U"GL DFGJ VFZMuIG[ YTL V;ZGL U\ELZTFG[ wIFGDF\ ,. VF 5|SFZGF
5|IMUM 5Z 5|lTA\W D]SJFDF\ VFjIMP VF\TZZFQ8=LI :TZ[ lA|8GL sBRITTANYf GF NlZIFlSGFZ[
!)*(DF\ VDMSM SF0Lh sAMOCO CADIZf VM., 8[gSZ EF\UL HJF H[JL VG[ !)($DF\
EM5F, N]3"8GF sBHOPAL DISASTERf H[JL 38GFVMV[ ,MSMG]\ wIFG B[rI]\P CF,DF\ H[ 5|N]QF6
O[,F. Zæ]\ K[ T[DF\ ;TT JWL ZC[,]\ VMU["GLS 5|N]QF6 sPERSISTENT ORGANIC
POLLUTANTf D]bI K[P J{l`JS 5|N]QF6GF D/L ZC[,F 5]ZFJF VG[ ,MSMG[ VF5JFDF\ VFJTL
DFlClTG[ SFZ6[ 5IF"JZ6JFN sENVIRONMENTALISMf VG[ 5IF"JZ6 h]\A[XM
sENVIRONMENTAL MOVEMENTf X~ Y. K[ S[ H[ DF6;G[ —5IF"JZ6 ARFJ˜ VG[ —
5IF"JZ6 ;\Z1F6˜ TZO ,. HJF OZH 5F0L XS[P

 5|N]QF6GF 5|SFZM
5|N]QF6GF DCtJGF 5|SFZM GLR[ D]HA ZH] SZL XSFIo
 JFI] 5|N]QF6o






H[ JFCGM äFZF4 pnMUvO[S8ZLVM äFZF O[,FI K[P JFI] 5|N]QF6DF\ H[ U[; CMI
K[ T[DF\ SFA"G DMGMS;F.04 ;<OZ 0FIMS;F.04 S,MZMO<I]ZMSFA"G4 ;LV[O;L
VG[ GF.8=MHG DMGMS;F.0 CMI K[P ;}I"5|SFXDF\ CF.0=MSFA"G VG[ GF.8=MHG
VMS;F.0 E/[ K[ tIFZ[ OM8M S[lDS, VMhMG VG[ W]dD; ;HF"I K[P
5F6L 5|N]QF6o pnMUvO[S8ZLVM äFZF GNLvGF/FvNlZIFDF\ O[\SFTF N]lQFT VG[ S[DLS, I]ST
5F6LG[ SFZ6[ O[,FI K[P VF 5|SFZG]\ 5F6L E}UE" H/G[ 56 5|N]lQFT SZ[ K[P
HDLG AUF0o pnMUvO[S8ZL äFZF CF.0=MSFA"G4 EFZ[ WFT]VM4 ClA";F.04 H\T]GFXS NJFVM
JU[Z[ KM0JFDF\ VFJ[ T[G[ 5lZ6FD[ HDLG AUF0 YFI K[P
lSZ6Mt;UL" 5|N]QF6o V6] EF{lTSXF:+GF lJSF; ;FY[ 5ZDF6]\ pHF" pt5FNG TYF 5ZDF6]\
X:+MG]\ pt5FNGv;\XMWG SZJFYL VF 5|SFZG]\ 5|N]QF6 O[,FI K[P
VJFHG]\ 5|N]QF6o DM8FEFU[ Z:TF 5ZGF 8=FlOS4 V[ZS|FO8GM VJFH4 O[S8ZLGM VJFH VG[ JW]
1FDTFGF ;MGFZ sSONARf TZ\UMGF SFZ6[ O[,FI K[P
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 5|SFXG]\ 5|N]QF6o JW] 50TF 5|SFX VG[ BUM/XF:+GL S[8,LS AFATMG[ SFZ6[ VF 5|N]QF6 O[,FI
K[P
 ¹xIG]\ 5|N]QF6o VUF;L 5ZYL 5;FZ YTL 5FJZ,F.G4 Z:TFVM4 AL,AM0"4 ,[g 0OMD"4 BF6SFD
JU[Z[GF SFZ6[ O[,FI K[P
 YD", 5|N]QF6o S]NZTL 5F6LDF\ DFGJLI 5|EFJG[ SFZ6[ TF5DFGDF\ O[ZOFZ YFI K[ H[D S[
5FJZ %,Fg8DF\ 9\0 S DF8[ 5F6LGM J5ZFX SZJFDF\ VFJ[ K[ tIFZ[ VF 5|SFZG]\
5|N]QF6 O[,FI K[P
A,[Sl:DY .g:8L8I]8 sBLACKSMITH INSTITUTEf äFZF NZ JQF[" lJ`JGF ;F{Y L JW]
5|N]lQFT N[X MGF GFDGL IFNL HFC[Z SZJFDF\ VFJ[ K[ H[ D]H A JQF" Z__*GL 8M5 8[G IFNLDF\
V{h ZA{HFG4 RLG4 EFZT4 5[~4 ZlXIF4 I]S|[G VG[ hF\lAIFGM ;DFJ[X YTM CTMP

 EFZTLI 5IF"JZ6o lJC\U FJ,MSG
kT] 5lZJT"G VG[ BFn VgG ;]Z1FF lJQFI 5Z IMHFI[, 5lZ;\J FNDF\ ZFlQ8=I V[S TF 5lZQFNGF
SgJLGZzL Z6l;\3 5ZDFZ[ ZH] SZ[, lRTFZ D]H APPPPPP
lJ`JGF ( 8SF H[8 ,L JG:5TL VG[ JgIÒJ ;'lQ8GL HFTM DF+ EFZTDF\ K[ V[8 ,[ S[4 ,UEU
$545__ HFTGL JG:5TLVM VG[ )!4___ H[8,L JgIÒJ ;'lQ8VMGL ;\5 l¿ EFZT 5F;[ K[P 5Z\T]
H/ VG[ JFI] ;\S8GF SFZ6[ ,UEU $45__ H[8 ,L JG:5lTGL HFTM VG[ !_4___ H[8 ,F JgIÒJ
;'lQ8GL HFTM ,]%T YJFGF VFZ[ K[P N[X GF U|FlD6 lH<,FVMDF\ DM8FEFUGF :Y/MV[ H/GF :+MTG]\
5]Go;\EZ6 U\ELZ ;D:IF AGL K[P WZTLDF\YL p5,aW H/DF\Y L JW]D F\ JW] *_ 8SF HyYM B[\R L
XSFI 5Z\T] VFH[ )_ 8SF HyYM B[\R JFDF\ VFjIM K[P G[X G, ZLDM8 ;[g;LgU V[Hg;LGF ;J["1F6
D]H A !P&& 8SF UF- H\U ,M ZæF K[P EFZTLI 5IF"J Z6 VG[ JG D\+ F,IGF Z__(GF JQF"GF\
VF\S0FVM D]HA !)(_ YL Z__( ;]WLGF ;DIUF/FDF\ !! ,FB C[S 8Z H\U ,MGL HDLG ptBGG
VG[ VF{nMlUS C[T]V M DF8[ TANL, Y. U. K[P $5 8SF H\U ,MGL HDLG J[ZFG AGL U. K[P 5FK,F
Z_ JQFM"DF\ D[NFGL lJ:TFZMDF\ 56 VlGI\l+T VF{nMlUSZ6 VG[ XC[ZLSZ6 Y. UI]\ K[P B[0]TM
VG[ B[T DH]ZMGL !! ,FB V[SZ HDLG VF{nMlUSZ6 DF8[ ;\5 FNG Y. K[P VF{nMlUSZ6G[ H
lJSF; TZLS[ DCtJ VF5JFGF 5lZ6FD[ SFA"G pt;H"G #P5 8SF YI]\ K[P lJ`JDF\ EFZT SFA"G
pt;H"G 1F[+ [ RMYF S|D [ VFJ[ K[P S'lQF1F[+ DF\Y L lJ:YFl5T YI[,F (_ 8SF ,MSM A[ZMHUFZLGM ;FDGM
SZL ZæF K[P

 U|LG CFp; U[; VG[ u,MA, JMlD"\U o 5ZLRI
OM8Ml;gY[l;; sPHOTOSYNTHESIS - ,L,L JG:5lTVMGF lJSF; DF8[GL 5|lS|IFf DF8[ H~ZL
SFA"G 0FIMS;F.0G[ 56 5|N]QF6 TZLS[ HMJFDF\ VFJ[ K[P SFZ6 S[4 JFTFJZ6DF\ T[G]\ JWT]\ 5|D F6
5'yJLGL VFAMCJFG[ V;Z SZ[ K[P YM0F ;DI 5C[,F VeIF; SZJFDF\ VFjIM S[4 JFTFJZ6DF\ SFA"G
0FIMS;F.0G]\ JWT]\ 5|D F6 ,F\AFUF/[ WLDL 56 U\ELZ ZLT[ NlZIF. 5F6LG]\ V[l;l08L ,[J , JWFZ[
K[ VG[ H[G[ SFZ6[ NlZIF. .SMl;:8DG[ V;Z YFI K[P
VF{nMlUS I]UGF 5|FZ\EYL VG]EJJFDF\ VFJ[,F JMlD"\U 5FK/ DFGJLI 5|J 'l¿VM H HJFANFZ K[
VG[ T[GF SFZ6[ JFTFZ6LI U|LG CFp; U[; DF\ JWFZM YIM K[P U|LG CFp;GL V;Z HM;[O OMZLIZ
sJOSEPH FOURIERf äFZF !(Z$DF\ XMWL SF-JFDF\ VFJL CTL VG[ !(5&DF\ ;F{5|Y DJFZ
HyYFA\W ZLT[ :JFg8[ V[ZC[GLI; sSVANTE ARRHENIUSf äFZF T5F; SZJFDF\ VFJL CTLP
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DFGJLI 5|J 'l¿VMDF\ ;DFlJQ8 V[J L OM;L, OI}V , sFOSSIL FUELf G[ AF/JFYL K[<,F Z_
JQFM"D F\ CO2 sSFA"G f DF\ VFXZ[ +6 U6M JWFZM YIM K[P
u,MA, JMlD"\U V[ Z_DL ;NLGF DwIDF\ VG[ T[GF V\NFlHT ;FTtIYL 5'yJLGL GÒSGL ;5F8LGL
CJF VG[ ;D]ãGF ;Z[ZFX TF5DFGDF\ YI[,M JWFZM K[P CJFDFG DM0[,GF V\NFH D]H A Z!DL ;NL
NZdIFG J{l`JS TF5DFGGL ;5F8LDF\ !P! YL &P$ ;[l<;I; H[8,M JWFZM YJFGL XSITF K[P H[GF
SFZ6[ VFS"l8S 38F0M sARCTIC SHRINKAGEf4 VFS"l8S lDY[G K}8M 50JM sARCTIC
MITHEN RELEASEf4 AZOXL,FVM VMU/JL sGLACIER RETREATf JU[Z [G F SFZ6[
;D]ãGF :TZDF\ JWFZM YX[P 8]\SDF\4 JFTFJZ6DF\ SFA"G 0FIMS;F.0GF JWTF 5|D F6GF SFZ6[
VFAMCJFDF\ YTF\ O[ZOFZMGF 5lZ6FD[ AZO VMU/X[ VG[ ;D]ãGF 5F6LGL ;5F8L p\R L HX[P H[GF
SFZ6[ VD]S GLRF6JF/F HDLGGF EFUM S[ VD]S XC[ZM ;NFI DF8[ NlZIFGF 5[8F/DF\ HX[ T[J M
V\NFH K[P
JQF" Z__(G[ K[<,F !5_ JQF"D F\ ;F{Y L UZD CMI T[J F N; JQF"D F\ ;DFJ[X SZJFDF\ VFjIM K[P ;\I]ST
ZFQ8=GL J<0" D[8=M,MhLS, VMU["GF.h[X G sUNWMOfGF H6FjIF D]HA !(5_GL ;F, AFNYL X~
SZJFDF\ VFJ[,F JFTFJZ6GF\ Z[SM0"D F\ Z__(GF\ JQF"G[ N; ;F{Y L UZD JQF"D F\ ;DFJ[X SZJFDF\
VFjIM K[P I]PV[G P0A<I]PV[D PVMPGF H6FjIF D]HA Z__( DF\ ;D]ãL VG[ HDLGGL ;5F8L 5Z CJFG]\
;\I]S T TF5DFG _P#! l0U|L ;[l<;I; Zæ]\ CT]\4 H[ !)&!v)_ GF\ ;Z[ZFX TF5DFG SZTF\ JWFZ[
CT]\P VG[ SNFR T[G[ SFZ6[ H EFZT4 5FlS:TFG4 lJI[TGFD ;lCT Nl1F6 V[lXIFDF\ EFZ[ JZ;FN
YIM CTMP H[D F\ EFZTDF\ 5}ZGF SFZ6[ Z&__ YL JW] ,MSMGF DMT YIF CTF VG[ V[S SZM0 ,MSM
A[3Z AgIF CTFP HIFZ[ Z__(DF\ dIFGDFZDF\ VFJ[,F GZUL; RS|J FTDF\ *( CHFZ ,MSM DFIF"
UIF CTF VG[ ,FBM ,MSM A[3Z AgIF CTFP TM Nl1F6 VD[lZSFDF\ 56 ;FDFgI SZTF\ EFZ[ JZ;FN
YIM CTMP
EFZTGF S[lgãI JG VG[ 5IF"J Z6 D\+ F,I äFZF SZJFDF\ VFJ[, V[S VwIIGDF\ B],F;M YIM K[ S[4
N[X GF 5}J L" T8GF GLR,F EFUM VFUFDL ;NL ;]WLDF\ 5F6LDF\ UZSFJ Y. HX[P 5'yJL 5Z JWTF\
TF5DFGG[ ,LW[ VFUFDL JQFM"D F\ p0L;FGF HUT5]Z VG[ S[gã5F0F4 VF\W|5 |N[X GF G{<,MZ TYF
TlD,GF0]D F\ GFUF5ÎLGD XC[Z ;D]ãDF\ 0}AL HX[P T[D H A\UF/GL BF0LDF\ V[S DL8Z H/:TZ
JWJFGL XSITF K[P VF ZL5M8" VG]; FZ VF ;NLGF DwI ;]WLDF\ EFZTLI p5DCFäL5YL
DCF;FUZLI lJ:TFZ JW] UZD YX[ VG[ TF5DFGDF\ !P5 YL Z l0U|L ;]WL TF5DFGDF\ J'lâ YX[P
HIFZ[ ;NLGF V\T ;]WLDF\ VF TF5DFG ZP# YL #P5 l0U|L ;[l<;I;GM JWFZM GM\WFX[P H[G[ 5lZ6FD[
T8LI 5|N[X MDF\ ;D]ãL TMOFGM JW] TLJ| AGX[P

 u,MA, JMlD"\U o p5FI
36F 5IF"J Z6LI H]Y M u,MA, JMlD"\U ;FD[ jIlSTUT 5U,FG[ 5|Mt;FCG VF5L ZæF K[P S[8 ,FS[
OM;L, OI]V , pt5FNG VG[ SFA"G 5|N]QF6 JrR[ ;LWM ;\A\W NXF"J LG[ lJ`JS1FFV[ OM;L, OI]V ,
pt5FNG 5Z SJM8F sQUOTAf G]\ ;}R G SI]"\ K[P HFgI]V FZL Z__5DF\ I]ZM5LIG I]lGIG[ T[GL
I]ZM5LIG I]lGIG V[lD;G 8=[0L\U :SLD ZH} SZL CTL4 H[ VG]; FZ U|LG CFp; U[; 5|N]QF6 8=[0L\U
IMHGF DFZOT[ S\5 GLVM ;ZSFZ ;FY[ D/LG[ 5MTFGF 5|N]QF6 5Z lGI\+ 6 D}SJF ;\D T YFI K[
VYJF T[D GL D\H}ZLVM V\TU"T SFD SZTF\ ,MSM 5F;[Y L S|[l08GL BZLNL SZ[ K[P VM:8=[,LIFV[
Z__(DF\ T[GL SFA"G 5M<I]X G ZL0SXG :SLDGL HFC[ZFT SZL CTLP I]GF.8[0 :8[8Ÿ; GF 5|D ]B AZFS
VMAFDFV[ HFC[ZFT SZL CTL S[ T[V M VY"T\+ VFWFlZT lGI\+ 6 VG[ J[5 FZ IMHGF ZH} SZX[P
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u,MA, JMlD"\UG[ GFYJF DF8[ !))*DF\ lJ`JGL 5|FYlDS VF\TlZS ;\lW DF8[ SIM8M 5|M8MSM,
sKYOTO PROTOCOLf DF8[ JF8F3F8M CFY WZF. CTLP VF 5|M8MSM, CF, J{l`JS :TZ[ !&_
SZTF\ JW] N[XM VG[ 55 YL JW] U[; 5|N]QF6MG[ VFJZL ,[ K[P 5Z\T] I]GF.8[0 :8[8; VG[ ShFB:TFG[
VF ;\lWGM :JLSFZ SIM" GYLP SFZ6 S[ I]GF.8[0 :8[8Ÿ; V{lTCFl;S ZLT[ U|LG CFp; U[; KM0GFZ
lJ`JGM ;F{YL DM8M N[X K[P NZ JQF[" JFTFJZ6DF\ $* VAH 8G SFA"G 0FIMS;F.0 KM0FI K[P
Z_Z_ ;]WLDF\ VF VF\S0M 5( VAH 8G 5|lT JQF" YJFGL XSITF K[P u,MA, JMlD"\UG[ A[ ;[l<;I;
;]WL ;LlDT ZFBJF DF8[ VF56[ Z_Z_ ;]WLDF\ SFA"G JFI]G]\ pt;H"G $$ VAH 8G ;]WL 38F0J]\
50X[P
u,MA, JMlD"\UGF lGZFSZ6 DF8[ J{l`JS N[XM ZFQ8=LI :TZ[ TM ;TT 5|ItGXL, K[ HP 56 T[D KTF\
V[S DT V[JM 56 K[ S[ VF ;D:IFGF lGZFSZ6 DF8[ jIlSTUT 5|ItGM JW] h05L VG[ ;FZ]
5lZ6FD ,FJL XS[P V[8,[ S[ NZ[S jIlST 5MTFGL 5IF"JZ6 TZOGL G{lTS OZHG[ ;DH[ VG[
jIlSTUT ZLT[ 5IF"JZ6 ;\Z1F6 DF8[ ;EFG AGL 5|ItGXL, AG[ TM SF/FDFYFGM DFGJL VF
;D:IF TZT H C, Y. XS[ T[D K[P VFXFJFNL lJ7FGLVM4 A]lâÒJLVM4 JCLJ8STF"VM SC[ K[ S[4
CÒ 56 SF\. DM0]\ YI]\ GYL4 DFGJL WFZ[ TM SFA"G 0FIMS;F.0GL ZF;FIl6S 5|lS|IFG[ 5,8FJL XS[
K[P N]lGIFEZGF J{7FlGSM ;[\S0M 5|IMUM SZL ZæF K[ 5Z\T] C]\ VG[ TD[ 56 jIlSTUT ZLT[ u,MA,
JMlD"\UGL AFNAFSL SZJFDF\ O}, GlC TM O},GL 5F\B0L IMUNFG H~Z VF5L XSLV[ KLV[P SFA"G
V[lDXG 5Z SF5 D]SJF DF8[ H~Z K[ TFtSFl,S GLR[ D]HA VD, SZJFGLPPPPPP
 JLH pt5FNG S[gãM ;F{YL JW] SFA"G U[; KM0[ K[P HM JLH J5ZFX 38F0JFDF\ VFJ[ TM VF5M
VF5 JLH pt5FNG 56 38X[ VG[ 5lZ6FD[ JLH pt5FNGYL GLS/TF SFA"G U[;DF\ 56
38F0M YX[P
 3ZDF\ VG[ VMOL;DF\ CF,DF\ VF56[ H[ lJH/LGM A<A JF5ZLV[ KLV[ T[GF AN,[ SMd5[S8
O,MZM;[g8 A<AGM p5IMU SZJFYL lJH/LGF lA,DF\ &_ 8SF 38F0M YX[ VG[ ;FYM;FY
lJH/LGL 56 ART YX[P
 3Z R6TL JBT[ H V[JL l0hF.G ZFBJL S[ S]NZTL CJFvpHF; 5]Z[5]ZL ZLT[ H/JF. ZC[P
T[GFYL 56 lJH/LGL H~Z VMKL 50X[P
 3ZDF\ ,F.8 V[0H:8L\U V[JL ZLT[ SZJ]\ S[ H[YL VMKL lJH/L J5ZFXYL 56 5}6" 5|SFX
D/L ZC[P
 XFSFCFZL AGJ]\ SFZ6 S[ DF\;GF pt5FNGDF\ VF9 U6L pHF" J5ZFI K[P
 S[ldA|H I]lGJl;"8LGM ;J[" SC[ K[ S[ V[S 8LvX8" V[S JQF"DF\ $_ JBT WMJFDF\ VFJ[ TM
JFTFJZ6DF\ $ lS,M SFA"G JW[ K[4 VF H 8LvX8" .SMvO[|g0,L DXLGDF\ WMJFYL )_ 8SF
SFA"G 0FIMS;F.0 AR[ K[P
 U8ZDF\ HTF\ TDFD 5|SFZGF H/G]\ ZL;FIS,L\U SZL ;OF. S[ VgI p5IMUDF\ ,. XSFIP
 V9JF0LIFDF\ V[S JBT 5MTFGL SFZ JF5ZJFGF AN,[ A;DF\ S[ 8=[GDF\ D];FOZL SZJLP
 .,[S8=LS p5SZ6 BZLNTL JBT[ T[GL lS\DTGL ;FYM;FY T[GM JLH J5ZFX 56 R[S SZJMP
 ALGH~ZL ,F.8 J5ZFX 8F/JMP H~Z G CMI T[ ~DDF\ ,F.8M A\W ZFBJLP
 8LPJLP4 JLP;LPVFZP4 SMd%I]8Z JU[Z[GM p5IMU G CMI T[JF ;DI[ T[G[ :8[g0AFI DM0 5Z
ZFBJFGF AN,[ :JLR VMO ZFBJFP
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 SFU/GM J5ZFX B]A H SZS;Z5}J"S SZJMP SFZ6 S[ V[S V\NFH D]HA V[S 8G SFU/GF
J5ZFXYL $$__ lS,M JM8 JLH/L4 #_4___ l,8Z 5F6L VG[ !) J'1FMGM BFTDM YFI
K[P
 5[S[Ò\UDF\ %,Fl:8S A[UGF AN,[ SFU/GL Y[,LGM J5ZFX H SZJMP SFZ6 S[ %,Fl:8SGL
SMY/LVM V[S CHFZ JQF" ;]WL DF8LGF ZHS6DF\ E/TL GYL VG[ 5IF"JZ6G[ EFZ[ G]S;FG
5CM\RF0[ K[P NZ JQF[" ,UEU 5F\R CHFZ VAH %,Fl:8S A[U J5ZFI K[P H[G[ SFZ6[ ;DU|
5'yJLG[ K JBT VFJZL ,[JFI V[8,M %,Fl:8S J[:8 VFH[ 9[Z 9[Z 5YZFI[,M K[ VG[ T[
AFIMl0U|[0[A, GYLP
 3ZGL VF;5F; JW]G[ JW] ,L,F hF05FG4 J'1FM VG[ KM0JFVM pK[ZJFP
 HF5FG H[JF N[X[ 5IF"JZ6G[ ARFJJF 5MTFGF JS"S<RZDF\ VFD], 5lZJT"G SI"\] K[P
HF5FGDF\ NZ[S VMlO;DF\ Z( l0U|L TF5DFG HF/JL SD"RFZLVMG[ ;}8vA]8v8F. 5C[ZJFG[
AN,[ ;FNF\ S50F\ 5C[ZJFGL K}8 VF5LG[ ;FT ,FB 8G SFA"G0FIMS;F.0G]\ 5|N]QF6
lGJFZJFGM 5|ItG SIM" CTMP
 JFCGGF\ 8FIZDF\ 5}ZTL CJF EZJFDF\ VFJ[ VG[ V[ZlO<8Z lGIlDT R[S SZJFYL UF0LGL
V[JZ[H !_ YL !5 8SF ;]WZ[ K[ H[YL A/T6DF\ ART YX[ VG[ SFA"G0FIMS;F.0
V[lDXGDF\ GM\W5F+ 38F0M YFI K[P
 8=FlOS l;uG, 5Z S[ VgI :Y/[ UF0L YMEFJTL JBT[ UF0LG]\ V[lgHG A\W SZL N[JFYL 56
DM8F 5|DF6DF\ A/T6GL ART Y. XS[ K[P

 p5;\CFZ
5|N]QF6 ARFJJFGF VFJF CHFZM GFGFvGFGF SLlDIFVM VF56[ ZMÒ\NF ÒJGDF\ V5GFJL XSLV[
KLV[P H[ 5IF"JZ6 HTG SZJFDF\ 36M DM8M OF/M VF5L XS[ K[P VFD4 C]\ VG[ TD[ 56 jIlSTUT
ZLT[ IMUNFG VF5LG[ u,MA, JMlD"\U ~5L ZF1F;GF D]BDF\YL 5'yJLG[ ARFJL XSLV[ KLV[P ,F\AL
DH,GL X~VFT C\D[XF GFGF 0U,FYL H YFI K[P TM RF,M VF56[ ;C] 5|lT7F ,.V[ S[4 VF56[ ;C]
;FY[ D/LG[ 5IF"JZ6G]\ HTG SZLX]\P

 ;\NE"o
o http://www.divyabhaskar.co.in/2008/02/13/0802131208_globle_warming.html ??? ???
o http://gujarati.webdunia.com/newsworld/news/international/0812/19/1081219009.htm
o http://gujarati.webdunia.com/newsworld/news/national/0810/16/1081016035_1.htm
o http://www.divyabhaskar.co.in/2009/12/05/091205003424_what_should_we_do_to_avoid_globa
l_warming_.html
o http://gujarati.economictimes.indiatimes.com/articleshow/5163365.cms
o http://gujaratio.ning.com/profiles/blogs/4520643:BlogPost:2307
o http://www.saurashtrasamachar.net/article/100113105412_winter_and_global_warming/75143
6.htm
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kµC (jÃlin) p\iY(mk SiLini (vwiY)<ai[n)
pyi<vrN jigZttini[ a¿yis
- p\i.Di<.(ht[S kgYri, p\i.(dn[S pT[l
a[s.D).S[q)yi ki[l[j ai[f a[jy&k[Sn, m&ºd^i-kµC. (j.kµC

siri>S :
pyi<vrN an[ minv Jvn a(Bºn C[. (dn-p\(t(dn pyi<vrN)y smAyiai[ minvJn
sim[ pDkir $p bn) rh) C[. (vwiY)< avAYiY) j ji[ pyi<vrN sBinti (vks[ ti[ aivi
pDkiri[ z)lvimi> mdd mL[. p\At&t a¿yismi> kµC (jÃlini Fi[.-7ni 172 (vwiY)<ai[ni[ (ndS<
le sv<[ krvimi> aiÄyi[ hti[. m[Lv[l mi(ht)n&> t-ksi[T) ¹viri pZYkkrN krvimi> aiÄy&> ht&>.
j[ni pr)Nimmi> k&miri[ krti> kºyiai[n) pyi<vrN sBinti vF& ji[vi mL) ht). k&l p\i¼ti>ki[mi>
(vAtir cln) ki[e asr ji[vi mL) n ht). pyi<vrN jigZ(tni GTki[ni s>dB<mi> (vAtirni
s>dB<mi> pN tfivt ji[vi mÇyi[ hti[. hvi p\d*PNni GTkmi> g\iÀy (vAtirni (vwiY)<ai[n)
pyi<vrN sBinti vF& ji[vi mL) ht). piN) an[ Ki[rik p\d*PNni GTkmi> kºyiaimi> vF&
sBinti ji[vi mL) ht). kµC (jÃlin) p\iY(mk SiLiai[mi> pyi<vrN jigZtti k[Lvvi k&miri[
miT[ an[ hvi p\d*PNni GTkmi> Sh[r) (vwiY)<ai[ miT[ (vS[P kiy<k|mi[ an[ p\v(Z _iai[ gi[qvvin)
j$r C[.
p\Ativni :
pyi<vrNn) asr minvJvn pr ci[kks Yiy C[. minvJvnni[ (vkis pyi<vrNn[
ai(Fn hi[y C[. pyi<vrN a[Tl[ Si(¾dk aY<mi> ji[ea[ ti[ p(r + aivrN = cir[ bij&Y) G[rv&>.
(vÅvmi> Xin an[ (vXinn) (x(tji[ zDpY) (vAtrN pim) C[. pr>t& t[ kyi>k pyi<vrNni Bi[g[
ji[vi mL[ C[. si]Y) mi[T) asr minv Jvn pr Ye C[. simiºy r)t[ pyi<vrNmi> hvi, piN),
jm)n, avij an[ Ki[rik pr Yt) asri[ ji[vi mL[ C[. ji[ aipN[ Yi[Di sjig bn) S&> ti[
pyi<vrNmi> j[ n&kSin Ye rH&> C[ t[n[ aTkivvimi> mdd$p ci]kks Ye Sk)S&> . pyi<vrN
sjigti k[Lvvi miT[ dr[k miNs[ p\yRn krvi[ pDS[ sir& pyi<vrN minv Jvnn[ t>d&rAt
AviAYy an[ (vkismi> mdd$p Yiy C[.
(vXin Y) pg(t ci[kks Ye C[ pr>t&> kyi>k pyi<vrNni[ Bi[g l[viyi[ C[. pyi<vrNn[
s&Firvi miT[ aipN[ SiLi(ky kiy<k|mi[ k[ SiLini biLki[mi> pyi<vrN jigZtti k[Lvv) pDS[.
t[Y) pyi<vrNni GTki[ hvi p\d*PN, avij p\d*PN, jm)n p\d*PN an[ Ki[rik p\d*PN vg[r[n)
biLki[mi> k[vi p\kirn) jigZtti C[ t[ ai a¿yisY) jiNvini[ p\yRn krvimi> aiÄyi[ C[.
s>kÃpni :
p\At&t a¿yismi> kµC (jÃlini (vwiY)<ai[n) pyi<vrN jigZtti jiNvin) hi[viY)
sv<[xN p¹F(tni[ upyi[g krvimi> aiÄyi[ hti[. pyi<vrN a>g[n) s>kÃpni ApOT krti> pyi<vrN
(vdi[ jNiv[ C[ :
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“The Environment in which we live consist The Four Major Elements
Land, water, Air and Living organisms.”
- N.C.E.R.T.
“pyi<vrN a[ bF) j biH p(r(AYtai[ an[ p\(tBivi[ni[ srviLi[ C[. j[ p\iN)ai[ni Jvn
an[ (vkisn[ p\Biv)t kr[ C[.”
p).(jAb<T
pZ¸v)ni smAt Bi](tk GTki[ pyi<vrNni p\(t(n(F C[. ai pyi<vrNn[ p\Bi(vt krvimi>
minv a[k mh_vp*N< GTk C[.
pyi<vrN : pyi<vrN a[Tl[ minvs(ht tmim Jvi[ j[ni upr aiFir riK[ C[. t[v) s>p*N<
k&drt) p\(k|yin[ pyi<vrN tr)k[ ai[LKvimi> aiv[ C[.
jigZtti : ki[e pN bibt a>g[ Binhi[v&>, ki[e pN p(r(AY(t a>g[ sjig rh[v&>, mi(ht),
vik[fhi[v&>, jiNkir), sivFin).
pyi<vrN jigZtti : p\AtZt a¿yismi> pyi<vrN jigZttin[ kµC (jÃlin) p\iY(mk
SiLiai[mi> a¿yis krti> Fi[rN-7ni (vwiY)<ai[n) pyi<vrN jigZtti ksi[T)mi> p\i¼t kr[l
p\i¼ti>ki[ni s>dB<mi> l)F[l C[.
p*v<[ Yy[li s>Si[Fni[ni[ a¿yis :
1. Kaur, (2012) :
Occupational Aspirations of Senior Secondary School Students in
Relation to Their Home Environment.
Objectives : To Study The Occupational Aspirations of Senior Secondary
School Students in Relation to Their Home Environment.
Sample : The Present Study Comprised of 200 Senior Secondary School
Students of U. T. Chandigarh.
Tools : Occupational Aspiration Scale & Home Environment Inventory.
Results : government and Private Schools Students Do Not Differ on
These Areas of Occupational Aspirations Significantly. Government and
Private Schools Differ on Some Areas of Home Environment.
2. qiki[r, b).a[l. {2009} :
stlisNi til&kin) mi¹y(mk SiLiai[mi> a¿yis krti> (vwiY)<ai[n) ³li[blvi[(m<>g a>g[n)
sBintini[ a¿yis.
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h[t& : stlisNi til&kin) mi¹y(mk SiLiai[mi> a¿yis krti> (vwiY)<ai[n) ji(t, (vAtir
an[ Fi[rNni s>dB<mi> ³li[blvi[(m<>g a>g[n) sBintini[ a¿yis krvi[.
(ndS< : 300 (vwiY)<ai[n) ps>dg) sh[t&k r)t[ kr) ht).
upkrN : Av- r(ct p\Ånivl).
a>kSià)y p\y&(kt : k|i(ºtk g&Ni[_ir Si[Fvimi> aiÄyi[ hti[.
tirN : ji(t an[ (vAtirni s>dB<mi> ki[e tfivt ji[vi mÄyi[ nY) jyir[ Fi[rNni s>dB<mi>
tfivt ji[vi mÄyi[ hti[.
1. pT[l, v).a[m. {1995} :
kµC (jÃlin) mi¹y(mk SiLiai[mi> a¿yis krti> (vwiY)<ai[n) pyi<vrN sBintini[
a¿yis
h[t& : mi¹y(mk SiLiai[ni (vwiY)<ai[n) ji(t an[ (vAtirni s>dB<mi> pyi<vrN sBinti
jiNv).
(ndS< : Fi[rN -10ni 120 k&miri[ an[ 110 kºyi a[m k&l 230 (vwiY)<ai[n) Atr)kZt
p\is>(gk (ndS< p¹F(tY) ps>dg) krvimi> aiv) ht).
upkrN : Av-r(ct pyi<vrN sBinti ksi[T) rc) k|i(ºtk g&Ni[_ir Si[Fvimi> aiÄyi[ hti[.
tirN : k&miri[ krti> kºyiai[n) pyi<vrN sBinti vF& C[ t[mj Sh[r) (vwiY)<ai[n)
pyi<vrN sBinti vF& C[.
2. r)Jyi[nl ki[l[j ai[f a[jy&k[Sn – Bi[pil {1981} :
A Study of The Enviromental Awareness Among Children Of Rural And
Urban School And non-Formal Education Centres.
h[t& : g\iÀy an[ Sh[r) (vwiY)<ai[ni pyi<vrNni GTki[n) jigZt) an[ Xinni[ a¿yis.
(ndS< : Fi[rN-4ni 115 (vwiY)<ai[ sh[t&k (ndS< ps>dg)n) p¹F(tY) ps>d kyi< hti.
upkrN : pyi<vrN p\Ånivl), a>kSià)y p\y&(kt : T)–ksi[T)
tirN : g\iÀy an[ Sh[r) (vwiY)<ai[ni pyi<vrN sBintimi> siY<k tfivt jNiyi[. j[mi>
g\iÀy (vwiY)<ai[n) pyi<vrN sBinti U>c) ht).
upr dSi<Äyi p\miN[ni a¿yis s>b>(Ft s>dB< si(hRy an[ p*v< Yy[li s>Si[Fni[ni[
a¿yis kyi<[ hti[.
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p\At&t a¿yisni h[t&ai[ :
1. kµC (jÃlin) p\iY(mk SiLini (vwiY)<ai[n) pyi<vrN jigZttini[ a¿yis krvi[.
2. kµC (jÃlin) p\iY(mk SiLini (vwiY)<ai[n) pyi<vrN jigZttini[ a¿yis ji(t
an[ (vAtirni s>dB<mi> krvi[.
3. kµC (jÃlin) p\iY(mk SiLini (vwiY)<ai[n) pyi<vrN jigZttini[ a¿yis (v(vF
GTki[ni s>dB<mi> krvi[.
s>Si[Fn yi[jni :
Äyip-(vÅv : g&jrit rijyni[ kµC (jÃli[ p\At&t a¿yin&> Äyip-(vÅv bn[ C[.
(ndS< :
p\At&t a¿yismi> mi>Dv), B*j an[ an[ nK#iiNi til&kini Fi[rN-7mi> vP< 2012mi>
a¿yis krti> 172 (vwiY)<ai[n[ (ndS< tr)k[ l[vimi> aiÄyi hti. SiLiai[n) ps>dg) sh[t&k
jyir[ (vwiY)<ai[n) ps>dg) yiØ(µCk r)t[ krvimi> aiv) ht). j[mi> k&miri[ - kºyiai[
t[mj g\iÀy - Sh[r) (vwiY)<ai[ ps>d krvimi> aiÄyi hti.
upkrN :
p\At&t a¿yismi> upkrN tr)k[ Di<. si[nl v). Bivsir rc)t p\mi(Nt ksi[T)
“p\iY(mk SiLini (vwiY)<ai[ miT[n) pyi<vrN jigZ(t ksi[T)”ni[ upyi[g krvimi> aiÄyi[
hti[. upyi[gmi> l)F[l ksi[T)n) (vÅvsn)yti pi>c r)t[ Si[Fvimi> aiv) ht). j[mi> 1.ksi[T)
p&n:ksi[T) 0.774, 2.aF< (vµC[dn p¹F(t 0.92, 3.$li[n s*#i 0.979, 4. fl[ngn s*#i
0.956 5. ti(k<k sminti p¹F(t 0.748 ai>k mÄyi[ hti[. yYiY<ti #iN p¹F(tY) Si[Fvimi>
aiv) ht). j[mi> aivy(vk yYiY<ti, ai>t(rk s&s>gtti, mind>D yYiY<ti an[ mini>k
p\AYipn pN krvimi> aiÄy& ht&>.
a>kSià)y p\y&(kt :
p\At&t a¿yis s>b>(Ft mi(ht)n&> a>kSià)y pZYkkrN krvi t - ksi[T)ni[ upyi[g
krvimi> aiÄyi[ hti[.
p(rNim :p\At&t a¿yisni p(rNimi[n) ckisN) krvi p\yi[jk[ n)c[n) S*ºy uRkÃpniai[n)
ckisN) kr) ht).
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k|m

uRkÃpni

t -m*Ãy

1

kµC (jÃlin) p\iY(mk SiLini (vwiY)<ai[ni
pyi<vrN jigZttini[ k&l p\i¼ti>ki[mi> ji(tn)
Ø(OTa[ siY<k tfivt nh)> hi[y.
kµC (jÃlin) p\iY(mk SiLini (vwiY)<ai[ni
pyi<vrN jigZttini[ k&l p\i¼ti>ki[mi>
(vAtirn) Ø(OTa[ siY<k tfivt nh)> hi[y.
kµC (jÃlin) p\iY(mk SiLini (vwiY)<ai[ni
hvi p\d*PN a>g[ni p\i¼ti>ki[mi> ji(tn)
Ø(OTa[ siY<k tfivt nh)> hi[y.
kµC (jÃlin) p\iY(mk SiLini (vwiY)<ai[ni
hvi p\d*PN a>g[ni p\i¼ti>ki[mi> (vAtirn)
Ø(OTa[ siY<k tfivt nh)> hi[y.
kµC (jÃlin) p\iY(mk SiLini (vwiY)<ai[ni
avij p\d*PN a>g[ni p\i¼ti>ki[mi> ji(tn)
Ø(OTa[ siY<k tfivt nh)> hi[y.
kµC (jÃlin) p\iY(mk SiLini (vwiY)<ai[ni
avijni p\d*PN a>g[ni p\i¼ti>ki[mi> (vAtirn)
Ø(OTa[ siY<k tfivt nh)> hi[y.
kµC (jÃlin) p\iY(mk SiLini (vwiY)<ai[ni
piN) p\d*PN a>g[ni p\i¼ti>ki[mi> ji(tn)
Ø(OTa[ siY<k tfivt nh)> hi[y.
kµC (jÃlin) p\iY(mk SiLini (vwiY)<ai[ni
piN)ni p\d*PN a>g[ni p\i¼ti>ki[mi> (vAtirn)
Ø(OTa[ siY<k tfivt nh)> hi[y.
kµC (jÃlin) p\iY(mk SiLini (vwiY)<ai[ni
jm)nni p\d*PN a>g[ni p\i¼ti>ki[mi> ji(tn)
Ø(OTa[ siY<k tfivt nh)> hi[y.
kµC (jÃlin) p\iY(mk SiLini (vwiY)<ai[ni
jm)nni p\d*PN a>g[ni p\i¼ti>ki[mi> (vAtirn)
Ø(OTa[ siY<k tfivt nh)> hi[y.
kµC (jÃlin) p\iY(mk SiLini (vwiY)<ai[ni
Ki[rikni p\d*PN a>g[ni p\i¼ti>ki[mi> ji(tn)
Ø(OTa[ siY<k tfivt nh)> hi[y.
kµC (jÃlin) p\iY(mk SiLini (vwiY)<ai[ni
Ki[rikni p\d*PN a>g[ni p\i¼ti>ki[mi> (vAtirn)
Ø(OTa[ siY<k tfivt nh)> hi[y.

2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12

2.27

siY<kti
kxi
0.05

Av)kir /
aAv)kir
aAv)kir
Yiy C[.

0.65

N.S

aAv)kir
Yti[ nY).

1.78

N.S

aAv)kir
Yti[ nY).

1.97

0.05

aAv)kir
Yiy C[.

1.86

N.S

aAv)kir
Yti[ nY).

0.64

N.S

aAv)kir
Yti[ nY).

1.99

0.05

aAv)kir
Yiy C[.

0.45

N.S

aAv)kir
Yti[ nY).

1.06

N.S

aAv)kir
Yti[ nY).

1.42

N.S

aAv)kir
Yti[ nY).

2.21

0.05

aAv)kir
Yiy C[.

0.83

N.S

aAv)kir
Yti[ nY).

tirNi[ :
kµC (jÃlin) p\iY(mk SiLini (vwiY)<ai[ni pyi<vrN jigZttini[ k&l p\i¼ti>ki[mi>
ji(tn) Ø(OTa[ siY<k tfivt ji[vi mL[l C[ j[mi> k&miri[ krti> kºyiai[n) pyi<vrN
jigZtti vFir[ ji[vi mL) ht).
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(vAtirn) Ø(OTa[ siY<k tfivt ji[vi mÇyi n hti[. pr>t& hvi p\d*PN GTkni
p\i¼ti>ki[mi> (vAtirn) Ø(OTa[ siY<k tfivt ji[vi mÇyi[ hti[. j[mi> g\iÀy (vAtirni
(vwiY)<ai[n) hvi p\d*PN a>g[n) jigZtti vF& ji[vi mL) ht).
piN) an[ Ki[rik p\d*PNni GTkni p\i¼ti>ki[mi> ji(tn) Ø(OTa[ tfivt ji[vi mÇyi[ hti[.
j[mi> kºyiai[mi> jigZtti vF& ji[vi mL) ht).
S]x(Nk (nOkP< :
kµC (jÃlin) p\iY(mk SiLini k&mir (vwiY)<ai[mi> pyi<vrN jigZ(t livvini sFn
kiy<k|mi[ krvin) j$r C[. g\iÀy an[ Sh[r) (vAtirni (vwiY)<ai[ miT[ pyi<vrN jigZ(t a>g[ni
sminkiy<k|mi[ t]yir kr) Skiy. pyi<vrN jigZ(tni kiy<k|mi[ an[ p\vZ(_iai[ni aiyi[jnmi>
GTki[ p\miN[ kiy<k|mi[ gi[qvvi.
s>dB<s*(c:
1. Best, j.w.(1912). Research In Education (Edi.) New Delhi : Prentice
Hall of India Private Limited.
2. Bhandarkar,K.M.(2012). The CTE National Journal. Bhopal : VolumeX.No.1, Jan.-June, 2012
3. ap\At&t, lG&Si[F (nb>F {1995}. kµC (jÃlin) mi¹y(mk SiLiai[mi> a¿yis krti>
(vwiY)<ai[n) pyi<vrN sBintini[ a¿yis . amdivid : g&jrit y&(nv(s<T)
4. qiki[r, Brt a[l. {2009}. stlisNi til&kin) mi¹y(mk SiLiai[mi> a¿yis krti>
(vwiY)<ai[n) gli[bl vi[(m<>g a>g[n) sBintini[ a¿yis. lG&Si[F (nb>F; piTN :
h[mc>d^iciy< u_ir g&jrit y&(nv(s<T)
5. pT[l, v).a[m. {1997}. amdivid Ày&(n(spl ki[pi[<r[Sn s>ci(lt p\iY(mk SiLini
Fi[rN-4mi> a¿yis krti> (vwiY)<ai[n) pyi<vrN (vPyn) lG&_im a¹yyn xmtin)
ckisN) krv). lG&Si[F (nb>F ; amdivid : g&jrit y&(nv(s<T)
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b).a[D` .ni p\(SxNiY)<ai[ ni eºTn<S)p kiy<k|m
a>g[ni vlNi[ni[ a¿yis
- p\ i. Di<.k]liS a[ n.ni>Qi, p\i. Di<.(dpk air.p>Dyi
a[s.D).S[ q)yi ki[l[j ai[ f a[ jy& k[S n, m&ºd^ i-kµC. (j.kµC

s>S i[Fn siri>S :
b).a[D` .kiy<k |mmi> p\i yi[ (gk kiy< a[ ãdy smin C[ . ai a¿yisni Big$p[
p\ (SxNiY)<a i[ miT[ eºTn<S )p ky<k |m hiY Frvimi> aiv[ C[. j[mi> p\(SNiY)<ai[n[ p\iyi[(gk til)m
p* r) piDvimi> aiv[ C[. p\ At& t a¿yismi> til)miY)<ai[ni eºTn<S)p kiy<k |m a>g[ni vlNi>k i[
ckisvimi> aiÄyi C[. p\yi[jk[ sv< xN p¹F(tni[ upyi[ g kyi[< hti[. mi(ht) a[k#i)t krvi
Di<.nvn)t a[m . jyAvil r(ct p>c(b>d& vlN mipd>D ni[ upyi[ g krvimi> aiÄyi[ C[ . j[ mi> k&l
30 (vwini[ hti. kµC (jÃlin) a[k mi#i g\iºT-en-a[D ` b).a[ D`. ki[l[jni vP< 2011mi> a¿yis
krti> 80 p\ (SxNiY)<a i[n) z*mKi (ndS< p¹F(tY) ps>d g) krvimi> aiv) ht). T)-ksi[T)ni[
upyi[ g kr) uRkÃpniai[n) ckisN) krvimi> aiv) ht). j[mi> p\ (SxNiY)<a i[ni eºT<nS)p
kiy<k| m p\R y[ ni sr[riS vlNi> ki[ pr ji(tn) t[ mj t[ mn) eºT<nS)p kiy<k |mni (vAtirn) ki[e
asr ji[vi mL) nY). b).a[D `. ki[l[jni til)miY)<a i[n) eºT<nS)pni kiy<k|mni aiyi[ jnmi>
ji(t t[mj t[mn) ki[l[jni[ (vAtir asr krti[ n hi[viY) s>k (lt r)t[ aiyi[j n kr) Skiy.
p\ Ativni :
b).a[D` .ni a[k vP<ni (n(Vt a¿yisk|m smy giLi dr(myin til)miY)<a i[a[
si]¹Fi>(tk pxn) jiNkir)n) siY[ siY[ p\iyi[(gk pxn) pN jiNkir) m[Lvv) j$r) hi[y C[ .
a[ m kh)a[ k[ til)m) ki[l[j hi[ vin[ nit[ si] ¹Fi>(tk pxn) ap[ xi p\iyi[(gk pxn[ vF& p\ iFiºy
apiy C[ ti[ pN a(tSyi[(kt nY).
vg< K>Dni (SxNni m&²y #iN aiyim hi[y C[. 1. S&> BNivv&> ? 2. Si miT[ BNivv& >? 3.
k[v) r)t[ BNivv& > ? til)m) ki[ l[ji[ ai k[v) r)t[ BNivv&> aiyim pr vF& zi[ k aip[ C[. (Sxk
pxni Xinin&Bvn[ k[Tl) srLtiY) (vwiY)< px s&F) phi[>ciD) Skiy C[, t[mi> j smg\
(SxNkiy<n) fl~Z(t C[. aim, p\iyi[(gk px a>t g<t til)miY)<a[ an[k p\ yi[ gin&>B v
m[Lvvini hi[ y C[. t[ mi>ni[ a[ k an&B v a[Tl[ mYk[_ir kiy< k|m { eºTn< S)p }
NCTE Úiri (Sxki[ miT[n) til)m) s>A Yiai[mi eºTn<S )p kiy< k|m amlmi> m* kiyi[ C[ .
p\ (SxNiY) j[ si]¹Fi>(tk Xin m[ Lv[ C[ t[n[ an& Bvn) a[ rN upr ckisvi miT[ n>& u_im mi¹ym
eºTn<S )p bn) rh[ C[. ai kiy< k|mn[ l)F[ p\( SxNiY)<mi> pi[tini Äyvsiyn[ lgt) viAt(vk
p(r(AY(tn&> Xin Yiy C[. an[ kiy< ki]SÃy (vks[ C[ .
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s>k Ãpni :
eºTn<S )p kiy< k|mn) s>kÃpniai[ ai p\miN[ aip) Skiy.
p\ (SxNiY)< pi[tin) Äyivsi(yk frji[ an[ jvibdir)ai[ s>ti[ Pkirk r)t[ bjiv)
Sk[ t[ miT[n) j$r) an[ a(nviy< xmtiai[, s*z-ki]S Ãyi[ an[ aiRm(vÅvis p\i¼t krvi
miT[ viAt(vk p(r(AY(tmi> t[n[ pyi<¼t nkkr an& Bvi[ aipvi miT[n) ÄyvAYi a[Tl[
eºTn<S )p.
eºTn<S )p kiy<k|m a>g[ni vlNn) Äyvhi(rk Äyi²yi :
p\ At& t s>Si[Fnmi> b).a[D` .p\(SxNiY)<a i[a[ eºTn<S)p kiy<k |m a>g [ni vlN mipd>D
pr m[Lv[li p\ i¼ti>ki[n[ ah)> eºTn<S)p a>g [ni vlN tr)k[ l)F[l C[.
ki[ e pN kiy<n) sfLtini[ aiFir t[ kiyi[ <mi> diKv[l) rs,r&(c an[ vlN pr C[.
til)m) s>AYiai[ ¹viri hiY Friti p\iyi[(gkkiy<mi> p\( SxNiY)< ji[ hkiriRmk vlN riK)
ji[ Diy ti[ sfLti ai>k U>ci[ ji[vi mL[ C[. hkiriRmk vlNn[ l)F[ s>A Yi t[mj til)miY)<a[
j[ t[ kiy<mi> fiLv[l smy, S(kt an[ niNi>ni[ Äyy Yti[ aTk[ C[ . t[Y) eºT<nS)p j[vi
p\ (SxN s>AYiai[ni hid< $p kiy<k| m prRv[ p\(SxNiY)<a i[ k[vi mni[vlN Friv[ C[ t[ jiNvi
ai a¿yis hiY Friy[l C[.
p* v[< Yy[ li s>Si[Fni[ni[ a¿yis :
{1} D[r b).b).{2006}
S)P<k : b).a[D `ni p\S )xNiY)<ai[ni vg< (SxN piq p\ Ry[ni mni[vlN
h[t & : b).a[D` ni p\S )xNiY)<ai[ni miek|i [ piq, aiyi[(jt piq an[ ai]pci(rk aiyi[jn n
hi[ y t[ vi piq p\R y[ ni vlNi[ ji(tyti, ki[l[j p\ kir an[ p\vih p\kirni s>dB<mi>
jiNvi.
(ndS< : (ndS< tr)k[ vP< 2005-06mi> a¿yis krti> b).a[D `. ki[l[jni 400
p\ (SxNiY)<a i[n[ z*mKi (ndS< p¹F(tY) ps>d krvimi> aiÄyi hti>.
YATn< p´F(tY) t]yir kr[l mni[vlN mipd>Dni[ upyi[g krvimi> aiÄyi[ hti[.
sv[<xN p¹F(tni[ upyi[ g krvimi> aiÄyi[ hti[.
T)-ksi[T) Úiri pZYkkrN krvimi> aiÄy&> ht&.>
tirN : b).a[D `ni p\( SxNiY)<ai[n>& miek|iT[ )c)>g p\Ry[n& > mni[vlN ji(t an[ p\vihni
s>dB<mi> smin ht&>. jyir[ aiyi[ (jt piq p\Ry[ bh[ni[n>& mni[vlN vF& GniRmk ht& >
pr>t& p\vih an[ ki[l[j p\ kirmi> smin ht&>. a] pci(rk aiyi[jn n hi[y t[ vi piq
p\ Ry[ni mni[ vlNi[ ji(tn) Ø(OTa[ smin hti jyir[ simiºy p\ vihni an[ g\ iºTen
a[ D ki[l[j ni p\(SxNiY)<ai[ GniRmk hti> .
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{2} pT[l k[. a[s.{1990}
S)P<k : p\iY(mk (SxNn) til)m m[Lvti p\(SNiY)<ai[ni piq aiyi[jn prRv[ni vlNi[ni[
a¿yis
h[t & : amdivid Sh[r (vAtirni p\ iY(mk a¹yipn m>( drni p\(SNiY)< ai[ni piq aiyi[jn
prRv[n& > vlN ji(t, vP< an[ simi(jk drjjini s>dB< mi> jiNv).
(ndS< n) ps>dg) Atr)kZt yid(µCk p¹F(t Úiri krvimi> aiv) ht).
Fi[rNiRmk sv[< xN p¹F(tni[ upyi[g krvimi> aiÄyi[ hti[.
a[ f-ksi[T) Úiri pZYkkrN krvimi> aiÄy&> ht&.>
tirN : p\ iY(mk a¹yipn m>(drni p\(SNiY)<ai[ni piq aiyi[ jn prRv[ni vlNmi> ji(t,
vP< an[ simi(jk drjjin) Ø(OTa[ tfivt ji[ vi mÇyi[ n hti[.
{3} ji[ P) c>d`mi]l) v).{1984}
S)P<k : si]riOT^ y&( nv(s<T)ni b).a[D `.ni til)miY)<ai[ni miek|iT[ )c)>g p\R y[ ni vlNi[ni[
a¿yis
h[t & : si]riOT^ y& (nv(s<T) s>l³n b).a[ D`. ni til)miY)<a i[ni miek|i [T)c)>g p\Ry[ni vlNi[ni[
ji(t an[ p\ vihni s>dB<mi> a¿yis krvi[.
si]riOT^ y&( nv(s< T) s>l³n 6 b).a[D `. ki[l[jni 419 til)miY)<ai[ n) ps>dg) z*mKi
nm*ni p¹F(tY) krvimi> aiv) ht).
s>Si[ Fn sv[ <xN p¹F(tY) hiY Frvimi> aiÄy&> ht&>.
tirN : miek|i [T)c)>g p\Ry[ bh[ni[ t[mj b)nan& Bv) til)miY)< ai[ vF& GniRmk vlNi[
Frivti hti. jyir[ t[mni p\vihn[ le ki[e tfivt ji[ vi mÇyi[ nY).
{4} ki[ Yivili a[s.v). {2010}
S)P<k : b).a[D `.ni p\(SxNiY)< ai[ni p\iyi[(gk piq p\R y[ ni mni[vlNi[ni[ a¿yis
h[t & : b).a[D` .ni p\ (SxNiY)<a i[ni p\i yi[ (gk piq p\Ry[ni mni[vlNi[ pr ji(t,Xi(t an[
(vAtirn) ars tpisv).
vlsiD (jÃlin) 4 b).a[D`. ki[ l[ji[ni 341 til)miY)<ai[n) z* mKi (ndS< tr)k[
ps>d g) krvimi> aiv) ht).
s>Si[ Fn sv[ <xN p¹F(tY) hiY Frvimi> aiÄy&> ht&>.
sid) Tkivir) an[ T)-ksi[T) Úiri pZYkkrN krvimi> aiÄy&> ht&.>
tirN : b).a[D` .ni p\ (SxNiY)<a i[ni p\i yi[ (gk piq p\R y[ ni mni[ vlNi[ pr ji(t,Xi(t an[
(vAtirn) ki[e viAt(vk ars ji[vi mL[l nY).
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a¿yisni h[t&ai[ :
1. b).a[D`.ni p\(SxNiY)<ai[ ni eºTn<S)p kiy<k|m a>g[ni vlNi[ ni[ jiNvi.
2. b).a[D`.ni p\(SxNiY)< ai[ni eºTn<S)p kiy<k|m a>g[ni vlNi[ ji(tyti an[
(vAtirni s>dB<mi> jiNvi.
a¿yisn) uRkÃpniai[ :
1. b).a[D`.ki[lj
[ ni p\(SxNiY)<ai[ an[ p\ (SxNi(Y<n)ai[ni eºTn< S)p kiy<k|m
a>g[ni srisr) vliNi>ki[ vµc[ siY<k tfivt nh)> hi[ y.
2. b).a[D`.ki[lj
[ ni g\i Ày an[ Sh[r) (vAtirni p\(SxNiY)<ai[ni eºTn<S)p
kiy<k|m a>g[ni srisr) vliNi>ki[ vµc[ siY<k tfivt nh)> hi[ y.
civ)$p S¾di[:
(ndS< : p\At&t s>Si[Fnmi> kµC (jÃlin) a[k mi#i g\i ºT-en-a[D` b).a[ D`.ki[lj
[ ni vP<
2011mi> a¿yis krti> 80 p\(SxNiY)<ai[ n) z* mKi (ndS< p¹F(tY) ps>dg) krvimi>
aiv) ht).
upkrN : upkrN tr)k[ Di< .nvn)t a[m . jyAvil r(ct p>c(b> d& vlN mipd>Dni[ upyi[ g
krvimi> aiÄyi[ C[. j[mi> k&l 30 (vwini[ hti.
a>kSià)y p\ y&(kt : T)-ksi[T)ni[ upyi[g krvimi> aiÄyi[ hti[.
uRkÃpniai[n) ckisN) :
p\At&t a¿yisni p(rNimi[ n) ckisN) krvi p\ yi[ jk[ n)c[n) S*ºy uRkÃpniai[n) ckisN)
kr) ht).
k|m

uRkÃpni

T)-m* Ãy

[ ni p\ (SxNiY)<ai[n)
HO-1 kµC (jÃlin) b).a[ D`.ki[lj
eºTn<S)p kiy<k|m p\R y[ ni vlNi>ki[ mi> ji(tn)
Ø(OTa[ siY<k tfivt nh)> hi[y.
[ ni p\ (SxNiY)<ai[n)
HO-2 kµC (jÃlin) b).a[ D`.ki[lj
eºTn<S)p kiy<k|m p\Ry[ni vlNi>ki[mi> (vAtirn)
Ø(OTa[ siY<k tfivt nh)> hi[y.

0.864

siY<kti
kxi
NS

Av)kir /
aAv)kir
aAv)kir
Yti[ nY).

0.741

NS

aAv)kir
Yti[ nY).

s>Si[Fnni tirNi[ :
- kµC (jÃlin) b).a[D`.ki[lj
[ ni p\(SxNiY)< ai[ni eºTn<S)p kiy<k|m p\Ry[ni sr[ riS
vlNi>ki[ pr ji(tn) ki[e asr ji[ vi mLt) nY).
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- kµC (jÃlin) b).a[D`.ki[ l[jni p\ (SxNiY)<ai[ni eºTn<S)p kiy< k|m p\Ry[ni sr[riS
vlNi>ki[ pr eºT<nS)p ki[lj
[ ni (vAtirn) ki[e asr ji[ vi mLt) nY).
- kµC (jÃlin) b).a[D`.ki[ l[jni p\ (SxNiY)<ai[ni eºTn<S)p kiy< k|m p\Ry[ni sr[riS
vlNi>ki[ pr ji(t t[ mj (vAtir j[ vi cli[ ki[e asr krti> nY).
S] x(Nk f(ltiY< :
-

kµC (jÃlin) b).a[D`.ki[l[jni p\ (SxNiY)<ai[ni eºTn<S)p kiy< k|mni aiyi[jnmi> ji(t
k[ t[mn) eºTn< S)p ki[lj
[ ni[ (vAtir asr krti[ n hi[viY) t[ mni eºTn<S)p kiy<k|mni
aiyi[jn s>y&kt r)t[ kr) Skiy. eºTn<S)p kiy<k|m g\iÀy tYi Sh[r) (vAtirn)
SiLiai[mi> ps>d kr) Skiy. til)miY)<ai[ n) SiLini[ (vAtir t[mni eºTn<S)p kiy<k|m
p\ Ry[ni vlNi>ki[mi> asr krti[ nY).

-

eºTn<S)p kiy< k|mni aiyi[jn an[ aml)krNmi> aiyi[jki[ ji(tn) an[ (vAtirn)
Ø(OTa[ smin kiy<k|mi[n&> aiyi[ jn kr) Sk[ .

s>dB<s*(c :
1. jyAvil, nvn)t an[ p\ (dp {2004} p\ (SxNn& > hid< eºTn<S)p . amdivid: n)rv
p\ kiSn
2. ki[ Yivili, An[hl v). {2010} b).a[D`.ni p\(SxNiY)<ai[ni p\iyi[g)k piq p\Ry[ni
mni[vlNni[ a¿yis . a[m.a[D`.lG&Si[ F (nb>F, gi>F)ngr : kD) sv< (vÅv(vwily
3. rivl, r(Æmki {2006} b).a[D`.ni til)miY)<ai[ni Äyvsi(yk vlNi[ni[ k[ Tlik cli[ni
s>dB<mi> a¿yis . a[m.a[ D`.lG& Si[F (nb>F, amdivid : g& jrit y&(n.
4. D[ r, b).b). {2006} b).a[D`.ni p\ (SxNiY)<ai[ni vg<(SxN piq p\ Ry[ni mni[vlN:
a[ m.a[D`.lG&Si[F (nb>F, rijki[T : si]riOT^ y&(nv(s< T)
5. pT[ l, a[s.air {1992} : b).a[D`.ni til)miY)<ai[ni b).a[D`.n) til)m p\Ry[ni
vlNi[ni[ a¿yis krvi[. a[m.a[D`.lG&Si[ F (nb>F, amdivid : g&jrit y&( n.
6. ji[ P), c>d^mi]l) v). {1984} : si] riOT^ y&(nv(s<T)ni b).a[D`.ni til)miY)<ai[ni
miek| i[T)(c>g p\R y[ ni vlNi[ni[ a¿yis : a[m.a[D`.lG& Si[F (nb>F, rijki[ T : si]riOT^
y&(nv(s<T)
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“ IFRS – A GLOBAL CONVERGENCE “
Prof. Bhavin S. Shah
H.O.D, Commerce Department,
Gujarat Arts & Commerce college(evening),
Ellis bridge, Ahmedabad



 INTRODUCTION :After Liberalization, Privatization & Globalization, the development & change
in the Indian economy during last two decades have created an entirely new set of
challenges in many areas. Due to transformation of business landscapes many
countries are preferring capital market reporting which has led to the demand for high
quality information by corporate in their financial statements. There is need for
restructuring the agriculture, industry and service sector to meet new challenges in
changing global business scenario. Globalization has laid down a way for all countries
to adopt a single set of accounting standards. More than 100 countries have converged
or recognized the policy of convergence with the IFRS. IFRS are the globally
accepted accounting standards and interpretations adopted by the IASB. India has
decided to adopt the IFRS by April 2011. The main objective of accounting language
which should be need by all countries of the world and giving for the development of
a global capital market.
When the Financial Accounting standards Board issued the so called Norwalk
Agreement, in which they acknowledge their commitment to developing high quality,
compatible accounting standard that could be used for both domestic and cross border
financial reporting. In April 2001 the IASB adopted all IAS and continued their
development calling the new standards IFRS. In the U. S, this movement began to
take hold in 2002.



INTERNATIONAL FINANCIAL REPORTING STANDARD
STRUTURE :-

IFRS are the globally accepted accounting standards and interpretations adopted by
the IASB. IFRS are considered a “principles based” set of standards in That they
establish broad rules issued after 2001, IAS issued before 2001. Interpretation
originated from the international Financial Reporting interpretations committee issued
after 2001. Standing interpretation committee issued before 2001.
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Even in the US there is an ongoing debate regarding the adoption of IFRS
replacing US GAAP.

 IFRS IN VARIOUS COUNTRIES :Australia, Newzeland, China, Singapore, Japan, Africa and the European
Union have either adopted or are converging to IFRS. Approximately 85 of countries
require IFRS reporting for all domestic, Listed companies. For a current overview see
PLUS’s list of all countries that have adopted IFRS.
Australian generally accepted principles with effect from annual reporting
periods beginning on or after 1 January 2005. To this end, Australia, along with
Europe and a few other countries , was one of the initial adopters of IFRS for
domestic purposes. The AASB has made certain amendments to the IASB
pronouncements in making A-IFRS, however these generally have the effect of
eliminating an option under IFRS, introducing additional disclosures or implementing
requirements for not-for-profit entities, rather than departing from IFRS for Australian
entities. The AASB continues to mirror changes made by the IASB as local
pronouncements. Singapore Accounting Standards Committee is in charge of
standard setting Singapore closely models its Financial Reporting Standards according
to the IFRS, with appropriate changes made to suit the Singapore context. US
Financial Accounting Standards Board agreed to harmonize their agenda and work
towards reducing differences between IFRS and US GAAP. In February 2006 FASB
and IASB issued a Memorandum of Understanding including a program of topics on
which the two bodies will seek to achieve convergence by 2008. Until 2007, foreign
private issuers were required to file financial statements prepared either under US
GAAP or in accordance with local accounting principles or IFRS with a footnote
reconciling from local principles or IFRS to US GAAP. From 2008, foreign private
issuers are additionally permitted to file financial statements in accordance with IFRS
as issued by the IASB. Russia has been implementing a program to harmonize its
national accounting standards with IFRS since 1998. Since then twenty new
accounting standards were issued by the Ministry of Finance of the Russian
Federation aiming to align accounting practices with IFRS. Since 2004 all commercial
banks have been obliged to prepare financial statements in accordance with both
national accounting standards and IFRS. EU companies have been required to use
IFRS since 2005. In order to be approved for use in the EU, standards must be
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endorsed by the Accounting Regulatory Committee which includes
representatives of member state governments and is advised by a group of accounting
experts known as the European Financial Reporting Advisory Group.
India The ICAI the Accounting standard making body of India has
announced the strategy of one point convergence to IFRS from 2011. The ICAI depart
from the corresponding IFRS in order to ensure consistency with the legal, regulatory
and economic environments of India. At a meeting held in May 2006, the ASB
decided to from an IFRS Task Force. Based on the recommendation of IFRC Task
Force, the council of ICAI, at 2691 meeting, decided to adopt a 4big bang’ approach
and fully converge with the IFRS issued by IASB from accounting periods
commencing on or after 1st April, 2011. IFRS will be adopted for listed and other
public interest entities such as banks, insurance companies and large-sized
organizations. Therefore, it is for the benefit of the country that each company makes
judicious choice of the accounting firm as its partner without limiting its choice to
international accounting firms. Public sector companies should take the lead and the
Institute of Chartered Accountants of India (ICAI) should develop a clear strategy to
diffuse the learning Size of companies.
The government has decided to measure the size of companies in terms of net
worth. This is not the ideal unit to measure the size of a company. Net worth in the
balance sheet is determined by accounting principles and methods. Therefore, it does
not include the value of intangible assets. Moreover, as most assets and liabilities are
measured at historical cost, the net worth does not reflect the current value of those
assets and liabilities. Market capitalization is a better measure of the size of a
company. But it is difficult to estimate market capitalization or fundamental value of
unlisted companies. This might be the reason that the government has decided to use
‘net worth’ to measure size of companies. Some companies, which are large in terms
of fundamental value or which intend to attract foreign capital, might prefer to use
Indian accounting standards convergent with IFRS earlier than required under the
road map presented by the government. The government should provide that choice.

 The Global Move Towards IFRS :The movement towards adopting of a single set of highly quality global accounting
standards for use by organizations around the world continues together momentum in
U.S. and around the global. In the U.S. this movement began to take
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hold in 2002. Today IFRS is used in over 100 countries Required across all
EU countries, starting in 2005 Argentina, Brazil, Canada and India have announced
mandated use Ongoing convergence efforts between FASB and IASB By 2014, it is
expected that: All major countries will have adopted IFRS to some extent China and
Japan will be substantially converged to IFRS
The growing acceptance of IFRS as a U.S. Financial reporting represents as
fundamental change for the U.S. Emerging economics have also recognized their need
to participate in the opportunities offered by globalization. Global reporting trends of
IFRS of IFRS for the year of 2004 and 2007, in the year 2004 US GAAP has reduced
in 2007 and others had also reduced, But adoption of IFRS has increased from 29 to
204. So, we can say that it is an increasing trend adoption of IFRS in global scenario.

 CONCLUSION :The entities in emerging economics are increasingly assessing the global
market to fulfill their capital needs by getting their securities listed on stock
exchanges out side their country. There have been various trends but the most
important change is convergence around IFRS. At present, the ABC of the ICAI
formulates accounting standards based on IFRS, however, these standards remain
sensitive to local conditions, including the legal and economic environment. Now a
day, it is necessary to adopt IFRS for the gain to each and every country of the world.
Despite the challenges being faced by them, by adopting IFRS these countries seek to
enter global capital markets and participate in the benefits globalization.
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“Business Ethics versus Economic Incentives
Contemporary Issues and Dilemmas”
- PARESH M. THAKOR
M.Com., B.ed., M.PHIL
ABSTRACT

This paper is based on my experience with teaching a course on ethical
dilemmas faced by individuals, managers and businesses in contemporary societies.
Modern economic thinking generally presumes that individuals and businesses in a
society follow their own self-interest, or private economic incentives. The course
highlighted the importance of ethical considerations for action that are based on
consideration of others rather than one’s own.
Four significant ethical dilemmas of modern societies, concerning Crime
Reduction and Legalization of Drugs, Saving the Earth’s Environment, Abortion and
Ethics in Business were chosen for class discussion. The readings on ethics in
business covered views by management experts such as Peter F. Drucker and David
Vogel on the meaning, relevance and evolution of business ethics in modern societies.
The pedagogy of the course consisted of lectures and group discussions, during which
relevant ethical issues were analyzed by using real-world examples and cases. In a
rapidly globalizing economy, Indian managers are likely to confront complex ethical
concerns. Therefore, Indian managers need to acquire a deeper knowledge and
understanding of ethics in business. A course on business ethics in India should aim to
enhance students’ understanding of ethical behavior, keeping in view the globalization
process that is influencing the functioning of Indian firms today.

I.

Introduction

Since time immemorial, questions concerning ethical behavior and morality
have been the focus of philosophical thinking and debate in virtually all major
civilizations of the world. In contemporary societies, not only ordinary individuals but
corporations and their managers face complex ethical concerns and dilemmas in their
daily, routine affairs. This paper is based on my experience with teaching a course
that focused upon some of the major ethical issues and conflicts which individuals,
businesses and their managers confront in modern times. I taught the course to a class
of twelve senior undergraduate students at Pamplin School of Business, Virginia
Polytechnic Institute and State University (or Virginia Tech), U.S.A., during January
to May, 1997.
Modern economic thought is largely based on the assumption that individuals and
businesses in a society always pursue their material self-interest or more generally,
private economic incentives. Hence, it is generally assumed that businesses maximize
their economic profits and managers of firms usually work towards achieving this
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objective. What is notable regarding modern economic analysis is its virtual
neglect of ethical and moral considerations in business, even though current policy
debates often focus upon ethical violations and moral improprieties within business
organizations.3
What is even more striking is the insufficient attention paid by economists to
ethical dilemmas of individuals and managers today. The course highlighted the
significance of ethical and moral considerations of behavior in situations where the
ethical mores of a society are in conflict with individual actions based on solely on
private economic incentives. Four ethical dilemmas, each highly significant in modern
societies, were chosen for class discussion. These were dilemmas concerning Crime
Reduction and Legalization of Drugs, Saving the Earth’s Environment, Abortion and
Ethics in Business. Class discussions and lectures were based on readings that covered
important ideas of economists and other social scientists on each topic.
Real-world examples and cases were used to analyze specific ethical issues
pertaining to each dilemma. Relevant public policy issues were also discussed
following the above analyses. To understand the meaning and relevance of business
ethics in contemporary societies, Relied upon the ideas of two key experts on the
subject: David Vogel and Peter F.Drucker. Vogel (1991) has focused upon the
emerging relationship between business ethics and economic incentives (or profits) in
business. In contrast, Drucker (1981) has discussed the relevance of ancient ethical
principles, such as ethics of prudence and self-development(which dates back to
Aristotle) and ethics of interdependence (expounded by Confucius), to modern
business ethics. Both authors have stressed the difficulties associated with developing
a universally acceptable notion of good behavior in business.4
The next section reviews Vogel’s ideas concerning ethics and incentives in
business that were discussed during the course. Section III discusses Peter Ducker’s
notion of business ethics in contemporary societies. Section IV explains the course
pedagogy in more detail. Section V summarizes and concludes with a discussion of
the importance of teaching business ethics to Indian managers.

II. Ethics and Incentives in Business
Profit orientation of firms is not considered bad per se, as opposed to medieval times,
when Catholic theologians in the west considered any form of profit-making as bad.
Maximization of economic profits is a legitimate business goal today, provided it
results from greater economic efficiency or productivity of a firm. In other words,
profit-making is ethically justified soling as it benefits society. Hence, businesses
which gain profits by extortion or other means of profiteering and more generally, do
not contribute towards the social or public good, are considered socially irresponsible
and immoral. Although critics of business ethics continue to believe that profits and
morality are negatively related and businesses often behave irresponsibly to
accumulate profits, modern business organizations have argued that good ethics is
essential for success in business. The argument put forth is that a firm without sound
ethics will eventually be punished by its suffering customers and employees and
therefore, its profits will shrink
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over time. This is meant to provide an incentive for a firm to act socially
responsibly or ‘ethically’, apart from improving its productivity and efficiency to
succeed in business. A strong corollary of this argument is that modern businesses
which strive to be successful have to ensure that their managers and employees are
not only efficient but socially responsible and moral as well.
Hence, the business community today strongly believes that ‘good ethics is
also good business’. It is interesting to note that this belief is ‘self-fulfilling’: if a large
number of managers in a society are convinced that good ethics is good business, then
financially success of managers is likely to be positively correlated with ethical
behavior of managers. However, if many managers believe that there is a trade-off
between business ethics and profitability, then successful managers are less likely to
be socially responsible or ethical.
As Vogel has shown, the above belief raises some important concerns
regarding the rationale for business ethics. According to the above belief, the interest
of business and society tend to coincide in the long-term and therefore, it is in the
“enlightened” or long-term self-interest of a firm to be ethical. However, this belief is
not very useful in
providing guidelines for correct action in situations where the material self-interest of
a firm (i.e. its economic profits, or shareholder wealth) is in conflict with the society’s
interest (for example, when a factory manager finds it cheaper to pollute a nearby
river rather than reduce its pollution in society’s interest). Thus, the ethical dilemmas
of management cannot be resolved easily in the short-run. Another objection to the
idea of equating long-term or “enlightened” self-interest of firms with ethics is that
the need to teach business ethics to managers can then be questioned, as follows: If
being ethical is identical to pursuing a firm’s long-term6 interest, then managers of a
firm could behave ethically simply by learning more sophisticated ways to maximize
the firm’s economic profit, thus making the teaching of business ethics redundant!
Hence, the relationship between ethics and incentives in business continues to be
ambiguous and paradoxical even today.

III. What is Modern Business Ethics ?
must incorporate certain principles embedded in the ethics of prudence or self
development and the ethics of interdependence, which were articulated and practiced
centuries ago.

Ethics of Prudence and Ethics of Interdependence
According to ethics of prudence or self-development, any individual can be a ‘leader’
in a organization, regardless of rank or function, by giving examples of right or ethical
behavior and by avoiding wrong behavior whenever wrong behavior is clearly
understood. Hence, for instance, managers can ‘set the tone’, ‘create the spirit’ and
choose the values’ for the employees of their organizations. In many situations,
ethical dilemmas of modern managers can be defined and understood in terms of the
ethics of prudence. In contrast, the Confucian ethic of interdependence focuses on
right and wrong
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behavior in societal relationships. According to this principle, right, ‘sincere’
or ethical behavior in relationships is the one which maximizes each party’s benefits.
Hence, ethical behavior creates a relationship that is harmonious, constructive and
mutually beneficial. Wrong,7 ‘insincere’ or unethical behavior arises when one party
exploits the other by using its power in the relationship. For instance, ‘sexual
harassment’ at the workplace would be considered unethical under the ethic of
interdependence. In general, unethical behavior results whenever ‘power’ enters a
relationship that is meant to be based on function alone. Thus, wrong behavior leads
to conflict-ridden, destructive and exploitative relationships.

Modern Business Ethics
Ethics or ‘sincerity’ of organizations is as important as their efficiency or
performance since both individuals and society depend crucially on organizations for
employment and prosperity. Thus, Ducker argues that a modern business ethic must
be based on a clear understanding of fundamental relationships in organizations (such
as employer and employee, superior and subordinate etc.) and must specify
universally applicable rules of behavior for managers and employees of organizations.
A modern organizational ethic must also define right or sincere behavior leading to
harmonious and productive relationships within organizations. Lastly, a business ethic
today must also create a large number of ‘leaders’ in organizations regardless of their
function and ranks, as defined by the ethics of prudence or self-development.

IV. Course Pedagogy
As mentioned earlier, the pedagogy of the course consisted of lectures and
group discussions in class, based on readings that covered important ideas of
economists and other social scientists on the four ethical dilemmas chosen for the
course (namely,
Crime 8 Reduction and Legalization of Drugs, Saving the Earth’s Environment,
Abortion and Ethics in Business). Each dilemma was analyzed by using real-world
examples and cases. Public policy concerns were also debated by drawing upon the
above analyses.
To encourage active class participation and team learning, students were divided into
three groups, each consisting of four students. Before every class discussion, members
of each group were instructed to discuss specified articles and cases among
themselves outside the class. During every class discussion, issues concerning one of
the ethical dilemmas were discussed and debated among the three groups. After every
discussion, each group was required to submit a six-to-ten page written assessment of
the topic of class discussion. Students were graded, both individually and as a group,
based on their oral arguments during every class discussion and the written
assessment of their group on each given topic. In addition, to provide incentives for
every student to put in the necessary effort and participate actively in group
discussions, each student also received peer evaluation and feedback from all the
other members of his/her group following each class discussion. In the feedback given
at the end of the course, students indicated that they enjoyed the group discussions
and felt that the discussions enhanced their understanding of each topic significantly.
Students also pointed out that receiving
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feedback from their peers after every class discussion had a positive impact on
their commitment, hard work and preparation for group discussions. Overall, the students
felt that the course gave them an opportunity to appreciate, discuss and understand the
practical importance of ethical concerns in the modern era of competition, economic
efficiency and growth. Students 9. also opined that although accounting for ethical
concerns raises the complexity of decision-making required of them as individuals and
managers, learning to deal with ethical dilemmas is essential if they are to become good
citizens and ‘leaders’ in modern organizations.

V. Conclusion
Modern economic analysis assumes that individual and managers of firms always
follow their material self-interest or economic incentives in deciding how to act. Ethical
and moral influences on their behavior are largely neglected by modern economists. The
course discussed here focused on the conflict between ethics and economic incentives,
especially in contemporary businesses. It was shown that the tension between ethics and
incentives cannot be resolved easily, even if business ethics and economic incentives (or
profit-seeking) converge in the long-term. It was also argued that a modern business ethic
must clearly define right or ethical behavior while laying down general rules of conduct
within organizations and thereby promote fruitful and harmonious relationships at work.
A modern organizational ethic must also encourage managers and employees in
organizations to become ‘leaders’ in exemplifying ethical behavior. In a rapidly
globalizing economy, Indian managers are likely to confront complex ethical issues and
dilemmas, just as their western counterparts have encountered in their domestic and
international contexts. Therefore, Indian managers must acquire a deeper knowledge and
understanding of business ethics in the current, global context. A course on business
ethics in India should aim to enhance students’ understanding of ethical10.
behavior in business, keeping in mind the ethical dilemmas that challenge Indian
firms in today’s globalized world.
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J{DG:I pE] YI]\ K[P VF h05L I]UDF\ DFGJ DFGl;S XFlgT BM. A[9M K[P T[DH XFlgT DF8[
VFH[ EFZTLI ;\:S'TL TZO J/L ZCIF K[P tIFZ[ T[G[ VF l:YlTDF\YL ACFZ ,FJJF ;NlJRFZ4
;NEFJ4 D{+L4 SZ]6F4 VlC\;F4 5|[D4 pNFZTF4 S<IF6 JU[Z[ H[JF G{lTSD}<IMGL lX1FF VF56L
;\:S'T EFQF H VF5L XS[ T[D K[P;\;FZG[ VF`JI" XlST SZL GFBGFZL VJGJL XMWM VFH[ VF
lJ`JDF\ NlQ8IDFG K[ 5Z\T]\ CHFZM JQF" 5}J"[ VF56L ;\:S'TEFQFDF\ T[[ ATFJL lNW] CT]\P VG[S
ZFHlSI4 ;FDFÒS VG[ ;F\:S'lTS R-FJ pTFZDF\ VF 7FG 5|JFC ,}%T YIM T[GF DF+ YM0F 5|DF6M
VF5JFGM ITŸ lSl`JT Ÿ5|ItG SZ]\ K]\P
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“EF{lTS

XF:+ ov
H[D l:YZ J:T] 56 UlTXL, §lQ8GF\ ;FD[ VFJJFYL RF,TL N[BFI K[

sH[D S[ RF,TL DM8ZSFZDF\ A[9[, 5]~QFGLf H[D GFGL J:T] 56 SFD J0[ XZLZl:YT lGlJ"SFZ
VFtDF 56 A]lwWGF lJSFZG[ SFZ6[ lJSFZJFG ,FU[ K[ PIYF

cl. y4a d<i*3p4. prEit sU(m. mhd<pimvaiwwait |
Sv=pmaloCayte c =p pr. t4a bui@dp4. prEit ||

UlTXL, J:T]GF\ VFWFZ[ l:YZ l:YT J:T]G[ HMJFYL T[GL UlTXL,TFGM
E|D YFI K[ V[JM lJRFZ SM5lG"S;[ 5|lT5FlNT SIM"P 5Z\T]\ J:T]To SM5lG"S;YL AC] 5C[,F
DCFEFZTDF\ VF lJRFZGM p<,[B Y. R}SIM CTMP VFH lJRFZG[ VFI¶Eô 56 NM[CZFjIM
EF{lTSXF:+GF\ ALHF A[ lJRFZ 56 HMJF D/[ K[PAgG[ AFH]V[ SF\R £FZF HMJFYL GFGL J:T] 56
DM8L N[BFI K[P ALH] :JrK N5"6DF\ J:T]G]\ JF:TlJS 5|lTlA\A 50[ K[ T[H ZLT[P
m!anam\ AvilPtanam\
Aasar. waivt. bhu |
dx""RyTyNtaraTmanm\
AiGn=piwva.xuwan\ ||
;}I"GF lSZ6MG[ V[Sl+T SZJFYL VluG pt5gG SZL XSFI K[P V[JM p<,[B DCFEFZTDF\
D/[ K[P
y4aidTyaNm`e&/aip vI=dWy&/Ey pavk: |
jayNTyev. Smud/yat\\ klanaiwv jNt\\v: ||
VlC CLZM ;}I"lSZ6MG[ U|C6 SZ[ K[P T[[G[ V\X 56 SC[JFDF\ VFjIM K[P
VF pNFCZ6YL :5Q8 YFI K[ S[ 5|FRLG EFZTDF\ SF\RYL ,[\; AGFJJFGL 8[SGLS XMWF. U. CX[P
R]\dASDF\ ZC[,F U]6MGM p<,[B 56 DCFEFZTDF\ K[P
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Aiwd/vTyySkaNtwyo in&/etn. y4a |
Svwavhetuja wava yµdNydpId<xm\ ||
VlC lGR[TG ,MB\0 56 R]\ASYL VFSQF"FI K[ s;]`F|'T[ TM XZLZDF\ ZC[,M BL,M SF-JF DF8[
56 R]dASGM p5IMU SZJFGL JFT SZL K[Pf SF{l8<IGF VY"XF:+DF\ 56 R]dASGM p<,[B D/L
VFJ[ K[P VgI S[8,FS ,MSMGM VlE5|FI K[ S[ Dt:Ig+DF\ 56 R]dASGM p5IMU SZJFDF\ VFJTMP
lJn]TT6BFGF GLS/JFGM p<,[B 56 DCFEFZTDF\ SZJFDF\ VFjIM K[P
0vmuK va jhasoCcE: kexv: prvIrha |
tSy s.Smyt: xaEre: iv´ud/upa mhaTmn: ||
A¥u*3ma5a: i5dxa mumucu: pavkaicR8: ||
VlC S'Q6GF\ XZLZDF\YL lJn]T T6BF GLS/JFGL JFT SZJFDF\ VFJL K[P VFHSF,
GF.,MG VG[ 8[lZl,GGF S50FG[ BM,TL v SF-TL JBT[ R8Ÿ R8Ÿ XaN I]ST lJn]TWFZF GLS/JFGM
5|tI1F VG]EJ VF56[ SZLV[ H KLV[P Z[XDL VG[ ZFTF J:+MDF\YL 56 lJn]TWFZF SF-L XSFI
K[P V[ AFAT VF56F 5}JH
" M HF6TF CTFP zL S'Q6 5LTF\AZ WFZ6 SZTF CMJFGL JFT 5|l;wW K[P
VFYL S'Q6GF XZLZDF\YL lJn]T GLS/JFGL JFT VtI\T A\W A[;TL ,FU[ K[P VF ZLT[ EF{lTSXF:+
;dAlgWT 36F\ lJQFIMGM p<,[B DCFEFZTDF\ HMJF D/[ K[P
“Z;FI6XF:+

ov
Z;FI6XF:+GF lJSF;G[ VF56[ EFZTDF\ H HM. XSLV[ KLV[ tIF\YL

H VF{QFlWvVG]DFG SZL XSFI T[D K[P
rsaynivd&/Ev sup/yuKtrsayna: |
d<XyNte jrya wGna nma nagEirvaetmE: ||
VF `,MSG]\ TFt5I" U|C6 SZJFYL H6FI K[ S[ T[ ;DIGF Z;FI6 TM lJlEgG 5|SFZGF
;]U\W§jIMGM p5IMU SZTF CTF T[G\] J6"G DCFEFZTDF\ D/[ K[ H[D S[P
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y4a itlanaimh pu*ys.&ayat\
p<4k p<4Gyait gu`oDitsaEWyetam\ |
t4a nra`a. wuiv waivtaTm.na.
y4aDD&y. sTvgu`: p/vtRte ||
sH[D H]NF H]NF 5]Q5M ;FY[ lDl`F|T SZJFYL T,G]\ T[, lEgG lEgG U]6MG[ U|C6 SZ[ T[D ;t5]~QFMGL
;\UlTYL ;NU]6MGM lJSF; YFI K[Pf VF8,]\ H GlC 56 36F\ ;]U\WLT §jIMG]\ lGDF"6 YI]\ CT]\ H[D S[

y4a caLyen maLyen vaist. itls8R`m\ |
n mu&/it Svr. gN4. tµt sU(mSy dxRnm\ ||
tdev bhuiwmaRWyEvaRSyman. pun: pun: |
ivmu&/it Sv=. gN4. maLygN4opit*7te ||
“BUM/XF:+

ov
,UEU AWF lJ7FGMGF\ D}/ VFWFZ~5 U6JFDF\ VFJTF BUM/XF:+GF

36F lJQFIMGM p<,[B DCFEFZTDF\ K[ VF AWFDF\ cc;DIGL U6TZLcc D]bI lJQFI K[P U{l,l,IM
s!5&$v!&$Zf £FZF 5C[,LJFZ ;DIG]\ lJEFHG ;[\S0GF ~5DF\ SZJFDF\ VFjI]\ V[J]\ 5F`JFtI
lJ£FGMG]\ DFGJ]\ K[ 5Z\T] DCFEFZTDF\ TM ;[\S0GF[ 56 lJEFU SIM" CMJFG]\ HMJF D/[ K[P VF `,MSDF\
VF AFATG[ ;DY"G D/[ K[P
ka*3a inme8a dx p&/ cEv i5.xtu ka*3a g`yet kla. tam\ |
i5xTkla&/aip wveNmuhutaE wag: klaya dxw&/ ye: Syat ||
i5.xNmuhUtRNtu wvedh&/e rai5&/ s£Qya muiniw: p/`ita |
mas: Sm<to ra”yhni c i5.xt\ s.vTsro ²adxmas ]Kt: ||
s.vTsre µe Tvyne vdiNt sƒQyaivdo di9`mu%r. c ||
VDZSMQF4 lJQ6] 5]ZF64 DG]:D'lT JU[Z[ U|gYMDF\ 56 ;DIGL
U6GF HMJF D/[ K[P
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5'yJLGL JI $#Z CHFZ VAH JQF" K[ V[JM VF56F 5}J"HMGM lJRFZ K[P 5Z\T]\ VF lJRFZ lA,S],
VJF:TlJS K[ V[J]\ SC[TF VFW]lGS J{7FlGSMV[ 5|FRLG EFZTLI lJRFZG[ VFWFZ ZlCT VG[ S<5GF
DF+ ;DÒG[ GSFZL NLWM CTM 56 VF XTFaNLGF VFZ\EDF\ J{7FlGSMV[ Z[l0IM V[lS8J lJlW £FZF
5tYZMGF ;DIGL U6GF SZL K[P H[GF VFWFZ[ T[D6[ V[ GlSS SI]"\ S[ EFZTGL 5|FRLG ;DI U6GF
VJF:TlJS GYLP A[\U,MZ 5F;[ ZC[,F S[8,FS 5tYZMGL JI #___ VAH JQF" K[ V[J]\ T[DGF £FZF H
lGl`JT SZJFDF\ VFjI]\ X]S,51FDF\ Rg§G]\ JWJ]\ VG[ S'Q6 51FDF\ W8J]\ V[ Rg§ VG[ 5'yJLGF RF,JFYL
YFI K[ T[ DCFEFZTDF\ lG~l5T K[P
“p5;\CFZ

ov
VFD4 HM DCFEFZTG[ H §lQ8 ;FD[ ZFBJFDF\ VFJ[ TM4 VF8,F J{7FlGS 5|DF6M

lGS/[ K[ TM ;DU| ;\:S'T ;FlCtIDF\ S[8,]\ lJ7FG CX[ ¦ T[YL ;:S°T N]lGIFGL DF+ V[S J{7FlGS
EFQFF K[ GlC S[ DF+ SD"SF\0GL DF+ H~Z K[ T[GF VeIF;GL VG[ T[GF DCtJG[ HF6JFGL VgT[ V[8,]\
HP

s.Sk<te s.Sk<tem\l.
•aaniv•aan vairi2: ||
ved tTva4R s&/u8<.
loka™™lokkr. ixvm\ ||
[it |
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gm{hË` Am¡a AÝ` gÝX^©
- S>m.° lr Ordm^mB© `y. na_ma
B©. AmMm`©, {hÝXr {d^mJ
_{hbm AmQ>g© H$m°bO
o , T>gm Jm±d
"'kmZ-am{e Ho$ g§{MV H$mof H$m Zm_ hr gm{hË` h¡ &'' AmMm`© am_M§Ð eþŠb & _mZd H$r
AmË_ Am¡a AZmË_ ^mdZmAm| H$r A{^ì`{º$ H$mo hr gm{hË` H$hVo h¡ & gm{hË` H$m joÌ AË`§V
{demb Am¡a {dñV¥V h¡ & _mZd OrdZ H$r {dembVm hr gm{hË` joÌ H$r gr_m h¡ & _mZd
OrdZ H$m CÑoí` _mÌ OrH$a _aZm hr Zht A{nVþ OrdZ _| gË` H$r à{Vð>m H$aZm h¡ & dñVþV:
gm¢X`© H$r _hÎmm gË` _| h¡ & gË` H$r àm{á _| OrdZ H$m _hËd h¡ & Cg bú` {g{Õ H$r
gmYZm h¡ H$mì` Am¡a H$mì` H$r gmW©H$Vm OrdZ H$mo gþg§nÞ, gVV à`ËZerb d {Ma_§Jb_`
~ZmZo _| h¡ &
gm{hË` H$r gr_mE± AË`§V {dñV¥V h¡, Cg_| emó{dÚm, H$mì` g^r H$m g{Þdoe hmo OmVm h¡ &
gm{hË`H$ma _| H${d Ho$ JþUm| Ho$ A{V{aº$ AÝ` ^r AZoH$ JþUm| H$m hmoZm A{Zdm`© h¡ & {Og
àH$ma g_þÐ _| go {ZH$bZo dmbo aËZm| _| A_¥V H$r àYmZVm h¡, Cgr n«H$ma gm{hË` _|, {d{^Þ
A§Jm| Ho$ H$mì` H$r àYmZVm h¡ & gm{hË` Ho$ gmW AZoH$ g§X^© g§H${bV h¡ & BZ_| Hþ$No>H$ g§X^©
gm{hË` H$r {d^mdZm _| n{adV©Z AmZo go AmO AàñVþV bJ aho h¢, naÝVþ EH$ g_` na `o
g§X^© {ddoMZ à`moJ _| Iy~ àM{bV Wo & CZ_| go Hþ$No>H$ g§X^© Ho$ {df` _| Z`o {gao go gmoMZo
H$r Amdí`º$m h¡ & BZ g§X^m} Ho$ {df`H$ gmoM go gm{hË` H$r g§H$ënZm Am¡a ^r ñnîQ> hmo
Om`oJr & Eogo g§X^m} _| g_mO, nþamU, Xe©Z, Zr{V, gË`, Am{X g^r {dÚmAm| H$m na§namJV
{ddoMZ _| g_mdoe hmoVm Am`m h¡ &
gm{hË` Am¡a g_mO :
_Zþî` gm_m{OH$ àmUr h¡ & gm_m{OH$ g_ñ`mAm|, {dMmamo VWm ^mdZmAm| H$m Ohm± dh g¥ï>m h¡,
dhm± dh CZgo à^m{dV ^r hmoVm h¡ & gm{hË`H$ma Ho$ ì`{º$Ëd H$m {Z_m©U Am¡a CgH$r AZþ^{y V
VWm H$ënZm EH$ gm_m{OH$ XoZ h¡ & BZ_| H$moB© A{Ve`mo{º$ Zht h¡, Š`m|{H$ `Xr _mZd àH¥${V
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H$mo h_ _yb én go gm_m{OH$ _mZVo h¡ Vmo {Zü` hr H$bm Am¡a gm{hË` Ho$ {d{^Þ DnH$aUmo§
Ûmam A{^ì`º$ CgH$r ^mdZm Am¡a AZþ^y{V ^r Ag§VþbZ VWm AñdmñÏ` B©Ë`m{X h_mar
gm_m{OH$ g§ñH¥${V _| àmá nmañn{aH$ {dam|Ym| H$m hr à{V\$bZ h¡ & `h R>rH$ h¡ {H$ ì`{º$ Ho$
OrdZ Ho$ ì`{ï> Am¡a g_{ï> XmoZm| hr én h¡ {H$ÝVþ ì`{ï> Ho$ AmYma ñdén Ah_ H$m {dH$mg ^r
g_mO _| hr g§^d h¡ & g_mO go ~mha Zht & g_mO _o,| hr _Zþî` H$r ^mdm{^ì`{º$ n{aîH¥$V
hmoH$a gm{hË` H$m AmYma ~ZVr h¡ &
_Zþî` H$r gm_m{OH$ AZþ^y{V ~XbVo hþE g_mO Ho$ gmW n{ad{V©V hmoVr ahVr h¡ & àË`oH$ `þJ
Ho$ g_mO Ho$ AnZo {d{Y - {ZfoY hmoVo h¡ & AnZr g§ñH¥{V VWm _`m©Xm hmoVr h¡ & Omo _mZd
MoVZm H$r AZþ^y{V Ho$ gdén H$mo à^m{dV H$aVo ahVo h¡ & gm{hË` ì`{º$ `m g_mO H$r
AZþ^y{V`m|, ^mdZmAm| `m H$ënZmAm| H$m hr én Vmo h¡ & Bgr H$maU gm{hË` g_mO H$m Xn©U
H$hbmVm h¡ &
gm{hË`H$ma dmñVd _| g_mO H$r ì`dñWm, dmVmdaU, Y_©-H$_©, ar{V-Zr{V VWm gm_m{OH$
{eï>mMma `m bmoH$ì`dhma go hr AnZo H$m`© Ho$ CnH$aU MþZVm h¡ Am¡a CgH$m à{VnmXZ AnZo
AmXemo© Ho$ AZþén H$aVm h¡ & gm{hË`H$ma Cgr g_mO H$m à{V{Z{YËd H$aVm h¡, {Og_| H$r
dh OÝ_ boVm h¡ & AnZr gm_m{OH$ n{añW{V`m| go à^m{dV hmoH$a hr Vmo Vþbgr Zo H$hm Wm
{H$"'T>mob, J±dma, eþÐ, neþ, Zmar `o VmS>Z Ho$ A{YH$mar &
H$moD Z¥n hmoD h_| H$m hm{Z, Moar N>m§S>r Z hmodhy± amZr &&''
gm_m{OH$ AmXe© H$r ^mdZm go ào{aV hmoH$a hr ào_M§X Zo AnZo CnÝ`mgm| _| AmXe©dmX H$mo
AnZm`m & dñVþV: gm{hË` Am¡a H$bm {dMma VWm AmXe© g§ñH¥${Vén YmaU H$aHo$ AZoH$
gm_m{OH$ n{adV©Zm| Ho$ H$maU ~Z OmVo h¡ & \«$| M boIH$ aþgmo Ho$ {dMmam| Zo \«$| M H$r amOZ¡{VH$
H«$m{ÝV Ho$ ñdén H$m {ZYm©aU {H$`m & Bg àH$ma OmoZ bmoH$ Am¡a _mH$g© Ho$ gm{hË` Zo
A_oarH$Z Am¡a aþgr amÁ` H«$m{ÝVAm| H$mo à^m{dV {H$`m & ñd`§ h_mao Xoe Ho$ am_m`U Am¡a
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_hm^maV Zo h_mao gm_m{OH$ Am¡a amOZ¡{VH$ OrdZ H$r J{V{d{Y`m| H$mo énaoIm Am¡a g§ñH¥${V
H$m {Z_m©U {H$`m &
g_mO Ho$ gå~ÝY H$r Ñ{ï> go gm{hË`H$ma VrZ {d{^Þ dJm} _| aIo Om gH$Vo h¡ & àW_ dJ© Ho$
A§VJ©V Vmo do gm{hË`H$ma AmVo h¡ Omo g_mO H$r g§nyU© _mÝ`VmAm| Am¡a ì`dñWmAm| H$mo Á`m|
H$m Ë`m| ñdrH$ma H$a boVo h¡ & gm_m{OH$ é{T>`m| H$mo `{X aIVo `m AZþ^Vy H$aVo h¡ Vmo do CZH$r
Anojm H$aZm hr A{YH$ {hVH$a g_OVo h¡ & `h dJ© à{VJm_r `m à{V{H«$`mdmXr H$hbmVm h¡ &
{hÝXr gm{hË` Ho$ ^º$ H${d `m ar{VH$mbrZ H${d Bg dJ© Ho$ A§VJ©V aIo Om gH$Vo h¡ & CZH$m
gm{hË` {dÐmoh `m n{adV©Z H$m gyMH$ Z hmoH$a gm_m{OH$ ì`dñWmAm| H$r ñdrH¥${V H$m hr
gm{hË` h¡ &
Xygao dJ© Ho$ A§VJ©V do gm{hË`H$ma AmVo h¡ Omo gm_m{OH$ d¥{Îm`m| H$mo XoIVo Am¡a AZþ^d H$aVo
h¡, naÝVþ CZH$mo nyU© én go {d{Zï> Z H$aHo$ CZHo$ gþYma H$m à`ËZ H$aVo h¡ Am¡a gþYma _|
g_Om¡VmdmXr àd¥{V {dÚ_mZ ahVr h¡ & `h dJ© gþYmadmXr H$hbmVm h¡ & {hÝXr gm{hË` _|
{ÛdoXr `þJ Am¡a CgHo$ níMmV² H$m gm{hË` A{YH$ gþYmadmXr hr h¡ &
Vrgao dJ© Ho$ A§VJ©V do gm{hË`H$ma AmVo h¡ Omo H$r H«$m§{VÑï>m VWm n{adV©ZdmXr H$hbmVo h¡ &
do Z Ho$db gm_m{OH$ {df_VmAm| Am¡a V¥{Q>`m| H$r Vrd« AmbmoMZm H$aVo h¡, A{nVþ CÝh| _rQ>m
XoZo H$m à`ËZ ^r H$aVo h¡ & Bg n«H$ma Ho$ gm{hË`H$ma g~ `þJm| _| g_mO én go àmá hmoVo ho &
gm_m{OH$ ì`dñWmAm| VWm _mÝ`VmAm| H$r {dH¥${V Ho H$maU CZH$m {damoY hmoVm h¡ &
Cn`þº© $ VrZm| dJm} Ho$ gm{hË`H$ma AnZr àoaUm g_mO go hr àmá H$aVo h¡ Am¡a g_mO H$r
{d{^Þ {M§VZYmamAm| go à^m{dV hmoVo h¡ & Bg Ñ{ï> go gm{hË` H$mo ^r à{V{H«$`mdmXr,
gþYmamdmXr Am¡a H«$m{ÝVH$mar Am{X dJmoª _| ~mQ>m Om gH$Vm h¡ & na§Vþ Ohm± VH$ _mZd OrdZ Ho$
{Ma§VZ gË` H$r A{^{ì`{º$ H$m àíZ h¡ dhm± gmao H$bmH$ma g_mZ h¡ & dhm± gm_m{OH$ VWm
amOZr{VH$ dJm} H$r Amdí`H$Vm Zhr§ & g_mO Ho$ à{V AnZm`o J`o Ñ{ï>H$moU Ho$ AmYma na hr
h_ H$bmH$mam| H$mo Cn`þº© $ dJm] _| {d^m{OV H$a gH$Vo h¡ &
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gm{hË` Am¡a Y_© :
gm{hË` Ho$ gmW g§H${bV g§X^m} _| AmO g~go H$_ àñVþV g§X^© Y_© H$m h¡ & EH$ g_` Egm
Wm {H$ gm{hË` Y_© àdV©Z H$m gmYZ Wm & am_m`U, _hm^maV, lr_X² ^mJdV Am{X J«W
§ mo _|
Y_© Am¡a gm{hË` H$m g_Ýd` {XImB© nS>Vm h¡ & BZ J«W
§ mo§ H$mo àmá gm_m{OH$ AmXa ^r H$bm
Ho$ ~Xbo Y_© Ho$ H$maU {deof h¡ & {\$a ^r Omo ^r Ym{_©H$ gm{hË` h¡ dh g^r H$bm H$r Ñ{ï> go
CÎm_ hr hmo `h Amdí`H$ Zht h¡ & Y_© Ho$ Zm_ CZ_| H$B© Eogr gm_mÝ` ~mV| ñWyb én _|
ì`º$ hþB© &
nmíMmV² gm{hË` _o§ ^r Y_© Ho$ gmW gm{hË` H$m gå~ÝY Omo‹S>m J`m h¡ & Q>moëgQ>mo` Vmo Y_© Am¡a
H$bm Ho$ g_Ýd` H$m àIa {h_m`Vr Wm & AmO Vmo Y_© H$m ñdê$n H$m\$r ~Xb MyH$m h¡ & EH$
g_` Wm O~ Y_© g~go ~S>m nþafþ mW© _mZm OmVm Wm & AmO gd©Ì Bg n{a{ñW{V H$m AÝV Am
MþH$m h¡ & Y_© ^r gm{hË` H$r, AÝ` {df`m| H$r Vah EH$ gm_J«r Ho$ ê$n _| Am gH$Vm h¡ &
_Ü`H$mb _| Vþbgr, H$~ra H$m gm{hË` Y_© g§dYo Z `þº$ hmoZo Ho$ gmW - gmW H${dËd go ^anya
h¡ & AmYþ{ZH$ `þJ _| _¡{WbreaU Jþá Am{X Ho$ gm{hË` CgH$m CXmhaU h¡ &
gm{hË` H$^r Y_© H$m {damoYr Zht hmoVm & {H$ÝVþ O~ Y_© gm§àXm{`º$m `m g§H$þ {MVVm Ho$ Xm`ao
_| AmH$a VW _mZdVm H$m nmofH$ ~ZZo Ho$ ~Xbo AdamoYH$ ~ZZo H$m à`mg H$aVm h¡ V~ gƒm
gm{hË`H$ma H$m IyZ ImobVm h¡ & H$B© ~ma Y_© Ho$ H$maU H$bm - H¥${V`m| H$mo ~hþV Hþ$N> ghZm
nS>m h¡ & Hþ$No>H$ g§àXm`m| _| Xodr -XodVmAm| H$m gm{h{Ë`H$aU Zht hmo gH$Vm Am¡a ZmQ>H$m{X _|
_mZdnmÌm| Ûmam CgH$m _§MZ Zht hmo gH$Vm Eogr _mÝ`Vm ì`má h¡, bo{H$Z `h »`mb {g\©$
T>H$m|gbm h¡ & Bg g§gma _o§ _mZdVm go ~T>H$a Xygam H$moB© Y_© Zht h¡ & {Ogo h_ B©ída H$hVo
h¡, dh ^r A§VV: Vmo EH$ AmXe© _Zþî` H$r hr g§H$ënZm h¡ & gm{hË` Vmo _mZdVm H$mo hr
Ho$ÝÐñW aIVm h¡ &
AmYþ{ZH$ `þJ _| AmO Y_© Am¡a B©ída H$r gÎmm H$m hmg hmoZo bJm h¡ & nmíMmV² Am¡a ^maVr`
H$B© H$bm-H¥${V`m| _| B©ídar` gÎmm Ho$ gm_Zo àíZ{M• ISo> hþE h¡ & _yë`n{adV©Z Ho$ H$maU
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Y_m©ñWm H$m Üd§g hmoZo bJm h¡ & gm{hË` H$r AZoH$ aMZmAm| _| BgH$m à{V{~å~ {XImB© nS>Vm
h¡ &
gm{hË` Z Vmo Y_© àMma H$m gmYZ h¡ Am¡a Z hr Y_© {dÐmo h H$m {Z{_Îm & Y_m©Mma `m
Y_©{dÐmoh CgHo$ {df`m§J hmo gH$Vo h¡ & H$moB© AYm{_©H$ ì`{º$ gm{hË`H¥${V H$m Zm`H$ hmo gH$Vm
h¡ & Eogr H¥${V H$m _yë`m§H$Z ^r Ym{_©H$ Ñ{ï>H$moU go Zht ~{ëH$ gm{h{Ë`H$ Ñ{ï>H² $moU go hr
hmoZm Mm{hE &
gm{hË` Am¡a Zr{V :
gm{hË` _mZdm{^ì`{º$ H$m EH$ g\$b _mÜ`_ h¡ & gm{hË` H$m Cn{Oì` _Zþî` h¡ Am¡a _Zþî`
AnZo ì`{º$Ëd H$r H$B© {deofVmE± boH$a Or ahm hmoVm h¡ & BZ {deofVmAm| H$mo Ambo{IV
H$aZm, ì`º$ H$aZm gm{hË` H$m H$m`© h¡ & O~ _Zþî` gm{hË` go BVZm grYo T§>J go OþS>m hþAm
hmoVm h¡ V~ gm{hË` Am¡a Zr{Vemó _Zþî` OrdZ H$mo ghr Xrem {XImZodmbm nhby h¡ &
Zr{Vemó ^r _Zþî` H$mo AmXem} H$r Eogr amh {XImVm h¡ {OZgo _Zþî` H$mo V_gmo _m
Á`mo{V©J_` H$m AZþ^d hmoVm h¡ & gm{hË` ^r Bgr àH$ma {Xem gyMZ H$aZdmbm EH$ _mÜ`_
h¡& AWm©V² Zr{V Am¡a gm{hË` d¡go Vmo EH$ hr Zmd Ho$ _þgm{\$a h¡ & {\$a ^r XmoZm| EH$Xygao na
Adb§{~V h¡ & AWm©V gm{hË` H$mo agnyU© ~ZmZo _| Zr{Vemó H$m ~hþV ~S>m `moJXmZ h¡ & h_mao
OrdZ _| nSo> hþE g§ñH$mamo H$m `m g§ñH$mam| Ho$ {Xem gyMZ H$m H$m`© XmoZm| Ho$ à^md _| XoIm
OmVm h¡ & gm{hË` H$r gË`_² erd_ H$r g§H$ënZm Zr{Vemó go gm{hË` H$m A{^Þ gå~ÝY
ñWm{nV H$a OmVr h¡ &
gm{hË` H$r {dMmaYmam _| H$bm, H$bm Ho$ {bE Am¡a H$bm OrdZ Ho$ {bE BZ XmoZm| {XemAm| H$m
g§H$o V h_| {dÛmZm| Ûmam n«má hþAm h¡ & H$bm OrdZ H$m {gÕm§V gm{hË` Am¡a Zr{Vemó H$m
gå~ÝY ñWm{nV H$aVm h¡ & Zr{Vemó _| OrdZ H$mo ghr amh {XImB© OmVr h¡ & Vmo gm{hË` _|
^r Bgr ~mV H$m Aga n¡Xm hmoVm h¡ & gm{hË` Zr{Vemó Ho$ {gÕm§Vm| H$mo H$ënZm _| _þº$ H$aVo
g_mO Ho$ gm_Zo A{^ì`{º$ H$aVm h¡ & Zr{Vemó H$m àMma - àgma gm{hË` _| ~bdV én go
hmo gH$Vm h¡ & O~ {H$ Zr{Vemó ^r gm{hË` Ho$ {bE A{d^mÁ` AWdm A{Zdm`© A§J ~Z J`m
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h¡ & gm{hË` _| O~ _Zþî` H$m OrdZ A§{H$V hmoVm h¡ V~ _Zþî` Ho$ OrdZ go g§~{§ YV
Zr{Vemó H$m H$moB© ^r A§e gm{hË` _o§ hmoZm H$moB© A{Ve`mo{º$ Zht & AWm©V² gm{hË` H$m
Zr{Vemó {dhrZ hmoZm h_mar H$ënZm H$r ~mha H$r ~mV ~Z OmVr h¡ & O~ go gm{hË` H$m
Ama§^ hþAm h¡, V~ go BZ_| {^Þ-{^Þ à{VH$m|, Cn_mZm| BË`m{X Ho$ Ûmam Zr{V H$m Ehgmg h_o
hþAm h¡ &
gm{hË` Am¡a B{Vhmg :
gm{hË` h_mao g_mO Ho$ {bE EH$ Egm _mÜ`_ h¡, Omo ñd`§ g_mO H$mo CZH$r nhMmZ XoZo H$m
H$m`© H$aVm h¡ & ^yV, ^{dî` Am¡a dV©_mZ BZ VrZm| H$mbm| H$m gþì`{ñWV A§H$Z H$aZo H$r
j_Vm gm{hË` H$r AnZr {deofVm h¡ & gm{hË` {OVZm ^{dî` _| XoIVm h¡, CVZm hr dV©_mZ
_| OrVm h¡ & {H$ÝVþ `h ^r gZmVZ gË` h¡ {H$ {H$gr ^r dV©_mZ Ho$ ~rM CgHo$ AVrV _| nSo>
hþE ~rO {XImB© XoVo h¡ & B{Vhmg EH$ Vah go AVrV H$m n`m©` h¡ & gm{hË` _| B{Vhmg H$r
aoImE± C^aVr h¡ & Am¡a dV©_mZ H$m ê$n ~ZH$a A{^ì`º$ hmoVr h¡ & Bg Ñ{ï> go gm{hË` Amoa
B{Vhmg H$m gå~ÝY A{^Þ _mZm OmEJm &
B{Vhmg H$r n¥îR>^y{_ na gm{hË` AnZm Z¥Ë` H$aVm h¡, na Cg Z¥Ë` H$m AmZ§X B{Vhmg Zht
bo gH$Vm & {\$a ^r XmoZm| Ho$ g_~ÝYm| _| H$moB© H$_Pmo{a`m± ZOa Zht AmVr & gm{hË` Zo
OJh-OJh na B{Vhmg H$mo AnZm AmYma ~Zm`m h¡ & gm{hË` H$mo O~ O~ OéaV nS>r V~
- V~ B{Vhmg H$mo nyH$mam & Eogm H$h gH$Vo h¡ {H$ B{Vhmg Ho$ n«Ë`oH$ n¥ð> gm{hË` H$r godm _|
Ah{Zf© ISo> hþE h¡ & B{Vhmg H$^r H$mo AnZr KQ>Zm H$mo, H$^r H$moB© AnZo nmÌmo§ H$mo gm{hË` Ho$
gm_Zo AmYma Xo gH$Vm h¡ & gm{hË`H$ma Dg AmYma Ho$ ~b~yVo na `m KQ>Zm H$mo AnZr
H$ënZm e{º$ go EH$ n{a_m{O©V ê$n XoVm h¡ Am¡a {H$gr aMZm H$m AmH$ma ~Zm boVm h¡ &
gm{hË` B{Vhmg na Adb§{~V h¡ & B{Vhmg H$m ~hþV Hþ$N> AmYma h¡ & gm{hË`H$ma B{Vhmg Ho$
à{V B©_mZXma ahH$a AnZr aMZm _| H$ënZm Ho$ ~b na EH$ Z`m én n«má H$aVm h¡ & Vmo
B{Vhmg ^r gm{hË` H$r Bg aMZm à{H«$`m Ho$ H$maU AnZo AmnH$mo Or{dV g_OZo H$m
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Ahmo^m½` g_OVm h¡ & b§~r C_« Ad{Y Ho$ ~mX AmO Omo {MÌ h_ ñnï> XoI gH$Vo h¡ - CgH$m
EH$ H$maU gm{hË` ^r h¡ & BgàH$ma XmoZm| Ho$ Amngr gå~ÝYm| _| ^oX Zht h¡ &
gm{hË` Am¡a {dkmZ :
ñWyb én _| gm{hË` VWm {dkmZ Ho$ joÌ _| n`m©á A§Va h¡ & Š`m|{H$ gm{hË` H$m gå~ÝY _mZd
Ho$ A§Va_Z go h¡ Am¡a {dkmZ H$m _mZd Ho$ ~mø _Z go & `m `m| H$hm OmE {H$ gm{hË` H$m joÌ
H$ënZm Am¡a ^mdZm H$m h¡ Am¡a {dkmZ H$m ~þ{Õ {dbmg H$m naÝVþ O¡gm h_ AmJo XoI MþHo$ h¡
{H$ gm{hË` _| ~m¡{Õº$m H$m gd©Wm A^md Zht & Cgr àH$ma {dkmZ _| ^r H$ënZm VWm ^mdZm
H$r g_mZ én go Amdí`H$Vm ahVr h¡ & A§Va Ho$db BVZm hr h¡ {H$ gm{hË` _mZd Ho$ _ZmodJo m|
H$mo Va§{JH$ H$aVm h¡ & dh CgHo$ ôX` H$mo H$ënZm VWm ^mdZm Ûmam agg^a H$aHo$ Cg_|
~m¡{ÕH$ {dMmam| H$mo AnZo Ñ{ï>H$moU Ho$ AZþgma OmJ¥V H$aVm h¡ & na§Vþ d¡km{ZH$ EH$ {d{eï>
d¡km{ZH$ gË` H$mo Cn{ñWV H$aHo$ Ho$db _Zþî` H$mo à^m{dV H$aVm h¡ &
BZ nañna {damoYr VWm {d{^Þ ^mJm| H$m AZþgaU H$aVo hþE {dkmZ Am¡a gm{hË` XmoZm| hr
AnZo - AnZo ñWmZ na R>rH$ h¡ & XmoZm| H$r OrdZ ì`m»`m Am¡a gË` _| EoŠ` h¡ & `Ú{n
Ñ{ï>H$moU _| {^ÞVm h¡ & `h àm` : XoIm J`m h¡ {H$ Omo H$b H$ënZm _| gmW dh AmO dmñVd
_| gË` hmo J`m h¡ & Omo AmO dmñVd _| gË` h¡, dh H$^r H$ënZm _| ^r gË` ê$n nm gH$Vm
h¡ & Cgr àH$ma AmO Ho$ `þJ _| gm{hË` VWm {dkmZ _| ^r g_Ýd` H$r Amdí`H$Vm h¡ Am¡a
Bgr g_Ýd` _| _mZd Om{V H$m H$ë`mU h¡ &
Bg àH$ma g_mO, B{Vhmg, {dkmZ, Zr{V, Y_© Am{X emóm| _| {Zé{nV gË` gm{hË` Ho$ gË`
go {^Þ h¡ & gm{hË` _o ì`dhmaJV gË` H$m énm§VaU hmoVm h¡ & {g\©$ H$ƒr gm_J«r Ho$ ê$n _|
AmZodmbo ì`dhma OJV Ho$ `h gË` gm{hË` _| Á`mXm AgaH$maH$ Am¡a é{MnyU© bJVm h¡ &
gm{hË` H$m gË` g§^mdZmAm| Ho$ gmW gå~{ÝYV h¡ - Bg{bE H$hm J`m h¡ - boIH$r` H$_©
^mdr g§doXZmAm| Ho$ à{V AmídñV H$aVm h¡ &
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``hirv¢xr·y bCcn Ek k·ljy& VyiKtTv û''
- þrtþ·IR.ke. b·vily·.
``n t&r cle, n tlv·r cl&,
n >··le cle, n cl& gol& û
st·ao¢ ko >·& pl$ idy·,
tuf·no¢ ko >·& mo@æ idy· û
pl me¢ sm·j yU| bdl idy·,
Âó hv·ao¢ k· >·& mo@æ idy· û
ivc·ro¢ k& Z¢Z· Ees& cl&,
isfR >··v bhe¢ a·wr klm cl& û''
Iith·s Is b·t k· [pm·ï hw ik ijtn& [pblt· Ev¢ [pórt·
klm k& ñ·r me¢ hot& hw, ütn& x·yd iks& xS+ me¢ nh&¢ û xS+o¢ ke
`·v to smyÂp& [pv·h ke s·q im$ >·& j·te hw, leikn mis-k·gjæ pr
üker& gIR Ib·rte¢ vWoR tk mhfUl rht& hw û ihNd& s·ihTy me¢ Eese yug
inm·Rt· s·ihTyk·ro¢ k· yogd·n aivSmrï&y rh· hw û Eese n·m&-an·m&
k·ljy& s·ihTyk·ro¢ me¢ hirv¢xr·y bCcn k· n·m pTqr k& lk&r hw û
hirv¢xr·y bCcn ihNd& s·ihTy k· Ek Ees· cmkt· hua· ict·r·,
ijsk& [pit>·· k& roxn& y+-t+-svR+ gu¢ijt hw û
h·l·v·d ke [pvtRk hirv¢xr·y bCcn k· jNm 27 nvMbr 1907 me¢ [py·g me¢
cKk m·whLle me¢ k·ySq pirv·r me¢ hua· q· û ipt· [pt·pn·r·yï Ev¢ m·t·
surst& ke yh·| jNm lenev·le hirv¢xr·y bCcn k· l·ln-p·ln
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a>··vo¢ se >·re pirv·r me¢ hua · q· û apn& b·Ly·vSq· se h&
s¢k $o¢, s¢` WoR¢ Ev¢ p&@·ao¢ se juZ nev ·le bCcn j& ne ijNdg& me¢ k>·& >·&
ht·x hon· nh&¢ s&ó· û phl& piTn ªy·m· ke a·kiSmk inn se ünke
j&vn me¢ n·n· [pk·r k& ivk$ piriSqity·| pwd · huI R q& û leikn b·d me¢
tej & sUr& n·mk yuv t& ne ünke j&vn me¢ Vy·Pt a¢ñ k·r ko [pk·x k&
Jyoitp¢uj se [p Jvilt

iky· û vh j&vn me¢ $U$ e avªy h&, ikNtu

pl·yn nh&¢ iky· û
``üMm&d vKt k· sbse b@æ· sh·r· hw,
jb h·w¢s l· ho b·jua o¢ me¢ to mojo me¢ >·& ikn·r· hw û''
INh&¢ h·w¢s lo¢ ke blbut e pr bCcn j& ne kIR üpliBñy·| ko p·r
krte huE ihNd& s·ihTy me¢ apn& girm· ko k·ym iky· û
ve a·kWRk [pit>·· sMpNn ivrl VyiKtTv ke ñn& qe û ve ihNd& ke
mUk tpSv& kl·k·r qe û ünk· srl Ev¢¢ mOd u>··W& VyiKtTv aTy¢t
[p>··vx·l& q· û ünke j&vn me¢ n·m m·+ ko >·& kh&¢ a·@Mbr Ev¢
fwx n nh&¢ q& û bCcn j& pOQ v& ke sm·n h& ñwyRx ·l& kl·k·r qe û
du¶óo¢ ko shne k& shnx&lt· ünme¢ py·RPt m·+· me¢ q& û deh ·t& k&
ijNdg& ke [pit üNhe¢ as&m Sneh q· û ünk· VyiKtTv mn se qke huE,
h·re huE [pTyek VyiKt ke ilE [p erï·d·y& anu# · VyiKtTv hw û `kox&x
krnev ·lo¢ k& h·r nh&¢ hot&' kivt· Is& b·t k· sm= üd·hrï hw û
yq·¶
``koixx krnev ·lo¢ k& h·r nh&¢ hot&,
lhro¢ se @rkr nwy · p·r nh&¢ hot& û
nNh&¢ c&¢$ & jb d·n· lek r clt& hw,
cßt& idv·ro¢ pr s·w b·r ifslt& hw,
mn k· ivªv·s rgo¢ me¢ s·hs >·rt· hw,
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cßkr igrn·, igr kr cßn· n aórt· hw,
a·iór üsk& mhen t bek ·r nh&¢ hot&
koixx krnev ·lo¢ k& h·r nh&¢ hot& û''
in¶s¢deh hirv¢x r·y bCcn k· VyiKtTv sÚdyt·, s¢v ed nx&lt·,
kmR# t·, ktRVypr·yït·, sih¸ïut · se zlkt· hua · aq·h s·gr h& hw û
yh Ek Ees · mUñ RNy VyiKtTv hw, jo [p itpl b·ñ·ao¢ se l@te huE alg
r·St· bn·y· hw û Is& s¢d >·R me¢ @»·.lilt· aro@· ne iló· hw ``yh vh VyiKtTv hw, jo s¢¢` WoR¢ ke b&c inór· hw, ivroño¢ ke b&c
mw+& krt· hua ·, Ek ivix¸$ VyiKtTv bn gy· jo ibn· p@æ·v clt· rh· hw
û''1
kiv bCcn k· VyiKtTv óul e pO¸#o¢ k& ikt·b hw û ivivñ >··vo¢
se guq e Is VyiKtTv ne ihNd& s·ihTy ke Iith·s me¢ Svy¢ apn· Ek
aõy·y bn·ne k& ivr·$ ce¸$· k& hw û apne bhum uó & VyiKtTv k& jo
phec ·n ihNd& s·ihTy ko d& hw, vh yug -yug ·Nt tk a=uï rheg & û y¥
Ev¢ g¥ ke =e+ me¢ ünk& [p it>·· ko hm deó skte hw û mñux ·l·,
mñub ·l·, mñuk lx, ówy ·m k& mñux ·l·, inx·-inm¢+ ï, imln y·imn&,
[p ïy pi+k·, hl·hl, b¢g ·l k· k·l, a·rt& a·wr a¢g ·re, j·l sme$ ·,
k$t& [p itm·ao¢ k& a·v·jæ a·id jws & p¥ rcn·E| ilónev ·le bCcn j&
ne nye pur·ne Zroóe, [p v·s k& @·yr&, Ky· >·Ul u Ky· y·d kÂ a·id jws &
g¥ rcn·ao¢ k· inm·Rï krke Ek sfl leó k k· >·& pircy krv·y·
hw û
vStut ¶ bCcn j& k& <y·it kiv ke Âp me¢ rh& hw û leikn
bCcn j& kivt· ilónev ·le kiv nh&¢ hw û Is& s¢d>·R me¢ @»·. lilt·
aro@æ· k· m·nn· hw SEPTEMBER:- 2012,
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``bCcn j& k& kivt· ko ilónev·le kiv nh&¢, kivt· ko j&nev·le,
kivt· ke h·qo¢ pUr& trh smipRt kiv hw û dUsre bCcn j& ne jo r·St· cun·
q·, vh n to mñux·l· k& aor j·t· q· a·wr n· p·l·RmeN$ k& aor û ünk&
m¢ijl n to koIR b·d q· n koIR isÙ·¢t û vh r·St· kevl a·dm& k& aor
le j·nev·l· q·, Is& k·rï VyiKtTv ajey rh· û''2
bCcn j& k& s·ihTy s·ñn· me¢ ivi>·Nn phluao¢ k· pircy [p·Pt
hot· hw û ünke s·ihTy k· sbse s=m p= ünk& a·Tm·i>·VyiKt hw û
ünke s·ihTy me¢ a·Tm tTv k· [pSfu$n sfl ß¢g se hua· hw û Is&
s¢d>·R me¢ Svy¢ ünk· kqn hw ``mw¢ ilóte smy apne kQy se Itn· tNmy rht· hU| ik muZe kl· k·
õy·n nh&¢ rht· û mere kQy k& j&v¢tt· se koIR kl· Svt¶ [pSfUi$t hot& to
mw¢ nh&¢ j·nt· û s·y·s iks& trh k& xBdkl·-k·irgr& idó·ne k· n to
mw¢ne k>·& p[ yTn iky· hw a·wr n muZme¢ Ink& =mt· hw û''
bCcn j& yuginm·Rt· kiv hw û Svt¢+t· ke b·d dex me¢ fwle huE
[>·¸${·c·r, p·p·c·r, dur·c·r Ev¢ ñm·RNñt· jws& ivWmt·ao¢ ne dex ko
óoól· bn· idy· q· û Iske iól·f kiv bul¢d v·ï& me¢ kht· hw ``aqR a·ó$ bl, agr tuZko iml· hw,
to yh&¢ üpyog yh, ik tU apn& Vyq·ao¢ ko bß·kr û''
tTk·l&n sm·j me¢ Vy·Pt a¢¢ñk·r ne h& üNhe¢ `or inr·x·v·d& bn·
idy· q· û yq·¶
``In g&to¢ me¢ b·r-b·r deh k& nªvrt· a·wr j&vn k& =ï>·¢gurt· k·
üLleó x·yd kiv k& üs mn¶iSqit k· pirc·yk hw, jo [k·¢itk·iryo¢ ko
f·|s& k· f¢d· cUmte a·wr k·le p·n& k& sj·E| >·ogte deókr bn& hog& û''3
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kivne hm·re dex me¢ fwl& aVyvSq·, gOhklex, iv:upt· ke [pit
>·& vwñk v·ï& me¢ Vy¢Gy iky· hw û jwse ¶
``agr ñoó· >·& tuMhe¢ ó·n· p@e to,
c·ihE ó·n· ivdex& zo@kr, ó·n· Svdex& û''
hm·re ñmoR¢ me¢ fwle s@·|` Ev¢ sm·j me¢ iv¥m·n pr¢pr·ao¢ Ev¢
a·@Mbro¢ ke [pit >·& ünk& v·vn me¢ inWeñ p·y· j·t· hw û prm·Tm· ke
s¢d>·R me¢ vh kht· hw ``IRªvr ko mw¢ nh&¢ j·nt·,
üsk& st· nh&¢ m·nt·,
ijse n deó· j·t· kwse üsko let· m·n û''
hirv¢xr·y bCcn [pem ke üNmt g·yk qe û ünke s·ihTy me¢ [pem
ke l·wikk Ev¢ al·wikk p= k· b@æ· h& m·imRk ic+ï hua· hw û y¥ip
üNho¢ne l·wikk [pem ko sOi¸$ k· mUl·ñ·r m·n· hw û ünk& `a·Tm pircy'
n·mk kivt· Is& b·t k· [pm·ï hw û yq· ¶
``mw¢ jg-j&vn k· >··r ilye ifrt· hU|,
ifr >·& j&vn me¢ Py·r ilye ifrt· hUU|,
kr idy· iks& ne s¢kOt ijnko `Ukr,
mw¢ s·|so¢ ke do t·r ilye ifrt· hU| û''4
mnu¸y me¢ >·gv·n ke SvÂp ko deóne k· Svr, m·nvj&vn k& a·Sq· k· Svr
hw a·wr mUl hw r·g û Is& r·g >··v ne kiv bCcn ko j&vn k& `or inr·x· me¢
iZliml·t& jugnU k· [pk·x idy· û ünk· m·nn· q· ik, [pïy to m·nv k·
mUl·ñ·r hw, üsse smSt s¢s·r ko Ek sU+t· me¢ jo@æ·
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j· skt· hw û a·j ke s·¢[pt yug me¢ m·nv&yt· ke =&ï hote huE
mULyo¢ ke avmULyn ke p&ze >·& Is& >··v k& km& hw û Is&ilE vh
kht· hw ``r·g se b·|ñe cl s¢s·r û''
bCcn j& k· s·ihTy ivW·d-avs·d se >·r· p@æ· hw û ünk·
j&vn ivi>·Nn Vy·iñyo¢ k· ixk·r rh· hw û ifr>·& üNho¢ne du¶óo¢ ko
vó·kr amOt bn·y· q· û Is& s¢d>·R me¢ Ek ivveck ne iló· hw ``mñux·l· xr·b p&kr nh&¢ iló& gIR q&, vh ijNdg& k· sbse
k@æv· jhr p&kr iló& gIR q& û bhuto¢ ko yh jhr p&n· p@æt· hw û kuz
Eese mu|h bn·kr p&te hw, kuz Ise muSkur·kr p&te hw û muSkur·kr p&ne pr jhr
amOt bn j·t· hw û mu|h bn·kr p&ne pr vh a·wr >·& aiñk m·dk bn j·t·
hw û bCcn j& k& s¢pUïR kivt· jhr ko bn·ne k& Ek a$U$ s·ñn· hw û''
mñux·l· me¢ >·& üNho¢ne iló· hw ``y·d n a·E du¶ómy j&vn
Isse p& let· h·l·,
jg ic¢t·ao¢ se rhne ko,
muKt, ü#· let· Py·l· û''5
bCcn j& k· s·ihTy s·m·ijk iv:upt· k· kCc· ic$ù#· hw û
üNho¢ne apn& rcn·ao¢ me¢ j·it-p·it, b·s·@Mbro n·r& se ju@& ivi>·Nn
smSy·ao¢ k· sj&v ic+ï iky· hw û ünk& rcn·ao¢ me¢ r·¸${&yt· k·
Svr >·& bul¢d rh· hw û ünk& Z¢@·, k·¢it-x·¢it jws& kivt·E| r·¸${&y
>··vo¢ ko üj·gr krne me¢ s=m hw û
in¶s¢deh hirv¢xr·y bCcn ihNd& s·ihTy s¢s·r k· Ek Ees· k·ljy&
VyiKtTv, ijsk& ijNdg& me¢ inr·x· ke b·dl z·ye avªy
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leikn [pk·x k· i$mi$m·t· d·yr· [pJvilt h& rh· hw û vedn·,
iv:oh, a·[kox, [perï·, üTs·h, Ty·g, smpRï Ev¢ nUtnt· k· s¢tr¢g& IN:
ñnuW hw jo sm·j k& s@&-gl& Âißyo¢ ko to@ækr ivªv m·nv ko jo@t·
hw û ünk& k·Vy rcn·E| yugo¢ tk p·#k vgR ko m¢+muGñ krt& rheg& û Is&
s¢d>·R me¢ Ek ivã·n ne iló· hw ``a·wr ab m·lUm hot· hw, m·no vh >·& d&v·n· hw, duiny· >·& d&v·n& hw û
a·wr koIR d&v·n· ho y· nh&¢, me¢ to d&v·n· hU| h& - bCcn k· d&v·n·, üsk&
kivt· k· d&v·n· û bCcn icr¢j&v ho, üsk& kivt· amr ho û''6
s¢d>·R sUic ¶(1) bCcn Ek aõyyn ¶ @»·.lilt· aro@· - pO¸#-16
(2) bCcn Ek aõyyn ¶ @»·.lilt· aro@· - pO¸#-15
(3) hirv¢xr·y bCcn ¶ [pitiniñ kivt·E ¶ mohn guPt-pO¸#-07
(4) hirv¢xr·y bCcn ¶ [pitiniñ kivt·E ¶ mohn guPt-pO¸#-27
(5) mñux·l· - hirv¢xr·y bCcn - pO¸#-80
(6) mñux·l· - hirv¢xr·y bCcn - pO¸#-12
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ihNd& s·ihTy me’ s·’’SkOitk cetn·
-DaR. ketn 3I.mkva`a

>·Uimk· ¶“j&vn yid ñrt& hw, to s’’SkOit üsk· SvgR hw û”
ivàv ke Iith·s ke pNne pl$ne se hme’ D·t hot· hw ik >··rt&y
s’’SkOit sbse [p·c&n v pur·n& hw û smy ®p& [pv·h ke s·q iktne dex
k& s’’SkOity·| bhkr ó·k ho gy& hw’ û Ek >··rt&y s’’SkOit h& Ees& hw,
jo iktn& h& a·pd·E|, b·ñ·E| Evmù smy ®p& ópe@$o ke s·q $kr·kr
$U$& nh&’’ hw û Iith·s Is b·t k· g|v·h hw ik [p·c&nk·l se lekr
a·j tk >··rt&y s’’SkOit – s>yt· k& girm· a§uï rh& hw û >··rt&y
s’’SkOit k· Svy’’ Ek Iith·s hw û vedo’’, üpinWdo’’ tq· v·Lm&ik Ev’’
k·ild·s jwl& iv>·Uityo’’ ke krkmlo se pLlivt honev·l& >··rt&y
s’’SkOit ke s·mne iks& >·& dex k& s’’SkOit loh· nh&’’ le skt& û
>··rt&y s’’SkOit me’ Ees& kIR iniñy·|, bhumULyv·n rTn >·re p@$e huE
jo [pTyek INs·n k& ijNdg& me’ m·IlS$on hw û >··rt&y s’’SkOit me’
ivàvb’ñ
’ uTv, m·nvt·v·d, ñmR, sd·c·r a·id jwse j&vnmULy ñn&>·Ut
hw û üsme’ AW&muinyo’ k& j·duIRv·vt iniht hw û üsme’ ivivñ kl·ao’ ,
pvR-üTsv, rhn-shn, k· leó·joó· ici+t hw û >··rt&y s’’SkOit ke
Is amr v ajey ®p ko ivi>Nn >··W·ao’ne xBd·ik’’t iky· hw û ihNd&
>··W· s·ihTy me’ >·& hm·r& s·’’SkOitk ivr·st k& b@$& h& sj&v v mñur
ai>·VyiKt huIR hw û
ihNd& s·ihTy me’ s·’’SkOitk cetn· ¶ihNd& s·ihTy me’ >··rt&y s’’SkOit k& ai>·VyiKt Sv·>··ivk ®p me’
huIR hw û khne me’ koIR dohr·IR n hog& ik ihNd& s·ihTy >··rt&y s’’SkOit
k& g·wrvg·q· hw û
>·iKtk·iln s·ihTy >··rt&y ñmR, dxRn, s’’SkOit s>yt· k·
[p>··ivt me®d¬@ h& hw û >·iKt s·ihTy ne n isfR >··rt&y s’’SkOit ko
üj·gr iky· hw, bilk üs smy me’ >··rt vWR me’ Sq·ipt ISl·imk
s’’SkOit se >·& smNvy krv·y· hw û ivivñ pur·ïo’ v ingm-a·gm k·
s·r hme’ >·iKt s·ihTy me’ imlt· hw’ û kb&r ke s·ihTy me’ >·iKt, D·n
Ev’’ kmR k· smNvy hw û Isme, hme’ yog, D·n, ved·Nt k· inco@$ imlt·
hw û
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g·wSv·m& tul s&d·s kOt “r·mcirtm·ns” >··rt&y s’’SkOit k& ñrohr
iniñ hw û s·t k·’’@o’’ me’ iv>·Kt yh mh·k·Vy Ek a·dxR pirv·r, Ek
a·dxR r·Jy k· s=m üd·hrï [pStut krt· hw û r·m>·iKt k· guïg·n
krn· a·wr jnj&vn ko p·irv·irk Ev’’ s·m·ijk - s·’’SkOitk :i¸$ se
ª|c· ü#·n· Is [gNq k· [pmuó [pyojn hw û >··rt&y s’’SkOit ke ivr·$
s·’’SkOitk sMmel n k& yh·| Z·|k& idó·y& det& hw û yq·¶
“jb jb hoIR ñrm ke h·in,
b·ßih asur a`m ai>·m·n& û”
Is&ilE to Isk& mht· idn-b-idn bß$t& j· rh& hw û Is& s’’d>·R me’
i[gysn k· yh kqn s·qRk hw“ü_·r >··rt me’ ijtn· [pc·r m·ns k· hw, ütn· IGle¬@ me’ b·Ibl k· nh&’
hw û”
Is [pk·r gu®n·nk, j·ys&, n·mdev, rwd·s jwse >·Kt kivyo’ ne n
isfR Is dex ke ñmR ko smZ·y· hw, bilk Is dex ke jnm·ns ko
üd·t >··rt&y s’’SkOit k· boñ >·& krv·y· hw û t·TpyR yh hw ik
>·iKtk·iln s·ihTy >··rt&y s’’SkOit k· üNn·yk, [p erk Ev’’ üõñ·rk
rh· hw’ û
ihNd& s·ihTy ke >·iKtk·l me’ >·& >··rt&y s’’SkOit k· sbl v
xsKt ®p :i¸$gocr hot· hw û ihNd& s·ihTy k· glk·l >··rteNduyug
jh·| Ek aor nivnt· k& [pt&it krv·t· hw, vh&’ dUsr& aor r·¸${yt·,
ñmR, ivàvb’’ñuTv, j&vn a·dxoR ko >·& ivveict krt· hw û >··rteNduyug
ke puroñ· >··rteNdu ne >··rt&y s’’SkOit ke rhSyo’ ko üd`·i$t krne k&
ce¸$· k& hw û `>··rteNdu dudRx ·' n·$k me’ vh kht· hw“robhu ! sb imil a·vhu >··rt >··IR,
h· ! h· ! >··rt dudRx· deó & n j·IR û”
>··rteNdune a’’ñerngr&, ivW¸y ivWmoWñm jwse n·$k kivvcn suñ·,
hircN: ciN:k· jws& pi+k·ao’ Ev’’ s·ihiTyk rcn·ao’ ke m·õym se
s’’SkOit boñ k· pircy krv·y· hw’ û
mh·v&r [ps·d imved& >·& >··rt&y s’’SkOt ke p=ñr rhe hw û üNho’n e
k·Vy m’’j UW·, sumn jws& kivt·E sMpitx·S+, ihNd& mh·>··rt jws& gl
rcn·E, rsD r’’jn, leó ·j’’il jwse inb’’ño me’ r·¸${yt·, Svdex ·i>·m·n,
a·dxRv·idt·, nwitkt· a·id jwse s’’SkOitk a·dxoR ko v·ï& [pd·n k&
hw û
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jyx’’kr [ps·dne >·& m·nvt·v·d& >··rt&y s’’SkOit ko apne s·ihTy me’
xBd·ik’’t iky· hw û
“a·wro’ ko h’’ste deóo mnu, hso’’ a·wr suó p·ao,
apne suó ko ivStOt bn· lo, sbko suó& bn·ao û”
khte huE [ps·dne smuce ivàv ke Ek h& z+z·y· ke k$`re me’ ó@$·
iky· hw û [ps·d kOt k·m·yn& >··rt&y s’’SkOit k· [p·m·iïk dSt·vej
hw û [pStut mh·k·Vy me’ [ps·dne m·nv mn ke vwWMy ko smZ·te huE ,
dy·, mmt·, k®ï· a·id jws e n·r& ivWyk mULyo’ ko pir>··iWt iky·
hw û [ps·dne k®ï·ly, aj·tx+u, SkNdguPt, cN:guPt, [ñuvSv·imn& a·id
jws e n·$ko’ me’ >··rt&y s’’SkOit ke a·dxRv·d& :i¸$koï ko [pStut iky·
hw û
Is [pk·r ihNd& s·ihTy me’ smy smy pr >··rt&y s’’SkOit ke
üd·t mULyo’ ko xBd·ik’’t krne k· [py·s hua· hw û Is& s’’d>·R me’
r·mñ·r&is’h idnkr k· n·m pTqr k& lk&r rh· hw û idnkr kOt
ràm&rq& Is b·t k· [pm·ï hw û >··rt&y s’’SkOit ne s>·& ñmo, j·ityo’
ko Ek h& m·n· hw’ û idnkr ne >·& [pStut ó¬@k·Vy me’ kïR ke g&re huE
cir+ ko nye :i¸$koï se próte huE üse ivàv k· aimity pu®W `oiWt
iky· hw û jws e –
“ü|c-n&c k· >·ed n m·ne, vh& §e¸# D·n& hw,
dy·-ñmR ijsme’ ho, sbse pUJy [p·ï& vh& hw û”
khte huE idnkrne [pStut ó¬@k·Vy me’ piv+t·, ñmR, im+t·, ñmRin¸#·,
m·nvt· a·id mULyo’ ko [pSq·ipt iky· hw û idnkr kOt s’’SkOt ke c·r
aõy·y >··rt&y s’’SkOit k& pirc·yk rcn· hw û khne me’ koIR
aitxyoiKt n hog& ik [pStut rcn· >··rt&y s’’SkOit k& amULy iniñ
hw û
r·¸${kiv mwiql&xrï guPt k& rcn·ao’ me’ >·& s·’’SkOitk pr’’pr· k·
[pv·h ab·ñ ®p me’ bh· hw û khne me’ koIR a·pit n hog& ik guPtj&
>··rt&y s’’SkOit ke üp·sk rhe hw û üNho’ne ved-pur·ï, r·m·yï, kmRyog,
avt·rv·d, vw¸ïv>·iKt a·id ko apn& rcn·ao’ me’ ai>·Vy’’ijt iky·
hw’ û guPt kOt s·ket me’ >··rt&y s’’SkOit ke mULyo’ k& óoj huIR hw û yq· ¶
“a·yR-s>yt· huIR [pit¸#t, a·yR ñmR a·^vSt hua· û”
r·mnrex mhet· ne >·& s·’’SkOitk pr’’pr· ko v·ï& [pd·n k&
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hw û mh·[pSq·n yh pq bNñu q·, üTsv· a·id jws& ünk& rcn·ao’ me’
>··rt&y s’S’ kOit ke mULy s’’[giht hw û ünk· xbr& ó¬@k·Vy s’S’ kOit
k· pirc·yk k·Vy hw û
“Ky· a·Tm· k& üNnit kevl,
hw üCc vgR tk h& s&imt ?
p[ >·u to sbke p·lk ipt·, >·l·,
ünk· a·r·ñn Kyo’ s&imt ?”
khte huE nrexj&ne [pStut rcn· me’ kmR ke s·mne j·it-vïR ko tuCztm
#hr·y· hw û
“s’S’ kOit mnu¸y k& ivivñ s·ñn·ao’ k& svoRtm pirp·it hw û”
khte huE hj·r& [ps·d imved& ne >·& m·nvt·v·d& s’’SkOit ko
r·wxn& [pd·n k& hw û üNho’ne >··rt&y s’’SkOit Ev’’ ñmR k· ivvecn iky·
hw û r·m·yï, mh·>··rt Ev’ b·wõñ s·ihTy ke s·’’SkOitk a·dxoR ko apne
inb’ñ
’ o me’ Sq·n dete huE üNho’ne j&vn-dxRn, j&vn-mULyo’, üd·rt· a·id
k& phec·n k·ym k& hw û >··rt&y s’S’ kOit k& den, ku$j, devd·s,
axok ke fUl, >··rt k& s·’’SkOitk smSy·E| a·id ünke s’’SkOit k&
girm· btl·nev·le inb’’ñ hw û
kubre n·q r·y ke inb’ñ
’ o me’ >·& s·’S’ kOitk pirvex k& j&v’’t
ai>·VyiKt huIR hw û ünke inb’ñ
’ o me’ g·vo, pvoR, g’g
’ ·, ymun· jwse
loktTvo’ k· ic+ï hua· hw û gNñm·dn, ivW·dyog a·id ünke s’’SkOit
se Zu@e mULyv·n inb’’ñ hw û
ivl·inv·s im§ ke inb’’ño me’ >·& lok s’S’ kOit ü>·rkr
s·mne a·t& hw û ünke inb’ñ
’ o me’ xukn, puj·, [vt a·id jws&
lokm·Ntt·ao’ k· a’kn hua· hw û üNho’ne kmRyog x·S+ me’ g&t·dxRn k&
Vy·pk m&m·’’s· [pStut k& hw û Is [pk·r ihNd& s·ihTy me’ gl-pl k&
ivi>·Nn ivñ·ao’ me’ s·’’SkOit pirvex k· j&v’’t ic+ï hua· hw û
sm·pn ¶sm[g cc·R ke a’’tme’ yh&’ filt hot· hw ik ivàv me’ >··rt&y s’S’ kOit k&
mihm· v girm· a§uv· rh& hw û ihNd& s·ihTy me’ s·’’SkOitk pirvex k&
sj&v Z|·k& Vy’’ijt hw û ihNd& s·ihTy ke kb&r, tuls&,
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>··rteNdu, mh·v&r [ps·d imved&, mwiql&xrï guPt a·id ne hm·r&
s·’’SkOit aiSmt· ko apn&-apn& rcn·ao’ me’ k·ym iky· hw û
“xu>··Ste pNq·¶ û”
s·r·’’x ¶ivàv me’ >··rt&y s’’SkOit amr j ajey hw it amr j
ajey hw û Is& al·wikk Ev’ idVy s’’SkOit ke a·dxoR, mULyo’, tTvo’ k&
ihNd& s·ihTy me’ b@$& h& j&v’t ai>·VyiKt huIR hw û INh&’ s·’’SkOitk
a·dxoR se ihNd& s·ihTy k· >·iKtk·l jh·| m·nv mn ke hdy, mn Ev’’
a·Tm· k& >·Uó ko tuPt krt· hw, vh&’ dusr& aor lok Ev’’ prlok k&
ó·Vy· krne me’ puïRt¶ sfl rh· hw û >·iKtk·l me’ jh·| kb&r ne apne
a·Tm D·n se s·’’SkOitk girm· ko k·ym iky· hw, vh&’ dUsr& a·wr
[pm
e m·g&R kiv j·ys&ne al·wikk [pem ke rhSyo’ ko óojne k& ce¸$· k&
hw’ û tuls&d·s k· r·mcirtm·ns hm·r& s·’’SkOitk ivr·st k&
g·wrvg·q· hwû D·n-ivD·n, pur·ï-k·Vy, >·iKt-n&it, >··v·veg-an·sKt
>··v, [b·Èï-c·’’@·l a·id k· smiNvt v siMmlt ®p tuls& k·
s·ihTy hw û sUr ne >·& tTk·iln yug k& mr& huIR [pj· me’ v·TsLy Ev’’
s<y>··vn· ke [p·ï fU’ke hw’ û
a·ñuinkk·l >·& s·’S’ kOitk cetn· k& ai>·Vy’’jn· dOi¸$ se
pirpUïR rh· hwû r·¸${yñ·r· ke r·i¸${y [pv·h me’ >··rteNdu, aiMbk·dt Vy·s,
l·l· §&inv·sd·s, b·lkO¸ï>·^, r·ñ·kO¸ïd·s a·idne apn&
s·ihiTyk rcn·ao’ me’ >··rt&y s’’SkOit k& mihm· k· g·wrvg·n iky· hw
û hj·r&[ps·d imved&, mwiqilxrï guPt, idnkr, m·ónl·l ctuvRde &
ITy·id ne >·& hm·r& s’’SkOit ke s·’’SkOitk [pv·h ko aiñk gtvr iky·
hw û kul iml·kr kh skte hw ik ihNd& s·ihTy ke [pTyek k·l me’
>··rt&y s’S’ kOitk& óoj huIR hw û yh s·ihTy r·m a·wr ày·m, inguRï a·wr
sguï, j·it a·wr p·it k· Ek anuß· setu hw û khne k· t·TpyR yh hw ik
>··rt&y s’’SkOit k· vh aitt jo smy ®p& [pv·h ke s·q-s·q bht·
cl· gy·, dfn ho gy·, ün dfne huE a·dxoR, mULyo’, j&vn-isõñ·’’to,
pr’’pr·ao ko ihNd& >··W· s·ihTyk·ro’’ne r·wxn& p[ d·n k& hw û
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A WORK WRITTEN BY A WOMAN: CANNONIZATION
OF IT THROUGH AN ESSAY BY A WOMAN
-P.R.SHARMA
M.A(ENGLISH)., B.ED
INTRODUCTION:
A WORK WRITTEN BY A WOMAN:
CANNONIZATION OF IT
THROUGH AN ESSAY BY A WOMAN, it means my topic fo r presentation. “The
Bluest Eye” by Toni Morrison and it’s interpretations with the magnifier glass of an
essay by Elaine Showalter “Toward a Femin istic Po etics”. Both the female writers try
to give vo ice to the mute sufferings of God’s beautiful creation i.e a “woman”. Toni
Morriso n’s The Bluest Eye is a work which continues to proliferate the desire of the
female obtains not only power, but a sense of place in the world. As Showalter shows
her concern for the space for women and their powerfu l position through the mediu m
of writing. There are many novels works that provide us feminist point of view such
as Beloved by Tony Morrison A Roo m of One’s Own by Virg inia Woolf and The
Colour Purple by Alice Walker. The Bluest Eye reveals the condition o f African
American women in a society, where a bud befo re bloo ming is masquerade by its own
Gardner or say protector.
Elaine Showalter in her essay talks abo ut the sub-ordinate positio n of women
in andocentric society, where they are suppressed in a way that they do not have
enough courage to express their ideas and emotions. They are expected to agree not to
argue. As Sho walter mentions:
“Traditionally women have been cast in the supporting rather than the starring
roles of literary scholarship.”( P.g 128 Toward a Feminist Poetics).
Lik e Showalter many femin ist critics encouraged such as Woolf wo men to
write something that becomes their mediu m of expressio n. The outco me of this is a
wagon of the works we have which are written by wo men. Thus we have The Bluest
Eye written by No bel Laureate Tony Morrison. She has used a proper narrative
technique. The book is divided into four sections—Autumn, Winter, Spring, and
summer and thro ugh flash backs. The mo st beautiful aspect of the wo rk is its use of
Metapho rs like-Blue eye, the seed, the barren land etc.
The very first aspect closely connected with the women is always her physical
appearance or say features, from Helen of the Troy to today’s Helen since prime age
till today. It is one o f her expected qualities.
The primary d ifference between the male and female gaze in The Bluest Eye lies in its
co nnectio n to sexual d esire. Morrison connects the male gaze with sexual
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desire and objectificatio n of wo men. The scene o f Peco la’s rape by her father
Cholly illustrates this. Morrison presents the entire scene in ter ms o f Cho lly’s gaze o n
Peco la.
“.. Cho lly saw her dim ly and could not tell what he saw o r what he felt……
why did she have to loo k so whipped? … If he lo oked into her face, he wou ld
see those hau nted, loving eyes.( p. g127) (Afr ican Am erican r eview –Indiana
state university www.jsto r.or g)
When we are talking about women the second most important aspect we have
to take in note is a view of her as a ‘sexual object'. We have an appropriate example
from Morrison’s this novel Darlene a girl with whom Cho lly had a sex becomes just a
sexual o bject for W hite men only fo r their tempo ral pleasure, they can’t think even fo r
a second ho w a poo r girl feels, and that deno tes a world o f men where the feelings o f
women do esn’t matter at all. Showalter also indicates it with Robert Partlow
understand ing o f Feminist criticism-‘Feminist criticism will naturally be o bsessed
with the phallus’ (p.g.126 Towards a Feministic Poetics) . Thus, when one discusses
the to pic related to the women, sexuality can’t be overloo ked because for wo men it is
another form o f suppressio n.
Thus we have the scene wher e Pecola being raped by her own father. I n same
way in Alice Walker’s novel The Colou r Purple Shelly is also raped by her step father
but towards the end r eaders are getting positive po int of view with Shelly’s
independency with the help o f other women. So, Shelly with the help of ‘sister ho od’
survives and emerges as an independent being. But for Pecola there is no one who
co mes to rescue her and to take her o ut fro m that tr auma, but leaves her to go insane.
She an inno cent girl being raped, and accused by the society:
“…. She carry so me of the blame.”
“Oh,co me on. She ain’t but twelve or so.”
“ Yeah. But you never kno w. How come she d idn’t fig ht him?”(p.g149).
It is ver y painfu l that a W oman canno t understand the sufferings of a wo man. Instead
of supporting her they ar e taunting her.
In her essay Showalter also throws light o n this in the context o f writing. She
tells that under this patriarchal structure women thinks traditionally like men have
made her to think. Here in “Towards a Feministic Poetics” this fact is d ivulged in the
words o f Mar y Daly in fact she is talking about ‘Method’ but to prove my argu ment it
seems suitable to me.
“Under patriarchy, ……even women have not been able to hear and
formulate our own questions, to meet o ur own experiences.”(p.g 127 Toward
a Feministic Poetics) .
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Ther e is no doubt that she is speak ing about Method, that is used to understand the
Femin ist criticism, by quo ting this I just wanted to suggest that there ar e so me stage
where even wo man do not support a woman because they are indirectly fo llowing the
male.
Peco la su ffers not o nly because she is black and poor, but also because she is a
female. The gender issue ther efore beco mes an important one in the novel. All black
women in The Bluest Eye experience dependency, repression, and alienation. All
these women try to find meaning and fulfilment in different ways. W hile other women
in the no vel find fu lfilment. Mrs. Macteer in loo king after her family, Gerald ine and
Maureen Peal in trying to assu me fake identities, Pauline in tr ying to fulfil the ro le o f
the ideal mammy. The women are subordinated to male but The Bluest Eye is a sto ry
of Afr ican American wo man, so it shows us double marg inalized conditio n of the
women. They are abused by the outsider as well as at the hands of their o wn men.
Whites lynched and raped them; the blacks came to loo k upon them as immor al
being s. The black women, therefore, had no protection from the men of their own
co mmunity.
In The Bluest Eye we o bser ve that the School bo ys teases Pecola and poo r
Peco la can’t fights back and at last Frieda co mes to her rescue:
“Black e mo. Black e mo. Ya daddy sleeps nacked”.(p.g 50)
Now question sp arks our mind is that the boys are themselves are black so why are
they teasing `Pecola? Black boys’ hatred for black girls even though sharing the
same features, it denotes their guilt or say their self hatred being worthless and black.
So here co mes do uble suppr essio n o f black wo men. Black Women have always
fought two way battles at o utside and simultaneously at home.
The suppression of the women begins at ho me. As Sho walter argues that
women are carrying sub-alter place. She gives the examp le o f Elizabeth Barrett
Browning. Barrett’s identity was stifled by her husband Robert Bro wning, as Barrett
herself admits that“…it may be better not to bring out the two wor ks together.”( P133 To war d a
Femin istic Poetics)

There are very few who can accept their wo man as an individual having their own
ideas and capacities. If talking about creative writing by wo men they always
suppressed by andocentric wor ld, their wo rk strongly criticised by male. That’s why
may be the wo men had adapted the pseudo name of man and follo wed their path o f
writing fo r acceptance by the critics as well as the outside world which is‘patriarchal ,
which is cr iticised by Showalter as a phase of ‘ femin ine. As we have well- known
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sufferings and fo r that Peco la created an imag ined ‘one’ with whom she can
share her pain.
Sho walter is asking the same questio n that where is the place for female. She
argues that women can find their own p lace in male dominated wor ld through the
med ium o f wr iting. She also suggests that Her work should not be an imitative and
only blind protest of ‘patriarchy’ but a work that colour s imagination and inspiratio n
of her wo rk which is co ined as “gynocritics” .Thus, Showalter coined that term to
give new frame to the Femin ist criticism; gyno critics is mo re self contained and
experimental, with connectio ns to other modes o f new femin ist research. Sho walter
explains her term very accurately:
“In contrast to [an] angry o r lo ving fixatio n on male literature, the progr am o f
gynocritics is to co nstruct a female framework for the analysis o f women’s
literature, to develop new models based on the study of female experience,
rather than to adapt male mo dels and theorie” (New, 131).
It (gynocritics) is not playing a role of eraser which erases the difference
between male and female writing. So with the new frame wo rk for the analysis o f
women’s literature Mo rrison’s wr iting can be judged with this given model o f
‘gynocritics’. Showalter provides a new to look W omen’s writing witho ut any bias. I f
taking consideration Morrison we must not lo ok her as that she is woman that’s why
she is speaking on behalf o f wo men. We have to go through her work as a part of her
experiences, expressions and experiments without looking it fr om traditional male
models and theo ries.
In the co ntext of Mo rrison’s wr iting, it seems true that it is no t imitative. She
is experimenting with her writing and her exp eriments beco me fruitfu l in the way o f
her conveying the massage. She is selecting a form of wr iting that is peculiar to its
particular society. She is using the medium o f narrator –C laudia, when the story starts
Claud ia narrates it as an adu lt using f lashback technique. But while story mo ves
further Claudia also takes part in the story as a child. So we have two visio ns o f
look ing to a story fir st from an adult’s point of view and seco nd as a child. She is
using the language i.e also peculiar, to its narration, she has used many inverted
co mma to comprise the sentences and by through creating more po ssibilities for
meanings. Thus the writing style of Morriso n in ‘The Bluest Eye’ is not certainly
imitative but innovative.
Elaine Showalter finds the d iscussion of women as a wr iter a highly debatable
to pic; it beco mes necessary to judge Morr ison keeping this view in mind. She is very
vocal abo ut ho w she wants her wo rk to be interpreted and the messages she wishes to
co nvey to her audience.
Sho walter in her “A Literature of Their Own” introduces three phases of women
writing and that are-
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The Feminine Phase 1840- 1880 It is a phase o f imitation of the prevailing mo des o f
the do minant traditional internalization of its standards of art and its views o n social
roles. p.g 13 (Femin ist Literar y Theory). The distinct quality o f this period is the act
of hiring the male pseudo name.
The Feminist Phase 1880-1920 .This phase of protest against these standar ds and
values, and advocacy of minor ity rights and values, including a demand for
autonomy.p.g13 (Femin ist Literary Theory).
The Fema le Phase 1920… Showalter says, “women reject both imitation and
protest—two for ms of dependency—and turn instead to female experience as the
source o f an auto no mo us art”(p. g 139 Toward a Feministic Poetics).
Female Phase focuses on self discovery that means using wr iting as a mo de o f
self expression. Wo men has to get back their voice to descr ibe their ar t by using an y
theme, genres, language that it has ability to put forward their feelings.
In that way, Mo rriso n is fo llowing the third phase which is ‘ Female’ as I have
mentioned before she is not imitating or hid ing herself behind any cur tain o f pseudo
name and she is also not rejecting male theor y at all. She is just fo llowing a way that
can lead her to her final destination and that is a search of a space for B lack wo men in
the world which is ruled over by male fo r centur y. She is conveying the idea through
her wr iting not Femin ine- alike female nor Feminist- criticism on female o r by the
female, but be just a FEMALE

Conclusion:
Sho walter encompasses many authors’ point of views related to ‘Feminist
Criticism’ and her own views under an umbrella of her essay, “Toward a Feministic
Poetics”. My paper is an endeavo ur to pr esent befo re you The Bluest Eye by Mo rriso n
keeping tho se ideas in m ind, but ther e ar e some points that are not fitting well such as
the first two phases. But Showalter’s aims of ‘auto no mo us art’ and ‘self-discover y’
are fu lfilled in so me extent in the writing of Mo rriso n in her novel The Bluest Eye.
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Golden age
Suryavarman II — Angkor Wat
- Dr. SHAILESH SOLANKI
Assistant Professor in HISTORY
(Gujarat Arts & Commerce College Evening)
The 11th century was a time of conflict and brutal power struggles. Only with Suryavarman
II (reigned 1113–1150) was the kingdom united internally and extended externally. Under his
rule, the largest temple of Angkor was built in a period of 37 years: Angkor Wat, dedicated to
God Vishnu. Suryavarman II conquered the Mon kingdom of Haripunjaya to the west (in
today's central Thailand), and the area further west to the border with the kingdom
of Bagan (modern Burma), in the south further parts of the Malay peninsula down to the
kingdom of Grahi (corresponding roughly to the modern Thai province of Nakhon Si
Thammarat), in the east several provinces of Champa, and the countries in the north as far as
the southern border of modern Laos. Suryavarman II sent a mission to the Chola dynasty of
south India and presented a precious stone to the Chola Emperor KulothungaChola I in
1114. Suryavarman II's end is unclear. The last inscription mentioning his name, in
connection with a planned invasion of Vietnam, is from the year 1145. He died during a
failed military expedition in Dai Viet territory sometime between 1145 and 1150.
There followed another period in which kings reigned briefly and were violently overthrown
by their successors. Finally in 1177 Kambuja was defeated in a naval battle on the Tonle Sap
lake by the army of the Chams and was incorporated as a province of Champa.
Jayavarman VII Angkor Thom

Portrait statue ofJayavarman VII
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Prasat Bayon
The future king Jayavarman VII (reigned 1181–1219) was already a military leader as prince
under previous kings. After the Cham had conquered Angkor, he gathered an army and
regained the capital, he attacked his father thinking it was his destiny to be king, he ascended
the throne and continued the war against the neighbouring eastern kingdom for a further 22
years, until the Khmer defeatedChampa in 1203 and conquered large parts of its territory.

Jayavarman VII stands as the last of the great kings of Angkor, not only because of the
successful war against the Cham, but also because he was no tyrannical ruler in the manner of
his immediate predecessors, because he unified the empire, and above all because of the
building projects carried out under his rule. The new capital now called Angkor
Thom (literally: "Great City") was built. In the centre, the king (himself a follower
of Mahayana Buddhism) had constructed as the state temple the Bayon, with its towers
bearing faces of the boddhisattva Avalokiteshvara, each several metres high, carved out of
stone. Further important temples built
under Jayavarman VII were Ta
Prohm, BanteayKdei and NeakPean, as well as the reservoir of SrahSrang. Alongside, an
extensive network of streets was laid down, which connected every town of the empire.
Beside these streets 121 rest-houses were built for traders, officials and travellers. Not least of
all, he established 102 hospitals.
Jayavarman VIII the last blooming
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Baphuon, a temple-mountain dedicated to the Hindu God Shiva.
After the death of Jayavarman VII, his son Indravarman II (reigned 1219–1243) ascended the
throne. Like his father, he was a Buddhist, and completed a series of temples begun under his
father's rule. As a warrior he was less successful. In the year 1220, under mounting pressure
from increasingly powerfulDai Viet, and its Cham alliance, the Khmer withdrew from many
of the provinces previously conquered from Champa. In the west, his Thai subjects rebelled,
established the first Thai kingdom at Sukhothai and pushed back the Khmer. In the following
200 years, the Thais would become the chief rivals of Kambuja. Indravarman II was
succeeded by Jayavarman VIII (reigned 1243–1295). In contrast to his predecessors, he was a
devotee of the Hindu deityShiva, and an aggressive opponent of BuddhismHe destroyed most
of the Buddha statues in the empire (archaeologists estimate the number at over 10,000, of
which few traces remain) and converted Buddhist temples to Hindu temples. From the
outside, the empire was threatened in 1283 by the Mongols under Kublai Khan's
general Sogetu (sometimes known as Sagatu or Sodu) who was the governor of Guangzhou,
China. It was small detachment from the main campaign against Champa and Dai Viet. The
king avoided war with his powerful opponent, who at this time ruled over all China, by
paying annual tribute to him. Jayavarman VIII's rule ended in 1295 when he was deposed by
his son-in-law Srindravarman(reigned 1295–1309). The new king was a follower
of Theravada Buddhism, a school of Buddhism which had arrived in southeast Asia from Sri
Lanka and subsequently spread through most of the region.

Prasat Phnom Rung, the site of an ancient Khmer city
Decline
From the year 1327 on, no further large temples were established. Historians suspect a connection
with the kings' adoption of Theravada Buddhism: they were therefore no longer considered
"devarajas", and there was no need to erect huge temples to them, or rather to the gods under
whose protection they stood. The retreat from the concept of the devaraja may also have led to a
loss of royal authority and thereby to a lack of workers. The water-management apparatus also
degenerated, meaning that harvests were reduced by floods or drought. While previously three rice
harvests per years were possible a substantial
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contribution to the prosperity and power of Kambuja the declining harvests further weakened
the empire.

Phimai, the site of an ancient Khmer city of Vimayapura
Its western neighbour, the first Thai kingdom of Sukhothai, after repelling Angkorian
hegemony, was conquered by another stronger Thai kingdom in the lower Chao
Phraya Basin, Ayutthaya, in 1350. From the fourteenth century, Ayutthaya became Angkor's
rival. According to its accounts, Ayutthaya launched several attacks. Eventually it was said,
Angkor was subjugated. Siamese army drew back, leaving Angkor ruled by local nobles,
loyal to Ayutthaya. The story of Angkor faded from historical accounts from then on.
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===============================================
Abstract

Reforms in industrial and trade policy were a central focus of much of
India’s reform effort in the early stages. Industrial policy prior to the
reforms was characterized by multiple controls over private investment
which limited the areas in which private investors were allowed to operate,
and often also determined the scale of operations, the location of new
investment, and even the technology to be used. The industrial structure that
evolved under this regime was highly inefficient and needed to be supported
by a highly protective trade policy, often providing tailor-made protection to
each sector of industry. The costs imposed by these policies had been
extensively studied Bhagwati and Desai 1965 Bhagwati and Srinivasan,
1971 Ahluwalia, 1985 and by 1991 a broad consensus had emerged on the
need for greater liberalization and openness. A great deal has been achieved
at the end of ten years of gradualist reforms.
Industrial Policy
Industrial policy has seen the greatest change, with most central government
industrial controls being dismantled. The list of industries reserved solely for
the public sector which used to cover 18 industries, including iron and steel,
heavy plant and machinery, telecommunications and telecom equipment,
minerals, oil mining, air transport services and electricity generation and
distribution has been drastically reduced to three: defense aircrafts and
warships, atomic energy generation, and railway transport.Industrial
licensing by the central government has been almost abolished except for a
few hazardous and environmentally sensitive industries. The requirement
that investments by large industrial houses needed a separate clearance under
the Monopolies and Restrictive Trade Practices Act to discourage the
concentration of economic power was abolished and the act itself is to be
replaced by a new competition law which will attempt to regulate
anticompetitive behavior in other ways.
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The main area where action has been inadequate relates to the long standing
policy of reserving production of certain items for the small-scale sector.
About 800 items were covered by this policy since the late 1970s, which
meant that investment in plant and machinery in any individual unit
producing these items could not exceed $ 250,000. Many of the reserved
items such as garments, shoes, and toys had high export potential and the
failure to permit development of production units with more modern
equipment and a larger scale of production severely restricted India’s export
competitiveness. The Report of the Committee on Small Scale Enterprises
1997 and the Report of the Prime Minister’s Economic Advisory Council
2001 had both pointed to the remarkable success of China in penetrating
world markets in these areas and stimulating rapid growth of employment in
manufacturing. Both reports recommended that the policy of reservation
should be abolished and other measures adopted to help small-scale industry.
While such a radical change in policy was unacceptable, some policy
changes have been made very recently: fourteen items were removed from
the reserved list in 2001 and another 50 in 2002. The items include garments,
shoes, toys and auto components, all of which are potentially important for
exports. In addition, the investment ceiling for certain items was increased to
$1 million. However, these changes are very recent and it will take some
years before they are reflected in economic performance.
Industrial liberalization by the central government needs to be accompanied
by supporting action by state governments. Private investors require much
permission from state governments to start operations, like connections to
electricity and water supply and environmental clearances. They must also
interact with the state bureaucracy in the course of day-to-day operations
because of laws governing pollution, sanitation, workers’ welfare and safety,
and such. Complaints of delays, corruption and harassment arising from
these interactions are common. Some states have taken initiatives to ease
these interactions, but much more needs to be done.
Trade Policy
Trade policy reform has also made progress, though the pace has been
slower than in industrial liberalization. Before the reforms, trade policy was
characterized by high tariffs and pervasive import restrictions. Imports of
manufactured consumer goods were completely banned. For capital goods,
raw materials and intermediates, certain lists of goods were freely
importable, but for most items where domestic substitutes were being
produced, imports were only possible with import licenses. The criteria for
issue of licenses were no transparent delays were endemic and corruption
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unavoidable. The economic reforms sought to phase out import licensing and
also to reduce import duties.
Progress in reducing tariff protection, the second element in the trade
strategy, has been even slower and not always steady. the weighted average
import duty rate declined from the very high level of 72.5 percent in 1991-92
to 24.6 percent in 1996-97. However, the average tariff rate then increased
i
by more than 10 percentage points in the next four years. In February 2002,
the government signalled a return to reducing tariff protection. The peak
duty rate was reduced to 30 percent, a number of duty rates at the higher end
of the existing structure were lowered, while many low end duties were
raised to 5 percent. The net result is that the weighted average duty rate is 29
percent in 2002-03.
Although India’s tariff levels are significantly lower than in 1991, they
remain among the highest in the developing world because most other
developing countries have also reduced tariffs in this period. The weighted
average import duty in China and Southeast Asia is currently about half the
Indian level. The government has announced that average tariffs will be
reduced to around 15 percent by 2004, but even if this is implemented, tariffs
in India will be much higher than in China which has committed to reduce
weighted average duties to about 9 percent by 2005 as a condition for
admission to the World Trade Organization.
2.6

Foreign Direct Investment

Liberalizing foreign direct investment was another important part of India’s
reforms driven by the belief that this would increase the total volume of
investment in the economy, improve production technology, and increase
access to world markets. The policy now allows 100 percent foreign
ownership in a large number of industries and majority ownership in all
except banks, insurance companies, telecommunications and airlines.
Procedures for obtaining permission were greatly simplified by listing
industries that are eligible for automatic approval up to specified levels of
foreign equity 100 percent, 74 percent and 51 percent. Potential foreign
investors investing within these limits only need to register with the Reserve
Bank of India. For investments in other industries, or for a higher share of
equity than is automatically permitted in listed industries, applications are
considered by a Foreign Investment Promotion Board that has established a
track record of speedy decisions. In 1993, foreign institutional investors
were allowed to purchase shares of listed Indian companies in the stock
market, opening a window for portfolio investment in existing companies.
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These reforms have created a very different competitive environment for
India’s industry than existed in 1991, which has led to significant changes.
Indian companies have upgraded their technology and expanded to more
efficient scales of production. They have also restructured through mergers
and acquisitions and refocused their activities to concentrate on areas of
competence. New dynamic firms have displaced older and less dynamic
ones: of the top 100 companies ranked by market capitalization in 1991,
about half are no longer in this group. Foreign investment inflows increased
from virtually nothing in 1991 to about 0.5 percent of GDP. Although this
figure remains much below the levels of foreign direct investment in many
emerging market countries not to mention 4 percent of GDP in China the
change from the pre-reform situation is impressive. The presence of foreignowned firms and their products in the domestic market is evident and has
added greatly to the pressure to improve quality.
These policy changes were expected to generate faster industrial growth and
greater penetration of world markets in industrial products, but performance
in this respect has been disappointing. Industrial growth increased sharply in
the first five years after the reforms, but then slowed to an annual rate of 4.5
percent in the next five years. Export performance has improved, but
modestly. The share of exports of goods in GDP increased from 5.7 percent
in 1990-91 to 9.7 percent, but this reflects in part exchange rate depreciation.
India’s share in world exports, which had declined steadily since 1960,
increased slightly from around 0.5 percent in 1990-91 to 0.6 percent in 19992000, but much of the increase in world market share is due to agricultural
exports. India’s manufactured exports had a 0.5 percent share in world
markets for those items in 1990 and this rose to only 0.55 percent by 1999.
Unlike the case in China and Southeast Asia, foreign direct investment in
India did not play an important role in export penetration and was instead
oriented mainly towards the domestic market.
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